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Abstract: This paper explores Montesquieu’s treatment of natural religion in the Persian 
Letters and The Spirit of the Laws. I discuss in detail the moral psychology behind Usbek’s 
support of natural religion in the Persian Letters. I argue that Montesquieu wants his best 
readers to see Usbek’s natural religion has a moral backbone that, at bottom, is quite simi-
lar to the religious fanaticism that Montesquieu aims to moderate. In the second half of 
my paper, I consider Montesquieu’s presentation of natural religion in books 24 and 25 of 
The Spirit of the Laws. I argue that his rhetorical presentation of natural religion is heavily 
shaped by his aim of encouraging religious toleration. While natural religion is useful for 
moderating religious fanaticism, I show that Montesquieu indicates that the softening effect 
of natural religion is compatible with despotism; the value of natural religion is limited to a 
specific context. I conclude with some remarks on the type of citizen Montesquieu aims to 
cultivate and the place natural religion has in such a citizen’s life.

I. Introduction to the Persian Letters

The bulk of Montesquieu’s Persian Letters consists of letters written by 
Usbek and Rica, two Muslims visiting France. Rica’s letters are primarily 
social commentary critical of particular French customs. Usbek’s letters fall 
primarily into two categories: various moral, philosophic, and theological 
criticisms of France and Christianity (as practiced in France in the early 
1700s) and issues relating to his seraglio. One might think that the most 
obvious way of reading the Persian Letters is to associate the criticisms made 
by Usbek and Rica with those of Montesquieu, that is, an obvious way to read 
the Persian Letters is to assume that these men are simply the mouthpieces 
of Montesquieu; accordingly, Montesquieu would have chosen two Muslims 
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as his mouthpieces simply as a way of providing plausible distance from his 
more dangerous or unpopular criticisms.1

There is something to be said for the approach just described; the criti-
cisms the two men make, as criticisms, are capable of persuading the reader. 
Perhaps it would be irresponsible of Montesquieu if he did not want his read-
ers to be persuaded by the criticisms of his major characters. That being said, 
there is an equally obvious reason to distance the character of Usbek, at least, 
from the author Montesquieu: Usbek’s private life is in disorder; his seraglio 
is falling apart.2 If the fact that Usbek’s domestic life becomes increasingly 
disordered as the narrative progresses does not serve to refute his theoretical 
claims, then it at least calls their value into question. To exaggerate for the 
sake of clarity, if one behaves and thinks as Usbek does, then one’s private life 
will fall apart. How are we to reconcile the two threads of Usbek, that is, how 
are we to reconcile Usbek’s failed domestic situation with the fact that his 
theoretical criticisms are appealing and are meant to be appealing?

The most obvious answer would be that Montesquieu aims to undercut 
both the theoretical life in general and Christianity, at least as practiced in 
France in the early 1700s, in particular; the private disaster undercuts the 
theoretical life and the criticisms of Christianity undercut Christianity. This 
approach is on the right track, but needs to be modified. The criticisms Usbek 
makes of Christianity have a moral foundation as distinct from a strictly 
theological foundation; they could apply equally well to Judaism or Islam. In 
fact, Usbek’s criticisms lack theoretical rigor; instead, they are grounded in 
demands he makes in the name of justice. 

1  For a list of attempts to determine how the Persian Letters is a coherent (or incoherent) whole see 
Diana J. Schaub, Erotic Liberalism: Women and Revolution in Montesquieu’s “Persian Letters” (Lan-
ham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1995), 163n45.
2  Schaub and Starobinski are right to treat Usbek as a unified literary character, and both authors 
emphasize that Usbek is a product of Persia. “The very ambiguity of Usbek’s contradictory, ‘divided’ 
character requires an interpretation that fully justifies Montesquieu’s decision to make him as he is. 
The contradiction between Usbek’s intellectual predilections and his private behavior is significant; 
is an object lesson. His appeal to universal reason is sincere and heartfelt (as can be seen from the 
views he expresses about justice, truth, virtue, and many other topics), yet he remains in some respects 
the product of a particular civilization and moral code, a man educated and shaped by a historical 
tradition” (Jean Starobinski, Blessings in Disguise; Or, The Morality of Evil, trans. Arthur Goldhammer 
[Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993], 75). “The despot himself is not the culprit. To put 
it in terms we are all too familiar with: he is a product of the system. Montesquieu’s protagonist Usbek 
is just such a reluctant despot, a despot not by his own desire or design. Usbek is presented to us as 
an enlightened and virtuous man whom we nevertheless see authorizing and perpetuating horrible 
cruelties” (Schaub, Erotic Liberalism, 23). I differ from both by arguing that Usbek is fundamentally a 
moral ascetic; that he is Persian merely colors and bolsters his asceticism. 
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Montesquieu’s purpose regarding Usbek’s criticisms is twofold. Assume 
the reader shares the same moral convictions as Usbek and has a similar 
understanding of justice. This type of reader will find Usbek’s criticisms 
straightforwardly persuasive. A man of religious zeal impressed by the moral 
seriousness of a man like Usbek may find himself either replacing his religion 
with a gentler natural religion that does not rely on claims to divine revela-
tion, or, more likely, relaxing his attachment to the content of his religion 
not linked explicitly with morality, such as ceremony or belief in certain 
miracles. This hypothetical reader’s underlying moral concerns and beliefs 
would remain fundamentally unaffected; he would simply be redirected 
from a harsh variant of, say, Christianity to or toward natural religion. Now, 
for a different kind of reader, Usbek serves as a psychological case study. He 
illustrates, among other things, the moral hopes and demands that breathe 
life into certain religious claims. While it is Usbek’s particular political and 
religious situation that allows him to have a seraglio in the first place, the 
seraglio is falling apart for the same reason that Usbek rejects the harshness 
of certain claims made on behalf of revealed religion; the same ascetic moral-
ity that allows him to make demands on God in the name of justice leads him 
to treat the women of his seraglio with unseemly contempt.

II. The Natural Religion of Usbek 

The Persian Letters begins by presenting three different ways of life that 
might be of interest to Usbek: that of the pious adherent of revealed reli-
gion (in this case as a Shiite Muslim), that of the philosopher, and that of the 
moral man. The first action we read of, in the first paragraph of the first let-
ter, is the pious devotion Usbek makes at the tomb of Fatima.3 Furthermore, 
when leaving Persia and entering Turkey, Usbek reports that, as he entered 
the country of the “treacherous Osmanlis,” it seemed to him that he was 
“becoming more profane” (6.2).4 The stated religious concerns of Usbek color 
the first reason he gives his friend Rustan for leaving Persia with Rica: “We 
were born in a flourishing kingdom, but we did not believe that its borders 
were those of our knowledge, and that Oriental light alone should enlighten 

3  In fact, Usbek conflates two different Fatimas. This is either Usbek’s error, that is, we are immedi-
ately presented with evidence that Usbek’s pious devotion is perfunctory, or the error is Montesquieu’s, 
that is, Montesquieu made a genuine error. However this may be, Montesquieu aims to make the 
reader’s very first impression of Usbek one of a man who pays pious respect, an aim he may or may 
not undercut as he makes it. See Montesquieu, Persian Letters, trans. Stuart D. Warner and Stéphane 
Douard (South Bend, IN: St Augustine’s, 2017), 5n3.
4  All parenthetical references to the Persian Letters are by letter number followed by the paragraph 
number and taken from Warner and Douard’s translation.
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us” (1.3). To what extent are Usbek’s philosophic concerns linked to his reli-
gious concerns? This question turns out to be a red herring. In a subsequent 
letter to Rustan, Usbek reveals the real reason he left Persia: “I appeared at 
court from my most tender youth. I am able to say it: my heart was not cor-
rupted there. I even formed a great design: I dared to be virtuous there. As 
soon as I knew vice, I drew away from it; but afterwards I approached vice 
in order to unmask it. I carried truth up to the foot of the throne. I spoke a 
language there until then unknown; I confounded flattery; and at the same 
time, I astonished the worshippers and the idol.” Usbek’s uncompromising 
concern for moral virtue made him “some enemies” and aroused “the jeal-
ousy of some ministers, without [attracting] the favor of the prince”; Usbek 
flees under the pretext of education (8.2). While he is decidedly concerned 
with morality, neither religious nor philosophic concerns are the motive for 
his journey.5

As Usbek moves deeper into Turkey he writes a letter to a mullah lament-
ing that he is in “the midst of a profane people” (16.4). His apparent religious 
concern, however, has an underlying moral concern; he asks the mullah to 
“distinguish [him] from the wicked, as one distinguishes at the break of dawn, 
the white thread from the black” (16.4). While it makes sense for an author to 
have a Shiite character lament the wickedness of his Sunnite surroundings, 
what is most striking is that Usbek’s request is made in stark terms; he should 
be distinguished as white from black. Usbek’s comment indirectly references 
a passage of the Koran stating when men are allowed to be intimate with 
their wives during Ramadan. Usbek asks for distinction even when referenc-
ing a passage designed to allow for union; given the overarching plot of the 
Persian Letters, it is striking that Usbek asks for distinction by referring to 
a passage designed to bring men and women together. And while this let-
ter to the mullah uses religious terminology, we do not see Usbek’s genuine 
concern until he sends the mullah a second letter: “I have doubts; they must 
be resolved. I feel that my reason is straying; lead it back to the right path” 
(17.1). These doubts are related to the prohibitions against eating pigs and 
touching corpses: “It seems to me that things in themselves are neither pure 
nor impure; for I cannot conceive of a single quality inherent in any object 
that can make the things in themselves be such. Mud appears dirty to us only 
because it offends our sight or some other of our senses—but in itself it is no 
dirtier than gold or diamonds” (17.2). How can the senses serve as the rule 

5  See Stuart D. Warner, “Montesquieu’s Literary Art: An Introduction to Persian Letters,” in Warner 
and Douard, Persian Letters, xiv.
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when what appears agreeable to one will appear disgusting to another? If the 
individual’s senses are sole judge of the purity of something, then “unless 
one can say that each can, by his fancy, decide this point and distinguish, 
on those matters that concern him,” then the senses ought not be used as 
the standard (17.3). Revealed divine law, at least in these instances, comes to 
sight for Usbek as either confused or tyrannical when held up to the moral 
demand that the law be good, understood as in accordance with reason.

After Usbek has been in Paris for approximately eight months, he writes 
a letter to another religious authority, a dervish who happens to be his cousin. 
Here his concern is over Christians: “I know well that they will not go to the 
abode of the prophets, and that the great Hali did not come for them. But 
because they have not been fortunate enough to find mosques in their coun-
try, do you believe that they are condemned to eternal chastisements, and 
that God will punish them for not having practiced a religion that he has not 
made known to them?” (35.1). Two of Usbek’s observations in particular are 
worth considering. He notes that Christian “priests and monks pray, like us, 
seven times a day” (35.3). Usbek is more impressed by ascetic devotion than 
by the particular content of the ascetic devotion, but he is mistaken about the 
extent to which a Muslim should pray.6 Muslims should pray five times a day; 
in The Spirit of the Laws Montesquieu states that “they pray five times a day, 
and each time they must do something that makes them turn their backs on 
all that belongs to this world” (24.11.2).7 Usbek is not greatly concerned about 
the particulars of his religion, but he errs on the side of ascetic distance from 
the world. Again, according to Usbek, Christians “recognize, as we do, the 
insufficiency of their own merits, and the need they have for an intercessor 
close by God” (35.3). Usbek is primarily concerned with ascetic moral merit.

After having spent two years abroad, Usbek indicates that there is no 
fundamental difference between the moral merit of Christian and Muslim 
holy men. Usbek still honors the holy men of various revealed religions, but 
solely on grounds of ascetic moral merit. For Usbek, a Christian ascetic holy 
man would be superior to a normal Muslim: “God has chosen for himself, 
from every corner of the earth, souls purer than others, which he has sepa-
rated from the impious world” (93.2). This letter is a thinly veiled call for 
religious toleration, but part of what makes religious toleration possible for 

6  Persian Letters, 57n68.
7  All parenthetical references to The Spirit of the Laws are by book number followed by chapter and 
paragraph number and taken from Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, trans. Anne M. Cohler, Basia 
Carolyn Miller, and Harold Samuel Stone (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
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Usbek is his admiration for religious ascetics as such: “If what they say about 
them is true, their lives [i.e., those of early Christian saints] were as full of 
marvels as those of our most sacred imams” (93.3). While Usbek does not 
speak of “sensible Muslims,” it is easy enough to determine what he thinks of 
incredible tales as such: “Sensible Christians look upon all these stories as a 
quite natural allegory that can serve to make us feel the unhappiness of the 
human condition. In vain we seek in the desert for a tranquil state. Temp-
tations always follow us; our passions, represented by demons, still do not 
leave us” (93.4). The isolation of holy men, that is, their apparent lack of social 
comforts, causes their passions to go haywire; the ensuing struggle speaks to 
their moral merit and not, as one might imagine, their imprudence.

Usbek spells out the content of his conception of religion in a letter to 
Rhedi on religious disputes. “I see people here who endlessly dispute about 
religion; but it seems at the same time that they fight over who will observe it 
the least. Not only are they not better Christians, but they are not even better 
citizens—and this is what strikes me” (46.1-2). Apparently ardent believers—
men willing to kill each other on the strength of their beliefs—are worse 
Christians because they are bad citizens. While Usbek’s use of the phrase 
“not even” implies that it is more important to be a proper adherent of the 
right religion than to be a good citizen, this ordering is more of a formality; 
Usbek’s heart lies with religion understood as political decency: “For under 
whatever religion one lives, the observation of laws, love of men, and piety 
toward one’s parents are always the first acts of religion” (46.2). Indeed, if 
the “first act of a religious man” is to “please the divinity,” then “the surest 
means for succeeding at this is doubtlessly to observe the rules of society 
and the duties of humanity; for under whatever religion one lives, from the 
moment it is supposed, it must also be supposed that God loves, since he 
established one religion in order to make them happy; that if he loves them, 
one is assured of pleasing him by also loving them, that is to say, in practicing 
all the duties of charity and humanity toward them, and in not violating the 
laws under which they live” (46.3). Usbek is confident that he speaks for the 
divinity even as he speaks against the specific claims of revealed religion. 
Acting on the authority of his own moral beliefs, he runs roughshod over the 
various claims of revealed religion: “ceremonies do not have any degree of 
goodness by themselves; they are good only in regard to and on the supposi-
tion that God has commanded them. But this is a matter of great discussion. 
It is easy to be deceived about it, for the ceremonies of one religion must be 
chosen from among the ceremonies of two thousand” (46.4). Usbek takes on 
religious authority, that is, acts as a theologian prepared to state what God 
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wants, solely on the basis of the strength of his ascetic moral beliefs. He con-
cludes his letter by instructing Rhedi on the proper way to pray to God. His 
moral concerns lead him to speak and instruct others on behalf of God; even 
while giving voice to moderate religious practices that we might be inclined 
to approve of, Usbek begins to reveal himself as a potential tyrant or, if that 
characterization is thought to be too extreme at this point, then as presump-
tuous and self-satisfied.

Usbek presents his metaphysical suppositions in two subsequent letters 
respectively critical of adherents of revealed religion and philosophers. While 
the “spirit of intolerance” previously animated Christians, they are beginning 
to understand “that the zeal for the progress of religion is different from the 
affection that one should have for it, and that in order to love and observe it, it is 
not necessary to hate and persecute those who do not observe it” (60.6). Indeed, 
it “would be desirable that our Muslims think as sensibly on this subject as the 
Christians” (60.7). The spirit of tolerance is a fundamental moral presupposi-
tion for Usbek; it stems from his understanding of justice, which begins to be 
spelled out in his more detailed metaphysical letter criticizing philosophy. 

Usbek calls his metaphysical letter to Rhedi the “outpouring of my phi-
losophy” (69.1). While Usbek thinks he is providing theoretical support for his 
moral-religious claims, the reader is allowed to see that his moral-religious 
claims are, in fact, the foundation of his theoretical claims. He begins by dis-
tancing himself from what the “most sensible philosophers” have said about 
“the nature of God”; while they have “grossly abused this idea,” the idea itself is 
sound (69.2). At the start of his letter, then, we see that Usbek accepts that God 
has a set nature without argument. This is important to Usbek; without a set 
nature, the justice of God could not be guaranteed or even understood. Out 
of concern for the justice of God, Usbek attacks the concepts of omnipotence 
and omniscience. Regarding omnipotence: “Often God lacks some perfection 
that could bestow a great imperfection upon him. But he is never limited, save 
by himself; he can neither violate his own promise nor deceive men. Very often 
the impotence is not in him, but in relative things; and this is the reason why 
he cannot change the essence of things” (69.4, my emphasis). The dignity of 
God seems to demand the perfection of God; Usbek gets around this problem 
by limiting the power of God. God’s imperfection is limited to an inability 
to perfect the naturally imperfect; very often the impotence is not in Him, 
but in relative things. Why does Usbek qualify even this understanding of 
impotence? He could have said that God lacks the power to perfect things out-
side of Himself and therefore cannot change their essence. The answer to this 
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question is supplied by his otherwise irrelevant claim that God can neither 
violate His own promise nor deceive men. God’s power has to be limited to 
prevent Him from being morally responsible for the corruption Usbek sees in 
the world; God’s power has to be limited to prevent “great imperfection” (69.4). 
If God could lie or deceive men, He would be subject to a greater imperfection 
than lack of power; He would be subject to a moral imperfection. 

Having undercut the omnipotence of God for the sake of justice, Usbek 
next undercuts the omniscience of God for the sake of the free will: “it is not 
a matter about which to be surprised that some of our scholars have dared 
to deny the infinite foreknowledge of God upon this foundation, that it is 
incompatible with his justice” (69.5). God cannot be omniscient, because “it 
is not possible that God foresees things that depend on the determination of 
free causes” (69.6). God would be able to foresee “things that depend on the 
determination of free causes…[only] by conjecture, which is contradictory 
with infinite foreknowledge; or else he could see them as the necessary effects 
that infallibly follow from a cause that would infallibly produce them, which 
is even more contradictory. For the soul would be free by supposition, but, in 
fact, it would not be free any more than a billiard ball is free to move when 
it is struck by another one” (69.7). It is not possible that God be omniscient, 
then, because God’s omniscience would make free will impossible. While 
Usbek makes no effort to explain why he believes men have free will, free will 
is clearly more important to him than the omniscience of God. Omniscience 
is not compatible with the justice of God because omniscience undercuts free 
will which, in turn, is the necessary requirement for moral merit: “although 
he can see everything, he does not always use that power. He ordinarily leaves 
the power of acting or not acting to the creature, so as to leave to him the 
capability of being worthy or unworthy” (69.8). The foundational starting 
point of Usbek’s theology is moral merit; starting with moral merit, he moves 
from free will to a contradictory presentation of God’s omniscience: on one 
hand, “it is not possible that God foresees things that depend on the determi-
nation of free causes,” but on the other hand, “although he can see everything 
he does not always use that power” (69.6, 69.8, my emphasis). Finally, the way 
one demonstrates moral merit is made clear at the end of the letter: “Humili-
ating ourselves always, this is to adore him always” (69.12).

After explaining his philosophy, Usbek returns to the theme of justice and 
God in another letter to Rhedi; this letter begins with a demand in the name 
of justice: “If there is a God…he must necessarily be just; for if he were not, he 
would be the most evil and most imperfect of all beings” (83.1). It is hard to say 
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whether Usbek’s concern for moral merit stems from his concern for justice 
or whether his concern for justice stems from his concern for moral merit; 
it is possible that these two concepts are so tightly intertwined in his mind 
that one cannot say that one stems from the other. Usbek thinks he believes 
that justice is purely rational: “Justice is a relation of congruence.…It is true 
that men do not always see these relations; when they see them, they often 
even turn away from them; and their own interest is always what they see the 
best. Justice raises its voice, but it has trouble making itself heard amidst the 
tumult of the passions” (83.2–3). Usbek implies that justice is separate from 
the passions; however, he ends the letter by passionately embracing justice: 
“When a man examines himself, what satisfaction it is for him to find that he 
has a just heart! This pleasure, severe as it is, should delight him. He sees his 
being as much above those who do not have it, as he sees himself above tigers 
and bears” (83.11). While justice was initially presented as contrary to one’s 
own interest but somehow nevertheless worth pursuing, now it is presented 
as in one’s own interest in terms of pleasure. Furthermore, this pleasure is 
dependent on the comparison Usbek makes with others: if others behaved 
justly, such that there was nothing special about the justice of Usbek, then he 
would no longer take pleasure in it. The joy of behaving justly is the reflective 
sense of one’s own moral superiority; justice is pleasant for Usbek because he 
thinks he gets nothing out of being just.

By comparison to men, who as needy and passionate sometimes behave 
unjustly, Usbek thinks the perfection of God demands a God that could not 
possibly be needy and passionate; this means that it is also “not possible that 
God should ever do anything unjust. As long as it is supposed that he sees 
justice, he must necessarily follow it; for he needs nothing, and he is sufficient 
unto himself, he would otherwise be the wickedest of all beings, since he 
would be wicked absent any interest” (83.5). Precisely because Usbek is able 
to imagine that justice is distinct from one’s own interest and that wickedness 
is the preference of one’s “own satisfaction to that of others,” by analogy he 
is able to imagine a God without any interest behaving justly. However, if 
justice is in one’s interest, then Usbek’s analogy falls apart, and not only have 
we already seen that Usbek takes pleasure in behaving justly, but we should 
also note that Usbek finds it a “relief for us to know that there is in the heart of 
all these men an interior principle that fights in our favor and protects us.…
Without that, we would have to be in continual dread” (83.8–9).
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III. The Seraglio

We have seen that Usbek is both willing to instruct Rhedi on the nature and 
justice of God in unconditional terms and also to instruct him on the proper 
way to pray; on the strength of his ascetic moral presuppositions, he is willing 
to take on the authority of God. Does this make Usbek tyrannical? And if so, 
is the tyrannical aspect of Usbek linked to his ascetic morality? Asceticism 
is linked to tyranny because, as was shown with Usbek, the ascetic’s moral 
foundations are the standard by which everything else is forced to fall into 
place. The bare fact that Usbek behaves tyrannically toward the members 
of his seraglio is neither controversial nor hard to demonstrate. As Warner 
puts it, “Usbek will not hesitate to treat every member of the seraglio, from 
his wives to his eunuchs, monstrously.” He even calls Usbek the “principal 
exemplar of the tyrant.”8 Why, then, does Usbek’s ascetic morality lead him to 
behave tyrannically toward the members of his seraglio in particular? Usbek 
thinks that women are the spark of the passions most in need of repression. 
The story of the seraglio has three parts.9

The first part introduces us to Usbek’s relationship with the women of 
his seraglio. The second letter shows us how Usbek governs his eunuchs. He 
orders the first of his black eunuchs both “blindly [to] carry out…every wish” 
of the women and to “make them carry out the laws of the seraglio” (2.2). 
If this order, given in religious language, is not contradictory, it is certainly 
quite challenging. The first black eunuch is “the scourge of vice and the pillar 
of faithfulness” (2.1). He is urged “always to remember the nothingness out of 
which” Usbek took him and to exhort the women “to cleanliness” (2.3). Usbek 
presents himself to his eunuch as something of an angry and omnipotent 
deity; however, the context of the letter indicates that even at the beginning 
of his journey Usbek has lost control of his wives. His specific orders are to 
allow the women to go into the country if they would like, but to keep them 

8  “Montesquieu’s Literary Art,” xi.
9  Montesquieu presents the Persian Letters within the context of a frame in which an anonymous 
lodging companion of the primary characters merely translated some of the letters he had access to 
and ordered them thematically; this means that it is the interpretive duty of the reader to compare the 
order of composition with the dates in which the letters were written to figure out when a given char-
acter would have had access to the contents of a given letter. Warner spells out the work this entails 
in “Montesquieu’s Literary Art.” In their translation, Warner and Douard also provide both notes on 
the relationship between the lunar calendar used by the Muslim characters and the solar calendar the 
reader is likely to be familiar with, and also a list comparing the order of presentation of the letters 
with the order of their composition. Schaub provides a figure (Erotic Liberalism, 49) laying out the 
structure of the three groups of letters sent to Usbek by his wives as well as an appendix intercalating 
the last set of harem letters with the nonharem letters according to Usbek’s perspective. I found the 
compilations in these two works to be quite helpful.
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under close supervision and have any man “seized” who approaches (2.3). In 
the next letter, Zachi, one of Usbek’s wives, informs him that they ordered 
the chief eunuch to take them to the country (3.1). The reader’s initial belief 
is likely to be that the wives are taking advantage of Usbek’s offer; however, 
when we consider the order of composition of the letters, as distinct from 
their order of presentation, we see that Zachi’s letter was written before 
Usbek’s, indicating that Usbek gave permission after the fact. 

The reader’s first informed impression, that Usbek is losing control even 
at the start of the work, is immediately confirmed by what follows; a brief 
summary of the events of the first part shows sexual frustration on the part of 
the women of the seraglio and brutality on the part of Usbek, often discussed 
within the context of religious language. (1) We learn in the fourth letter that 
Zephis, another of Usbek’s wives, has been disloyal to Usbek with Zelide, 
one of the eunuchs (this letter would not have reached Usbek at the time of 
the composition of the letter to the first black eunuch). (2) Fatme, who we 
later learn has her own seraglio and seems to be less guarded than the rest 
of the women, ends a letter to Usbek in terms worthy of being spoken to a 
deity in need of flattery: “I live only to worship you” (7.5). (3) Usbek does 
not bother responding to the letters of Zachi, Zephis, or Fatme. His first let-
ter to Zachi—the first letter he sends to any of his wives—is penned only 
when he finds out that she has been unfaithful both with a white eunuch, who 
will be executed, and Zelide, the same slave Zephis was found with. The lan-
guage of the letter is remarkable for the religious imagery found within: the 
white eunuch placed his “sacrilegious” hands on her; the seraglio is a “sacred 
temple”; she has broken the “holy” morals of her country (20.4). Usbek, when 
angry, cannot help comparing himself to God and acting with the wrath his 
sense of justice demands. (4) The same day Usbek pens his letter to Zachi, 
he pens a letter to the first white eunuch who placed his “sacrilegious foot” 
where it did not belong, who ought to be aware “of the thunder fully ready 
to fall,” who is one of many “vile instruments” having no other purpose than 
“submission, no other soul than [Usbek’s] will, [and] no other hope than [his] 
felicity” (21.1–2). (5) The only letter he pens to a wife of his own initiative is 
to his favorite, Roxane. The letter, written with affection, makes it painfully 
clear that, despite the fact that “heaven” gave her to Usbek to provide for 
his happiness, she used every means in her power, including the attempt to 
defend herself with a dagger, to avoid being legally raped by him. To Usbek, 
her reticence indicates her greater moral merit and is no small part of the rea-
son Usbek trusts and prefers her. She deserved a husband “who himself could 
repress those desires that [her] virtue alone knows how to subjugate” (26.1). 
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(6) The first part ends with a letter from Zachi describing another country 
outing in which a naked bather and a man who approached out of curiosity 
were “sacrificed” to the “honor” of Usbek and his wives (47.4).

The second part consists of three letters sent to Usbek by his wife Zelis; 
he responds only to the third. We find out from the first of Zelis’s letters 
that her slave Zelide—he has been transferred to her by now—would like to 
get married, even though as a eunuch he will be frustrated; what she says 
about the eunuch could apply to Usbek in Paris, that is, Usbek has no access 
to his wives (53). The second letter informs Usbek that she is committing 
their seven-year-old daughter to the interior apartments of the seraglio. Zelis 
too uses religious language to describe the seraglio: their daughter will be 
“deprived of the liberties of childhood” and given a “holy education” within 
the “sacred walls” of the seraglio (62.1). Zelis ends the letter by observing 
that the seraglio is a “prison” (62.7). The third letter describes the sad case 
of the daughter of Soliman, a friend of Usbek’s. Soliman’s daughter, likely 
innocent, had her face slashed by her new husband, who maintained that 
she was not a virgin (70.1). This letter ends with an expression of concern: 
“Fathers are very unfortunate to be exposed to such affronts. If my daughter 
received a like treatment, I believe that I would die of grief from it” (70.1). 
The unifying theme of the three letters is that Zelis wants Usbek to return to 
avoid sexual frustration and to care for and protect their daughter; each letter 
indicates that the seraglio is a tyrannical institution. Usbek responds that he 
pities “Soliman, especially as his distress is without liberty” (71.1). He is silent 
about Soliman’s daughter, and the letter ends by praising Zelis’s treatment of 
their daughter in a way that endorses the seraglio as an institution. 

The work ends with increasingly aggressive letters of rebellion from 
Zachi, Zelis, and Roxane. While Zachi insults only the eunuchs carrying out 
Usbek’s orders (157), Zelis flatly states that it is “the tyrant who outrages me, 
and not the one who carries out the tyranny” (158.2). Finally, after Roxane’s 
secret lover has been discovered and killed by the eunuchs, she reveals—in the 
final letter of the work —that she has poisoned not only herself, but also all of 
the eunuchs; how could Usbek be “credulous enough to imagine that [Roxane] 
existed in the world only in order to worship [his] every caprice” (161.3)? 

Now, when we consider the dates of composition of the letters, we realize 
that the last two letters composed by Usbek are presented to the reader before 
the string of letters concluding the work with the collapse of the seraglio. 
Furthermore, these two letters merit close consideration on the grounds that 
not only are they written after the destruction of the seraglio, but also enough 
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time has passed that Usbek would have had access to the letters pertaining 
to its collapse. While the work ends on a dramatic high note, the order of 
presentation of the letters has the effect of obscuring the fact that we are 
allowed to observe how Usbek responds to and to what degree he is changed 
by the disaster. In the first of these two letters, Usbek describes the difficul-
ties suffered by witty men and scholars; read in the proper context, the letter 
comes to sight as a self-serving means for Usbek to blame his wives. Within 
this letter he includes a letter penned by a scholar; this scholar is noticeably 
oblivious to his surroundings, killed a woman’s pet dog for an experiment, 
and is thereafter blamed when another dog goes missing. The letter within 
the letter ends with this lament: “I believe I will never be delivered from the 
troublesome malice of these women, who, with their yelping voices, cease-
lessly deafen me with the funeral orations of all the automata that have 
died in the last ten years” (145.15). In the light of this letter within a letter, 
Usbek’s statements favoring the scholar over the offended women seem to be 
a self-portrait: “a scholar can scarcely avoid being reproached for irreligion 
or heresy,” and if he is of “noble mind and has some rectitude in his heart, 
then he will be subject to a thousand persecutions”; at least he is “more fortu-
nate” than those who “flatter the passions” (145.17–19). Likewise, the second 
of these two letters gains its proper meaning when read in context. Usbek 
blames John Law, the economist appointed to the position of controller gen-
eral of finances of France, for the disastrous economic situation of France. 
He blames John Law alone; there is not a word of blame for the regent who 
appointed him. Ostensibly referring to events in France, Usbek states that he 
has seen “faith in contracts banished, the holiest conventions annihilated, 
[and] all the laws of families reversed” (146.6). Taken in context, these two 
letters indicate that Usbek blames his wives and eunuchs rather than himself 
for what has happened; he learned nothing and thinks he remains pure.

IV. Natural Religion in The Spirit of the Laws

The preceding sections have shown that, far from being disparate elements 
presented side by side, the two threads of natural religion and tyranny in 
Usbek’s story are bound together by his ascetic morality. It becomes hard 
or impossible to think that Montesquieu wholeheartedly shared the natural 
religion of Usbek. That being said, in the two books of The Spirit of the Laws 
explicitly considering the laws in their relation to the religion established 
in each country, Montesquieu makes a number of statements on natural 
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religion that do, in fact, overlap with the statements of Usbek.10 Given the 
problems associated with Usbek’s statements, problems Montesquieu 
appears to encourage his readers to notice, what are we to make of the state-
ments Montesquieu makes in his own name? The first thing to notice is that 
Montesquieu does not make these statements simply in his own name. Mon-
tesquieu’s first qualification concerns religion in general: “As in this work I 
am not a theologian but one who writes about politics, there may be things 
that would be wholly true only in a human way of thinking, for they have 
not been at all considered in relation to the more sublime truths” (24.1.3). 
Montesquieu’s second qualification concerns toleration in particular: “Here 
we are political men and not theologians, and even for theologians there is 
much difference between tolerating and approving a religion” (25.9.1). Mon-
tesquieu openly admits that he is abstracting from one area of thought and 
emphasizing another; his rhetorical needs may have a distorting effect on the 
presentation of his thought.11

Montesquieu follows up his first qualification with comments about the 
true religion and Christianity: “With regard to the true religion, the slightest 
fairness will show that I have never claimed to make its interest cede to politi-
cal interests, but to unite them both; now in order to unite them, they must 
be known.12 The Christian religion, which orders men to love one another, 
no doubt wants the best political laws and the best civil laws for each people, 
because those laws are, after it, the greatest good men can give and receive” 
(24.1.4–5). The manner in which Montesquieu writes makes it easy for the 
reader to assume that the “true religion” is the “Christian religion”; however, 
this assumption would be hasty.13 Is it unfair to think that Montesquieu is 
ceding the interests of Christianity to political interests when he acknowl-
edges a relationship between climate, government, and religion? And that 

10  Compare how Schaub discusses Usbek’s analysis of population in the series of letters from 113 to 
122: “In this set of letters, written by Usbek (in his enlightened rather than his despotic mode), the 
voice of Montesquieu is heard most directly, with essay-like clarity rather than novelistic distance and 
complication. Many of the positions articulated here can also be found in The Spirit of the Laws” (Diana 
J. Schaub, “The Woman Problem,” in Finding a New Feminism: Rethinking the Woman Question for 
Liberal Democracy, ed. Pamela Grande Jensen [Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996], 65n16).
11  For an extensive list of commentators on Montesquieu’s religious views, see Andrew Scott Bibby, 
Montesquieu’s Political Economy (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 186n24.
12  Sullivan rightly claims that a “European reader would naturally assume that [Montesquieu] refers 
here to Christianity”; however, she does not state an opinion as to why Montesquieu would be vague 
on this point (Vickie Sullivan, Montesquieu and the Despotic Ideas of Europe: An Interpretation of “The 
Spirit of the Laws” [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017], 85).
13  See Thomas L. Pangle, The Theological Basis of Liberal Modernity in Montesquieu’s “Spirit of the 
Laws” (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 129.
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therefore in “human terms, it seems that climate has prescribed limits to 
the Christian religion and to the Mohammedan religion” (24.26.3)? To put 
this differently, how can Montesquieu claim that the Christian religion is the 
greatest good (24.1.5) when he claims that he is not speaking theologically 
(24.1.3)? How can Montesquieu exclude Christianity from his discussion of 
toleration (25.10n17) in a chapter explicitly linked to the one in which he is 
speaking politically rather than theologically (25.9.1)? Finally, contrary to the 
explicit statement made excluding Christianity from the need for toleration, 
doesn’t the pitiable letter Montesquieu places in the mouth of a Jew to the 
Inquisition encourage Christian toleration (25.13)? 

The exceptions Montesquieu makes for Christianity have the markings of 
lip service. In fact, these exceptions are too obviously lip service.14 The shock-
ing thing is the extent to which Montesquieu does not adequately defend 
himself against the charge of being merely nominally Christian. Consider 
what he does in book 1: when presenting a sketch of the theological, natural, 
and moral laws governing men, the only authority he cites is the pagan Plu-
tarch (1.1n1). He is utterly silent in book 1 when it comes to Christianity. He 
goes out of his way to provide a shabby defense against the accusation that 
he is not a serious Christian. Why should he do this? Montesquieu’s morally 
decent presumed heterodoxy allows the reader to view Montesquieu’s state-
ments on religion within a benign context of natural religion. This presumed 
heterodoxy is made palatable to the extent that we are inclined to look favor-
ably on the moral presuppositions of the natural religion Montesquieu brings 
to the foreground of books 24 and 25. For example, consider what Montes-
quieu says about book 10 of Plato’s Laws: “‘It is impious toward the gods,’ 
Plato says, ‘to deny their existence, or to grant it but to hold that they do not 
take a hand in the things here below, or finally to think that they are easily 
appeased by sacrifices: three equally pernicious opinions.’ Plato says there 
all of the most sensible things that natural enlightenment has ever said on 
the subject of religion” (25.7.1). Now, isn’t it easy to think that Montesquieu 
shares the opinion of “Plato” on these points?15

14  “But what Montesquieu makes loudly and even shockingly clear is that nature’s divinity as he 
conceives it is far from being the Creator Who is believed to speak through the Scriptures” (Pangle, 
Theological Basis, 18). “By so awkward and intrusive an ornamentation, Montesquieu in fact draws 
attention to how far his conception of ‘natural laws’ stands from the traditional conception of natural 
law” (ibid., 20).
15  Montesquieu’s subsequent citation of Plato makes it even harder to think that Montesquieu is a 
serious Christian: “as Plato says, chaste and pious men should offer gifts that resemble themselves” 
(25.7.5). Montesquieu points the reader to book 3, but what is cited actually occurs in book 4, that is, 
Montesquieu disguises the location of the citation somewhat—and for good reason: “for the good man 
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Here we face a problem.16 “Plato” never says anything in the Laws. The 
Athenian Stranger says the things that Montesquieu places in the mouth of 
Plato as though Plato were writing a treatise, but Plato wrote a dialogue in 
which the Athenian Stranger attempts to persuade the Cretan Kleinias of a 
number of things; in the relevant section, the Athenian Stranger is attempting 
to prove to the satisfaction of Kleinias that the gods are morally concerned. 
The Athenian Stranger’s natural religion would be palatable to a man like 
Usbek; Kleinias and Usbek have similar moral concerns, and Kleinias is 
persuaded of the truth of the three proofs to the extent that they appeal to 
his moral concerns as distinct from being rightfully persuaded by the logical 
rigidity of the proofs. In fact the proofs are mutually exclusive and even inter-
nally inconsistent.17 Just as Montesquieu both encouraged natural religion 
and showed the psychology of the adherent of natural religion in the Persian 
Letters, so Plato encourages natural religion and shows the psychology of one 
who is likely to find it plausible in the Laws. Is it likely that Montesquieu has 
more in common with Usbek and Kleinias than Plato? Or is it more likely 
that Montesquieu’s “shocking” apparent heterodoxy—the morally decent 
natural religion—disguises his actual heterodoxy? Elsewhere Montesquieu 
discusses the natural religion of Plato in an entirely different tone: “the doc-
trine of a superior intelligent being was founded by Plato only as a safeguard 
and a defensive arm against the calumnies of zealous pagans.”18

it is very noble, very good, and most efficacious for a happy life…if he sacrifices and communes with 
the gods—through prayers, votive offerings, and every sort of service to the gods. But for the bad man 
just the opposite of these things holds true” (716e, my emphasis). Could a serious Christian approv-
ingly cite a passage claiming that the bad should not pray?
16  Sullivan does not address adequately Montesquieu’s relationship to Plato in the fifth chapter of 
Montesquieu and the Despotic Ideas of Europe despite her claim that “this chapter examines Montes-
quieu’s peculiar treatment of Plato’s writings in the entirety of The Spirit of the Laws” (Montesquieu 
and the Despotic Ideas of Europe, 140). To be specific, she never mentions Montesquieu’s statement in 
approval of the natural religion found in the Laws. Her book shows that Montesquieu associates the 
institutions found in the Republic and Laws with those of Sparta and treats these “singular institu-
tions” as despotic, but a full treatment of Montesquieu’s relationship with Plato would at least require 
one to address the question of what it means that Montesquieu is critical of “Plato’s singular institu-
tions” as despotic, while also treating the natural religion of Plato with the highest praise, that is, she 
does not address the problem that despotic institutions are apparently perfectly compatible with the 
best natural religion has to offer.
17  For reasons of space this claim must be left mostly as an assertion; however, for example, the first 
proof contradicts itself when, on one hand, it asserts that there is one source of motion, that is, one 
unmoved moving soul, but, on the other hand, that there is a second soul responsible for the bad 
things (895a, 896e). The dignity of the good soul demands that it be the sole originating cause; the 
dignity of the good soul demands that another soul be responsible for evil. This problem is further 
exacerbated when, after switching the discussion from “souls” to “gods,” the bad soul is subsequently 
dropped, that is, for the moral reason that there would not be bad gods (900e). 
18  Montesquieu, Pensée #853, in My Thoughts (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 2012), 247; see also 
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Montesquieu makes the relationship between morality and religion 
thematic in the chapter entitled “On the agreement of the laws of morality 
with those of religion” with a statement agreeable to natural religion: “In 
a country where one has the misfortune of having a religion not given by 
god, it is always necessary for it to be in agreement with morality, because 
religion, even a false one, is the best warrant men can have of the integrity 
of men” (24.8.1). The chapter closes with the example of the people of Pegu: 
“The principal points of the religion of the people of Pegu are not to kill, not 
to steal, to avoid immodesty, to cause no displeasure to one’s fellow man, and 
instead, to do him all the good one can. Further, they believe that one will 
be saved in any religion whatever; this makes these peoples, though they are 
proud and poor, show gentleness and compassion to unfortunates” (24.8.1). 
The way Montesquieu has structured the paragraph leads one to think that 
these people have a religion in agreement with morality; while their religion 
sounds similar to that of Christianity, they are tolerant.19 

If the Peguian religion exemplifies natural religion, one nevertheless has 
to wonder about its political value; natural religion is by no means sufficient 
to guarantee good government. Montesquieu mentions the Peguians in only 
one other location: “When in Pegu, a Venetian named Balbi was brought to 
the king. When the latter learned that there was no king in Venice, he laughed 
so much that he began to cough and could scarcely talk to his courtiers” 
(19.2.2). This story is meant to show that even “liberty has appeared intolera-
ble to peoples who were not accustomed to enjoying it” (19.2.1). Montesquieu 
is trying to support natural religion; it would be contrary to his purpose to 
draw attention to the government of the Peguians in book 24. That being 
said, he allows the careful reader to link the bad government of the Peguians 
with their religion. It would be strange to think that the Peguians have bad 
government because of their religion and that Montesquieu speaks favorably 
of their religion; by using the Peguians as his example of a people with a natu-
ral religion, Montesquieu quietly alerts the reader to its limitations. Natural 

Pensée #711, #216; Thomas L. Pangle, Montesquieu’s Philosophy of Liberalism: A Commentary on “The 
Spirit of the Laws” (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), 14; Pangle, Theological Basis, 176n6.
19  Pangle takes what Montesquieu says about the Peguians to be simple praise: “In his praise of 
non-Christian religions…the third (that of Pegu), which seems to have instilled as much ‘softness 
and compassion’ as Christianity, was extremely undogmatic and tolerant” (Montesquieu’s Philosophy 
of Liberalism, 255). Pangle shows quite well just how problematic Montesquieu finds Christianity; 
given what will be shown to be the excessive gentleness of the Peguians, it is surprising that he takes 
Montesquieu’s apparent praise at face value. Pangle’s treatment of the Peguians in his second book 
on Montesquieu is no different: he takes the gentleness of the Peguians to be simply the gentleness 
“belonging to the ‘humanity,’ and hence to the religion, that reason dictates” (Theological Basis, 107).
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religion does not guarantee good government and even keeps the Peguians 
complaisant while under a tyrant. Natural religion comes to sight as a useful 
way to moderate an extreme religion, but the example of the Peguians leaves 
its long-term value inconclusive.

Montesquieu’s next chapter, “On the Essenes,” appears to be a some-
what redundant expression of natural religion: “The Essenes took an oath to 
observe justice toward men, to do no harm to anyone even in order to obey, 
to hate unjust men, to keep faith with everyone, to command with modesty, 
always to take the side of the truth, and to flee all illicit gain” (24.8.1). Now, if 
one does not compare this passage with the description of the people of Pegu 
closely, then it appears that Montesquieu is simply giving another example of 
a religion he approves of; this is what the context seems to imply. However, 
a cursory comparison points to silence on the issue of religious toleration. 
Are the Essenes, in fact, being held up as a positive example? Montesquieu 
cites Prideaux’s The Old and New Testament Connected in the History of the 
Jews; a comparison of Montesquieu’s citation with what Prideaux actually 
writes regarding keeping faith is instructive. Regarding the central tenet, to 
keep faith with everyone, Montesquieu suppresses a key aspect: “ever to keep 
faith inviolable with all men, especially with princes (for no one comes to have 
rule and government over us but by God’s appointment).”20 The doctrine of 
this Jewish sect is predicated on, or at least intimately tied up with, divine 
right of rule by kings, a doctrine Montesquieu finds to be poisonous! This 
same text also claims that the Essenes believe in predestination, a doctrine 
Montesquieu claims “arises from laziness of the soul, and from this dogma 
of predestination is born laziness of the soul” (24.14.4). For the purposes of 
discovering Montesquieu’s relationship to natural religion, it is worth noting 
that he suppresses undesirable aspects of the Essenes, such as their doctrine 
of predestination, in favor of a natural religion part of whose tenet of always 
taking the side of the truth Montesquieu can hardly be said to obey. 

Montesquieu subsequently places an appeal to the inquisitors of Spain 
and Portugal in the mouth of a Jew; the arguments made on behalf of the 
Jew appeal to natural religion.21 The Jew asks the inquisitors to “treat us as 

20  Humphrey Prideaux, The Old and New Testament Connected in the History of the Jews, ed. J. Tal-
boys Wheeler (London: William Tegg, 1858), 294. 
21  Sullivan treats the thought of the Jew as essentially the same as that of Montesquieu (Montesquieu 
and the Despotic Ideas of Europe, 93). According to Bibby, Montesquieu “does not separate himself 
from the point of view of the Jewess, however; only from the manner or ultimate persuasiveness of 
the arguments within it.” Bibby thinks that (Montesquieu thinks that) the arguments themselves are 
correct even if they are unpersuasive. If Bibby’s interpretation is correct, then it is hard to see why 
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you would if, having only the feeble lights of justice that nature gives us, you 
had no religion to guide you and no revelation to enlighten you” (25.13.9). 
He makes the moral argument that if “Christ is the son of god, we hope he 
will reward us for not having wanted to profane his mysteries” (25.13.12). The 
Jew presents a moral teaching that would appeal to an adherent of natural 
religion, but what is the necessity that one speaks the truth in the face of reli-
gious persecution? Montesquieu’s Jew takes a heavy-handed moral attitude 
that Montesquieu himself avoids when it comes to the case of Christianity. 
“You live in a century when natural enlightenment is more alive than it has 
ever been, when philosophy has enlightened spirits, when the morality of 
your gospel has been better known, when the respective rights of men over 
each other, the empire that one conscience has over another conscience, are 
better established. Therefore, if you do not give up your passions, it must be 
admitted that you are incorrigible, incapable of all enlightenment and of all 
instruction; and a nation is very unhappy that gives authority to men like 
you” (25.13.13). In the same breath that the Jew speaks favorably of natural 
enlightenment, he attacks the passions. These are statements of the sort that 
Usbek would readily endorse. I am not suggesting that Montesquieu is not 
concerned about the plight of the Jews; the insertion of the letter suggests that 
he is concerned. I mean to suggest that the manner of the appeals would not 
work on Montesquieu himself. The implied moral demand that one remain 
honest in the face of religious persecution appeals to the moral passions of 
the kind of reader who would be impressed with the moral merit involved in 
openly stating the truth in the face of persecution, that is, the great bulk of 
Montesquieu’s readers. Montesquieu’s far from straightforward presentation 
of both Persian Letters and The Spirit of the Laws demonstrates by deed what 
he thinks of this type of moral demand.

When discussing “the motive for attachment to the various religions” 
Montesquieu explains why “we” are “very attached to religions that have us 
worship a spiritual being” even though “we” are “scarcely inclined to spiritual 
ideas” (25.2.2). These religions are conducive to a “happy feeling that comes, 
in part, from the satisfaction we find in ourselves for having been intelligent 

Montesquieu included this passage. On one hand, Bibby seems to think that the passage is meant to 
serve as a foil, showing what sort of arguments will not be persuasive; on the other hand, Bibby him-
self prefaces his analysis of the chapter by pointing out that it was the philosophes’ general practice of 
highlighting individual cases of public persecution that was “one of the key reasons for the reform of 
criminal justice in the old regime” (Montesquieu’s Political Economy, 111). Montesquieu’s comment 
that the Jew’s “small work…is sure not to convince” is certainly paradoxical, but—contra Montes-
quieu’s explicit statement—the remonstrance elicits the pity of the reader in such a way that is bound 
to contribute to the cause of religious toleration.
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enough to have chosen a religion that withdraws divinity from the humilia-
tion in which others had placed it. We regard idolatry as the religion of coarse 
peoples, and a religion whose object is a spiritual being, as that of enlightened 
peoples” (25.2.2). Does the vanity of superiority that Montesquieu associates 
with spiritual religions include that of the natural religion? The sect Montes-
quieu most closely allies himself with is that of the Stoics.22 Montesquieu says 
of the Stoics that their “principles were more worthy of men and more appro-
priate for forming good men” than any other “sect of philosophy” or “kind 
of religion.” Yet by blurring the distinction between a sect of philosophy and 
a kind of religion, Montesquieu forces the reader to wonder if Montesquieu 
approves of the Stoics in the same way that he approves of the Peguians. 
Pangle is right to say that Montesquieu is “stubbornly silent about this theol-
ogy or metaphysics which was the core of Stoicism.…Montesquieu praises 
and accepts Stoic practice, the effect of Stoic metaphysics; he cannot praise 
or accept that metaphysics itself.”23 However, if the natural religion of the 
Stoics requires certain metaphysical beliefs, beliefs that Montesquieu does 
not share, then why should we assume that he shares their natural religion, as 
distinct from encouraging others to accept their natural religion in the same 
way that Plato encourages, but does not share, his own natural religion?24 
Montesquieu says that the Stoics “were occupied only in working for men’s 
happiness and in exercising the duties of society” and he says that they were 
“happy in their philosophy alone” (24.10.5–6, my emphases). The happiness 
of the Stoics both is and is not their devotion to others. The presentation of 
the Stoics is confused. Either this presentation allows one to see the moral 
confusion of the Stoics even while it encourages one to imitate the Stoics, that 
is, it both encourages natural religion and allows access into the psychology 

22  See Robert C. Bartlett, “On the Politics of Faith and Reason: The Project of Enlightenment in Pierre 
Bayle and Montesquieu,” Journal of Politics 63, no. 1 (Feb. 2001): 25.
23  Montesquieu’s Philosphy of Liberalism, 234.
24  In part because he takes what Montesquieu says about the Peguians at face value, Pangle takes 
the natural religion of Montesquieu at face value; he ascribes a religious experience with attendant 
religious longings to Montesquieu and implies that he has not thought through the meaning of his 
religious longings: “Here [24.10, on the Stoics], with all appropriate reserve and graceful avoidance 
of prolixity, Montesquieu’s natural religion or natural theology suddenly dominates the stage. Here 
Montesquieu evokes that experience of the divine that can be understood to emanate from the god 
of Reason.…The description of what the Stoics understood to be moving them may be taken as 
expounding or as adorning Montesquieu’s pithy and indirect self-portrait in the preface.…The reli-
gious experience of the Stoics is echoed in the experience Montesquieu testifies to in his prose hymn 
to the Muses, those divinities whose inspirational presence is felt with and through reason” (Theologi-
cal Basis, 142–43). It would be better to say that Montesquieu encourages those who have not thought 
through the meaning of their religious longings to place the hopes associated with these longings in 
something salutary to the political good. 
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of the adherent of natural religion, or Montesquieu himself is confused in the 
same way that Usbek and the Stoics are confused.25 Given his presentation 
of Usbek, the Peguians, and his deliberate distortion of the teaching of the 
Essenes, I believe that Montesquieu himself is clear-eyed on this point.

V. The Value of Natural Religion 

Both the Persian Letters and the Spirit of the Laws encourage natural religion 
for the sake of moderating religious fanaticism. That being said, Usbek’s 
treatment of the women of his seraglio shows that the ascetic foundation 
of natural religion is compatible with brutality and the support of tyranni-
cal institutions. In The Spirit of the Laws, Montesquieu clearly moves away 
from the political institutions Plato’s Laws appear to recommend (e.g., “Plato 
in his Laws wants any citizen who engages in commerce punished” [4.8.4]); 
however, the political institutions found in the Laws are perfectly compatible 
with the natural religion Montesquieu recommends. Furthermore, the case 
of the Peguians shows that natural religion may keep men overly peaceful in 
the face of tyranny. I do not suggest that Montesquieu thinks natural religion 
is bad, but he does indicate that natural religion is not unequivocally good or 
sufficient for good political institutions.

A reader of the Spirit of the Laws is bound to observe that, while Mon-
tesquieu initially speaks favorably of the ancient devotion to virtue, part 4 
effects a change away from ancient virtue toward a free people devoted to 
commerce. By coming down on the side of commerce at the expense of 
ancient virtue, Montesquieu aims to cultivate a preference for industry over 
a concern for honor and to encourage the cultivation of virtues that can be 
shown through commerce as distinct from war. A discussion of the state that 
stands for this shift, England, bridges the two halves of the work. By way of 
conclusion, I will make a few remarks about 11.6 and 19.27, the two major 
chapters on England, with an eye to the place natural religion would have in 
the cultivation of the characteristics described in these chapters.

First, while the title of 11.6 indicates that the chapter is on the constitu-
tion of England and 19.27 refers back to 11.6, the choice of tense used in these 
two chapters indicates that in 11.6 Montesquieu is describing a hypothetical 

25  Bibby takes Montesquieu’s presentation of Stoicism at face value: “The example of Stoicism…illus-
trates Montesquieu’s inner conviction that life is not reducible to satisfaction of base desires, or toil 
for its own sake” (Montesquieu’s Political Economy, 103). I do not disagree with his conclusion that for 
Montesquieu life is not reducible to the satisfaction of base desires or otherwise pointless toil, but I do 
not think the section on the Stoics reflects an inner conviction on Montesquieu’s part.
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regime. This regime is modeled on the English regime as distinct from depict-
ing that regime itself; therefore, 19.27 describes the characteristics the citizens 
of this hypothetical regime would have. The disjunction between England’s 
actual situation and Montesquieu’s prescriptions is most pronounced on the 
issue of religion; there is silence on the part of Montesquieu regarding either 
the Church of England or any other formally political religious power in 
these chapters. “Thus, legislative power will be entrusted both to the body of 
the nobles and to the body that will be chosen to represent the people,” that is, 
legislative power will not be in the hands of the clergy (11.6.31). 

There can be no commerce between men if one of the two groups of men 
abhors the other or feels duty-bound to kill or convert them; avoiding religious 
fanaticism goes hand in hand with commerce between nations. Montesquieu 
also favors toleration within the state, especially regarding religion: “With 
regard to religion, as in this state each citizen would have his own will and 
would consequently be led by his own enlightenment or his fantasies, what 
would happen is either that everyone would be very indifferent to all sorts 
of religion of whatever kind, in which case everyone would tend to embrace 
the dominant religion, or that one would be zealous for religion in general, 
in which case sects would multiply” (19.27.46). Accordingly, the clergy would 
have only indirect power: “This clergy, unable to protect religion or to be 
protected by it, lacking force to constrain, would seek to persuade; very fine 
works would come from their pens, written to prove the revelation and the 
providence of the great being” (19.27.51).

A commercial people devoted to liberty would be tolerant in general and 
regarding religion in particular. To the extent that one follows one’s own fan-
tasy, organized religion will lose power, but what will it look like when one 
follows one’s own enlightenment? Montesquieu does not describe what the 
“very fine works” of clergy will look like, but the language of enlightenment 
seems to provide a clue. The need to persuade in the terms of enlightenment 
points toward natural religion.26 I do not believe that works considered per-
suasive would emphasize the ceremonial aspects of a religion or attempt 
to support the literal as distinct from allegorical truth of incredible tales. 
Montesquieu subsequently states that Protestantism is suited, or at least 
more suited than Catholicism, to “a spirit of independence and liberty,” and 
England is clearly Protestant (24.5). Given his depictions of 11.6 and 19.27, 
Montesquieu could not mean a Protestantism that had formal legislative 

26  Cf. Pangle, Theological Basis, 85–87.
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power or, to say the least, failed to tolerate private fantasies and enlighten-
ment thinking. 

The kind of Protestantism that favors toleration and commerce will 
be sympathetic to or informed by natural religion, as distinct from being 
replaced by a pure natural religion. I do not think that Montesquieu envi-
sioned that specific revelatory claims would be done away with, but rather 
that they would be ignored and minimized. One would nominally remain 
this or that particular religion as, for example, Rousseau’s Savoyard Vicar is 
nominally Catholic, but, like the Savoyard Vicar, one’s heart would be with 
moral precepts over and even against ceremony and dogma.
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Abstract: Moral virtue is supposed to be its own reward. In chapters 15 and 
following of The Prince, Machiavelli argues forcefully that this principle 
is not conducive to the happiness of rulers and their subjects (which is to 
say, of everyone). One must learn to judge by effects and to call virtuous 
those actions, and only those actions, which are truly rewarding because 
they promote one’s security, prosperity, and honor. This article shows that 
Aristotle—a primary, though unnamed, adversary of Machiavelli here—was 
familiar with arguments of this kind and replied to them. The article focuses 
on the two thinkers’ views regarding the relation between the noble and the 
good, with particular attention to their contrasting presentations of the vir-
tue of liberality.

It is characteristic of well-brought-up persons—those traditionally called 
ladies and gentlemen—that their attitude toward morality is not mercenary. 
They believe in doing the decent thing because it is the decent thing to do, 
rather than because, or when, it pays them to do so. Aristotle in the Nicoma-
chean Ethics expresses this principle by saying that moral virtue is practiced 
for its own sake, or as he also says, for the sake of the noble, that is, that 
which is choiceworthy in itself and praiseworthy.1 Machiavelli, beginning 

* The author would like to thank the following for very helpful comments on previous drafts of this 
article: Wayne Ambler, Seth Jaffe, Kishore Jayabalan, Steven Skultety, Bryan Smith, Catherine Zuckert, 
and anonymous reviewers. This article is dedicated to two fine teachers of the Nicomachean Ethics, 
Leon Kass and Mary Nichols.
1  For this definition of the noble, see Aristotle, Eudemian Ethics VIII.3 1248b18–20, Rhetoric I.9 
1366a33–34. In references to works by Aristotle and Machiavelli, the following abbreviations will 
be used: NE = Nicomachean Ethics, Pol. = Politics, Rhet. = Rhetoric, EE = Eudemian Ethics, Met. = 
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in chapter 15 of The Prince, openly challenges this nonmercenary attitude 
and by implication the moral philosophy of Aristotle (the most respected 
moral philosophy of his time). While admitting that moral virtue is univer-
sally praised, Machiavelli insists upon the “effectual truth” that a man, and 
especially a prince, who tries to practice moral virtue scrupulously will come 
to ruin, defeated by those less scrupulous than he. Hence the Aristotelian 
moral teaching is incompatible with princely government. Since “prince” in 
Machiavelli can have the broader meaning of “political leader,”2 his argu-
ment implies that the Aristotelian teaching is incompatible not only with 
princely government but with government generally, and hence with the 
common good of mankind. Machiavelli’s own teaching of moral flexibility, 
by contrast, advances that good.3

Shocking though it may be, Machiavelli’s argument is not so feeble that 
one would not care to know how Aristotle might reply to it. Yet scholars have 
rarely asked this specific question.4 The thesis of this article is that Aristotle, 
in effect, did reply: he was familiar with arguments closely akin to that of 
Machiavelli and he conceded something to those arguments, while nonethe-
less finding grounds for presenting moral virtue as a noble end in itself. The 
article will focus on the two thinkers’ views regarding the relation between 
the noble and the good, with particular attention to their contrasting pre-
sentations of the virtue of liberality in chapter 16 of The Prince and book IV, 
chapter 1 of the Nicomachean Ethics.5 

Metaphysics; P = Prince, D = Discourses on Livy. References to the “Ethics” are to the Nicomachean 
Ethics. Translations follow, with occasional changes, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, trans. Robert C. 
Bartlett and Susan D. Collins (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011); Aristotle’s Politics, trans. 
Carnes Lord, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013); The Prince, trans. Harvey C. Man-
sfield, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998); and Discourses on Livy, trans. Harvey C. 
Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). Translations from other 
works are my own unless otherwise noted.
2  All political regimes are divided into two classes, republics and principalities (P 1), and both classes 
are governed by “princes” (see, e.g., D I.12 [“the princes of a republic, or of a kingdom”], D I.20) who 
must often behave in similar ways. For example, the prince of a principality is advised that although 
practicing the moral virtues consistently is harmful, appearing to practice them is useful (P 18); the 
princes of the Roman Republic, praised by Machiavelli, are shown to have acted according to this rule 
(see, e.g., D I.51 on the Roman senate’s “liberality”).
3  His teaching is “useful to whoever understands it” (P 15) and will bring a “common benefit to 
everyone” (D I Preface, beg.).
4  An exception is Robert C. Bartlett, “The ‘Realism’ of Classical Political Science,” American Journal 
of Political Science 38, no. 2 (1994): 381–402 (which focuses, however, on Aristotle’s Politics rather than 
his Ethics). 
5  This article does not offer a comprehensive interpretation of these two chapters, but only of those 
parts most relevant to the subject at hand.
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Is Aristotle a Target of Machiavelli?

When at the beginning of Prince 15 Machiavelli announces his departure 
from traditional moral teachings, he does not name his opponents but refers 
vaguely to “many” who “have written” on moral matters and who “have 
imagined republics and principalities that have never been seen or known to 
exist in truth.” The assumption that among these “many” Aristotle holds a 
leading place is by no means universally shared. Except for those influenced 
directly or indirectly by Leo Strauss, modern scholars have generally regarded 
Machiavelli’s critique as directed primarily against certain Renaissance and 
classical Roman authors, especially Cicero.6 There are indeed grounds for 
supposing that certain arguments in The Prince are directed against Cicero.7 
Yet in a passage in another work of Machiavelli that strikingly parallels his 
language in Prince 15 about authors of imaginary republics, he refers not 
to Cicero but to “Aristotle, Plato and many others.”8 If indeed Machiavelli 

6  See, for example, the following influential discussions: Allan H. Gilbert, Machiavelli’s “Prince” 
and Its Forerunners (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1938; repr., New York: Barnes and Noble, 
1968); Felix Gilbert, “The Humanist Concept of the Prince and The Prince of Machiavelli,” Journal 
of Modern History 11, no. 4 (1939): 449–83; Marcia L. Colish, “Cicero’s De Officiis and Machiavelli’s 
Prince,” Sixteenth Century Journal 9, no. 4 (1978): 80–93; Quentin Skinner, introduction to The Prince, 
by Machiavelli, ed. Quentin Skinner and Russell Price (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 
xv–xxii; and Quentin Skinner, Machiavelli: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000), 40–53. Strauss asserts that in The Prince Machiavelli “rewrites, as it were, Aristotle’s Ethics” (Leo 
Strauss, Studies in Platonic Political Philosophy [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983], 214; cf. 
Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli [Glencoe: Free Press, 1958; repr., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1978], 237). Those influenced by Strauss include Clifford Orwin, “Machiavelli’s Unchristian Charity,” 
American Political Science Review 72, no. 4 (1978): 1217–28; Richard H. Cox, “Aristotle and Machiavelli 
on Liberality,” in The Crisis of Liberal Democracy: A Straussian Perspective, ed. Kenneth L. Deutsch and 
Walter Stoffer (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), 125–47; and Harvey C. Mansfield, 
Machiavelli’s Virtue (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 11–24. Bernard Guillemain, “Machia-
vel, lecteur d’Aristote,” in Platon et Aristote à la Renaissance: XVIe Colloque International de Tours, ed. 
Jean-Claude Margolin (Paris: Vrin, 1976), 168–69, may also belong to this group. Michael Hornqvist, 
Machiavelli and Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 166–81, 205–27, and John 
T. Scott, The Routledge Guidebook to Machiavelli’s “The Prince” (New York: Routledge, 2016), 148–66, 
build partly upon Orwin, “Unchristian Charity.” Erica Benner, Machiavelli’s “Prince”: A New Reading 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 185, 188, 201, and Giovanni Giorgini, “Machiavelli on Good 
and Evil: The Problem of Dirty Hands Revisited,” in Machiavelli on Liberty and Conflict, ed. David 
Johnston, Nadia Urbinati, and Camila Vergara (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 58–86, like 
Strauss, bring The Prince into relation with Aristotle’s Ethics; unlike him they view Machiavelli’s teach-
ing as being in fundamental harmony with that of Aristotle. 
7  Cf. the argument in P 17 that it is better to be feared than loved with Cicero, De officiis II.7.23ff.; in 
P 18, cf. the remark about the two kinds of combat, one with laws and the other with force, with De 
officiis I.11.34 and cf. the advice to imitate the fox and the lion with De officiis I.13.41. 
8  Men have so esteemed the glory of making republics and kingdoms, says Machiavelli, that “when 
they have not been able to make a republic in action, they have done it in writing, as have Aristotle, 
Plato, and many others” (Niccolò Machiavelli, “Discourse on Florentine Affairs,” a.k.a. “A Discourse 
on Remodeling the Government of Florence,” in Tutte le Opere, ed. Mario Martelli [Florence: Sansoni, 
1971; repr., Milan: Fabbri, Bompiani et al., 1993], 30b). 
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regarded Aristotle (along with Plato) as a weightier adversary than Cicero, 
this would not be surprising. In Machiavelli’s time and place, although 
Cicero was certainly very influential, Aristotelianism was still “the pre-
dominant philosophical tradition”9 and the Nicomachean Ethics “remained 
the university textbook for moral education, was passionately studied in 
humanist circles and schools, and was repeatedly translated, printed, and 
commented [upon].”10 Moreover, during the fifteenth century (the century in 
which Machiavelli came of age), “doubtless the most active center in Italy for 
the study of Aristotle’s Ethics” was Machiavelli’s own city of Florence. There 
the Ethics was studied in the university, by leading humanists outside the 
university, by members of religious orders, and by “a broad public that avidly 
read Aristotle’s Ethics either in Latin or in the vernacular.”11 That public evi-
dently included Machiavelli’s father, who purchased a Latin translation and 
commentary.12 The Ethics, then, was both a fundamental text in Machiavelli’s 
world and readily available to him.

Given this background one may well regard as a hint, rather than a 
mere coincidence, the fact that in Prince 15 Machiavelli lists eleven pairs of 
commonly accepted virtues and vices—eleven being, as Dante and Thomas 
Aquinas had noted, the number of moral virtues treated in the Ethics.13 It 

9  Luca Bianchi, “Continuity and Change in the Aristotelian Tradition,” in The Cambridge Compan-
ion to Renaissance Philosophy, ed. James Hankins (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 49, 
62–63; Paul O. Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and Its Sources (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1979), 33; David A. Lines, Aristotle’s “Ethics” in the Italian Renaissance (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 173, and 
introduction to Rethinking Virtue, Reforming Society: New Directions in Renaissance Ethics, ed. David 
A. Lines and Sabrina Ebbersmeyer (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 7–8.
10  Luca Bianchi, “Renaissance Readings of the Nicomachean Ethics,” in Lines and Ebbersmeyer, 
Rethinking Virtue, 135; see also David A. Lines, “Humanistic and Scholastic Ethics,” in Hankins, 
Cambridge Companion, 305, and David A. Lines, “Aristotle’s Ethics in the Renaissance,” in The 
Reception of Aristotle’s Ethics, ed. Jon Miller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 173–74, 
192–93. Note that Petrarch, in his famous attack in the fourteenth century on the blind worshipers of 
Aristotle, did not object to the content of Aristotle’s moral philosophy: Aristotle “teaches what virtue 
is, I do not deny that” (docet ille, non infitior, quid est virtus). He merely complained that Aristotle’s 
rhetoric is too cool, that he does not make us love virtue as do Cicero, Seneca, and other Latin writ-
ers. See Petrarch, “On His Own Ignorance and That of Many Others,” trans. Hans Nachod, in The 
Renaissance Philosophy of Man, ed. Ernst Cassirer, Paul Oskar Kristeller, and John Herman Randall 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), 103–4.
11  Lines, Aristotle’s “Ethics” in the Italian Renaissance, 185; see also Bianchi, “Renaissance Readings,” 143. 
12  The elder Machiavelli recorded his purchase of a commentary (Bernardo Machiavelli, Libro di 
Ricordi, ed. Cesare Olschki [Florence: Le Monnier, 1954], 141–42); this commentary was printed 
together with a Latin translation of the Ethics (Lines, Aristotle’s “Ethics” in the Italian Renaissance, 
219, 488). The commentary was by Donato Acciaiuoli, the translation by John Argyropoulos; both 
men are mentioned in Machiavelli’s Florentine Histories (VIII.14, VII.6) as being learned in Greek.
13  Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae I-II, q. 60, a. 5, c. (cited by Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 
338n139); Dante, Convivio IV.17. For compelling evidence that Machiavelli made use of numerology, 
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is true that whereas Aristotle presents moral virtue as a mean between two 
vices, Machiavelli lists each virtue in opposition to a single vice. For example, 
whereas for Aristotle liberality is the virtuous mean between stinginess 
and prodigality, on Machiavelli’s list it is merely the opposite of stinginess. 
Yet in the discussion of liberality in the following chapter, we encounter, in 
effect, not only stinginess but also prodigality (suntuosità, “lavish spend-
ing”); Machiavelli thus seems to be familiar with the Aristotelian doctrine.14 
What he argues, as we shall see, is that in practice, the Aristotelian distinc-
tion between liberality and prodigality breaks down, so that the real choice 
is between prodigality and stinginess: the virtuous mean is unattainable.15 
Machiavelli’s initial listing of virtues and vices in pairs, rather than in sets of 
three, would then signify not a lack of attention to Aristotle but a conscious 
rejection of him. That he does not name Aristotle here but resorts to hints 
may be explained by the fact that, as he says at the beginning of chapter 15, 
he fears he may be held presumptuous. Furthermore, an explicit attack on 
Aristotle’s moral philosophy would needlessly offend the prejudices of many 
readers who might otherwise be open to Machiavelli’s influence.16 

Thus, while Machiavelli’s critique of traditional morality is no doubt 
directed against many targets, including Cicero and the Renaissance human-
ists, not to mention the Bible and Christianity, there is reason to believe that 
a primary target is Aristotle’s Ethics.17 

see Mansfield, Machiavelli’s Virtue, 330n6.
14  Benner, Machiavelli’s “Prince,” 188. Furthermore, as Orwin points out (“Unchristian Charity,” 
1220n16), Machiavelli’s description of the moral virtues in P 15 as the qualities that bring men “praise 
or blame” recalls Aristotle’s similar description in NE II.5 1106a1–2.
15  Machiavelli eventually allows for a third option, a calculated liberality funded by foreign conquest; 
but this sort of liberality cannot be said to constitute an Aristotelian mean, in part because it is not 
practiced for the sake of the noble.
16  Note in this regard that Machiavelli never explicitly criticizes the doctrines of Cicero, but only his 
political actions (cf. D I.4 and I.52; in The Prince, Cicero is never named). As to the parallel passage in 
“Discourse on Florentine Affairs” (see note 8 above), there Machiavelli can safely name Aristotle and 
Plato because he is not criticizing but, if anything, praising them. Consider also the following statement 
by Descartes (in a private letter): “I hope that readers will gradually accustom themselves to my princi-
ples, and recognize their truth, before noticing that they destroy those of Aristotle” (letter to Mersenne, 
Jan. 28, 1641, in Oeuvres, ed. Charles Adam and Paul Tannery, vol. 3 [Paris: Cerf, 1899], 297–98). 
17  This article assumes that Machiavelli’s critique of Aristotle may be treated separately, at least to 
begin with, from his critique of Christianity (cf. the following note). Though Machiavelli’s contem-
poraries and predecessors were in the habit of blending the doctrines of Aristotle and other classical 
authors with those of Christianity, I see no reason to doubt that Machiavelli was as capable as we are 
of distinguishing between the original Aristotle and the Christianized one. He must have known that 
Aristotle was chief among “those philosophers” who held the unchristian view that the world is eter-
nal (D II.5 beg.). This is not to deny that Machiavelli also discerned a partial kinship between Aristotle 
and Christianity (consider D II.2 on the Christian glorification of “humble and contemplative men” 
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Machiavelli on Liberality

Machiavelli argues in chapter 15 of The Prince that moral virtue, although 
praised by everyone, is (as one would say today) unrealistic. Those who insist 
on always behaving virtuously—the gentlemen—will be beaten by those who 
will do whatever is necessary to win. Winning requires deviating sometimes 
from moral virtue or goodness: one must know how and when to be “not 
good.” Necessity or expediency, not nobility, must be one’s guide. Goodness 
and nongoodness, that is, the moral virtues and vices, must be “used” or 
“not used” as necessity dictates. In fact, strictly speaking, those qualities, 
and only those qualities, that lead to one’s “security and well-being” deserve 
to be called virtues, even if they have traditionally been called vices. First 
on Machiavelli’s list is liberality. Does this alleged virtue promote a prince’s 
security and well-being? 

Liberality is not only the first virtue on Machiavelli’s list, it is also the 
most recognizably Aristotelian one.18 Aristotle himself, in the Ethics, began 
with the virtues of courage and moderation. But those virtues Machiavelli 
wishes to retain, though not quite in their Aristotelian meaning (for they are 
no longer to be practiced for their own sake): a certain kind of courage or 
daring is plainly a part of Machiavellian virtue,19 and a prince is well-advised 
to practice a kind of moderation or self-restraint as regards his subjects’ 
property and women (P 17).20 As for justice, Machiavelli has the delicacy to 
omit it from his list altogether.21 But liberality is a virtue that Machiavelli 
can criticize openly without causing undue scandal, and that men can learn 
to give up without much anguish,22 unaware that by accepting Machiavelli’s 
argument they are giving up not merely liberality but the very basis of Aris-
totelian morality, as we shall see. 

more than “active ones”). 
18  This ordering may indicate that Machiavelli regards Aristotle as his primary or most estimable 
antagonist. After discussing liberality, Machiavelli “descend[s] [scendendo] to the other qualities” (P 
17 beg.). Orwin (“Unchristian Charity,” 1222) remarks of the transition from Prince 16 to 17 that in 
“passing from liberality to pietà, we pass from Aristotle to Christianity.”
19  Consider “the virtue of Agathocles in entering into and escaping from dangers” (P 8). 
20  Catherine H. Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 78n65. 
21  I cannot discuss here Machiavelli’s implied critique of Aristotle’s view of justice, a critique that 
makes possible Machiavelli’s understanding of liberality as spending other people’s money (see 
below). See Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 239ff.
22  See Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, chaps. 1–2.
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Let us glance first at Aristotle’s treatment of this virtue (NE IV.1). Lib-
erality is the moral virtue concerned with using money (or material goods). 
The proper use of money lies in spending or giving it. The liberal man will 
then be he who gives, and who gives correctly, that is, not thoughtlessly or 
extravagantly, but to the right persons, in the right amounts, and at the right 
times. He will give because it is noble to do so; one who gives for a different 
reason is not liberal (NE IV.1 1120a27–29). For genuine moral virtue is prac-
ticed for its own sake, that is, for the sake of the noble (or fine or beautiful [tò 
kalón]; NE II.4 1105a28–32, III.7 1115b11–13, VI.5 1140b6–7, X.6 1176b6–9, 
EE VIII.3 1248b34–36). (If it were practiced for the sake of some other end, 
such as reputation or gain, it would be a mere instrument that one could at 
any moment exchange for a more effective one.) The liberal man will give 
with pleasure, for he takes more pleasure in performing a noble action than 
in possessing money. Since he does not honor money, he will not be tempted 
to take or earn it from improper sources; he will take it only from proper 
sources, “for example, from his own possessions” (NE IV.1 1120a34–1120b1), 
and he will do so in order that he may give. Like other moral virtues, lib-
erality is a mean between a vice of excess and a vice of deficiency—in this 
case, between prodigality, the vice of giving too much, and stinginess, that 
of giving too little. Prodigality is self-destructive, for the prodigal man soon 
runs out of money; yet this vice is far less bad than stinginess, for prodigality 
wants only moderation in order to become liberality, whereas stinginess is 
generally incurable. Indeed, liberality, Aristotle indicates, is not precisely in 
the middle between the two vices, but tends in the direction of the excess, 
that is, of prodigality: “it very much belongs to the liberal man also to exceed 
in giving” (NE IV.1 1120b4–5, emphasis added; cf. II.8 1108b30–32).

Aristotle’s rather unobtrusive observation regarding liberality’s tendency 
toward prodigality supplies Machiavelli with an opening which he will exploit 
to the utmost.23 He begins his critique (P 16) by distinguishing between the 
liberality that is practiced, or as he prefers to say, “used,” for the sake of being 
reputed liberal and that which is “used virtuously and as it ought to be used,” 
that is, without any ulterior motive. The latter kind of liberality is, of course, 
the one endorsed by gentlemen and by Aristotle. To this liberality “used virtu-
ously” Machiavelli objects that “it will not be recognized and you will not 
avoid the infamy of its contrary.” The sense of this compressed objection seems 
to be as follows. It is noble to give to worthy persons, who are few;24 hence the 

23  Orwin, “Unchristian Charity,” 1220–21.
24  According to Aristotle, most men are bad (NE X.9 1179b10–16, Rhet. II.4 1382b4).
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many, who do not regard themselves as unworthy, will call you stingy. Is the 
noble so intrinsically satisfying that for its sake you are willing to be reputed 
base? In other words, do you really practice moral virtue for its own sake? The 
answer to these questions is no. “And so if one wants to maintain a name for 
liberality among men” (and it is this that one really wants), “it is necessary not 
to leave out any quality of lavish spending”; that is, one must become prodi-
gal. Liberality necessarily transforms itself into prodigality: prodigality, one 
may say, is the “effectual truth” of liberality.25 And prodigality turns out to be 
worse, not better, than stinginess, for through prodigality the prince quickly 
consumes his resources, and to obtain more he must burden the people with 
extraordinary taxes, which makes him hated. But his security depends on his 
not being hated by the people (P 9). Liberality, as the cause of these damaging 
effects, proves to be not a virtue but a vice.26 

If the prince accepts the traditional opinion that liberality is a virtue and 
therefore seeks to be praised for possessing it, he puts himself on the road 
to ruin. But if, instead, he rejects that opinion, and deliberately practices 
stinginess, his subjects will eventually call his stinginess thrift, and his thrift 
liberality. For they will see that he has the resources to administer and defend 
his state without excessive taxation, so that, in Machiavelli’s memorable 
expression, “he comes to use liberality with all those from whom he does not 
take, who are infinite, and stinginess with all those to whom he does not give, 
who are few.”27 Thus liberality, the virtue of giving, is redefined as the virtue 
of not taking,28 and the prince learns how to obtain what he wanted all along 
without being fully aware of it: not the noble, but honor and security.29

25  Leo Paul de Alvarez, The Machiavellian Enterprise: A Commentary on “The Prince” (DeKalb: 
Northern Illinois University Press, 1999), 79.
26  Note that unlike Aristotle, Machiavelli presents liberality primarily in its relation to ruling; he 
politicizes this and other virtues.
27  Moreover, the few are not so deserving as they appear: beneath their pretense of moral virtue lies 
the desire to oppress (P 9; D I.3, 5). Miguel Vatter (Machiavelli’s “The Prince” [London: Bloomsbury, 
2013], 92–93), among others, stresses the antiaristocratic, prodemocratic implications of Machiavelli’s 
critique of liberality, which in Vatter’s view are so profound as to amount to a Nietzschean “revalua-
tion of all values.”
28  Orwin, “Unchristian Charity,” 1221. 
29  Benner (Machiavelli’s “Prince,” 185–89) claims, contrary to the interpretation offered here, that 
Machiavelli in fact endorses liberality as traditionally understood, this endorsement being implied in 
the phrase “if [liberality] is used virtuously and as it ought to be used.” Machiavelli, on her account, 
warns not against liberality but against yielding to the popular misconception which equates liberality 
with prodigality; he merely exhorts the prince to fiscal responsibility. Similarly, Skinner (“Machiavelli 
and the Misunderstanding of Princely Virtù,” in Johnston, Machiavelli on Liberty and Conflict, 
148–49) argues that Machiavelli criticizes not so much liberality as “seeming liberality” or liberality 
“as it is commonly but corruptly understood” (i.e., prodigality). I believe that Machiavelli denies the 
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Of course, giving is not always harmful. Everything depends on why one 
gives and from whom one takes. A private man who aspires to be prince, 
Machiavelli allows, must use liberality in order to win friends and popular 
support, as Julius Caesar did. (Plutarch relates that Caesar as a rising politi-
cian borrowed large sums in order to pay for lavish popular entertainments; 
later he persuaded Crassus to pay off his creditors.)30 Again, a general who 
conquers and pillages foreign lands must use liberality with his soldiers, for 
otherwise they would not follow him; nor is there any harm in his doing so, 
since he spends only what belongs to others, not to himself or his subjects.31 
While Aristotle’s liberal man spends his own money and aims at nobility, 
Machiavelli’s spends that of other people and aims at expediency: which of 
the two is more likely to prosper?

Machiavelli’s argument concerning moral virtue in general, and liberal-
ity in particular, may be said to amount to this. Moral virtue as traditionally 
understood is supposed to be practiced for the sake of the noble. But there is 
a conflict between the noble and the good (“security and well-being”). The 
more clearly this conflict is understood, the more the noble loses its charm. 
The moral virtues must therefore be reconceived. They must no longer be the 
stars above us, the objects of our wonder and aspiration (NE V.1 1129b25–29), 
but must become the earthly instruments of our earthly ends, instruments to 
be used, or not used, “according to necessity” (P 15).

Aristotle’s Reply

Machiavelli claims to start, unlike his predecessors, from “the effectual truth 
of the thing” rather than “the imagination of it” (P 15). This claim suggests 
that Aristotle, among others, was (as we say today) idealistic or naive. Yet 
Aristotle can hardly have been naively unaware of the kinds of objections to 

“effectual truth” of the distinction drawn by Benner and Skinner: in practice, princes who are serious 
about being liberal become prodigal. Machiavelli begins, indeed, by nodding respectfully to liberality 
“used virtuously,” but immediately thereafter he lets us see into what great dangers it leads us. The rest 
of the chapter he devotes entirely to questions of expediency; he makes no further reference to liberal-
ity “used virtuously,” thus inducing us to forget about it. 
30  Plutarch, “Life of Julius Caesar,” 4–5, 11. 
31  Orwin (“Unchristian Charity,” 1222), Hornqvist (Machiavelli and Empire, 174–81), and Scott 
(Routledge Guidebook, 165–66) argue, in somewhat different ways, that this passage is the key to 
understanding P 16: not so much domestic thrift as foreign rapacity proves to be the solution to the 
problem of how to be liberal without consuming one’s resources. This thesis is plausible, although 
I do not share Hornqvist’s opinions that chapter 16 is incoherent without this passage and that the 
conquering general’s largesse is Machiavelli’s version of the Aristotelian virtue of magnificence (the 
virtue regarding large and splendid civic expenditures, NE IV.2), which I would locate rather at the 
end of P 21.
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moral virtue raised by Machiavelli.32 Similar objections had been powerfully 
expressed by Thrasymachus, as well as by Glaucon and Adeimantus, in Plato’s 
Republic (343c–344c, 357a–367e5). One need not portray Machiavelli as merely 
a modern version of Thrasymachus in order to note the kinship between the 
argument in Prince 15 that the morally scrupulous man will be ruined by those 
who are not scrupulous and Thrasymachus’s argument that the just man will 
be outdone by the unjust one.33 It is reasonable to assume that Aristotle, stu-
dent of Plato and reader of the Republic (see Pol. II.1–5), gave Thrasymachus’s 
argument due consideration.34 And as will appear shortly, Aristotle did not 
wholly reject the Thrasymachean-Machiavellian view regarding the relation 
between the noble (or morally virtuous) and the good.

By “the good” I mean all the things that are either good in themselves or 
are required or useful for obtaining the things good in themselves. For Aristo-
tle, the most important good, the core of happiness, is “activity of soul in accord 
with virtue” (NE I.7 1098a16–17, I.8 1098b12–16). But moral virtue, at any rate, 
requires for its full employment not only life and health, but also, for example, 
wealth (NE I.8 1099a31–1099b7, I.9–10 1100a4–14). The good, for Aristotle, also 
includes pleasure, or certain kinds of pleasure (NE VII.12–14, X.1–5). 

It might be argued that the relation between the noble and the good is 
one of perfect harmony. So argues Cicero in the De officiis. There can never 
be a conflict between the noble (honestum) and the useful (a term which for 
him includes all good things), for everything noble is useful, and nothing 
is useful that is not noble. Cicero attributes this position to the Stoics and 
distinguishes it from that of the Peripatetics (i.e., Aristotelians) and others 
who, he says, hold that there can be something noble that is not useful and 
vice versa. As he puts it in the De finibus, Aristotle held that health, strength, 
riches, glory, and many other things are good but not noble (which could sug-
gest that giving up these things may be noble but not good).35 Cicero’s view 

32  Machiavelli himself will later concede that the ancient writers taught covertly some of the same 
effectual truths which he teaches openly. See P 17 (what Virgil said through the mouth of Dido) and 18 
(the covert meaning of the ancient myth about Chiron’s training of princes).
33  Cf. Scott, Routledge Guidebook, 152–53. On the limits of the parallel between Thrasymachus and 
Machiavelli, see Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 292, and Gennaro Sasso’s introduction to Il Principe 
e Altri Scritti, by Niccolò Machiavelli (Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1963), xxvii–xxxviii.
34  At NE V.1 1130a3–4, Aristotle seems to quote Thrasymachus’s characterization of justice as “some-
one else’s good” (allotrion agathon; cf. Republic 343c3).
35  De officiis III.4.20, III.8.35; De finibus IV.18.48–49. In the first passage cited from the De officiis, 
Cicero indicates that in that work he follows the Stoic position because it is more splendid. The De 
officiis is a popular work, adapted to common opinion and therefore diverging at times from what 
is strictly true (II.10.35). In book IV of the De finibus, a more philosophical work, Cicero vigorously 
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of Aristotle’s position is borne out by the Nicomachean Ethics (see also Rhet. 
III.16 1417a26–27). Toward the beginning of that work, Aristotle, following 
certain respectable opinions, maintains that the practice of moral virtue is 
not only noble but also (for the truly virtuous person) pleasant, and therefore 
conducive to happiness, since happiness is generally held to involve pleasure. 
Virtuous actions are therefore “good as well as noble” (NE I.8, quotation at 
1099a22). But later, in his treatment of the virtue of courage, he is compelled 
to qualify this claim. Courageously to endure wounds and death is noble, but 
it is not simply pleasant. To bodily pain is added a great pain of the mind, 
the painful awareness that in losing one’s life one is being “deprived of the 
greatest goods” (NE III.9 1117a32–b16). 

In Aristotle’s treatment of liberality, we find further indications that the 
noble and the good do not simply coincide. The liberal man, in order to be 
liberal, needs money. But since he does not honor money—money is not some-
thing serious in itself—he is reluctant to take trouble to earn it. It is not easy to 
see, therefore, how he will have much money to give away unless he inherits 
it. (But how did his family get the money originally?)36 Nor is it easy to see 
how he will avoid becoming gradually impoverished. It is true that he will 
not be careless with his money, conscious that without it he will no longer be 
able to be liberal. Nonetheless, “it very much belongs to the liberal man also 
to exceed in giving, such that there is little left for himself, for it is typical of a 
liberal man not to look out for himself.” Liberality depends on a certain noble 
forgetfulness and even ignorance of one’s material needs: it is partly because 
he has never experienced such need that one who inherited his wealth is more 
likely to be liberal than one who earned it (NE IV.1 1120b2–6, 11–13).37 

criticizes the Stoic position that the noble and the good are identical (see esp. IV.16.44ff.). Cf. Douglas 
Kries, “On the Intention of Cicero’s De Officiis,” Review of Politics 65, no. 4 (2003): 375–93.
36  “Is Aristotle suggesting that the virtue of later generations depends on the vice of previous ones?” 
asks Ann Ward in Contemplating Friendship in Aristotle’s Ethics (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 2016), 37. Are the goods required for noble action originally secured by ignoble means?
37  Another element of noble unreasonableness in liberality, as Ann Ward points out, is that the liberal 
man wants only to give and not to receive benefits (NE IV.1 1120a33–34), which implies a desire for 
superiority or even domination over others (cf. n. 27 above), a desire in tension with the spirit of 
equality that characterizes both a healthy political life (Pol. IV.11 1295b25–26) and the best kind of 
friendship (NE VIII.5 1157b34–37). While I agree with Ward that Aristotle quietly draws attention to 
this and other problematic aspects of liberality, I believe she goes too far in arguing that the members 
of the “middling element” that is the anchor of Aristotle’s best practicable regime in the Politics (IV.11) 
will likely be money-makers rather than persons of inherited wealth, and will therefore not practice 
liberality: nothing prevents them from being liberal persons of moderate inherited wealth (cf. the 
very favorable view of liberality in Pol. II.5 1263b5–14). Unlike Machiavelli, Aristotle is willing to live 
with certain tensions; his reserve is a sign of this fact. See Ann Ward, “Generosity and Inequality in 
Aristotle’s Ethics,” Polis 28, no. 2 (2011): 269–73 and Contemplating Friendship, 36–38.
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Insofar as the noble diverges from the good, one may be inclined to under-
stand the noble as a form of self-sacrifice or altruism. But with the possible 
exception of justice (NE V.1 1130a3–4), the moral virtues in the Nicomachean 
Ethics cannot be understood in this way. Consider the paradox in Aristotle’s 
treatment of courage. Although he designates courage in war as the primary 
form of this virtue—for war involves the noblest danger—he does not say that 
the courageous man acts for the sake of his city or fatherland. Rather, he acts 
“for the sake of the noble, for this is the end of virtue” (NE III.6 1115a24–32, 
III.7 1115b12–13). If one were to ask why the noblest danger is that found in 
war, part of the answer would doubtless be that there the welfare of one’s city 
is at stake (cf. NE I.2 1094b7–10, Pol. VII.15 1334a21–22). But Aristotle declines 
to present courage as subservient to the city’s welfare, which he does not even 
mention here. He indeed mentions the honors accorded to courage by cities 
and monarchs, but he connects those honors to the nobility (not the utility) of 
courage (NE III.6 1115a28–32). The courageous man, if he dies, dies not for his 
country per se but for the noble (cf. NE IX.8 1169a17–26).38 The case of liberal-
ity is analogous. The liberal man, although he benefits others by his gifts, does 
not give for the sake of benefiting others per se but rather because benefiting 
others is noble (NE IV.1 1120a21–25). Liberality, no more than courage, is to 
be understood primarily as a form of altruism.39 For “a human being, we say, 
is free who exists for his own sake and not for the sake of another” (Met. А.2 
982b25–26). No wonder that Aristotle’s morality has been blamed for its “self-
absorption.”40 But by proceeding otherwise, he would make the higher (i.e., 
virtue) subordinate to the lower (i.e., material welfare), and he would weaken 
the link between virtue and happiness (NE I.7).

38  This reading owes much to a transcript of Leo Strauss’s seminar on the Nicomachean Ethics in 1963 
(7th meeting, May 2), which has influenced my understanding of the Ethics in numerous ways. (An 
edited transcript is expected to be published by the Leo Strauss Center.) See also Strauss, The City and 
Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), 27; Susan D. Collins, Aristotle and the Rediscovery 
of Citizenship (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 52–58; Bartlett and Collins, “Interpre-
tive Essay,” in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, 256–58; Ward, Contemplating Friendship, 34–36.
39  Grant says: “In Aristotle’s whole account we do not find a word about benevolence or love to oth-
ers as prompting acts of liberality. We find no other motive but the ‘splendour’ (καλόν) of the acts 
themselves.” This claim is contested by Gauthier and Jolif who maintain that liberality is motivated 
not only by the splendor or nobility of the act itself, but also by friendship. But a careful reading of 
the passages they cite seems to show merely that giving to friends is noble, not that friendship per se 
is a motive for liberality. (Friendship and love may well motivate a kind of giving that is not, strictly 
speaking, liberality.) See Alexander Grant, ed., The Ethics of Aristotle, 4th ed. (London: Longmans, 
Green, 1885), 60; René Antoine Gauthier and Jean Yves Jolif, L’Éthique à Nicomaque, 2nd ed., vol. 2, 
part 1 (Louvain-La-Neuve: Peeters, 2002), 255.
40  David Ross, Aristotle (New York: Routledge, 1995), 215. 
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If acting nobly cannot be understood, primarily, as doing good to others, 
it must be understood as a good for oneself, and it is so understood by the man 
of moral virtue (NE IX.8, esp. 1169a26–29). Yet we have seen that, in fact, the 
noble and one’s own good do not simply or always coincide. Faced with this 
contradiction, we must take a broader view of the noble, no longer limiting 
ourselves to its moral dimension.41 

Broadly speaking, the noble may be defined as that which is distinct 
from, and ranks higher than, the necessary and useful. It is that which is 
choiceworthy for its own sake and not for the sake of something else; it is the 
end for which everything else is a means. “Of matters involving action some 
are directed toward necessary and useful things, others toward noble things,” 
and the former must be pursued for the sake of the latter. Thus war must be 
pursued for the sake of peace, and occupation (or business) for the sake of 
leisure (Pol. VII.14 1333a30–36; cf. NE IV.1 1120b1, VIII.1 1155a28–29, IX.11 
1171a24–26, X.7 1177b4–6; Rhet. I.9 1166a33–34). Certain activities of peace 
and leisure, especially certain activities of the mind, prove to be the primary 
locus of the noble. Since these are the only activities pursued wholly for their 
own sake, they are the only truly free activities (Met. Α.2 982b25–28). 

The free man, the liberal man in the broad sense,42 is the liberally edu-
cated man, he who is educated with a view, above all, to the noble use of 
leisure. “For [the natural desirability of a noble leisure] is the beginning point 
[or principle] of everything” (Pol. VIII.2–3 1337b4–35). The noble use of lei-
sure is its use in accordance with the better part of the human soul, which 
is the reasoning part. It is this part, rightly directed, which is capable of the 
most excellent virtue and affords the purest and most liberal pleasures—
in the best case, the pleasures of contemplation or philosophy (Pol. VII.14 
1333a16–24, NE X.6 1176b19–21, X.7 1177a12–18, 25–26). The philosopher 
desires not to display his superiority to money by giving it away, but rather to 
make money serve the noblest end, namely, a life devoted to contemplating 
the truth (EE VIII.3 1249b16–19). Qua philosopher (rather than qua member 
of society), he is not liberal in the narrow sense, for he does not need to be in 

41  For a thoughtful account of the noble (fine/beautiful) in Aristotle which treats a number of 
important points not mentioned here, see Gabriel Richardson Lear, “Aristotle on Moral Virtue and 
the Fine,” in The Blackwell Guide to Aristotle’s “Nicomachean Ethics,” ed. Richard Kraut (Malden, MA: 
Blackwell, 2006), 116–36. Lear’s account differs from mine in that she does not present moral nobility 
as a reflection of intellectual nobility. See also C. D. C. Reeve, Action, Contemplation, and Happiness: 
An Essay on Aristotle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 122.
42  In Greek, as in English (or rather, Latin), the word “liberal” (eleutherios) derives from the word for 
free (eleutheros) and means, most broadly, that which befits a free man.
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order to accomplish his end; similar statements will apply to his disposition 
toward courage and the other moral virtues (NE X.8 1178a28–b7).43 In short, 
on the plane of philosophic activity the tension between the noble and the 
good disappears.

In the light of this activity, we learn in the tenth and final book of the 
Nicomachean Ethics, moral actions appear constrained and unleisured; they 
prove to aim at something beyond themselves (e.g., peace and leisure) rather 
than being choiceworthy for their own sake (NE X.7 1177b4–18).44 Yet in a 
way this activity also vindicates moral nobility, by rendering it more intel-
ligible. In hindsight, the moral virtues as presented in books III–V partly 
resemble and point to the nobility of contemplation, without necessarily 
becoming instrumental to it.45 Courage and liberality are noble at least partly 
because they are a demonstration of freedom, if only of a “freedom from”: 
freedom from slavish attachment to the necessary and useful things (life and 
money). That is, these virtues flow at least partly from the awareness that 
comfortable self-preservation cannot be the ultimate end of a serious human 
being—the same awareness which, when thought through, points toward the 
conclusions of book X. The great-souled man prefers to possess things that 
are noble (or beautiful) and unprofitable rather than those that are profitable 
and beneficial, for the former are more self-sufficient; the most perfect self-
sufficiency will prove to be that found in contemplation (NE IV.3 1125a11–12, 
X.7 1177a27–b4).46 An especially striking example is that of magnificence (the 
virtue concerned with spending great amounts of money): the magnificent 

43  Whether happiness for Aristotle consists exclusively or predominantly in contemplation (as seems 
to be asserted in NE X.8 1178b27–32), or whether he held a more “inclusive” view according to which 
happiness consists in contemplation, the exercise of moral virtue, and other goods (as some believe 
is implied in NE I.7), is a much-debated question. For an introduction to the debate and the relevant 
literature, see David Bostock, Aristotle’s Ethics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 21–25, 32.
44  That liberality, for example, aims at something beyond its own nobility, or that its nobility is 
inseparable from its utility to the recipient, is already implied in NE IV.1 1121b3–6.
45  See Aristide Tessitore, Reading Aristotle’s “Ethics” (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1996), 105–10; Leo Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 
142, and Liberalism Ancient and Modern (New York: Basic Books, 1968; repr., Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1995), 14. For an argument that the moral virtues in the NE should be understood as 
instrumental to the exercise of practical or theoretical reasoning, see Richard Kraut, Aristotle on the 
Human Good (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), 335–45; cf. Pierre Destrée, “Education, 
Leisure, and Politics,” in The Cambridge Companion to Aristotle’s “Politics,” ed. Marguerite Deslauriers 
and Pierre Destrée (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 315–16. For an account of liberal-
ity, in particular, that emphasizes rather heavily though not exclusively its instrumental aspects, see 
Judith Swanson, “Aristotle on Liberality: Its Relation to Justice and Its Public and Private Practice,” 
Polity 27, no. 1 (1994): 7–9. 
46  Cf. Ronna Burger, Aristotle’s Dialogue with Socrates (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 
85–87.
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man “resembles a knower, since he is able to contemplate [theōrēsai] what is 
fitting and to spend great amounts in a suitable way” (NE IV.2 1122a34–35).47 
As resemblances of what is highest, the moral virtues may be said to retain 
their nobility, in spite or because of the argument for the superiority of con-
templation (NE X.7–8). 

Aristotle thus brings about a practical alliance between philosophers and 
gentlemen.48 Especially in the early and middle books of the Nicomachean 
Ethics, he supplies the gentlemen with an unforgettable portrait of themselves 
as they are or aspire to be, one that surpasses in clarity, comprehensiveness, 
and accessibility what they can find in other sources. And by indicating the 
harmonies between moral and contemplative virtue, he provides a certain 
rational support for their moral convictions. All this disposes the gentlemen 
to look up to philosophy. Surely they, who admire things that are noble (beau-
tiful) and useless, are more likely to befriend philosophy than are the many, 
who admire mainly wealth and power and in whose eyes the philosopher, who 
cares little for such things, is strange (NE X.8 1179a13–16).49

Of course, an alliance between philosophers and gentlemen implies that, 
as we have already seen, the two groups are not the same. The great-souled 
man, who is a perfect gentleman and who justly esteems himself highly, looks 
down on other men and indeed on all things: “nothing is great to him” and 
consequently he is “not given to wonder”; but philosophy begins in wonder. 
Another consequence of his lofty contempt is that he is idle except when there 
is some great deed to be done, whereas a philosopher is as continually active 
as a human being can be (NE IV.3 1123b1–2, 1124a1–4, 1124b24–25, 1125a2–
3, X.7 1177a21–22; Met. Α.2 982b12–13). The magnificent man resembles a 
knower (epistēmōn), i.e., he is not a knower in the precise sense. As we learn 
in book VI of the Ethics, knowledge or science (epistēmē) in the precise sense 
means knowledge of the unchanging universals as opposed to the changing 
particulars (NE VI.2 1139a5–14, VI.6 1140b31–32). While the magnificent 

47  Consider also the resemblance of the witty man, who is “like a law unto himself” (NE IV.8 
1128a32), to the philosopher, as discussed in Bartlett and Collins, “Interpretive Essay,” 268–69.
48  That is, the kaloi kagathoi or “noble and good ones,” the persons of complete moral virtue (cf. NE 
IV.3 1124a1–4). The term kaloi kagathoi, like our term “gentlemen,” also has a class connotation. Cf. 
Tessitore, Reading Aristotle’s “Ethics,” 15–20; for a somewhat different account of Aristotle’s intended 
audience see David K. O’Connor, “The Ambitions of Aristotle’s Audience and the Activist Ideal of 
Happiness,” in Action and Contemplation: Studies in the Moral and Political Thought of Aristotle, ed. 
Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. Collins (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 107–29.
49  Cf. Strauss, Natural Right and History, 143. Socrates was, of course, condemned by a democratic 
Athenian jury (cf. Plato, Apology 20e8–21a2). Aristotle’s approach, I believe, is not entirely irrelevant 
to the problem of the survival of the humanities in modern universities.
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man’s grandeur of vision reminds us of that of the knower of universals, 
in fact he, the magnificent man, contemplates primarily the changing par-
ticulars (those related to making great expenditures here and now). More 
generally, it is clear from book VI as a whole that while the gentleman neces-
sarily possesses prudence (the intellectual virtue essential to the practice of 
moral virtue), he does not necessarily possess or even pursue wisdom, the 
science of the most honorable or divine things (cf. NE VI.7 1141a9–b3, VI.13 
1144b30–1145a11). Yet these profound differences between gentlemen and 
philosophers (about which much more might be said) do not do away with 
the links between them which we have noted.

For Aristotle, in sum, the tension between the noble and the good on 
the moral plane is fruitful because it points to a higher plane on which that 
tension may be resolved. Machiavelli, by contrast, teaches us to forget about 
the morally noble50 and thus severs the thread that (according to Aristotle) 
leads upward. Only practical success, or the qualities that produce it, seem 
to matter. One must add that Machiavelli has in mind practical success of 
the loftiest kind: that of princes and above all of founders, men of the rank 
of Moses, Cyrus, Romulus, and Theseus (P 6). Glory, not comfort, is the goal 
of such men. But whereas for Aristotle, glory or honor is sought as a confir-
mation of virtue, to which it is therefore subordinate (NE I.5 1095b26–30), 
for Machiavelli, virtue is a means to glory, which does not point clearly to 
anything above itself. Politics and war are no longer clearly subordinate to 
peace and leisure. The philosopher himself becomes a founder, and therefore 
a politician: Machiavelli, like Moses and the rest, introduces “new modes and 
orders” (P 6, D I Preface). And since he is a politician, he is also a warrior, 
since the art of politics and the art of war are the same (P 14 beg.). 

Accordingly, gentlemen do not hold an honorable place in Machiavelli’s 
scheme. In The Prince they are contemptible, selling themselves to the high-
est bidder (namely, Cesare Borgia).51 In the Discourses they are pernicious, 
since they represent a kind of inequality that is incompatible with a well-
ordered republic. Of the German republics Machiavelli reports approvingly 
that if any gentlemen fall into their hands, they kill them (D I.55). He replaces 

50  This is not to deny that he teaches us to admire virtue, but this virtue is admirable primarily as a 
means to such ends as security, empire, and glory, rather than being an end in itself. For a higher esti-
mate of the place of virtue in Machiavelli’s thought, see J. Patrick Coby, Machiavelli’s Romans: Liberty 
and Greatness in the “Discourses on Livy” (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 1999), 261–68.
51  P 7 (p. 28 in Mansfield’s ed.). As to the sometimes virtuous Venetian gentlemen (P 12, p. 51), they 
do not count since they are gentlemen “more in name than in fact”; in reality they are merely wealthy 
merchants (D I.55).
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the alliance between philosophers and gentlemen with one between princes 
(including philosophers who are princes) and peoples (cf. P 9, D I.16 [example 
of Clearchus]). This is possible because his philosophy is or at least presents 
itself as thoroughly useful or “effectual.”52

Machiavellian man pursues “glory and riches.”53 The Aristotelian gen-
tleman is not indifferent to these goods, but his attachment to them is not 
wholehearted. As we have seen, what he most likes about having money is the 
opportunity it affords him of giving it away. Of glory or honor he unapolo-
getically claims his due share, but his enjoyment of them is tempered by 
the awareness that there is “no honor worthy of complete virtue” (NE IV.3 
1124a5–9). It is this noble ambivalence, more than naiveté, that explains 
why the gentleman is sometimes overcome by nongentlemen. For instance, 
because of his liberality, he would rather be cheated occasionally in business 
affairs than pay excessive attention to money (NE IV.1 1121a4–5; cf. V.10 
1137b34–1138a2). For Aristotle, the difficulties involved in this ambivalence 
are, as we have seen, most fully resolved in the philosophic life. The gentleman 
does not honor money and yet needs it in order to be liberal; the philosopher, 
who also does not honor money, needs it much less: Socrates was poor and 
none the worse for it. 

Pointing to philosophy, however, is insufficient, for most of us (whatever 
our delusions of grandeur) cannot be philosophers, and even a philosopher, 
however divine in his or her thinking, is still a human being who as such 
is not self-sufficient and must therefore live with other human beings (NE 
X.7 1177b26–34, X.8 1178b33–35). The leisure which is the basis of the good 
life for both gentlemen and philosophers requires a city (polis), a political 
community. The city and its regime have certain necessities (starting with 
self-preservation) which have to be respected.54 Yet, as we see from Machia-
velli, unqualified respect for those necessities can endanger the status of the 
moral virtues as noble ends in themselves. Aristotle addresses this problem 
by treating moral virtue somewhat differently in two separate, if connected, 
works, the Nicomachean Ethics and the Politics, in such a way as to protect a 

52  Strauss, while noting that Machiavelli’s philosophy “on the whole” puts itself in the service of 
politics, also points to “the intransigent character of Machiavelli’s theoretical concern” (Thoughts on 
Machiavelli, 296 and 81; cf. 282–90). I thank Marco Menon for reminding me of this ambiguity.
53  “For one sees men, in the things that lead them to the end that each has before him, that is, glory 
and riches, proceeding variously” (P 25).
54  On these and other grounds, it has been argued that a certain kind of statesmanship is essential to 
philosophy as Aristotle understands it. See Mary P. Nichols, Citizens and Statesmen: A Study of Aristo-
tle’s “Politics” (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1992), 125–67.
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morality practiced for its own sake from the pressures of political expediency, 
even while giving expediency its due.55 For example, in the Ethics, as we have 
seen, courage is presented as aiming at the noble, with no mention of the 
needs of the city. Even when Aristotle considers what he calls political or civic 
courage (which he distinguishes from courage proper), he does not say that 
citizens endure dangers for the sake of the city, but rather that they do so out 
of a concern for honor, which is something noble (NE III.8 1116a15–29). In 
the Politics, on the other hand, courage is presented as a necessary means to 
a political end, namely, the preservation of freedom and therefore of leisure 
(Pol. VII.15 1334a16–22).56 More generally, in the Politics civic virtue comes 
to the fore, and it is plainly stated that this kind of virtue aims at an end 
beyond itself, namely, the preservation of the political community or regime 
(Pol. III.4 1276b27–31). The same utilitarian principle defines justice: justice 
is the common advantage, and what is destructive of the city cannot be just 
(Pol. III.10 1281a17–21, III.12 1282b16–18).57 Considering the Ethics and the 
Politics together, we become aware of a certain tension between moral virtue 
as an end in itself and as oriented toward the common good.58

From the perspective of the Politics, then, one’s practice of the virtues 
must be affected by considerations of political expediency (even if virtue is 
also the highest end of politics).59 How far one ought to go in this regard is 
difficult to say. But surely an Aristotelian ruler will not practice liberality 
or any other virtue in such a way as to endanger the regime (for this would 
not be just). Hence he will not reject out of hand the lessons, for example, of 
chapter 16 of The Prince.

Machiavelli might observe that lessons of this kind can often be learned 
more easily from him than from Aristotle. He might also complain that 
Aristotle’s dual treatment of the moral virtues divides men’s loyalties and 
deprives them of the will for necessary extreme measures (cf. D I.27; II.15, 
23). Aristotle might reply that his treatment reflects an inescapable duality 
in the human condition. On one hand, man needs the city and so must serve 
and defend it; on the other, the city itself aims partly at an end above its own 

55  Mansfield, Machiavelli’s Virtue, 22. 
56  Which I do not believe is contradicted by Pol. VII.15 1334a40–b4 and II.9 1271b7–10.
57  Justice in the sense of that which promotes the welfare of the political community is mentioned 
also in the Ethics, but it is not this meaning of justice which Aristotle primarily investigates in that 
work (NE V.1–2 1129b11–1130a14, VIII.9 1160a11–14).
58  On this tension see Collins, Rediscovery of Citizenship, e.g. 53–56, 76–80.
59  Bartlett, “‘Realism’ of Classical Political Science.”
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preservation, namely, the practice of the moral or other virtues as ends in 
themselves, or the life of noble leisure (NE I.9 1099b29–32 and context; Pol. 
III.9 1280b40–1281a4, VII.14 1333a30–b3, VII.15 1334a11–34). Expediency 
cannot be our only criterion, if expediency means doing whatever is necessary 
to obtain “glory and riches” or even to preserve the political community. For 
the intelligent pursuit of these ends is limited by the fact that they are not the 
highest ones. The question whether or how far this statement is true seems to 
lie at the heart of the moral controversy between Aristotle and Machiavelli.60

60  Cf. note 52 above.
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I. Introduction 
Leo Strauss notes that Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy must reveal to mod-
ern men the possibility of appropriating ancient virtue for a modern context, 
though such men are inclined to dismiss “resplendent vices” for the sake of 
“the Biblical demands for humility and charity.”1 The appropriation of the 
ancient virtues for the modern requires a lowering of sights. A part of appro-
priating this virtue for Machiavelli is accepting man’s fundamental desire to 
acquire. However, Machiavelli also tells us that the founder/refounder of new 
modes and orders must work for the “common benefit,”2 a difficult claim to 
make in light of a politics based on acquisition as man’s primary drive. This 
tension, combined with the expectations placed on the discoverer of new 
modes and orders in the Discourses, forms the beginning of a puzzle about 
Machiavelli’s founder. While Machiavelli appears to rely on institutions and 
ethics built on self-interest alone, he relies on a transformed version of the 
virtue of humility which he seemingly rejects in order to prevent the prob-
lem posed by Caesar, the founder whose virtues are so great he devours the 
republic. Who is the man who seeks to found without wanting to dominate 
the republic, or worse, be its beloved? 

1  Leo Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 86.
2  Niccolò Machiavelli, Discourses on Livy, trans. Harvey C. Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998), III.28. This work will henceforth be cited parenthetically as DL, 
followed by book and chapter number.
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II. The Problem: Acquisitive Men 
and Limited Institutions 
In The Prince, Machiavelli observes that “it is a very natural and ordinary 
thing to desire to acquire,” adding that the few desire to oppress and the 
many to escape oppression.3 But a careful reading of The Prince and the Dis-
courses4 shows that the distinction is secondary to the fundamental fact that 
everyone, whether high or low, seeks to take what they can and is restrained 
only by inaccessibility. Humans break faith when it benefits them, and they 
offer promises of faith to gain favor (P 17). In Discourses I.15, titled “Where 
the Guard of Freedom May Be Settled More Securely, in the People or in 
the Great; and Which Has Greater Cause for Tumult, He Who Wishes to 
Acquire or He Who Wishes to Maintain,” Machiavelli claims that the many 
possess a “greater will to live free, being less able to hope to usurp” political 
power than the grandi. 

For Machiavelli, then, men acquire when able, and if the plebeians’ cir-
cumstances alter, they become as dominating as the great.5 Citing the Roman 
plebians’ desire to increase their power after the tribune’s establishment, 
Zuckert observes that the humors are not dichotomous, but rather points on 
a spectrum. When people feel insecure in their persons and future, they are 
satisfied in seeking their own security without oppressing others. When people 
are more secure, they desire more of both material goods and political honors.6 

The increase in quality of life leads to greater rather than fewer demands 
in the many, and their desire to acquire morphs from a longing to escape 
oppression to a hunger for recognition, and later, domination. Possessing 
the same drive to acquire as the few, the many often ally with someone they 
believe will avenge slights against them. When the people’s acquisitiveness 

3  Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. Harvey C. Mansfield (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1985), chaps. 3 and 9. Henceforth cited parenthetically as P, followed by chapter number. Also see DL, I.5.
4  Interpreters who read The Prince and Discourses as relatively unified in intention include Erica Ben-
ner, Machiavelli’s Ethics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009); Isaiah Berlin, “The Originality 
of Machiavelli,” in Against the Current, ed. Henry Hardy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2013); Mary G. Dietz, “Trapping the Prince: Machiavelli and the Politics of Deception,” American 
Political Science Review 80, no. 3 (1986): 777–99; John Langton and Mary G. Deitz, “Machiavelli’s 
Paradox: Trapping or Teaching the Prince,” American Political Science Review 81, no. 4 (1987): 1277–
88; Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli; John T. Scott and Vickie B. Sullivan, “Patricide and the Plot of 
The Prince: Cesare Borgia and Machiavelli’s Italy,” American Political Science Review 88, no. 4 (1994): 
887–900; Catherine Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).
5  See John P. McCormick, Machiavellian Democracy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011) 
for an alternative.
6  Catherine Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 160.
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meets one man’s ambition, the results are destructive of whatever “common 
benefit” exists in a republic. Such is the lesson Machiavelli finds in Decimvir 
Appius Claudius, from whom he learns that an easy path to tyranny is the 
giving of honor and power to a man who the people think will punish those 
they hate (DL, I.40). Similarly, though the few appear to possess security 
and are more emboldened by their well-being, their behavior is driven by a 
motive similar to that of the many. Though secure, they foresee a time they 
might not be. Understanding that the political universe is one of contingency, 
those who oppress should know they could soon be oppressed and therefore 
should cultivate every means of acquisition possible.7

Machiavellian politics appears, then, to be bound in a cycle of mutual 
cannibalization. However, Machiavelli’s vision is complete if the secure and 
insecure act to increase their stability in their own modes.8 The productive 
tumults of the Machiavellian republic are the “first cause of keeping Rome 
free” (DL, I.4). Machiavelli will not undertake the impossible task of con-
structing a politics that tries to re-educate those passions, or to change the 
citizen’s interior focus from the private good to the common good.9 Tumults 
and accusations are the healthy path for a republic; calumnies and sects 
destroy a free way of life and rely on modes of acquisition existing outside 
the institutions constructed by the city for healthy competition (DL, I.4 and 
I.8). Instead of seeking harmony, Machiavelli welcomes the conflict between 
the great and the many as the source of sound law, if the architects of the city 
have the wisdom to build the dikes and dams to harness self-interest in a 
fashion that avoids sectarian violence. 

It is in the light of this that we come to Leo Strauss’s claim that Machiavelli 
is a “teacher of evil” and “lowerer of the sights” for politics, a man “immoral 
and irreligious.”10 Ambition having been unleashed by the embrace of selfish-
ness, competitive elections are one way of restraining the ambition of men, 
because then competition occurs through valid institutional means, offsetting 
the threat of the tyrant who puts himself forward to rule without contestation 
(DL, I.46). Additionally, in Discourses I.49 Machiavelli suggests “reforms and 

7  Markus Fischer, “Machiavelli’s Political Psychology,” Review of Politics 59, no. 4 (1997): 814.
8  Vickie Sullivan, Machiavelli, Hobbes and the Formation of a Liberal Republicanism in England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 11. Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 239, suggests that 
the many and the great are most fundamentally motivated by property (not honor, eros, or nobility).
9  Sullivan, Machiavelli, Hobbes, 11.
10  Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 11–12.
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popular trials” are the remedy to the failure of the Roman censors.11 The insti-
tutions of competitive elections and popular trials are meant to prevent and 
frustrate the attempt by the ambitious to turn people into partisans through 
private favors like loans, intermarriages, and personal recommendations.12

While Machiavellian institutions harness men’s ambition, they are lim-
ited in their ability to curb ambition that exceeds its mark. The careful balance 
of plebian and noble ambition characterizing tumults is disturbed by a skilled 
man who bypasses institutions, or by imprudent legal or electoral procedures. 
What is needed, then, are both productive tumults and the submission of the 
ambitious to appropriate political forms. What the republic requires is not 
“one prince who governs prudently while he lives,” but an “individual who 
orders it so that it is also maintained when he dies” (DL, I.11). In order to do 
this well, I will argue, one needs a founder who does not seek to be a partisan, 
but who founds for the common benefit by creating institutions that will live 
beyond his memory. As we shall see, doing this necessarily means that the 
insitutions must not be dependent upon his memory to continue. 

Clearly, a statesman’s personal restraint can be externally enforced 
through the wise construction of dikes and dams comprising Machiavellian 
virtue (P 25). Self-interest can moderate the impulses of a potential tyrant, as 
Machiavelli learns from Aristotle’s Politics and Xenephon’s Hiero.13 We see an 
echo of this in Machiavelli’s admonition “to not be deceived by the glory of 
Caesar,” but Machiavelli adds lamely as justification that the glory of Caesar 
is false because historians were compelled to lie about him (DL, I.10). Indeed, 
human glory poses a fundamental problem for Machiavelli: “Some great his-
torical figures receive more glory than they merit while others receive glory 
that they do not deserve at all.”14 Machiavelli tells potential rulers to resist 
Caesar’s temptation, but Caesar’s name and deeds are so splendid that in 
order for ambition to create tumults instead of factions, Machiavelli must 
train the heart of the acquisitive virtuous man to resist the long fame that 
accompanies the name of Rome’s destroyer. He needs men to desire to follow 

11  Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 166–68.
12  Erica Benner,Machiavelli’s Ethics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009), 379.
13  For Machiavelli’s connection to these thinkers, see Benner, Machiavelli’s Ethics; Giovanni Giorgini, 
“The Place of the Tyrant in Machiavelli’s Political Thought and the Literary Genre of The Prince,” 
History of Political Thought 29, no. 2 (2008): 230–56; and W. R. Newell, “Machiavelli and Xenophon on 
Princely Rule: A Double-Edged Encounter,” Journal of Politics 50, no. 1 (1988): 108–30.
14  Russell Price, “The Theme of Gloria in Machiavelli,” Renaissance Quarterly 30, no. 4 (1977): 594.
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the path of Junius Brutus, whose name possesses less glory, but who is the 
“father of Roman liberty” (DL, III.1). 

Another problem emerges when contemplating self-interest and the 
Machiavellian ruler. While one problem facing Machiavelli’s theory of lead-
ership is the problem of the great man who understands his self-interest to lie 
along Caesar’s path, a great man might also see the risks of political life and 
decide that abstaining from politics is in his interest. Describing the politi-
cal community’s ingratitude, with which Machiavelli himself is intimately 
acquainted, it is unclear why someone of quality would see the political as a 
place to acquire what they seek. In the twenty-sixth chapter of the first book 
of the Discourses, entitled “A New Prince Should Make Everything New in 
a City or Province Taken by Him,” Machiavelli suggests that the moral cost 
of founding is high. This view is in line with his advice in The Prince, where 
Machiavelli observes that it is necessary to exterminate a prince’s line when 
acquiring a principality (P 4). Machiavelli writes: “These modes are very 
cruel, and enemies to every way of life, not only Christian but human.…
Any man whatever should flee them and wish to live in private rather than as 
king with so much ruin to men” (DL, I.26). If one wants to acquire securely, 
perhaps the most reasonable thing is to take what one can and retire from 
public life, avoiding the cruelty Machiavelli describes. But Machiavelli claims 
it is impossible for a qualified person to abstain from politics, nor is it ulti-
mately in his self-interest to withdraw from the public life: “Nor is it enough 
to say ‘I do not care for anything…I wish to live quietly and without quarrel!’ 
For these excuses are heard and not accepted; nor can men who have quality 
choose to abstain even when they choose it truly and without any ambition, 
because it is not believed of them; so if they wish to abstain, they are not 
allowed by others to abstain” (DL, III.2).

And so we turn to the unusual Junius Brutus, whom Machiavelli depicts 
both as resisting Caesar’s glory and refraining from a retreat to the private 
life, even after his brother is killed by the Tarquins because of his virtue and 
family name.15 If Machiavelli must hope for a Brutus, how does a politics of 
acquisition suffice for him? Let us first turn to the subject of humility in order 
to understand.

15  Livy, History of Rome (New York: Dutton, 1912), 1.56.
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III. Humility Christian and Machiavellian
Machiavelli’s radical acceptance of self-interest appears little indebted to 
Christian humility. However, Pierre Manent reminds us that modernity is 
deeply touched by the memory of Christianity. Modern politics confronted 
a crisis of sorts, because there were “too many cities”—too many accounts 
of the natural order and politics to choose between and none with sufficient 
evidence for them. The modern thinkers, among them Machiavelli, created 
a political order that formed the source of stability for men and women, 
because nature itself was in disorder. In this sense, Machiavelli by necessity 
must focus on the concept of founding, because he must create an imita-
tion of one, an imposition of force onto chaos, for which nature itself does 
not provide resources.16 Like Manent, I argue that this imitation of found-
ing is indebted to the Christian city, among other cities. In particular I 
suggest a transformed conception of humility. To more clearly illuminate 
Machiavellian humility, some Thomistic insights will be helpful in showing 
Machiavelli’s appropriation of this Christian virtue. 

Machiavelli is obviously critical of Christian humility, claiming that it 
is not only ineffective, but vicious and politically destructive, because it “not 
only does not help but hurts, especially used with insolent men who, either 
by envy or by another cause, have conceived hatred for you” (DL, II.4). In 
Discourses II.2, he eviscerates the virtue of humility for teaching men that if 
“you have strength in yourself” it is a strength that “wishes you to be capable 
more of suffering than of doing something strong.” Christian heroes are pas-
sive men who place the “highest good in humility, abjectness, and contempt 
of things human,” and while saints like Dominic and Francis turn the other 
cheek, evil, prideful men conduct politics for the sake of their own benefit, 
“seeing that the collectivity of men, so as to go to paradise, think more of 
enduring their beatings than of avenging them.” The Catholic Mass, elegant 
yet milquetoast, reinforces the passivity of humility in its participants, while 
the Romans’ ferocious, active sacrifices once “rendered men similar” to their 
magnificent terribleness. 

In a direct challenge to Christian heroes and sacrifices, Machiavelli 
deliberately subverts one of Christainity’s greatest prayers of humility—the 
Magnificat, where Mary expresses her lowliness and dependency on a pow-
erful God—by using a significant phrase of the text not as a praise for the 
Christian God who loves the humble Mary, but as a praise for the ferocious 

16  Pierre Manent, Metamorphoses of the City (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008), 153.
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founder King David, “who filled the hungry with good things and sent the rich 
away empty” (DL, I.26). Elsewhere, he critiques gonfalonier Pierro Soderini 
for his unwavering commitment to humility, since it had the result “that he 
together with his fatherland was ruined” (DL, III.9). Soderini, believing that 
he should be humble and not take on a prideful and law-breaking title for life, 
left himself and his country vulnerable to vicious men who, unlike Soderini, 
possessed no qualms about ruling for their own gratification. 

Yet in the beginning of the devastating critique of the passivity of 
Christian humility in Discourses II.2, Machiavelli consciously brings up a 
positive example of restraining one’s private claim to power for the sake of 
the common benefit. Republican cities thrive because they are ruled by the 
common good rather than the private good. When the former is prioritized, 
particular private individuals may suffer but the majority of citizens flour-
ish. By contrast, a princely ruler who seeks his own interest normally offends 
the interests of the city because “what suits him usually offends the city and 
what suits the city usually offends him.” In this context, Machiavelli writes, a 
spirited and armed “virtuous tyrant” can arise and work for his private good 
with a “result of no utility to the republic.” The tyrant suspects any other men 
of virtue because he cannot co-opt them into his attempts to secure his pri-
vate good. Similarly, he makes subject cities weak through law and taxation 
because a strong city does not serve his private good. Rather, “it does suit him 
to keep the state disunited and have each town and each province acknowl-
edge him. So he alone, and not his fatherland, profits from his acquisitions.”17 

Skinner and Pettit find in the Discoures proof of Machiavelli’s commit-
ment to nondomination, to the freedom of the citizen from the imposition of 
arbitrary rule.18 For Skinner, the Discourses establishes that “the body politic 

17  DL, II.2. Importantly, Machiavelli turns for support here to an ancient text, Xenophon’s On Tyranny. 
Notably, in On Tyranny, the author attempts to move a tyrant away from hubris and pleonexia toward 
being able to regard citizen interests when also thinking of his own. 
18  For more on Machiavelli as a theorist of nondomination, see the following: Philip Pettit, “The 
Republican Ideal of Political Liberty,” in Machiavelli and Republicanism, ed. Quentin Skinner, 
Maurizio Viroli, and Gisela Bock (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Philip Pettit, A 
Theory of Freedom: From the Psychology to the Politics of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999); Philip Pettit, Republicanism: A Theory of Freedom and Government (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2001); J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic 
Republic Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003); Quentin A. Skinner, The Founda-
tions of Modern Political Thought, vol. 1, The Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1978); Quentin A. Skinner, “Machiavelli and the Maintenance of Liberty,” Australian Journal of Politi-
cal Science 18, no. 2 (1983); Quentin A. Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998); Quentin A. Skinner, “Machiavelli’s Discorsi and the Pre-Humanist Origins 
of Republican Ideas,” in Skinner, Viroli, and Bock, Machiavelli and Republicanism, 121–41; Quentin 
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in question enjoys the capacity to act in pursuit of its own chosen ends, its 
actions being ‘under the control of its own will’ and in consequence directed 
to seeking the benefit of its members as a whole.…The life of liberty is a life 
not lived in subjection to the will of anyone else.”19 Republican communi-
ties are this way, Pettit suggests, because the people’s love of freedom comes 
from a desire to be left alone, and not a desire to dominate.20 For Skinner, 
institutions play an important role in restraining the elites who compete 
in a republican system by restraining them from seeking a kind of liberty 
that leads to domination. Learning from Rome, Machiavelli tries to turn our 
inborn tendencies to corruption into productive virtues for the sake of the 
common good, yet if our ambition and leisure make this too difficult, wise 
institutions must limit these effects.21 Law’s coercive power, on Skinner’s 
interpretation of Machiavelli, not only forces people to mind one another’s 
freedom. It is also a tool to transform our nature, to make us less selfish and 
to genuinely invest us in the public interest, forcing us to be free.22 

Skinner’s and Pettit’s interpretations certainly note important resonances 
between the idea of liberty as nondomination and the idea of a republic’s 
privileging of the common good over the private good, but there are reasons 
to think that Machaivelli’s republicanism does not emerge out of a com-
mitment to noninterference. There are several reasons why. For one, this 
sanitizes the violence and brutal domination of much of Machiavelli’s advice 
in the Discourses. Machiavelli’s heroic republican founders sacrifice the lives 
of their family members (Romulus and Brutus). His wise statesman is pre-
pared to counter the problem of envy not only through productive checks 
and balances of ambition challenging ambition, but even through death, for 
“to conquer this envy, there is no remedy other than the death of those who 
have it” (DL, III.30). In fact the phrase “kill the sons of Brutus” comes to 
represent the need to act violently against freedom’s enemies, even when, as 
we see in Discourses III.I, the violence against those enemies may result from 
the manufacturing of a false accusation. Here Machiavelli offers the allega-
tions against the Scipios as an example of the public accusations that keep the 
population from corruption, citing Livy’s text. But when one turns to Livy’s 

A. Skinner, Visions of Politics, vol. 2, Renaissance Virtues (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002).
19  Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism, 150–51.
20  Pettit, A Theory of Freedom, 28.
21  Skinner, Visions of Politics, 2:165.
22  Ibid., 177–78.
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text, it is clear that the accusation stemmed from envy and stood “more on 
grounds of suspicion than by direct proof.”23

Even more problematically for Skinner and Pettit, as I argued earlier, 
man’s fundamental desire to acquire does not permit us to conclude that 
republics are better because the men ruling in them are less selfish because 
they come from the “many.” The process of transforming men into characters 
committed to the public good from motivations of their own heart appears to 
be another pipe dream from imaginary republics, a sure way to ruin among 
so many who will never learn to be good and an impossibility in light of 
human nature (P 15). Men are “ungrateful, fickle, pretenders and dissem-
blers, evaders of danger, eager for gain,” and love is not a sound foundation 
for politics (P 17). The freedom of republics comes from the disunion of the 
great and the many who, mutually driven by a desire to acquire, produce laws 
in accord with public freedom through institutionalized conflict (DL, I.4). 

Textually, this is the transmutation that occurs: the alchemy of tumults 
into freedom for the two acquisition-driven humors, not the remaking of 
man’s nature into something freed from a desire to acquire. It seems better 
to theorize that while Machiavelli understands the persistence of the drive 
to acquire, he looks for statesmen whose acquisition can be guided by the 
healthy institutional structures referred to by Pettit and Skinner: men who 
found for the common benefit apply the law equally to citizens of every 
status, and submit to institutions of checks and balances meant to stymie 
overwhelming ambition, such as the institution of public accusations dis-
cussed in Discourses III.1. 

Yet even Machiavelli’s theory of guiding the passion of acquisition 
through institutions that check the pursuit of the private good over the 
common good relies in part on a noble impulse of the statesman to sacrifice 
the chance to use his office to maximize his private good and jettison the 
checks that restrain him, and to instead put himself under the institutions 
that benefit everyone. Skinner and Pettit are right to suggest that such an 
impulse is in play here, but wrong to identify it as a product of the Machiavel-
lian institutions themselves or a product of the general love of freedom of 
the many. Instead we find an odd and perhaps inconsistent resonance with 
Christianity, summed up best perhaps by Augustine, that purveyor of piti-
ful Christian sacrifices: the true act of sacrifice connects the humble spirit, 

23  Livy, History of Rome 38.51.
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which acknowledges its limitations, to acts of clemency toward others.24 The 
textual question is how this virtue comes into being for Machiavelli, given 
our fundamental drive to acquire, or what Augustine or Aquinas might call 
our sinfulness. 

It is this echo or residue of the Christian tradition that forms the kernel 
of my insight. Machiavelli approrpriates the Christian virtue of humility, a 
virtue that is not present in pagan Roman accounts of heroism, and secular-
izes it.25 Though famously a critic of the virtue, and certainly one who does 
not continue the Chirsitan tradition’s insights, in the Discourses Machaivelli 
presents us with a secularized version of the virtue “where the focus on talent 
rather than heredity, the preferential treatment of the poor, and the commit-
ting of violent deeds for the common good become expressions of humility 
reconceived as humanity.”26

All this becomes clearer by a turn to the Christian tradition and to Aqui-
nas particularly. Most obviously, for Aquinas, humility is an important part 
of statesmanship because it allows the talented man to desire the common 
good. Humility “inclines the magnanimous person to take a serious interest 
in the welfare of all others, including the poor, the disadvantaged, and the 
apparently unexceptional.”27 Yet more than that, in Summa Theologica II-II, 
162, 5, humility in particular makes our appetites yield to reason,28 which 
reveals the goodness of God’s created world, providing confidence in provi-
dence and in the divine omnipotence and omniscience.29 Without humility, 
Aquinas claims, we may have difficulty controlling any desire “aiming at great 
things against right reason.”30 Humility, it turns out, helps us to understand 
the cosmological order, and consequently what human excellence means in 
the context of that order and our own personal capacities. 

The picture is deepened by the fact that for Aquinas, magnanimity and 
humility are two sides of the same coin—they are duplex virtus. Magnanimity 

24  Augustine, The City of God against the Pagans, ed. and trans. R. W. Dyson (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 10.3.
25  Ashleen Menchaca-Bagnulo, “Humility and Humanity: Machiavelli’s Rejection and Appropriation 
of a Christian Ideal,” European Journal of Political Theory 17, no. 2 (2018): 131–51.
26  Ibid., 132.
27  Mary Keys, “Aquinas and Aristotelian Magnanimity,” History of Political Thought 24, no. 1 (2003): 50.
28 Mary Keys, “Humility and Greatness of Soul,” Perspectives on Political Science 37, no. 4 (2008): 
218–19.
29  Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica (Notre Dame, IN: Christian Classics, 1981), I-II, 22, 2.
30  ST II-II, 161, 1.
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emboldens men to dare to do what is great and difficult, in accord with the 
precepts of right reason. Similarly, humility calms the kind of pride that 
motivates a man capable of great and difficult things when they only seem to 
be honorable and outstanding but are not in truth.31 

Though intimately related, the virtues of humility and magnanimity 
are distinct, the former falling under the cardinal virtue of temperance or 
moderation, for Aquinas, while the latter is related to fortitude.32 The politi-
cal community requires that the best among us have a sense of our own 
capacities and aspire to great things for the sake of the common good, and 
magnanimity—granted clear sight by its sister, humility—is the virtue that 
enables a great man to perform great deeds without devouring his political 
community by aiming to make himself master of it. “Magnanimity, then is 
not the sheer and unregulated desire to do great things, or even to do morally 
great things, but one of a set of virtues which enable the mind to resist both 
pride and despair in the face of both the intense desire to do heroically virtu-
ous deeds and the anxiety of failure.”33 

Two examplars of the duplex virtus are particularly relevant for Machia-
vellian conceptions of glory: Cicero and Moses. In Aquinas’s reflections on 
Cicero in Summa Theologica II-II, Q. 128, Art. 1, 2, Aquinas agrees with 
Cicero that magnanimity allows the statesman to “hope in himself” but adds 
that he does so “under God.”34 Similarly, Moses, one of Machiavelli’s favorite 
founders, and an example in the Discourses of the Founder who, like Romu-
lus, must inflict terrible loss on the community to found well, is described in 
the Bible as “the humblest man on earth” in the book of Numbers.35 Aquinas 
lists several ways Moses founded a regime based on cultivating humility in 
the king by guarding against common “temptations to tyranny.” Kries cites 
the Summa to emphasize Thomas’s analysis of the Mosaic king: “Thomas 
especially emphasizes that the precepts protected the character of the king 
by keeping him in something of an impoverished condition.…Further-
more, Thomas points out that the judicial precepts protected the character 
of the king by stipulating that he was to read and meditate on the Mosaic 

31  Mary Keys, “Statesmanship, Humility, and Happiness: Reflections on Robert Faulkner’s The Case 
for Greatness,” Perspectives on Political Science 39, no. 4 (2010): 194–95.
32  J. Budziszewski, Commentary on Thomas Aquinas’s Virtue Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 2017), 44; 63.
33  Ibid., 56.
34  Cited in ibid.
35  Numbers 12:3, cited in Keys, “Statesmanship, Humility, and Happiness,” 194–95.
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law continually, and that he was to fear and obey God”—a fear and obedi-
ence that in the Hebraic tradition stems from a keen sense of the differences 
between man and God. Through awe-filled fear of God, man inclines toward 
obedience; the beginning of wisdom is the recognition of his superiority.36 

Finally, for Aquinas humility helps us to discover an ethical theory 
characterized by a unity of the virtues, crowned by the virtue of charity, the 
mother of the virtues.37 We also rationally know that “every one of the hairs” 
on our head has been counted.38 Rather than wisdom discovering the disap-
pointment of imagined republics and the good’s unreliable nature, humility’s 
light shows that the ethical life is characterized by a unity of the virtues 
ordered to a final end that is for our true good as a species, and as individuals. 

It is true, of course, that in Machiavelli’s account, Moses does not differ 
from the other three (pagan) founders cited in the sixth chapter of The Prince, 
or, in other words, that Moses, like them, invented God, and succeeded in his 
prophecy by dint of arms, not by dint of providence. In the Machiavellian 
universe, confidence in providence is delusional and a result not of reason, 
but of a hubristic hope that we might be loved by a God who provides for us. 
Virtù, that overcomer of fortune, takes the place of Christianity’s conception 
of the divine’s caring providence.39 Instead of relying on a God who protects 
him, the man of virtù protects himself in response to the fact that we are 
alone in the world, and does not give in to a weakness for the allure of a God 
who made the universe intelligible. At the same time that giving in to this 
allure is a form of weakness, as Machiavelli points out in chapter 6 of The 
Prince, it is also a form of pridefulness. In Discourses II.27, Machiavelli claims 
that the prudent prince or republic is content to conquer, and searches for 
neither more nor less because in order to succeed men must put “limits on 
their hopes” by “measuring themselves.” The imagined republics composed 
by the ancients and medievals must be rejected for the truth that “all things of 
men are in motion and cannot stay steady, they must either rise or fall” (DL, 
I.6). In this atmosphere of instability and unreliable provision, the common 

36  ST I-II, Q. 105, Art. 1, ad. 2, cited in Douglas Kries, “Thomas Aquinas and the Politics of Moses,” 
Review of Politics 52, no. 1 (1990): 93.
37  ST II-II 23, 7, 8.
38  ST I-II, 22, 2.
39  Thomas Flanagan, “Machiavelli and History: A Note on the Proemium to Discourses II,”  
Renaissance and Reformation 8, no. 2 (1971): 80.
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good is the thing by which he judges human actions. Yet Machiavelli’s under-
standing of humility, while very different from Aquinas’s account, entails a 
similar explanation of the relationship between the virtue and the ability to 
view the world clearly and model ethical behavior on what reason tells us 
about the world. To depart from the hope Christianity offers for the possi-
bilities of immortality, human morality, social order, and human knowledge 
requires a type of sobriety that allows one to abandon this vision for some-
thing less beautiful but perhaps truer. Consequently, Machiavelli embraces 
human limitations, describing “goodness and wickedness in terms of self-
imposed ‘limits’ (usually termini) or lack thereof. What he calls ‘evil’ results 
from serious and avoidable failures of human self-regulation: a failure …to 
set necessary limits on one’s actions.”40

Therefore, Machiavellian humility, like Thomistic humility, is a species of 
moderation. For Machiavelli, however, the “humility” required in his founder 
is directed by the insight that “imagined republics and principalities” must 
be abandoned for an assessment of what is effectually true, especially because 
the virtues of imaginary regimes lead to ruin. Clear-sightedness is one of the 
signature traits of the humble soul, and for Machiavelli, it allows men to train 
their energies on the political, rather than the transcendent. It also helps men 
to realize that the unity of the virtuous life is not one that human conditions 
permit (P 15). Furthermore, Machiavelli himself is willing to rise to a prince’s 
perspective and to lower himself to the perspective of the people, a fluidity 
of vantage points requiring the humility of understanding and identifying 
with the interests of persons different from oneself (DL, Dedicatory Letter; 
P, Dedicatory Letter). Finally, Machiavellian humility helps virtuous men 
regulate their natural desire to acquire. If acquisitiveness is our most funda-
mental disposition, it is something that the Machiavellian founder/refounder 
must move beyond. Even if he eventually achieves earthly glory through new 
modes and orders, it is not clear that he will receive adulation in his life-
time. After all, Moses did not see the promised land, and Machiavelli, the 
unwanted advisor, saw little success in his lifetime. A founder’s path appears 
filled with sacrifices for the common good when one considers the material 
and psychological costs of founding in the public-spirited manner of Junius 
Brutus rather than the “private” manner of Caesar (DL, III.3, I.10, I.37). 

40  Benner, Machiavelli’s Ethics, 196.
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IV. The Pride of Loving and Being Loved
Ultimately, Machiavellian humility requires that the man of virtue move 
away from particularly dangerous modes of the desire to acquire. What are 
these modes? Machiavelli views two human fantasies as particularly destruc-
tive to politics: the hope to be loved for one’s own sake and the desire to be 
obeyed or emulated simply because of one’s importance and virtue. The first 
pathology is remedied by a recognition that no human is lovable enough to 
escape men’s fickleness, the second by a recognition that no human has a 
right to remake the world in his own image. We first turn to the former.

Machiavelli wants his ruler, particularly his founder, to understand that 
he cannot expect that people should love him. Sullivan reminds us that the 
problem Machiavelli repeatedly returns to in the Discourses is “the problem 
of Caesar’s ascendancy,”41 for if a man can create partisans, his rule can be 
extended for an indefinite period of time. In fact, this problem of partisan 
devotion is perhaps best embodied by Christ, whose virtues allowed him to 
found an order lasting more than two thousand years, with multiple renewals.42

Machiavelli’s leader, though he possesses great virtues, must relax his 
confidenc in his own lovability and regard the natural self-love of his sub-
jects, and to accommodate his policies to his subjects’ self-love. This advice is 
given in the context of several different political relationships throughout The 
Prince—the relationship between the prince and the great (P 7), the relation-
ship between the prince and the people (P 9–10), the relationship between the 
prince and auxiliaries/mercenaries (P 12–13), and the relationship between 
the prince and his advisors (P 22–23).

In all these relationships, Machiavelli demonstrates that the love others 
profess is nothing more than a “chain of obligation, which, because men are 
wicked, is broken at every opportunity for their own utility,” while also dem-
onstrating the need to be guided by the insight that the happy identification 
of citizens’ well-being with the prince’s reign is the road to reliable interac-
tions (P 17, 19). 

An examination of a ruler’s most primary political relationship reveals the 
structure of Machiavellian humility. With regard to the people, in moments 
of plenty and security “everyone runs, everyone promises, and each wants to 

41  Vickie B. Sullivan, Machiavelli’s Three Romes: Religion, Human Liberty, and Politics Reformed 
(DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1996), 164.
42  Ibid., 153.
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die for” the prince. In harder times, these lovers are absent, because the love 
of the prince is not enough. “And so a wise prince must think of a way by 
which citizens, always and in every quality of time, have need of the state and 
of himself; and then they will always be faithful to him” (P 17). This is par-
ticularly true in that, while men flock to the obviously virtuous citizen and 
become his loving partisans, the appearance of great virtù in another citizen 
just as easily leads to hatred and jealousy, “because the reputation their virtue 
has given these individuals has aroused the envy of many citizens who wish 
to be seen not merely as equal but superior to the great.”43

Lowering oneself to accept that citizens are motivated by interest rather 
than the affection inspired by one’s many virtues applies to the prince’s rela-
tionship with advisors as well. At first, it seems that Machiavelli argues that 
a prince can expect an advisor to love him and to think of him only: “When 
you see a minister thinking more of himself than of you, and in all actions 
looking for something useful to himself, one so made will never be a good 
minister…because he who has someone’s state in his hands should never think 
of himself but always of the prince” (P 22, emphasis added). However, we soon 
learn that a prudent prince “thinks of the minister so as to keep him good” 
with honor, riches, and the obligation of shared responsibilities, so that the 
advisor begins to realize that “he cannot stand without the prince.” Similarly, 
with a flatterer (one must wonder if for Machiavelli all that profess their love 
are simply flatterers), the prince must be able to see through the promises of 
devotion to realize that “men will always turn out bad for you unless they are 
made good by necessity” (P 23).

Consequently, the virtuous man must recognize the limitations of the 
claims his virtue places on others’ hearts, accepting instead that it is fitting 
for the high and low to think of themselves first. Not only should the prince 
accept this reality, but he should craft his policy around the insight that his 
true political interest overlaps with the demonstrable interest of the citizens. 
Appropriately understood, the flourishing of the prince is curtailed by what 
it takes for the subjects to also enjoy some modicum of fulfilled self-interest. 

By way of contrast, a man of virtue could, like Caesar, demand that 
his virtues be met with citizens’ love and adulation. He could also cultivate 
dependency in a section of society, a strategy placing him at the head of a 
powerful political force that rejects the necessary self-interest of all of his sub-
jects in order to found on the love of partisans. When Caesar made himself 

43  Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 277.
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the plebian savior by making promises against senatorial orders, the tyranni-
cal impulse to be loved threatened what was left of Rome’s republican order. 
Caesar succumbed to a human temptation humility might have inoculated 
him against: he permitted his desire for love and praise to blind him to what 
good rule required of him—the recognition of the natural self-interest of all 
Rome’s subjects, and the necessary conflict between its orders. He could have 
sought reform; instead he became “the first tyrant in Rome such that never 
again was that city set free” (DL, I.37).

Against Caesar’s example, the founder of Rome’s republic, Junius Brutus, 
did not seek fanatical love. In fact, he disguised his immense virtue, endur-
ing derision and humiliation, until the right moment to rise against Tarquin. 
Brutus is the most unreservedly praised of Machiavelli’s Romans, and Cae-
sar’s foil. “There was never anyone so prudent nor esteemed so wise for any 
eminent work of his than Junius Brutus deserves to be held in his emulation 
of stupidity.”44 Emulating stupidity, to a man as intelligent and as proud of his 
intellect as Machiavelli, must require tremendous strength of character, even 
if it is for the sake of another good. 

What is this other good? It is unclear if there is one. In Brutus, the reader 
truly begins to see the tremendous amount of nuance in Machiavelli’s account 
of human motivation. While Livy attributes Brutus’s feigned idiocy solely to 
the desire for survival,45 Machiavelli maintains that when one considers the 
hero’s “mode of proceeding…it can be believed that he also simulated this to 
be less observed to have more occasion for crushing the kings and freeing his 
own fatherland whenever opportunity be given him” (DL, III.2). As evidence, 
Machiavelli cites Brutus’s sacrifice to Apollo under the cover of stupidity at 
Delphi, and his proximity to Lucretia at the time of her death. This proximity 
gave Brutus the long-desired opportunity to throw off the cloak of idiocy 
and free his people. To those who would say this is merely an example of 

44  DL, III.2. Pangle and Burns, however, suggest that pride and not humility lies behind Machiavelli’s 
characterization of Brutus’s embrace of stupidity. “Or could the prince Machiavelli is thinking of, 
above all, be a prince from whom it is believed impossible to hide, even in one’s thoughts (pensieri 
suoi)? Could the prince whom Machiavelli has in mind, above all, be the biblical God? (Cf. 1.26: 
God is the example of the tyrant-prince.) Does Machiavelli in his Brutus present the avatar of a new 
human ‘prince’ whose philosophic longing for security for his private life of thinking and friendship 
requires him to ‘play the madman’ in eventually becoming (or inspiring) the essential overthrower of 
the threat posed by the apparent rule of the old purported prince who is believed to be the all-seeing 
biblical God?” See Thomas L. Pangle and Timothy W. Burns, The Key Texts of Political Philosophy: An 
Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 190–95.
45  Livy, History 1.56.
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self-restraint for the sake of self-interest,46 Machiavelli points out another 
aspect of Brutus’s humility by suggesting again that humility is not shown 
by proudly staying out of the public eye (DL, III.2). The needs of the commu-
nity are constantly visible, and citizens will continually turn to whoever they 
believe can deliver them. So, the “common benefit of all” influences Brutus, 
at least in part. He certainly enjoys the benefit of survival, but survival alone 
cannot explain what Brutus risks by overthrowing the Tarquins. He gains the 
benefit of honor, but he endures dishonor for the sake of a hope that might 
never materialize.

Not only does Brutus give up the desire to be loved for the common bene-
fit, but he gives up the ability to “love” what is most dear to him. To be a good 
political actor, and especially a founder, one must not only moderate one’s 
aspiration to admiration, but also give up a most natural and intimate love, 
the love of one’s own—in Brutus’s case, the love of his sons, and by extension, 
the love of his lineage. 

Though men cannot be educated into forgetting their self-interest, 
prudence dictates the construction of institutions meant to moderate the 
destructive aspects of the drive for acquisition. One example of political pru-
dence is the “sacrifice for the common good” required of those who desire 
to be elected. But because men are fundamentally acquisitive, the practice of 
self-sacrifice by the grandi is compelled by public accusations and jury tri-
als “so that the people remain confident that individuals in high office have 
to obey the law or suffer punishment just the way the people do.”47 Of the 
surviving Horatius brother, the hero who saved Rome from Alba yet killed 
his sister for mourning her slain Alban fiancé, Machiavelli says that he was 
rightly forced to submit to a trial, yet was freed in order to please his father 
rather than because of the claims of justice. Young Horatius’s freedom from 
accusation is corrupting, because “in a well-ordered city, faults are never 
paid for with merits” and “policies are never wise if one should or can doubt 
their observance” (DL, I.22). The elder Horatius, who lost his daughter in a 
homicide and two sons in the Alban war, should have submitted his only 
remaining child to the laws of Rome instead of interceding for him.

Though Mansfield argues, similarly to Zuckert, that killing the sons 
of Brutus represents “engag[ing] in acts of violence that make [legal or 

46  Augustine, City of God 2.17.
47  Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 169.
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extralegal] examples out of the enemies of freedom,”48 this particular public 
expression of sacrifice for the common good primarily exemplifies the capac-
ity to submit to the political community, even if it means killing what one 
most naturally loves.49 This prevents the growth of partisanship by putting 
one at the head of a free party rather than a sect filled with devotees seeking 
special favor. What the “killing of the sons of Brutus” demonstrates is that 
leaders must not seek to escape the restraints and expectations that they use 
to rule their citizens.50 But what makes such sacrifices worthwhile for the 
individual? If acting in such a way is so easy for the acquisitive man, why is 
killing the sons of Brutus so hard for Horatius’s father or for the gonfalonier 
Pierro Soderini, who “believed he would overcome with his patience and 
goodness the appetite that was in the sons of Brutus for returning to another 
government, and who deceived himself” (DL, III.3)?

Although men forget the loss of a father more quickly than the loss of a 
patrimony (P 17), Machiavelli remarks on the virtue of those who are able 
to forget their children. One famous example is that of Katerina Sforza, who 
dramatically proves to her captors that she is not influenced by their threats to 
harm her young children if she fails to return to captivity.51 For our purposes, 
a more important example of killing one’s most natural loves is the execution 
of the sons of Junius Brutus at the republic’s founding. Of this execution, 
Machiavelli writes, tongue in cheek: “It is an example rare in all memory of 
things to see the father sit on the tribunals and not only condemn his sons 
to death but be present at their death” (DL, III.3). (Machiavelli knows this is 
not an example that is rare in all of history; it is an example that predomi-
nantly shapes his Christian society.) While Brutus may receive glory as the 
founder and executor of the orders, he must restrain himself from seeking 
the greater glory that comes with tyranny, and being the head of a sect. It 
is unclear, studying the life of Brutus, whether he was rewarded with much 
glory, much satisfaction. Instead, he killed his sons, and soon died on the 
battlefield. Not even Caesar could “kill the sons of Brutus.” Caesar failed 
to kill the beloved assassin Brutus, who represents for Caesarian politics 

48  Harvey Mansfield, introduction to Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press 1996), xxiv; Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 221.
49  These positions are compatible.
50  Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 211.
51  DL, III.6; Machiavelli, Florentine Histories, VIII.34. Zuckert reminds us that “Caterina did not suc-
ceed in securing her rule by sacrificing her children the way Brutus did, because she and her husband 
were so hated by the people” (Machiavelli’s Politics, 219).
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“senatorial ascendence,” yet we still remember him as master of virtue.52 But 
while Caesar destroys Rome, Junius Brutus orders it. 

V. The Pride of Remaking Politics in One’s Image
Killing the sons of Brutus might be worthwhile for the sake of eternal mem-
ory, and this is where we turn to the final face of Machiavellian humility—the 
submission to institutions as opposed to the desire to create a politics of one’s 
own image.53 This is a two-part process; one must found collaboratively, and 
then one must submit to what one founds.

A. Founding Collaboratively

It is incorrect to call the Machiavellian founder “altruistic” in the sense that 
he founds for the end of the rule of princes.54 It is also important to under-
stand the tempting portrait Machiavelli draws of founding in Discourses I.9 
and I.10: “If a prince seeks the glory of the world, he ought to desire to pos-
sess a corrupt city—not to spoil it entirely as did Caesar but to reorder it as 
did Romulus. And truly the heavens cannot give to men a greater opportu-
nity for glory, nor can men desire any greater.” Those who “squander” the 
opportunity to found by practicing poor politics are among the “infamous 
and detestable”; “enemies of the virtues, of letters, and of every other art 
that brings utility and honor to the human race.” Not only is the successful 
founder guaranteed eternal honor; the failing founder deserves “sempiternal 
infamy” for his destruction of everything humanly good and useful. Though 
it is true that Machiavelli’s account of founding/refounding “harnesses the 
tyrannical impulses of leading men,”55 any founder with the prudence to see 
“inconveniences from very far away” (DL, I.18) will not find the lure of the 
glory of founding well (and the disgrace of founding poorly) strong enough 
motivation alone.

Machiavelli’s most significant orders are established after the demise 
of kingly rule, and “this, Machiavelli stresses, was not the work of any one 
godlike man, but was publicly commemorated as the work of the entire 

52  J. P. McCormick. “Machiavelli’s Inglorious Tyrants: On Agathocles, Scipio, and Unmerited Glory,” 
History of Political Thought 36 (2015): 50.
53  Benner, Machiavelli’s Ethics, 449.
54  Scott and Sullivan, “Patricide and the Plot of The Prince,” 897.
55  Ibid.
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Roman people.”56 This, however, appears to run contrary to the enticement of 
glory Machiavelli places before the potential founder. Instead of being com-
memorated as the godlike lawgiver, he must found so that the credit for the 
founding redounds to the entire commonwealth. Machiavelli, like Cato and 
Cicero, depicts founding and refounding as a collaborative endeavor, and the 
man who would (re-)found alone and for one’s self is the primary threat to 
a free way of life. Because such a man cannot live forever, “even if a single 
man using ‘extreme force’ brings a corrupt city back to some semblance of 
goodness, ‘as soon as such a one is dead’ the city will revert to its former bad 
habits.”57 Thus, “it is the safety of a republic or a kingdom to have not one 
prince who governs prudently while he lives, but one individual who orders it 
so that it is also maintained when he dies” (DL, I.12). But if sempiternal glory 
is the founder’s reward, for an ambitious man, the hope of his living, glorious 
memory is a part of the reason he (re-)founds. Why, then, will he found to 
obtain glory for the collaborating republic? 

To render concrete the psychology of Machiavelli’s founder, let us focus 
on two examples of statesmen: Romulus and Pierro Soderini. The former is 
an example of successful founding, and provides a framework for a healthy 
Machiavellian: decisive, solicitous of strong institutions, and protective of 
republican orders. The latter provides an example of an unsuccessful found-
ing, of a pernicious form of humility: passive, uncertain, and unappreciative 
of man’s acquisitive nature. 

Although brutal, Romulus’s founding is not tyrannical. Like the typical 
tyrant, he killed his rivals to ascend, but extended power to the senate once 
he obtained unilateral rule.58 To Machiavelli, while Caesar is the “first tyrant 
in Rome,” Romulus, who killed his brother to rule, is no tyrant, but someone 
who risks his own power by creating a senate to share power with.59 The sen-
ate eventually kills him. Romulus kills his brother to have the efficacy that 
exists only in “founding alone.” However, Machiavelli notes that Romulus 
does not unilaterally desire to make Rome in his own image and to control 
the legacy of its institutions. That “what he did was for the common good 
and not for his own ambition” is proved by the senate’s creation, “with which 
he took counsel and by whose opinion he decided” (DL, I.9). The senate’s 

56  Benner, Machiavelli’s Ethics, 421–22.
57  Ibid., 434.
58  J. Patrick Coby, Machiavelli’s Romans: Liberty and Greatness in the “Discourses on Livy” (Lanham, 
MD: Lexington Books, 1998), 157.
59  Livy, History 1.8.
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creation is a risk. Romulus himself knows that power sharing often leads to 
death or exile. Certainly, Machiavelli’s portrait of Romulus, like his entire 
retelling of Roman history, is selective. However, what Machiavelli empha-
sizes in Romulus matters more than what Machiavelli knows the historical 
record says about him. The power-sharing founder risks danger from rivals, 
particularly when he begins to show willingness to “found for the common 
good” by including other decision makers. 

By contrast, Florentine gonfalonier Pierro Soderini is hamstrung by a 
prideful false humility; consequently Soderini fails to found a republic. Like 
Savonarola, Soderini imprudently squanders the opportunity to found. 
Soderini’s politics offer him the reputation of a “lover of the freedom of the 
city,” yet he does not foresee the threat that the deposed Medici and their 
allies pose. “Whether because it was difficult for him to do so or because they 
were not honest to him,” Soderini was unable to control those who favored 
the Medici and their allies. With such favors Solderini’s enemies “beat him 
down and in the end ruined him” (DL, I.52).

Machiavelli also notes Soderini’s flawed mercy, arguing that he com-
mits two errors stemming from a false understanding of humility. Soderini 
believed “he could extinguish ill humors with patience and goodness and 
wear away some of the enmity to himself to rewards.” He failed to relinquish 
the pride inherent in being loved and incorrectly thought men might see 
his “patience and goodness” in his treatment of his enemies. Soderini made 
another mistake owing to false humility. His only recourse to preserve the 
republic from the Medici was “to strike his opponents vigorously and to beat 
down his adversaries” by confidently seizing “extraordinary authority,” deal-
ing a blow to “civil equality together with the laws” (DL, III.3). He surmised 
that the use of extraordinary authority would lead to his being judged a tyrant 
and to the demise of the office of gonfalonier-for-life. Unlike Romulus, who 
does what is necessary to found in spite of potential accusations of tyranny, 
Soderini permits “an evil to run loose out of respect for a good” when that 
good “could easily be crushed by that evil,” not understanding that “when the 
deed accuses him, the effect excuses him” (DL, I.9). However, “not knowing 
how to be like Brutus, he lost not only his fatherland but his state and his 
reputation” (DL, III.3).

When compared to Machiavelli’s Romulus and Brutus, Soderini comes 
to sight as one whose unwillingness to betray his principle is informed by a 
fear of rendering himself and his office hypocritical in truth and in appear-
ance. He makes himself the center of the institutions, believing they depend 
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on him and his goodness alone. For love of his own goodness, he shrinks 
from the necessity of engaging in hypocrisy while simultaneously concealing 
said hypocrisy from the people.60 Consequently, he cannot break faith when 
necessary or kill the sons of Brutus, leaving Florence exposed to the Medici 
for the sake of his reputation. It is apparent from a review of the cases of 
Romulus and Soderini that the good founder shares power in a collabora-
tive setting, diluting the identification of his virtue with the republic’s virtue. 
Institutions cannot love him, being neither children nor partisans, and the 
warring humors animating these institutions are citizens engaged in produc-
tive tumults, not the founder’s devotees.

B. Creating and Submitting to Institutions. 

Submitting to institutions is perhaps the crowning virtue of the man 
undeceived by Caesar’s glory. Machiavelli describes the orders that draw a 
“republic back toward its beginning”: public accusations in the form of “a 
law that often overlooks the accounts for men who are in that body,” such as 
the accusation of Coriolanus in a public trial noted in Discourses I.8, and the 
virtue of one man “who with his examples and his virtuous works produces 
the same effect as the order” (DL, III.1). The former prevents the problem of 
Horatius, whose pardon corrupted the city. It also strikes fear into those who 
would transgress, or risk transgressing, laws promoting a politics of tumults, 
because the violator of such orders faces not merely public accusation but 
“execution.” It is an incentive for acquisitive men to act for the common 
rather than the private benefit, albeit through fear. 

The second way to renew a republic emerges from “the simple virtue of 
one man.” But as Caesar teaches us, public homage for the heroic man is 
dangerous. However, under the threat of accusation and execution presented 
by “the order overlooking accounts,”a great man’s virtue is somewhat insti-
tutionally harnessed. It is even more securely harnessed when lone men of 
virtue are “of such reputation and so much example that good men desire 
to imitate them and the wicked are ashamed to hold to a life contrary to 
them.” The great man aspires to join a community of heroes, not to become 
the principle of the republic itself. 

But in order for these institutions to work, the statesmen must have the 
humility to submit to them. In the design of the institutions themselves 

60  See P 12 for Machiavelli’s claim that hypocrisy is loathsome to the people and so the appearance of 
hyprocrisy must be avoided, though hypocrisy itself is permitted as long as it is concealed.
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incentives guide men to want to found like Brutus rather than Caesar, but 
first a great man must be induced to create them collaboratively and for the 
sake of this goal; and second, future great men must bow before them. “What 
Machiavelli seems to have in mind is that the people—be they Athenians, 
Romans, or French—become more famous than any of the individuals who 
serve or rule them (if for no other reason than that the people reproduce 
themselves and thus last longer).”61 Ultimately, Machiavelli hopes for the 
founder and ruler who possesses the humility to let the people rule.

VI. Conclusion 
By the end of the Discourses, it is apparent that the problem facing the self-
interested statesman is that “the people do not reward individual leaders 
with reputation or ‘glory’ so much for their public service as for their extraor-
dinary deeds.”62 Caesar receives undeserved glory, but it is certainly more 
intoxicating, a kind Machiavelli cannot argue against in terms of self-interest 
alone because of its immediate and long-term blessings. Unlike Agathocles, 
Caesar is remembered with awe for his deeds and enough residual glory that 
men of virtue must be persuaded from his partisan path by Machiavelli. 
When we speak of Rome, do we remember Junius Brutus, or Caesar? Don’t 
we mistake Junius Brutus for his descendant, Caesar’s assassin? 

The case for resisting the glory of Caesar is a difficult one to make. The 
reign of the emperors, begun with Caesar, expands across the world and 
redounds to their eternal glory, though Machiavelli attempts to educate us by 
focusing on Brutus and Romulus as his examplars in contrast to the overall 
tendency in the West to first remember Caesar. The reign of Christ, another 
ancient figure filled with virtue and beloved by partisans, gives rise to orders 
that cause much of what is corrupt in politics in Machiavelli’s time. While the 
status of empire in Machiavelli is difficult to discern (it is worth noting that in 
The Prince 8, he observes that Agathocles achieved empire rather than glory), 
we can at least say this. When a founder is advised to establish new modes 
and orders (note the title of Discourses I.26, “A New Prince Should Make 
Everything New in a City or Province Taken by Him”), he is also advised 
against the temptation to make everything that is new obviously indebted to 
him as its author or pinnacle. Instead he must retain “at least the shadow of 
its ancient modes” (DL, I.25). 

61  Zuckert, Machiavelli’s Politics, 173.
62  Ibid., 249. 
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Like Thomistic humility, Machiavellian humility helps a founder do three 
things. It helps him understand and accept the true nature of the cosmologi-
cal order, it helps him realistically moderate what his virtues should seek to 
achieve, and it keeps him from an excessive desire for praise and an excessive 
self-love that prevents him from seeing the needs of others. In turn, these limi-
tations enable him to found in a less glorious way, and to establish or submit to 
institutions that show him no partiality. The logic of Machiavellian humility 
is quite different from that of Christian humility, because the Machiavellian 
cosmological order (or disorder), and the resulting meaning of human vir-
tue, greatly differ. But the need for a founder to resist the temptation of using 
politics for the sake of his desire to acquire glory is one Machiavelli knows 
his teaching requires. Machiavellian umilita bears a structural similarity to 
the theological virtue exhibited with perfection by the successful unarmed 
prophet and founder of lasting modes and orders, Christ.
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Mastery of Nature is an intellectual and moral challenge for all of us who are 
affected by the modern attempt to govern the world through a knowledge, 
or discipline thereof, severed from any presupposed (“metaphysical”) end 
or good.1

Latin Averroism is at home in Mastery of Nature, whose seventeen aca-
demic contributors,2 with a few possible exceptions, contribute to the view 
that man must understand himself today in the light of the subhuman or 
unconscious, even while he takes his practical bearings from his superhuman 
perfection: we seem fated to be (theoretical) materialists without being able to 
avoid conducting ourselves as idealists. 

Ralph Lerner’s preface sets the thematic stage for the volume as a whole. 
Lerner articulates two crucial points: (1) modernity entails—beyond the 
project of constructing a Tower of Babel—the seemingly unprecedented rise 
of individuality as consummation of nature (or—to remain closer to Lerner’s 

1  This is the first part of a critical essay review of the volume. The second part will appear in issue 45, 
no. 3 (May 2019) of Interpretation.
2  The literary quality of contributions varies, though it is generally commendable, notwithstanding 
several grammatical blemishes. See e.g., 2, 7, 32, 33, 35, 37, 45, 55, 63, 81, 126, 157, 159 and 180.
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specialized language—as “recapitulating” man’s genetic or natural context 
[xi]), and (2) natural disasters forcefully compel us to entertain one of two 
(extremist) thoughts or dreams, either that we are morally responsible for 
all the physical calamities affecting us, or that we must learn to conquer 
nature along the lines of modernity’s enlightenment project (xiii). Tertium 
non datur—neither the biblical Job, nor the Socrates of traditional Platonism 
(what in Mastery of Nature turns out to be a merely “exoteric” Socrates). 

In writing as if modern technology were the coming of age of an ancient 
precursor, Lerner exposes himself to the objection that antiquity has tech-
niques, or “arts” involving the transformation of things, though strictly 
under the assumption that transformation occurs on the basis of the things’ 
essences or natures (whereby only “external” forms would be modified, on 
the basis of inherent forms, given the classical distinction between morphē 
and eidos), and within the context of a good not subject to transformation 
(whether or not the transformation be prompted by more than people’s tran-
sient wishes).3 With modernity, classical arts yield to a technology that, no 
longer bent on improving means in the light of unchanging, superhuman 
or divine-like ends (enshrined notably in some oracular utterance), rises 
to define ends in terms of means (the high in terms of the low). Whence 
modernity’s incompatibility with antiquity’s “arts,” which were predicated 
on a two-world ontology, whereby our genetic context would stand at once 
as provisional challenge and ultimate, mysterious end. There, our lives signal 
an otherworldly dimension, our mortality itself points us in the direction of 
its immortal secrets.

To return to Lerner’s first proposition, it is not clear how or if moder-
nity’s project transcends, in its essence, Babel’s project, insofar as both entail 
a quest to establish a new unity (Lerner’s “individuality”), displacing a prior, 
transcendent one. Is it not rather Genesis 11 that transcends modernity (not 
the other way around), by inviting critical reflection on the (given) language-
bound limits of humanly achievable “unity”? Consider, for instance, Genesis 
11:1 and 4, where a common language is spoken by all peoples who were 
everywhere the same, while separate, or prior to their coming together in 
building “the tower.” All peoples spoke the same tongue, so that their lan-
guage was essentially the same. To echo Vico (more on this later), the first 
tongue was spoken “poetically,” or through poetic tropes. Now, to reach “the 
heavens,” one needs to “philosophize,” or to rise above poetry, to the status 

3  Mansfield addresses this point on p. 16. Mastery of nature is one thing, mastery of an art (whether 
pottery, painting, or breathing), on nature’s basis, is another. 
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of divinity, or of creator of things themselves (not merely of tropes). Genesis 
critiques such a philosophizing, showing that the unity achievable by what 
we would call “natural philosophy” is at best a metaphoric one, not to be 
confused with any absolute or inalienable one. As Lerner intimates in the 
opening statement of his preface, the problem of our “horizontal” relation to 
nature (our relation to nature as surrounding environment) is rooted in the 
problem of our understanding of our “vertical” relation to the divine(d) root 
or source of nature (in Jacob Klein’s terms, “the Nature of nature”), where the 
origin of nature represents for all practical purposes a transcendent “author-
ity” (what is above us), our relation to which grounds our relation to all of our 
surroundings. 

If our stance towards nature depends in a fundamental way on our 
stance towards the origin of nature, we are left asking—possibly even beyond 
biblical allowances—if that origin is intelligent (purely intelligible) or blind/
mechanical (susceptible to mastery). This is the first question we are faced 
with in trying to figure out how we should relate to nature.4

In its introduction—coauthored by three colleagues teaching in MIT’s 
chemical engineering department5—Mastery of Nature stands as candidate 
for the role of “starting point” for thinking about the “mastery of nature,” 
a project that, in the absence of any serious/successful/radical dissent, 
dominates our times (4–5); for even “the world of radical Islam” serves the 
nature-mastering cause (6–7). 

Our authors stress the importance of asking about the political-theo-
logical origins or foundations of the enthralling but dangerous project of 
mastering nature, insofar as the foundations inform “the magnificent struc-
tures” built upon them (2). Mastery of nature emerges as an “omnipresent” 
edifice building upon technology (understood along Lerner’s lines), “influ-
encing practically every aspect of our lives,” most notably as governments’ 
universal instrument of domination and possibly enslavement—a tool that, 
distracting us from its own moral foundations by way of co-opting us to serve 
their cause, impinges upon the very essence of human freedom (3). 

4  For an intimation of this point, see the reference to “moral disposition” on p. 3. The question at hand 
is clearly related to the problem of atheism (compare xii and Stauffer’s pertinent remarks on p. 47).
5  The authors are Trout, Doneson, and Minkov: the first is professor of chemical engineering, while 
the second and third lecture on the relation between politics/ethics and modern science (Doneson 
on a full-time basis; Minkov, while teaching primarily in the Philosophy Department at Roosevelt 
University).
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Our authors further indicate that appeals to nature fail to destabilize 
the mastery-of-nature project, especially insofar as nature may be conceived 
(e.g., following Kant, or à la Rousseau) as confirming religiously our right to 
master it (5).6

Even Hegel fails to meet the challenge of opposing nature conquer-
ing, as we gather from our authors’ dismissal of Hegel’s phenomenology 
as “neo-Platonic” or unduly metaphysical—with a tangential reference to 
Hegel’s “‘Cartesian’ standpoint” (5–6)—even though Gillespie’s chapter 12 
will argue (moving beyond acknowledgments on p. 11) against both attribu-
tions. Nietzsche and Heidegger are supposed to fare better in responding to 
nature conquering, insofar as they invite a mythical “new beginning,” if only 
presented in terms of a powerful restoration of “old philosophies” (6)—even 
though the two Germans are seen as failing to appreciate, as the “founders” of 
modernity would have, the ineluctability of human (religious) prejudice and 
the corresponding irrevocability of philosophers’ need for prudence: early 
modernity can still teach us that no world will ever be brave and new enough 
to overcome the ancestral need for moral accountability, that is, the need 
to produce mythical answers to philosophical questions (7–8). Such a need 
seems to go a long way in spelling out what our authors hold to be “fixed” in 
human nature (4). 

The most far-reaching suggestion the authors of the introduction offer 
us is that the founders of the modern Enlightenment ultimately understood 
and presented their technologically driven nature-mastering project (the new 
piety of “Science” [9]) as one transitory expression of philosophers’ longer-
term, if not perpetual effort to manage their conflict with nonphilosophers 
(7; compare Minkov on 37). 

Harvey Mansfield’s “Machiavelli and the Discovery of Fact” is our volume’s 
first of sixteen chapters. A general irony underscoring Mansfield’s chapter is 
that it approaches modern science in the manner its author sees modern sci-
ence approaching nature: as fact.7 Modern science is not approached “from 

6  While our authors read Rousseau reasonably as having radicalized the Enlightenment by critiqu-
ing it on its own basis, Rousseau’s deeply troubled, not say “misanthropist,” late writings are at odds 
with our authors’ conclusion that Rousseau ended up “rejecting technology and capitalism in favor of 
serene resignation.” Would it be fairer to state that Rousseau fosters the severing of virtue/reason from 
truth (the Enlightenment message is supposed to be true, even if inhuman), and that, by remaining 
unwilling to give up on either, Rousseau appeals to virtue/reason in “metaphorical” terms, as a partial 
consolation in the wake of the rise of a truth indifferent to anything properly human?
7  Though identifying antiquity’s facta with “deeds as opposed to speeches” (rather than with “truth 
as opposed to imagination” [22]), Mansfield remains silent with regard to the ancient “poetic” sources 
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within,” or “sympathetically,” but “scientifically” (in a Machiavellian fashion, 
one dare say) “from without”—as “what is purely given” (16; compare 234n9: 
with Machiavelli, “forms are imposed on matter rather than recognized in 
it”). The result of this approach is the arguably oversimplifying conclusion 
that “the purpose of modern science is to see nature as pure fact.” For it turns 
out that the modern scientist rejects “perfecting facts” in favor of isolating 
them, “in order to liberate the intelligence” of the scientist (16). Thus does the 
“purpose” of modern science emerge as a mere means to a higher end—what 
Mansfield further refers to as liberation from “suffering” (17). 

Isolating nature is only the first step to liberating the intellect from suf-
fering: we need to isolate nature in order to set out to actually conquer it. 
Modern science’s alleged purpose consisting of the isolation of nature from 
man (from our interpretation, choice, etc.) is a means to the higher end of 
conquering nature, yet not merely by isolating man (the reverse side of the 
coin of nature’s isolation)—for conquest requires active engagement. What is 
needed is the transformation of both man and nature (again, for the sake of 
“liberation”), or the synthesis—through the very activity of “conquest”8—of 
man and nature, spirit and matter (Aristotle’s hulē), mind and flesh, whatever 
the synthesis in question may turn out to amount to, or mean. The meaning 
of modern science would then be obscure, as opposed to being as clear and 
distinct as Mansfield suggests. In this respect, at least, the “Cartesian” surface 
of Mansfield’s text conceals a dimension that is so far from being clear and 
distinct that it resents the otherworldly.

Not only modernity, however, is, for Mansfield, framed by a life-affirm-
ing will to conquer; modernity’s religious background (namely, Christianity) 
is, too. Accordingly, Mansfield’s allusive reading of religion as resentfully 
camouflaged or distorted will to power (18, echoed by Minkov [36] and 
Stauffer [44]) leaves no space for Christ’s perfecting nature, if only by making 

of modernity’s “fact,” that is, to the factum, or that which is “accomplished,” and thus “certain,” and 
thereby represented as “true.” On this question, Vico’s 1710 De Antiquissima Italorum Sapientia is 
illuminating. Compare Vico’s 1744 Scienza Nuova, “Of the Elements,” 47. Vico shows that antiquity’s 
factum (“fact”) is as bound to the verum (the true) as modernity’s facts are to the (modern) imagination.
8  Mansfield’s discussion obscures the telos of modern thought, omitting any reference to the 
“Hegelian” consummation of modern reason. As Hegel’s discovery of Absolute Logic shows most 
emphatically, what is emptied of inherent or “ahistorical” meaning is not merely the nature “exposed” 
by modern empiricists, but also the equally evolving abstractions produced by modern rationalists 
for the sake of controlling res extensa, nature bereft of any and all heavenly roots. Just as nature must 
be finally discovered as a perfect machine, so too must our ever-mutating language(s) be finally con-
verted into one terminal—both universal and concrete—language that, as a “perfect model,” would 
be entirely fit for the perfect machine. Therein—in what Hegel proclaims as the self-realization of 
Spirit—would Galileo’s Enlightenment prove to be a fulfilled promise.
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providential use of conquest. The very Christian notion of Logos as redemptive 
“coinciding” (to echo Nicholas of Cusa’s coincidentia oppositorum) of alpha 
and omega (well beyond Nietzsche’s secular “eternal return of the same”) 
undermines the thesis that for Christianity conquest is an end in itself.

Mansfield’s decisively modern reading of Christianity’s divinity as 
masking its all-too-human genesis anticipates (if masks are expendable) 
Mansfield’s reading of Christianity as unwitting stepping-stone for Machia-
velli’s supposed divorce of truth from the imagination—where Mansfield 
reads Machiavelli as appealing to an “effectual truth” cut off from the imagi-
nation, religious or otherwise (21–22).

Machiavelli does speak (e.g., in the opening of chapter 15 of his Prince) 
of “following” or “going back to” a concrete truth, rather than to what it is 
imagined to be; yet, contrary to what Mansfield indicates, Machiavelli does 
not posit an opposition between truth and imagination. Instead, he sets out 
to replace an “old” imagination—which on Machiavelli’s account entails a 
regrettable reification of truth—with a new one that is one with truth itself. 
Where “effectual truth” is produced or aimed at as an “effect,” Machiavelli is 
proposing to abandon the imagining of unrealizable things (or not to con-
ceive truth as an eternal given), in favor of bringing about realizable things, 
without denying that we should imagine realizable things. Contrary to what 
Mansfield suggests, Machiavelli’s “realizable things” are not cut off from the 
imagination. What Machiavelli is inviting is, we might say, a “new imagina-
tion,” or rather a primordial mode of imagination, whereby the Florentine 
rejects imagining unrealizable things, in favor of imagining realizable ones. 
Far from abandoning the imaginary, Machiavelli is drawing the imaginary 
within human reach. Indeed, truth is now (imagined to be) ultimately “in the 
making,” so that knowledge is power: as Mansfield himself would agree, for 
Machiavelli, to know truth is to make it. (Machiavelli’s lesson would pertain 
equally to nature and to man.) 

Mansfield himself sees Machiavelli as teaching that to know the world 
is to act upon it; therein lies the core of Machiavelli’s synthesis of Aristotle 
and Lucretius (22–23). With the Florentine, we can know “the” world, as it 
is given to our senses, properly because there is no “other world.” To make 
up for its absence, we have recourse to Machiavelli’s “virtue,” without which 
there could be no knowledge of this world. 

Though for Machiavelli the unhinging of our everyday, practical life 
from eternal bonds opens the door to the new “virtue” of a “prince” who is 
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beyond good and evil, on Mansfield’s reading the modern world inaugurated 
by Machiavelli ends up—most notably in the guise of “science” as “substitute 
for religion,” if not as consummate religion—betraying its founding father by 
rebinding man to a nonhuman authority (25 and 29). Modernity’s early flight 
from superhuman necessity ends in a flight into subhuman necessity.

In our volume’s chapter 2—“The Place of the Treatment of the Conquest 
of Nature in Francis Bacon’s On the Widsom of the Ancients”—Svetozar Y. 
Minkov highlights the “religious” character of modern Baconian science. 
Modern science stems from a particular understanding of Christianity, 
which is supposed to be interested in forgiveness more than in justice (31, 33, 
after 26). Here Minkov echoes Mansfield, remaining silent about Christian-
ity’s apocalyptic “second coming” or Final Judgment. A fundamental feature 
of modernity, consisting of modernity’s partial reading of Christianity, is 
thereby taken for granted (rather than presented critically), foreshadowing a 
general critique of modernity on modern grounds.9

In secularizing Christianity, Minkov’s Bacon presents us with a uto-
pian “New Atlantis”—Bacon’s “open” society—that is as unrealizable as it is 
merely instrumental to Bacon’s own philosophical life (31 and 235n6). The 
passage Minkov depicts from Christianity to its Baconian secularization 
or modernization is smooth, yet only insofar as its account ignores that in 
(premodern) Christianity ecumenicism serves as preface to a return to the 
primacy of hierarchies, both earthly and heavenly: Minkov’s allusive insinu-
ations notwithstanding, premodern Christianity (especially in the person of 
its Doctors) is as far from modern neo-Epicureanism as it is from renouncing 
political life (or Judaism, for that matter).

Minkov’s reading of Christianity as precursor of Baconian modernity is 
crowned by an account of the latter as holding that nature can be manipulated 
precisely because of its lack of proper telos or meaning. (Evidently modern 
science does not seek any original meaning of nature, even as meaningless 
nature acquires “meaning” or significance for man: belief that life/death 
is inherently meaningless weighs heavily on modern politics [34–35].) It is 
man or spirit that gives meaning to nature (if only by “discovering” one that 
“fits” nature), thereby harmonizing, as Minkov shows and as Hegel’s lesson 
confirms, “philosophy with society,” that is, mind with body. Bacon’s proj-
ect, or “new science,” should be understood “historically,” as embracing the 

9  Is it by accident alone that Minkov refers twice to the “thirty-one” parts (“fables and parables”) of 
Bacon’s On the Wisdom of the Ancients, on p. 31?
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progressive secularizing of thought, evolving into a terminal scientific adapta-
tion of what is highest (the mind) to what is lowest, the senses (cf. 35–36), lest 
the two remain in conflict with one another. It is for the benefit of both mind 
and body that both are to be transformed (via destruction; though Minkov 
focuses on that of nature alone [38] he hints at an eventual need to “replace” 
old scientific certainties, as once-cherished idols, with new ones [42]). 

Overall, the “new science” either seditiously replaces (36) or oversees 
traditional religions, as the true bond between the spiritual and the material, 
thereby dethroning—as we may deduce from Minkov’s argument—religion 
understood as bond between the divine and the human, that is, between the 
perfectly spiritual and the imperfectly spiritual—between indeterminate and 
determinate form. The rise of modern science as ultimate religion would then 
entail the view that matter is originally, though not inevitably, formless or 
unformed (34). What is original is no longer God, but unformed matter (35), 
so that religion should be understood as binding, not man to a divinity above 
him, but a divining man to a material underpinning the human. (Men who 
do not divine or philosophize are supposed to be vulgar and malignant [36]). 

The new piety (and sentiment of pity) personified by modern science—or 
Nietzsche’s Christian morality without a Christian God (35)—is supposed 
to serve as antidote to the otherworldly excesses, or authoritativeness, of 
Christianity (40): even as modernity’s technology is a mode of flattery, 
Bacon justifies it as necessary evil working hand in hand with revolutionary-
seditious propaganda and Machtpolitik serving the self-interest of Baconian 
man (36). Whether or not the world invited by Bacon could ever turn against 
its Father by mistaking itself as an end in itself is a “Nietzschean” problem 
Minkov leaves us with in prophesying the genesis of “a super-technocratic 
tyrant” (42). 

Devin Stauffer’s chapter 3—“Hobbes on Nature and Its Conquest”—lends 
indirect support to Minkov’s reading of Bacon by arguing that for Hobbes 
the modern Leviathan is not a solution, insofar as it does not overcome or 
purge itself of the “nature” within man (44). In making use of nature to estab-
lish an unnatural society, modern man fails to entirely domesticate nature, 
whereby untamed, dangerous nature remains at the very heart of Hobbes’s 
Leviathan. More specifically, modernity fails to extinguish heroic desire for 
a good beyond any peace guaranteed by modern society (45). The “rational” 
society, into which Hobbes calls “nature” to enter (keeping in mind that for 
Hobbes our departure from our “state of nature” entails, not an abandoning 
of nature, but a co-opting of nature to serve unnatural ends), falls short of 
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full realization (46–47).10 Nevertheless, our sole Providence is the human one 
best incarnated by the Leviathan (44, 48), to the extent that it makes rational 
use of nature (passions) (45–46), trying to free our passions from Christian 
promises (“crippling delusions”), as well as from the Platonism (or more gen-
erally speaking, ancient naiveté, or even man’s tendency to seek glory) that 
nourishes or inspires them (46–47).11

Stauffer’s Hobbes is no Christian at heart: his profession of a Christian 
faith is as false (47) as the “mechanistic materialism of his natural philosophy” 
geared towards “enterprise” (47) is incompatible with “reverence or grati-
tude” (there is none towards a universe of bodies moved solely mechanically, 
by other bodies [48]). Hobbes’s man emerges “for fundamentally accidental 
reasons” (48; clearly, then, no Hegelian “absolute logic” guarantees the emer-
gence of mankind). Man can “think of what he can do with something once 
he has it,” and not a priori, because man’s capacity and his very thinking 
consist of a modification of unconscious nature: thought amounts to a mode 
of physical motion, couched in a universe of other modes (48–49). 

What a “body” actually is remains for Hobbes a mystery (a “black box” 
[50]), even as “bodies” is considered “the most plausible answer” to the ques-
tion of the foundation of our perceived world, as well as of our thought (51). 
Hobbes does not need to claim to know definitely that nature is a mindless 

10  Stauffer’s account of Hobbes’s critique of heroism tackles especially “desire for glory,” without 
considering that, not only Caesar, but Socrates as well—the philosophical hero—prompts quarrel and 
is thus a threat to (conventional) peace (44–45).
11  It is not clear that Hobbes is as free from Christian influence as Strauffer would have it. On Hobbes’s 
“indebtedness” to Christianity, see Vico’s Scienza Nuova, “Of the Elements,” 31, which helps us 
understand both Hobbes and the limits of Stauffer’s reading. Vico suggests that, in the attempt to free 
himself from Christianity, Hobbes failed to notice that there is a valid philosophic sense of other-
worldliness that had been obscured by Christianity’s shift of interest from pagan politics to universal 
politics, or a sinful “mankind” (one towards which we ought to feel, thereby, charitable). Christianity is 
the basis of Hobbes’s ignoring that man is naturally political in the sense that his life is piously bound 
to a closed society, as opposed to being bound “charitably” to a transpolitical “society of Mankind” 
(società del Gener’ Umano). It is Christianity that “moves” Hobbes to place political philosophy in the 
service of “the whole society of Mankind,” that is, to manage “scientifically” the universal mankind 
that the Christian revelation had supposedly failed to save from political strife. In Hobbes’s new politi-
cal universe, religion can no longer be trusted, unless it is privatized as fuel for an ideology. Religion or 
its divinity can be no more natural to man than is politics, which no longer stands, for the modern, as 
it had for classical antiquity, as poetic middle term between man in his worldly condition and divine 
transcendence. Divine transcendence is now a mere façade for Hobbes’s new, “scientific” Society. 
 Vico’s lesson bears directly upon the question of nature’s mastery, insofar as Hobbesian secularism 
emerges as entailing the “life-affirming” abandoning of a classical understanding of worldly life as 
essentially poetic, or oriented towards the otherworldly or death. For the secularist, the otherworldly 
can be no more than a mask of worldly interests begging to be unmasked. To be enlightened is to real-
ize that there is no life in death (no right in nature), no soul prior to its incarnation. 
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body in order to advocate the project of subjecting nature to a Hobbesian 
mind. While the possibility of a divine, suprahuman will beyond a mechanis-
tic universe is volens nolens open (51), it is at once practically inconsequential, 
insofar as the modern will (and its technological projection aiming at con-
firming the world as object of our manipulation)—a will to displace any other 
possible will as lord over nature—affirms itself independently of any meta-
physical uncertainty concerning the ultimate inexistence of a will above that 
of Hobbesian man (52–53). The Hobbesian will is a hero striving to rule over 
nature, whether or not he may need to dethrone some God along the way. 

Stauffer’s reading of Hobbes is crowned by the argument that for Hobbes 
the advances of modern technology contribute to any knowledge we may 
have (had) that nature is, for all practical intents and purposes, subjectable, 
or vulnerable to our manipulation: modern technological progress exorcises 
from modern science—“the new physics”—the suspicion or fear that we may 
be incapable of exercising control over nature, including our own (53 after 
44). It is thus misleading to read, as many have, Hobbes’s formal placing of 
science in the service of power (scientia propter potentiam) as expressive of 
Hobbes’s final interest: even if initially our knowledge is too uncertain to 
confirm that it is an end in itself, our power is supposed to finally confirm 
our knowledge (53).

Stauffer’s account is convincing, even as it is vexed by a few crucial inter-
pretative lacunas. For while it initially refers to Hobbes’s rejecting “desire for 
glory” as a permanent threat to peace—one impervious to being “channeled 
in peaceful directions” (45)—it does not consider that Hobbes’s own project 
is, in and of itself, at once glorious and heroic (whether or not Hobbes himself 
would speak of it in such terms), especially in the light of the tremendous 
obstacles it faces. Stauffer is silent also about the old difficulty of knowing if 
our “control” over nature is not merely an offshoot of nature (whereby nature 
would be controlling itself by evolving into human beings [48–49]), but an 
outright delusion nature uses to control us. 

Finally, Stauffer’s chapter ends with an allusion to “the most challeng-
ing alternative” to the Hobbesian project. It is not entirely clear whether that 
alternative is best incarnated by the Bible, or by Socrates.

In Stuart D. Warner’s chapter 4—“Devising Nature in Descartes’s Dis-
course on Method”—we find that, by way of designating the point of departure 
for his novel quest for knowledge, Descartes strategically replaces “the Book 
of Scripture and the Book of Nature” with “myself, or else…the great book of 
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the world”: insofar as “myself” is not the divine creator of “Nature,” nature 
yields to “the world” (i.e., the one and only one, tacitly excluding the oth-
erworldly), “which has been inscribed by human artifice” (55–56). Having 
studied the world, however, Descartes dismisses it as a realm of fictions 
retraceable to “myself.” Accordingly, Descartes replaces all commitments or 
“promises” (including Christian ones) that place freedom in the hands of a 
divine authority with Descartes’s own promise to place all things in function 
of freedom (62–64).

Descartes’s subversive departure from Christianity notwithstanding, by 
relying always on some “customs, conventions, and common opinions”—the 
most liberal ones—as opposed to none, Warner’s Descartes assumes a Socratic 
stance, placing himself as a critical thinker in the very midst of political life, 
as opposed to projecting himself above it (59, 63). Thus is Descartes supposed 
to retain a cardinal concern with prudence as guide in ordinary living. 

Yet, if only for the “benefit” of nonphilosophers, does Descartes not proj-
ect himself into a method purportedly standing above all human differences 
so as to best apply to all, as supreme guide in practical living? Does Descartes 
not set out to gradually replace, at least for most of us, the need for virtue with 
a need to follow the “Cartesian method” in all things? Does he not invite a 
progressive alienation of political life, or liberty, from its ground (philoso-
phy’s “nature”) as a truth (what is beyond all prejudice) accessible only via 
virtue classically or Socratically understood as entailing intimate engagement 
with properly human affairs? What is more, Warner’s Descartes seems to be 
compelled to tread a Socratic path, whereas Socrates sees his “second sailing” 
in terms of what we might call a felix culpa, whereby our political fictions 
emerge as blessing in disguise (consider, e.g., Plato’s Apology and Phaedo: not 
only does Socrates cherish his ignorance, but he shows himself to be even 
grateful for his death sentence).12

On Warner’s account, there seems to be no ultimate dividing line between 
classical antiquity and modernity’s progressivism. Yet a deep dividing line 
comes to light as we reflect upon the question of power. Is man’s birth (or fall 
into this world) best redeemed by his making of things—by his constructing 
shelters, ever more powerful defenses against this world’s perils and means 
of overcoming its natural limits? Or is it instead best redeemed by his rising 
to his original ground or otherworldly homeland, by “purging” himself of 
all conceit and thereby rendering the things he makes ever more “poetic” or 

12  Compare, e.g., Phaedo 66d–68b and Apology 22a–b.
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“useless/powerless”—ever more reflective of a world of ends, as opposed to 
one of means? In this latter case, our creations (“art”) would serve as remind-
ers of our divined origin (consider, e.g., the relation between anamnesis—as 
addressed notably in Meno 86b—the Lethe river in the context of the Myth of 
Er, and good poetry, in Plato). Our creations would point “backward,” imitat-
ing the divine agency (“Nature”) grounding the constitution of the natural 
world, yet again not presuming that this primal agency is to be understood 
above all in terms of power, but as a mystery transcending the very notion of 
power. Such a mystery begs for a reflective, critical interpretation allowing 
us to discern, exposing us to, or again raising us back to, mystery as the true 
nature of the agency that all of our “art” imitates.13 

The crucial question that Warner’s arguments beg is whether man is born 
for power, or for something transcending power—something that would ren-
der the meekness or “poverty” of Socratic investigation not merely a “second 
best” vis-à-vis monistic omnipotence (the Cartesian dream, as we might dub 
it), but the best way for us to relate to reality, beyond any and all Self.14 

Warner exposes himself to further objections when relating Descartes to 
ancient Stoicism. Warner characterizes the third maxim of Descartes’s Dis-
course as having strong Stoic leanings. Indeed, “the philosopher with whom 
Descartes ends has no interest at all with the reformation of the world or trans-
formation of nature” (66). To be sure, Descartes had spoken of trying always to 
conquer himself rather than fortune, and to change his desires rather than the 
order of the world. Yet Descartes explains his third maxim in terms of ground-
ing the conquest of the world in our independent powers alone, as opposed to 
powers depending upon a higher authority, such as that of God presiding over 
angelic messengers. In order to build his argument, Warner cites a statement 
by Descartes concerning ancient Stoicism, while omitting its original criti-
cal antecedent, which reads as follows: “For, since our will does not naturally 
bring itself to desire things other than those that our understanding presents 
to it as somehow possible.  .  .” Descartes is in effect suggesting that ancient 
Stoics were wrong in assuming that “all the goods outside of us [are] equally 
removed from our power” (66). However, what interests Descartes here is that 
Stoics were praiseworthy for heralding a standard independent of the world, 
even though they were wrong insofar as our will can conquer the world, for it 

13  On “mysterious being,” see Leo Strauss’s 1962 “Why We Remain Jews,” in Jewish Philosophy and the 
Crisis of Modernity, ed. K. H. Green (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997), 328–29.
14  Socratic “selflessness” emerges further as we contrast Descartes’s aiming at “instruction” (67) and 
Socrates’s questioning the very notion of instruction.
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is not fundamentally or originally, purely independent of the world. As Jacob 
Klein showed well, Descartes’s ego is altogether in and of this world—of the 
world it can, to some extent at least, conquer.15 

A central accomplishment or aim of Discourse IV is to convince us of 
(1) the primacy of what is “clear and distinct” over what is “confused and 
obscure,” and (2) the identity of being and existence or becoming (être and 
exister), whereby man’s being coincides with God’s, as if what is very certain 
were at once perfectly certain, as opposed to being merely probable. Now, 
what is very certain to us is being-in-this-world, or survival (“the preserva-
tion of health” [72]), as opposed to any otherworldly or pure being. Warner’s 
concluding arguments confirm this point: Descartes expressly feigns a 
scientific-technological world in which we would be creators of all order by 
creating or devising “laws” universally applicable to nature (70–72). Our so-
called “laws of nature” would be, for Descartes, nothing but the rules that 
certain philosophers devise for the benefit of all men, specifically to carve 
and conquer a world out of natural chaos, a world in which man could feign 
himself God.

Beyond or rather behind this Cartesian project of conquest, however, 
Warner finally sees Descartes as a pure philosopher, one who “affirms that a 
life spent cultivating his reason in pursuit of the truth is the very best of occu-
pations” (72). Yet in citing Descartes, Warner omits reference to a significant 
trait by which Descartes’s project distinguishes itself from, say, the Socratic 
life. Returning to the divined source of our world (“the truth”) entails, for the 
Frenchman, gaining power over the world to whatever extent made possible 
by Descartes’s method.

Diana J. Schaub’s chapter 5—“Montesquieu, Commerce, and Science”—
centers on the rise of the modern self-creating “Self” (82, 84). Schaub’s curious 
use of terms of praise for Montesquieu foreshadows her slightly subdued 
concluding welcoming of a contemporary world scene in which commerce 
makes of womanly frivolity and vanity the most outstanding virtues (80, 83).

Montesquieu emerges as a complex thinker distancing himself from 
modernity in the very act of securely reaffirming its core. “Clear and distinct” 
variety is promoted over all that is “obscure and confused”—ultimately, death, 
or the night of life, as it were. Obscure and confused death can be conquered 
in the name of a new “foundation” myth, necessary illusion, or “prejudice,” 

15  See especially Klein’s Greek Mathematical Thought and the Origin of Algebra, trans. Eva Brann 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1968).
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namely the Self or “me,” existing in private under laws (75–76, 79–80). Old 
dreams (not least of them, those of premodern monasticism) are replaced by a 
new, powerful one: an apolitical “me” empowered in the role of foundation of 
political life. In responding critically to Christianity’s otherworldliness, Mon-
tesquieu would be setting out to restore the dignity of political life, albeit on an 
apolitical basis entailing a mechanistic understanding of nature (77, 79–80). If 
this is so, far from returning to a Platonic-Aristotelian conception of the roots 
of political life and order, Montesquieu would be replacing the biblical Garden 
of Eden with a Hobbesian “state of nature” (77), thereby presenting politics 
(and man) as autonomous of any metaphysical dimension (78).

We are far, here, from any return to pre-Christian classics. Even the 
appeal to “moderation”—Montesquieu’s own “method” (78)—should not 
be mistaken for a sign of conservatism: what moderation entails now is the 
Machiavellian creation of “‘happy mixtures’ of virtues and vices” (74–75, 84). 
It is these “enlightened” mixtures (presupposing liberation from the “super-
stitious” belief that political affairs are metaphysically significant), rather 
than any divinely grounded virtues (not to speak of divinities themselves), 
that allow modern man to conquer premodern man, or Europeans to van-
quish pre-Columbian empires (78–79).

Yet the (Machiavellian) success of modernity endangers modern man 
himself (his very “me”), by exposing all fictions to the apolitical truth under-
lying them; whence the importance Montesquieu accords to commerce—in 
Schaub’s terms, “the music of modernity”—insofar as it renders our societies 
cohesive in the act of distracting us from the material vortex underpinning 
them (79–81). 

Ramified distraction is crucial to the thriving of modernity, which 
stands or falls on its capacity to relativize mores by transplanting them onto 
the plane of a comparative discourse of global proportions (83). Accordingly, 
Schaub’s positive account of Montesquieu’s project and its recent develop-
ments—incarnated, for example, in the “Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest” of 
our entertainment-society (83–84)—falls short of spelling out the project’s 
dark core, namely, the reinvention of “religion” (via the critique of traditional 
religions) in the guise of a commercial bond through which monastic selves 
scramble restlessly to flee obscure and confused nature, that is, death. Yet, 
where we conceive untamed nature as concealing dangers, but no eternal 
treasure, what else could we be expected to do other than flee death scorn-
fully to embrace the secular, playful pretense of deathless life? 
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Weinberger’s chapter 6—“Bacon and Franklin on Religion and Mastery 
of Nature”—is devoted to confirming the claim it begins with, namely that 
“Franklin was America’s first full-blown Baconian” (84). The claim, however, 
remains unconvincingly supported. 

At the heart of Weinberger’s discussion stands the question of human 
nature, or more specifically of the relation between virtue and truth. Yet the 
question of human nature emerges only via that of religion, or more specifi-
cally Christianity. 

On Weinberg’s account, Bacon and Franklin agree that the source of 
religion is “the ineradicable human hope that we will get what we deserve in 
life” (with the understanding that for Bacon we actually deserve nothing) (95). 
Religion implies, after all, belief in an afterlife, or in the immortality of the soul. 
Now, for Weinberger’s Franklin this belief is irrational; likewise, we have no 
reason to believe in any natural right, not to speak of otherworldly justice (93). 

In a similar vein, Weinberger writes as if the view attributed to Bacon on 
account of which Christianity establishes a “complete separation of reason 
and faith” were fair (88). The supposed basis for such a claim is Christianity’s 
upholding of a mystery of faith beyond the reaches of human reason (87). 
Nothing is said of medieval Christianity’s elevating divine truths above the 
reaches of human reason or choice precisely by way of rejecting any separa-
tion of reason and faith, a separation entailed by the doctrine of “two truths” 
explicitly condemned by the medieval church: for the likes of Saint Thomas, 
far from being cut off from humanity, what is above our reason (namely, the 
reason, science, or logic of existence, or the hiatus between the indetermi-
nate and the determinate) completes our reason mysteriously, mystically, 
secretively, or in “otherworldly” fashion; the mystery we are called to trust in 
coincides with the divine origin or fullness of our reason—the logos that is 
“in the beginning,” or in the divine head (bereshith, after the opening of the 
Hebrew Bible). 

We are here at the antipodes of modernity’s formal separation of reason 
and faith as stepping stone for secular reason’s progressive domestication of 
faith. Thus, for instance, on account of Weinberger’s Bacon, at the last stage 
of its development, modern science might be capable of overturning any and 
all claims to the miraculous as deceiving means to support the authority of “a 
jealous god,” that is, of the consummate mask of a priestly elite jealous of its 
own authority (89–90). Though, to be sure, the overturning in question would 
be dangerous, in principle it would be possible where divine selfishness was 
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to be exposed as an ineluctable, all-too-human trait. The critique of religion 
advances, in other words, through a critique of man, showing that “we are 
naturally selfish” (90). Otherwise put, Bacon would try to understand what 
man is by returning to what is below man, rather than to what is above him.

Not unlike preceding chapters, Weinberger’s manifests a tendency to 
present uncritically an author as if he were fundamentally right, or right 
about what matters the most (91). Thus, for instance, Weinberger does not 
even hint at any possible counterargument to the Bacon he reads as reducing 
the question of evil, and thereby of law, to one of ignorance.16 

Weinberger further refers to Franklin as rejecting the Christian doctrine 
of original sin as absurd, not to say monstrous, insofar as it entails—thus 
goes the argument—one man’s being guilty for another’s guilt (91). Nothing 
is said about the fact that, at least ever since Saint Augustine, the Catholic 
Church has strenuously sustained that every man sins in Adam (likewise in 
Saint Paul, e.g., in Romans 7:15, our will’s corruption presupposes an intel-
lectual corruption). As a matter of fact, in his 1735 argument partially cited 
by Weinberger, Franklin does not contradict in the least Catholic doctrine, 
allowing us to read Franklin as objecting to certain contemporary (most 
notably Presbyterian) interpretations of a premodern doctrine. Indeed, to be 
specific, Franklin speaks not of “the doctrine of original sin” (Weinberger), 
but of “our lost and undone State by Nature, as it is commonly call’d, pro-
ceeding undoubtedly from the Imputation of old Father Adam’s first Guilt” 
(“A Defense of Mr. Hemphill’s Observations,” art. 2). Franklin’s statement 

16  Leo Strauss shows, most notably in The Argument and the Action of Plato’s “Laws” (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1975), how already Plato himself successfully critiques the (Gnostic?) 
reduction in question (a reduction Plato had already envisioned for us in his Politeia). Human vice 
is simply irreducible to human knowledge. Otherwise put, we have access to no knowledge that can 
spare us all vice. The problem of penal law makes especially evident the impossibility of teaching (or 
learning) virtue (however one might conceive knowledge), even where we acknowledge our ignorance, 
or the fact that most people don’t know what they want (and thus what they are doing). Something 
in us prevents us from learning what we want, from departing from ignorance—something that is 
not ignorance and that somehow causes us to err (in both senses of the term), perhaps even and most 
ironically, to seek virtue through vice, or knowledge through ignorance. On the positive function of 
vice, see further the statement Strauss cites from W. E. H. Lecky’s History of the Rise and Influence of 
the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe, vol. 2 (1883) as a heading for “Persecution and the Art of Writing,” 
in Persecution and the Art of Writing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1952), 22. On the relation 
between knowledge and evil, compare Leo Strauss, “Why We Remain Jews,” in Leo Strauss: Political 
Philosopher and Jewish Thinker, ed. Kenneth L. Deutsch and Walter Nicgorski (Lanham, MD: Row-
man and Littlefield, 1994), 63–64: knowledge and goodness do not necessarily go hand in hand. To 
return to Plato, Socrates presents himself at once as ignorant (he is sure that he does not know) and as 
virtuous (he is sure that his way of life is irreproachable); his “apology” points directly to the ultimate 
independence of virtue from knowledge that, in terms of “recollection” (anamnesis), may be either 
acquired or lost.
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appears to be directed against a contemporary habit of using the Bible to 
explain guilt irrationally (cf. Franklin’s “undoubtedly”) in terms of a Puri-
tan, Hobbesian-like “State by Nature,”17 or of an ineluctable ancestral crime. 
Franklin’s objection (yielding the conclusion that “Moral Guilt is so personal 
a Thing, that it cannot possibly in the Nature of Things be transferr’d from 
one Man to Myriads of others, that were no way accessary to it” [ibid.]) is 
entirely consonant with the ones raised by Saint Augustine against pagan 
errors. Why, the bishop of Hippo appeals (exoterically) to the notion of 
original sin precisely by way of rejecting a pagan belief that guilt is inherited 
merely materially as an ancestral stain (see, for instance, City of God XIII.3, 
XIV.20, XVI.27, XXI.12). For Augustine, every man concurs in Adam’s err-
ing as every particular of one and the same kind is affected by a mutation in 
that kind: Adam’s erring is, thus, not another man’s erring, but the erring of 
the human kind, or the erring of every man as man. Nor can the Catholic 
Church leave matters at “sinfulness,” insofar as the source of Adam’s primal 
infraction remains rather obscure. Adam including every man present in 
him does not fall into sin because of any prior sin, or because of his evilness. 
The moral upshot of the story is that evil is irreducible to the human, or that 
it is humanly ineradicable. Again, Saint Augustine notoriously insisted that 
the graver our problems are, the more powerless we are to solve them. 

Weinberger says nothing about a political justification for the church’s 
doctrine of original sin, in spite of the doctrine’s confirming the necessary 
bond between law and natural right or justice: what is at stake is law’s right 
to punish people for their evildoing, or to prevent them from getting off the 
hook by appealing to their ignorance. The Christian doctrine of original sin 
is, politically speaking, a defense of the very law Bacon appeals to as basis for 
his critique of revenge (90). 

Finally, and most importantly, Weinberger writes about his authors as 
if the Catholic doctrine of original sin were not bound to the doctrine of a 
“more original” blessing: the Christian revelation (entailing that we are all 
saved by grace, or that through Christ God loves man prior to man’s loving 
God) signals, perhaps above all, that no man is condemnable for an original 
sin as such, since Christ has paid that “debt” for all of us, just as he purified 
our “nature” (immaculate in Mary). Our original sin turns out to be a felix 

17  On the affinity between Puritanism’s “State by Nature” and Hobbes’s “State of Nature,” see, for 
instance, Paul Downes, Hobbes, Sovereignty and Early American Literature (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2015), 101–2.
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culpa,18 or essentially a stepping stone—the price to pay, as it were—a preface 
to the Incarnation,19 and thereupon to a logocentric or “rational” (in premod-
ern terms) ascent back to mind in its absolute purity. Far from condemning 
us for an inherited sin, Christianity dispels all prejudicial obstacles to our 
mind’s journey (itinerarium mentis, to speak with Saint Bonaventure) into 
the divine one understood as mens purissima. 

The Christian revelation suggests that while we are legally/morally guilty 
for the fruits of our natural ignorance (yes, Goebbels was really, not merely-
nominally evil), we are not guilty absolutely, or “in God’s eyes”: just as the 
worst criminal does not really know or see what he is doing (Luke 23:34), so 
is our degeneracy, the pathway to evil, our gradual abandoning of our proper 
being, or our biographical departing from what is supremely good, never what 
we want, but the risk we may be willing to take for the sake of a higher, more 
encompassing good (reading Romans 7:18–20 in the light of Galatians 2:20).20 

While following Bacon in concluding that science cannot openly refute 
faith (92)—where religion cannot be overcome, but channeled, in the best of 
cases, powerfully into “the modern scientific project” (96)—when it comes to 
questions of good and evil, Weinberger’s Franklin is ultimately a selfish utili-
tarian, a “smart opportunist” involved in manipulative “wise and pragmatic 
political engineering” (95–96). The distinction between virtue and vice is 
supposed to be ultimately groundless; likewise, slavery is bad merely insofar 
as it “degrad[es] but free labor” (94), that is, because it does not serve modern 
man’s self-interest, or libertarianism. Not virtue, but liberty as embodied in 
modernity’s “mastery of nature” project, or “free labor” in its modern sense is 
what “frees us from [slavery]” (94), while defining our very humanity. 

For Weinberger’s Franklin, man’s primal error consists of believing in 
something like human dignity and its defensibility: there is nothing within 
man worth defending; nor is there any just cause worth fighting for, with the 

18  Augustine, Enchiridion 8.27. The medieval theological notion of “happy fault” entails, not the 
necessity of sin or evil, but the necessity of a divine primacy over all evil. Accordingly, original sin 
depends upon and fails to eliminate an original blessing, including that of Adam’s freedom. While not 
being destined to remain in his Father’s garden, neither was Adam destined to sin. 
19  Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae III, Q. 1, Art. 2. Aquinas’s argument is consonant with 
Augustine’s appeal to a felix culpa: the Incarnation turns the sin (fault against the good) into a means 
for good even prior to the fault’s occurrence. This is not to say that there could have been no Incarna-
tion without sin, but that all evil presupposes and feeds off of a good corruptible nature that uses its 
corruption (via incorruptible nature) as a means to recover its integrity. 
20  The evil that man uses, according to Machiavellian modernity, to transcend all origins, is supposed 
to replace the evil that Christianity’s God uses to invite all men to Himself as the original Good pre-
supposed by all evil.
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exception of that of the self-empowering knowledge of nature (96). We are 
thus left not with mere moral relativism, but with moral relativism presup-
posing and pointing back to a common or “natural duty” (95): charitable or 
“enlightened” selfishness. Thus, where, in a cited letter to his son, Franklin 
speaks of “natural duties which precede political ones, and cannot be extin-
guished by them,” Weinberger claims his author “had to mean the ties of 
the heart” (95). Yet, in the sentence preceding the one cited, Franklin had 
referred to his son’s claim to have been moved by duty to his king and regard 
for his country. Are we to conclude that, on Franklin’s account, political 
idealism is but a mask for interest in blood and soil? Weinberger faces here 
an unsettling difficulty. For Franklin’s notion of “natural duties” (however 
conceived) would seem to entail (pace Weinberger) one of natural rights, in 
turn entailing an irreducible one of “natural right” in the singular. Surely this 
would be the case if Franklin were the modernist that Weinberger makes him 
out to be. On the other hand, for ancient materialists there is no such thing as 
a natural duty. Perhaps, however, Franklin is writing as a premodern idealist 
of sorts, one for whom natural duty entails natural right. 

Where Franklin refers to “natural duties” (evidently, unchosen) preceding 
and inextinguishable by any and all “political” allegiances—“a disagreeable 
subject” he drops (in the sentence immediately following the ones cited by 
Weinberger)—is Franklin not retracing, in the language of duty, conven-
tional right (such as that of the king over his subjects) to unalienable natural 
right (such as that of the father over his son), or viewing the former in the 
light of the latter? To be sure, in appealing to natural duty, Franklin does not 
seem to read his natural right as implicating liberty to impose natural duty 
upon his son. He thereby suggests that there are natural limitations to what 
is right (and thus, too, good) by nature, such as for a son to honor his father, 
notably beyond any respect owed to a king.

Franklin may be read as aiming at once at defending the primacy of 
natural right over conventional right, and at inviting critical reflection upon 
the necessarily given essence of right. We should then not conclude—as 
Weinberger does—that Franklin is inviting resignation to viewing right as 
essentially irrational or senseless—as if we could subject all duties and rights 
to our choice, or ingenious creativity.21 The essence of right, much as the bot-

21  According to Weinberger, Franklin rejected the doctrine of natural right as entirely nonsensical 
(93). Weinberger seems to take the validity of his claim for granted, leaving it inadequately supported 
by a question Franklin formulated at the age of twenty-six in speaking of justifying the deprivation 
of a right. That very same question may easily be read as suggesting precisely the meaningfulness of 
natural right. See Kevin Slack, Benjamin Franklin, Natural Right, and the Art of Virtue (Rochester, 
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tom of the human soul, may be simply irreducible to any instrumentalization 
or “mastery,” be this carried out in the name of Man, God, or Science.22 At the 
same time, we are left asking if the irreducibility of “inexplicable” right to our 
choice may not direct us to an end equally above choice—an end by nature, 
an end truly worth fighting (living or dying) for, far beyond the scope of “the 
modern scientific project.” 

Robert C. Bartlett, author of Sophistry and Political Philosophy: Protago-
ras’ Challenge to Socrates (University of Chicago Press, 2016),23 contributes 
a seventh chapter—“On the Supremacy of Contemplation in Aristotle and 
Plato”—showing us that classical antiquity consciously rejected the project of 
placing knowledge of nature in the service of power over nature. There would 
then seem to be a conflict between antiquity and modernity, even where—as 
we might add in the light of preceding chapters—modernity would ulti-
mately aim at a divine-like harmony of knowledge and power (compare 132). 
As Bartlett’s references to Plato’s sophists suggest, even the ancient popular-
ization of pre-Socratic materialistic philosophy was a far cry from modern 
progressivism: even Protagoras (101) swore by a hero (both brave and wise) 
for whom the question of origins transcended that of any possible progress. 

As Bartlett’s title suggests, the bulk of his chapter is dedicated to Aristotle 
and Plato on the question of contemplation. Bartlett’s exploration of Aris-
totle’s Nicomachean Ethics leads us to the conclusion that for the Stagirite 
“one’s own happiness” is a common mirage requiring the caring intervention 
of a god (and of his priests) for the sake of its attainment: the consummation 
of happiness would have to entail religiously inspired moral self-sacrifice 

NY: Rochester University Press, 2017), 148); Slack’s volume includes an articulate critique of Wein-
berger’s reading of Franklin (presented most notably in Weinberger’s Benjamin Franklin Unmasked 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2005), arguing that “Franklin was a philosopher of natural 
right in the Western tradition” (5). For Weinberger’s response to his most eminent critics, see further 
“The Real Ben Franklin,” Claremont Review of Books 6, no. 2 (Spring 2006), at https://www.claremont.
org/crb/article/the-real-ben-franklin/. Following Weinberger, Nadon (Mastery of Nature, 112) takes it 
for granted that Franklin was Bacon’s “disciple.”
22  On Franklin’s rejection of modernity’s “mastery of nature,” see Kevin Slack, “Benjamin Franklin’s 
Metaphysical Essays and the Virtue of Humility,” American Political Thought 2, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 
50. Far from coinciding with Weinberger’s Baconian Franklin, Slack’s Franklin is a Socratic guide in 
self-knowledge (49–53).
23  One of the lessons of Bartlett’s book (at least partly deducible from his chapter under present 
examination) is that once we abandon moral virtue, we lose our ends (ultimately the Good, or God), 
exposing ourselves to the rise of a new, fanatical or tyrannical morality (means risen to the status of 
ends). Such is the absolutist morality of contemporary relativists—a morality that is as senseless as is 
the attempt, notoriously mocked by Nietzsche, to uphold biblical morality in the wake of the biblical 
God’s “death.”
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(107)—a life mediating that of our mortal spoils and that of eternal mind 
(where moral virtue alone, or as an end in itself, is the mere shadow of a 
higher, philosophical virtue [106]). Moral virtue or heroic self-abnegation 
based on the promise of an afterlife (102), or of particular divine providence, 
constitutes the fulcrum for any possible reconciliation between the political 
or “vulgar” aspirations of men (106) and divine-like philosophy (104). 

Bartlett’s treatment of “moral virtue” in Aristotle allows us to conclude 
that the attainment of happiness entails a radical, metanoetic transubstantia-
tion of man, a complete “purgation” of his “self” of all contents—a lesson the 
Michelangelo of the Last Judgment borrowed from Dante (where the ascent 
to the heavens of the mind is necessarily mediated). This heroic “catharsis” 
(transcending even the one “effected through music” [106]), this emptying 
out or extinction of “self,” reorients us from personal achievement to its con-
ditions of possibility: the life of self-gain or self-assertion yields to thinking 
in the midst of, even spurred by, natural necessity (104–5).24

Having reviewed Aristotle’s treatment of the question of happiness as 
summum bonum, Bartlett turns to Plato, with a reflection on necessity, includ-
ing that of death, making understanding possible: death is transcended, not 
rebelliously—whether in our religious wishes or in our heroic deeds—but in 
thought (107), or in converting (reverting?) to the immaculate life of gods 
(in reference to Socrates’s homoiōsis, Bartlett speaks of “assimilation to” or 
“imitation”), here understood as “the greatest possible practice of justice and 
piety, together with prudence, here and now” (108–9).

It is in his concluding remarks that, criticizing contemporary science’s 
interest in immortality, Bartlett further elucidates the meaning he attributes 
to “thought” (109–10). Thought of natural necessity, most notably that of 
death, entails “philosophical resignation…where thoughtful piety does not 
avail” (109; alluding, not to Heidegger’s “piety of thought” as uncritical stance 
vis-à-vis the march of Being, but seemingly to ancient, potentially fanatical 
Stoicism, if not to Christian mysticism [102]).25 Are we then to understand that 
the alleged “divinity” of thought is a mere incentive to merely accept (105), 

24  Complete or divine happiness is not for humans to attain to. Philosophically speaking, “complete 
happiness” consists of pure contemplation (the activity of Aristotle’s God), which man cannot attain 
to for himself insofar as he fails to overcome (reliance on) the necessary material conditions (the 
realm of “chance”) for the pursuit of pure contemplation (104–5).
25  Bartlett’s allusions are clear in the light of his preceding reference to the potential fanaticism of those 
equating happiness with moral virtue as an “internal” gooda (102), and in the light of his referring to 
modern “anti-theological ire” in the sentence following the reference to “thoughtful piety” (109). 
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beyond all idealistic impulses, that “all is in motion” (100)? Does thought 
build upon mortality, or does it cut through it, exploring its meaning? Does 
it merely feign to transcend death, or does it really belong to immortality? 
Where Bartlett’s enlightened philosopher gives up, seemingly above all, “the 
longing for eternity in the human soul,” are we to conclude that Bartlett’s 
Plato and Aristotle are, after all, esoteric materialists (100)?26

Nadon’s chapter 8—“Xenophon and the Conquest of Nature”—opens 
with an attempt to show that, pace Leo Strauss, the ancients anticipated 
modernity’s aspiration to conquer nature. Nadon’s argument is based pri-
marily on a citation from Xenophon’s Memorabilia, echoing Empedocles’s fr. 
111. Both references present difficulties. 

First, Xenophon is cited misleadingly as speaking of people “who seek to 
know the necessities responsible for each thing coming into being so as ‘to 
make winds, rains, seasons, and anything else of the sort they need whenever 
they wish’” (111).27 Nadon will later revise Xenophon’s citation by acknowl-
edging (if only ungrammatically) that Xenophon’s words are originally 
framed by a question (112). Thereupon Nadon will stress, against Strauss, 
that “it is by no means clear…that Xenophon’s Socrates stands against ‘the 
conquest of nature.’” Indeed, Nadon concludes that Xenophon is suggesting 
that knowledge of nature’s necessary principles may have been “for the sake 
of controlling” natural phenomena. Yet in Memorabilia 1.1.15, having speci-
fied that natural philosophers sought knowledge for the good of people (a 
good that is not chosen), Xenophon refers to Socrates as clearly dismissing, if 
not mocking, the possibility of a knowledge allowing us to be (not for the sake 
of making us into) masters of natural phenomena, and then, not according 
to our wishes (Nadon), but according to our needs (Xenophon’s text reads 
δέωνται, entailing a “binding”). 

In sum, Nadon modernizes Xenophon’s reference to natural philosophy, 
which—in the original Greek—confirms the argument made by Bartlett 
in his 2016 book, where he argues that ancient sophistry relativizes means 
(morality), not natural ends or origins (the good). Xenophon’s text offers us 
an example of “Socratic parody” of self-forgetful “natural philosophy,” as 
opposed to the quest for knowledge of nature in a human context.

26  What is at stake here is the repudiation of the view that the human soul has an eternal dimension; 
on “mind” as eternal dimension of soul, compare Aristotle’s De anima III.5 430a17–18 and Metaphysics 
Λ.3 1070a24–26.
27  “Necessities” are to be understood here as “means,” or more specifically, “material and efficient 
causes” (113).
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Socrates’s clear dismissal is illuminated by Empedocles’s fr. 111, which 
Nadon misquotes to suggest that the Greek invites his interlocutor to conquer 
nature. In the original text, writing in the first person, Empedocles promises, 
“for you alone do I achieve all this” (μούνῳ σοὶ ἐγὼ κρανέω τάδε πάντα). 
Nadon translates this as “for you alone will accomplish all this” (246n3). More 
importantly, however, Empedocles is hardly inviting a “conquest of nature” 
in any modern sense, but (as his other fragments suggest—see, e.g., fr. 110) 
an activity—mystical, rather than “technological”—absolutely conditional 
upon one’s return to the good (or, to speak with Socrates, one’s homoiōsis, or 
“assimilation” to the good), understood in terms of the original necessities or 
natures of things.28

There is nothing especially esoteric about Socrates’s own investigation 
of the natural constitution of things if he turns to “nature” (unconventional 
reality) in the medium of human things (exemplary is Socrates’s turn to logoi 
in the Phaedrus, after having dismissed learning from trees), as opposed to 
returning to nature after having studied human things exhaustively, as Nadon 
argues, as if man were a mere “supplement” of nature (114–15), as opposed 
to being its constitutional and interpretative key.29 Nadon seems to take it for 
granted that the world or universe is constituted aside from man’s essence. 
Indeed, man’s ends are supposed to be contrary to nature’s ends: art is sup-
posed to replace nature, rather than completing its work (115–16 and 120–21). 
This conclusion is articulated in keeping with the assumption, spelled out by 
Lerner’s preface, that practical life is faced with only two alternatives: either 
we passively acquiesce in the face of all physical calamities, or we must strive 
to violate nature. Either absolute continence, or rape.

At the end of his chapter Nadon returns to Strauss’s claim that the 
ancients rejected the very prospect of a conquest of nature, claiming that, 
following in Xenophon’s steps (121), “Strauss misled his twentieth-century 
readers into believing that the classics, or at least Xenophon, simply opposed 

28  See also chapter 12, p. 176, where Gillespie stresses that “the end of ancient science was…participating 
in the eternal or divine.”
29  At first glance, Plato’s Myth of the Cave (Republic VII) may seem to suggest that knowledge of natu-
ral things is gained by departing from human things. Yet, when read in the light of Plato’s Socrates, 
Plato’s Cave allegory suggests that the struggle to ascend to unconventional truth is a viscerally ethical 
one: the truth allegorically envisioned or cast outside of the City qua “cave” is a truth discernible 
only from within the City as “temple.” Compare Leo Strauss, The City and Man (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1964), 125 and 240–41; “Restatement on Xenophon’s Hiero,” in What Is Political 
Philosophy? and Other Studies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959), 126–27; “The Problem 
of Socrates” (1970), in The Rebirth of Classical Political Rationalism (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1989), 142; and Thoughts on Machiavelli (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), 13.
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the conquest of nature as destructive of humanity” (120). In the twenty-first 
century, however, we may find ourselves “in other times and circumstances,” 
where men are so distrustful of man’s capacity to conquer nature that Strauss 
himself would have counseled and encouraged it, provided the “populariza-
tion of philosophy or science” left space for the religious foundations of civil 
life and order (121).

In sum, on Nadon’s account, Strauss and, more generally, ancient Socratism 
aspired to conquer nature secretly, fearing that the universalizing of the scien-
tific quest to conquer nature would undermine its social-political conditions.

In the light of the aforementioned difficulties, Nadon’s argument emerges 
as misleading. When Strauss spoke of his classics as rejecting the very pros-
pect of conquering nature as “preposterous” (Strauss, On Tyranny, 178) he did 
so keeping in mind antiquity’s essential conservatism, or its standing for the 
primacy of origins over any possible progress (see, e.g., Strauss’s “Progress or 
Return?”). For Strauss, no less than for Socrates, “law” would not be merely 
an instrument to keep at bay essentially selfish men—men whom Nadon 
presents as naturally desiring to conquer nature (implicitly contradicting 
Aristotle, Metaphysics 980a21)—lest they drive themselves to anarchy.30 For 
the Socratic critic of natural philosophy, even aside from the problem of sci-
ence’s popularization, the universe of human creations (not least of them, 
Plato’s literary testament) stands as a mirror/stage for reflection upon ques-
tions concerning the ultimate nature of things.31 The primary or “theoretical” 
fault of natural philosophy is not that it seeks permanent intelligible necessi-
ties, but that it seeks them over and above the universe of human and divine 
things. Natural philosophy mistakes “heavenly” reifications of political mat-
ters as ultimate reality, taking its own concrete or immediate conditions of 
possibility—the human element—for granted, or treating it as expendable, as 
if we had cognitive access to any “nature” mechanically constituted indepen-
dently of our thought; as if nature were simply or superficially laid out before 

30  In Nadon, Xenophon, and by extension Socrates, stands for a mechanistic conception of nature 
(116–17) coupled with an appeal to religion as means to reinforce state authority, lest a “universal 
meritocracy”—as worst instrument of despotism—destroy all civism (117–18). Religion is understood 
as a necessary evil to be cherished publicly, lest the dire evil of anarchy ensue. For (as Machiavelli 
would teach), religion confirms “the rule of law” that keeps in check the universal selfishness of men, 
thereby allowing us to believe in a “common good” that, in reality, is a pie in the sky (118–19). 
31  Consider, for instance, how, in Plato’s Apology, Socrates (playfully) ascends to questions of the 
highest importance by “exploring” the vast array of people and their doings to be found in his city of 
Athens. Socrates finds that the various producers he encounters do not seek, let alone know, the mean-
ing of their production: they do not retrace their respective arts to fundamental questions, and thus, 
we might say, to infinity.
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us; or, to return to our reading of Lerner, as if our “horizontal” relation to 
nature did not depend essentially upon our “vertical” relation to “the Nature 
of nature,” or rather, Platonically speaking, to our divine-like soul. 

Our objection is raised in keeping with Strauss’s reminder that “nature” 
was first invented32 by philosophers seeking a world beyond conventional 
(both legal and moral) restraints. At some point, Socrates realized that he had 
nothing to learn from trees (Phaedrus 230d–e), or that human logoi and the 
“poetic-political” life shaped by them remained the indispensable vehicle of 
knowledge of their unconventional ground (258b–260a)—their own divine-
like depths, the very depths that natural philosophers had sought by fleeing 
the polis or all ethical commitment to it. To return to Michelangelo’s Platonic 
Last Judgment, what destroys humanity is not knowledge of what stands 
outside of our “garden” of religiously grounded conventions, but the foolish 
attempt to gain such a knowledge unpoetically, as if the hiatus between the 
finite or determinate and the infinite or indeterminate were quantifiable.33 
Science devoid of poetry must be folly. No wonder, then, that the Platonic 
pious objection to “natural science,” or Socrates’s critique of Sophists, is 
bound to the question of the proper function of poetry, as well as, perhaps, 
of dreams.34

32  In “Progress or Return: The Contemporary Crisis in Western Civilization,” Modern Judaism 1, 
no. 1 (May 1981): 17–45, Strauss invites us “to go back behind [the philosophical] discovery or inven-
tion of nature” (40). “Nature” is invented by natural philosophers in the respect that they envision a 
“heavenly” world beyond all authority. This is the world that Socrates, to paraphrase Cicero, draws 
back down into the polis, inviting us to heed transcendence as seated in immanence. “Nature” is 
thenceforth to be understood as accessible only through the City, or piously.
33  Michelangelo’s purgatorial, poetic vision of moral “self-abnegation” mediates two regions of being, 
preparing us to receive Michelangelo’s testimony of the primacy of an Apollo-Christ over the martyr-
painter’s own stripped-off skin: man rises to the heavens in the sense that an “old-skin” lives, nay dies, 
for a presupposed eternal identity. 
34  On the question of dreams, compare Dante’s Comedy, where the author projects himself into a 
dreamer, and the Zhuangzi’s “Butterfly Dream” parable, where Zhou dreams of a butterfly fluttering 
in blissful ignorance of an awakened Zhou (who knows the butterfly as his self-projection).
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I. Introduction

The Eccentric Core is an eclectic collection of writings having to do with the 
late classicist and philosopher Seth Benardete (1930–2001). Its editors do not 
explain the order of its chapters, but one readily discerns it. The volume has 
two main parts: writings about (chaps. 1–27) and writings by (chaps. 28–30) 
Seth Benardete. The first main part also admits of a division: Harvey Man-
sfield’s short memorial essay on Benardete’s life (chap. 1) and writings on 
Benardete’s works and thought (chaps. 2–27). The second of these parts is 
clearly divided in two: essays on Benardete’s interpretation of the develop-
ment of biblical, Greek, and Roman thought, on one hand (chaps. 2–13), and 
book reviews chronicling his own development as a thinker, on the other 
(chaps. 14–27). These are the two main arcs of the volume. Both proceed 
chronologically: the first arc is arranged according to the date of the text or 

* I am thankful to Timothy W. Burns and Gwenda-Lin Grewal for their helpful comments on earlier 
drafts of this essay.
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thinker discussed, while the second is arranged according to the date of the 
original appearance of the work under review. The first thus gives us Benar-
dete’s history of philosophy, while the second gives us a history of Benardete’s 
philosophy. In addition, the second arc brings The Eccentric Core full circle, 
as the reviews of such retrospective and, in the latter two cases, posthumous 
works as The Argument of the Action, Encounters and Reflections, and The 
Archaeology of the Soul necessarily drift into the sort of personal recollec-
tions that we find in the volume’s opening chapter. We are thus invited to 
consider the connection between a man and his works, between his par-
ticular existence and the truths of the tradition he uncovered and conveyed, 
between his development and that of the history of political philosophy. By 
what procedure, we wonder, may a particular man uncover a general truth?

Benardete had (or has) a phrase for this procedure: eidetic analysis. In 
the introduction to Socrates’ Second Sailing, Benardete says the following of 
eidetic analysis as it shows up in Socrates’ autobiography in Plato’s Phaedo:

The bits and pieces of the good that show up in opinion are not as bits 
and pieces what they are in the whole truly articulated by mind. These 
bits and pieces are the speeches or opinions of things to which Socrates 
has recourse after the possibility of looking at things directly has foun-
dered on the problem of causality. These fragmentary speeches parade 
as wholes or eidē (Statesman 262a5–263b11), and Socrates saw it as the 
proper task of philosophy to proceed from them to the true eidē. I call 
this procedure eidetic analysis.1

The dismemberment of putative wholes and the consequent discovery of their 
partiality occur in what Benardete describes as “the unexpected break and 
the unexpected join in arguments that constitute the way of eidetic analysis.”2 
Elsewhere Benardete clarifies that, “inasmuch as the way out of the city lies of 
necessity through the city”—that is, inasmuch as the city has an ontological 
as opposed to merely conventional status—“neither the whole nor man can 
be understood without the city.…Political philosophy is the eccentric core of 
philosophy.”3 This Socratic insight—which Benardete credits to his teacher, 
Leo Strauss—lies behind the co-presence of the personal and the theoretical 
in The Eccentric Core. As the contributors variously attest, Benardete was 

1  Seth Benardete, Socrates’ Second Sailing: On Plato’s “Republic” (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1989), 4.
2  Ibid., 5.
3  Seth Benardete, “Leo Strauss’ The City and Man,” Political Science Reviewer 8 (1978): 5.
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“an extraordinary man” (1);4 he and his work are “idiosyncratic” (267), have 
“established a reputation” (236), and are possessed of an “originality” (274) 
coupled with “sheer power” (291)—all words meant to distinguish him in his 
particularity. Yet his idiosyncrasy includes, in Bryan Warnick’s words, his 
“keen eye for subtle connections among different passages and for subtle dif-
ferences among similar passages” (215). “Let us say it openly,” writes Heinrich 
Meier. “Benardete is the most demanding interpreter of Plato conceivable. 
But whoever engages him seriously will be richly rewarded” (80, emphasis 
added).5 Benardete’s slipperiness as an author is not reducibly his own, but 
rather necessarily bound up with “the unexpected break and the unexpected 
join in arguments”—it is of a piece with political philosophy. Seth Benardete 
is the eccentric core of The Eccentric Core: because every chapter is about 
him, it must eventually be about something else.6 What Benardete says of 
Socrates one can therefore say of him: “In his connecting something with 
something else or disconnecting something from something else, we are 
forced suddenly to ascend merely to catch up.”7

II. Benardete’s History of Philosophy

The first chapter is Ronna Burger’s “Definitional Law in the Bible,” the only 
contribution treating a biblical text. Burger’s aim is to search for “the com-
mon ground of the biblical and Greek text” so as to illuminate “the contrasts 
between the two that may shed light on each” (6). She identifies two common 
themes—erōs and law—and asks whether either provides any wholeness to 
man. Ostensibly only political, law is latently definitional insofar as its prohi-
bitions offer a “determination of what it is to be human as such” (14, 16).8 The 
experience of erōs in turn promises wholeness free of divine prohibition, as 
per Aristophanes’s speech in Plato’s Symposium. But for Aristophanes, “the 
longing that defines the human condition is a wound…that cannot be healed” 
(7). The biblical parallel deepens this criticism in the “striking conclusion” 
that, “in trying to get back to the noetic human being of Genesis 1, behind 

4  All citations are to The Eccentric Core, unless noted otherwise.
5  In the original German version, Meier uses the word denkbar. Cf. Heinrich Meier, foreword to 
Socrates and Plato: The Dialectics of Eros, by Seth Benardete (Munich: Carl Friedrich von Siemens 
Stiftung, 2002), 17.
6  The colon separating the strange-sounding title, The Eccentric Core, from the more usual-sounding 
subtitle, The Thought of Seth Benardete, suggests that the latter explains the former.
7  Benardete, Socrates’ Second Sailing, 5.
8  Cf. Seth Benardete, Plato’s “Laws”: The Discovery of Being (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2000), 139–40.
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the clothing of the law, we discover, instead, the bestiality of the human with-
out the law” (17). We of course wonder what Socrates’s response would be, 
that is, whether his extralegal alternative to human wholeness avoids both 
the bestialization of man and Aristophanes’s “tragedy of eros” (7). Burger 
sees in woman’s dialogue with the serpent her discovery of “the desire for 
wisdom” (10). Does the pairing of the violation of law with dialogue and the 
desire for wisdom evince some awareness on the author’s part of the possibil-
ity of a Socrates?9 Is God’s punishment of man and woman a biblical echo 
of Athens’s judgment on Socrates? Benardete interprets God’s act of giving 
man animal skins to wear as suggesting that it is law that bestializes man.10 
But wouldn’t that mean that Socrates’s extralegal investigations constitute a 
move away from the bestial and toward the properly human?

Burger’s essay forces us to pose these difficult questions, and the remain-
der of The Eccentric Core’s first arc can be understood as exploring them 
through an examination of Socratic philosophy’s emergence, flourishing, 
and effects. In this way, The Eccentric Core shows us how much of Benardete’s 
thinking was pursued in response to Strauss’s articulation of the problem of 
reason and revelation.11

Laurence Lampert’s essay on Benardete’s interpretation of the Odyssey 
focuses on Odysseus’s discovery of nature and on the task of legislation Teire-
sias assigns him in Hades. The former occurs not just in Hermes’s revelation 
of the nature of the moly, but also in the series of events beginning from the 
release of the winds of Aeolus, during which Odysseus discovers his lack of 
divine support and that he is his men’s equal (21ff.). But what this discov-
ery also shows him is that, though he shares with his men their humanity, 
they do not share in his knowledge: what binds their community is belief 
(27, 30–31). This insight will guide Odysseus in the act of legislation that is 
to follow his re-establishment of peace in Ithaka (31). According to Lampert, 
then, Odysseus’s philosophic journey culminates in—nay, entails—an act of 
legislation (31–32, 35–36). By bringing an oar to those knowing nothing of 
seafaring, Odysseus ensures they will mistake it for a god’s winnowing fan, 
which in separating human wheat from its chaff will promise justice in the 

9  Consider Burger’s careful hesitation in the two sentences beginning with “or” on p. 8.
10  Burger identifies an alternative to Benardete’s interpretation, namely, that the clothing suggests what 
man would be in absence of divine law—how he does indeed behave in the chapters that follow (12).
11  For this reason, perhaps, Benardete’s first two major works, Sacred Transgressions: A Reading of 
Sophocles’ “Antigone” (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 1999), originally published in Interpretation in 
1975, and Herodotean Inquiries (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1969), republished by St. Augustine’s 
Press in 1999, concern the tension between the sacred and the city of arts.
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afterworld and so, in Benardete’s words, “put everyone in fear and trembling” 
(38–39). Benardete’s reading of the Odyssey thus offers us a glimpse into what 
Burger called “the common ground of the biblical and Greek text.”12

Following Burger, we find John Blanchard on Parmenides and Olivia Del-
gado de Torres on Plato’s Parmenides. The two pair well, as Blanchard draws 
a line from Hesiod to Parmenides that sheds light on both Plato and Aristo-
tle, while de Torres delves deeper into the connection between Parmenides 
and Socrates through a consideration of how the Parmenides informs the 
Republic. Guided by Benardete’s essay “The First Crisis in First Philosophy,”13 
Blanchard considers why poets and philosophers have resorted to deceit and 
lies (49–51). If his Muses tell lies like the truth, then Hesiod “himself may (or 
may not) have imitated their intention, just as he chose to imitate their speech 
(but needn’t have)” (51). Likewise, the two parts of Parmenides’s poem appear 
to be the way of truth and the way of opinion, but the two ways occur only in 
the goddess’s speech, which is preceded by the youth’s speech about his ascent 
to the goddess prior to her revelation: “since his story envelops hers, the god-
dess’ teaching about the truth of being is not coextensive with Parmenides’ 
teaching” (57). To understand Parmenides, then, “it would seem necessary to 
try to take the setting into account” (58). The tendency of a teaching’s setting 
to disrupt, even falsify that teaching lies at the heart of Parmenides’s thought; 
but “nowhere does this requirement seem to have been taken more seriously 
than in the dialogues of Plato” (58).

That the setting’s disruption is both unexpected and instructive led Bena-
rdete to conclude that “Parmenides’ achievement was to show that the funny 
is not an obstacle to logos,” an achievement Plato has the elder Eleatic impart 
to Socrates.14 In the Parmenides, de Torres shows, the young Socrates’s zeal for 
speeches (hē hormē hē epi tous logous) motivates his “headlong dash to the eidē 
and away from the laughably paltry” (69). Parmenides cautions Socrates not 
to dishonor hair, mud, and dirt, and so “suggests that truth is most hidden in 
the things common opinion deems worthless” (69). “The ordinary is anything 
but commonplace”; rather, it is “uncommonly strange,” atopon (67). The ful-
fillment of Socrates’s embrace of the laughable comes in Republic V, where he 
“braves three great waves of laughter.…At last, Socrates is no longer afraid of 

12  See note 9 above.
13  Seth Benardete, The Argument of the Action: Essays on Greek Poetry and Philosophy, ed. Ronna 
Burger and Michael Davis (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 3–14.
14  Seth Benardete, The Archaeology of the Soul: Platonic Readings in Ancient Poetry and Philosophy, 
ed. Ronna Burger and Michael Davis (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 2012), 232.
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hair, mud and dirt, for the crux of his argument…turns on Praxagora’s sug-
gestion in Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazousai that…the title to rule is not grounded 
in the ability to grow a beard” (73). In his wandering, Odysseus came to learn 
that not knowledge but belief binds the city; Parmenides taught Socrates this 
same lesson, while showing that to escape these bonds requires taking the 
shameful seriously, without fear of becoming a laughingstock.

The interpretations of Parmenides and Plato’s Parmenides might have 
led directly to Burger’s second contribution and Michael Davis’s first, both 
of which discuss Benardete’s interpretation of Plato’s Republic. But that sub-
ject is introduced through Meier’s preface to Benardete’s 1999 lecture at the 
Carl Friedrich von Siemens Stiftung in Munich, “Socrates and Plato: The 
Dialectics of Eros.” Drawing upon his many conversations with Benardete 
on the subject of erōs, Meier prepares for Benardete’s demonstration of how, 
in “Platonic philosophizing, political philosophy and eros are not just par-
ticular matters among others…but rather, they lead into the center of the 
philosophic movement itself” (79). In addition, the position of Meier’s piece 
makes Burger’s and Davis’s essays the central pair of the first arc (chaps. 7–8 
of 2–13). Fittingly, too, since they share a theme: thumos, erōs, and the eidē. 
Together, they consider how the passions of the soul structure reality into 
kinds and whether this structuring is rational or willful. This bears on our 
larger question whether philosophy, in venturing outside the city, becomes 
bestial or emerges as properly human.

Picking up where Blanchard and de Torres left off, Burger notes that 
Parmenides’s challenge to Socrates is to replace “punitive gods, who enforce 
justice, and beautiful gods, who inspire eros” (82), with an account of “the 
effects of the beautiful and the just on the human soul” (99). Socrates accom-
plishes just this in the Republic and Phaedrus. Burger notes that, beginning 
with the Republic’s tripartite division of the soul, “eros as desire for the good, 
which has philosophy as its core, is on this account utterly incomprehensible” 
(87). But Benardete observes that, when attempting to distinguish a third part 
of the soul (thumos or spiritedness), Socrates uses the example of Leontius, 
who blames his eyes for enjoying the sight of the corpses of punished crimi-
nals. The division of soul thus emerges when spiritedness posits desire as 
though separate from itself, so that it can blame desire for enjoying the sight 
of just punishment. In this way, the soul ashamed of its (thumotic) desire 
for punishment attempts to exculpate itself, only to punish itself as other: it 
still enjoys the sight of just punishment it had sought to avoid, for it is spir-
itedness that longs for that sight. This patently imposed structure “discloses 
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the essential limits of the thumotic soul; what lies beyond those limits is the 
erotic soul, which belongs above all to the philosopher” (92). The alterna-
tive is to be found in the Phaedrus, where the sight of the beautiful beloved 
initiates an ascent to the hyperuranian beings, producing a twofold motion: 
horizontally toward the beloved and vertically toward beauty itself. Only if 
the charioteer reason restrains the black horse will the white horse raise the 
lover and so make him beautiful to the beloved. But, as Benardete points out, 
the black horse resembles Socrates and thus seems to contain within it erōs 
entire (95–96, 308–9). On this reading, the idealized image the lover creates 
of himself is done not in ignorance but self-consciously and rationally; the 
resulting image reflects rather the beloved’s self-ignorance and so initiates his 
ascent, culminating in a friendship directed toward the good.

For Burger, then, “erotic passion results, however mysteriously, in the 
soul’s ascent to the vision of the beings, while there seems to be no equiva-
lent to that for the thumotic soul” (98, emphasis added). For Davis, however, 
“the erotic is…not simply at odds with the thumoeidetic” (119), even when 
it comes to being. His essay’s subtitle—“On the Spirit of Ideas”—suggests 
as much. Following Benardete, Davis distinguishes between idea and eidos 
along the following lines. As Davis explains, Socrates proposes that “in 
answering [the question of what imitation means or wants to be] they will use 
their usual [or customary] method of setting an eidos over a many that they 
know to be a one but without knowing how they know. That is, eidos here 
grounds a question. Socrates then changes terminology; artisans are said to 
look to the idea to know what to imitate” (119).15 In Benardete’s words, “that 
the posited eidos could be the same as the idea of the craftsman seems impos-
sible, for the eidos is initially a question—‘What is that which makes every 
couch a couch?’—and the idea is an answer to which the couchmaker has 
complete access” (119). That is, the eidos is the form, inasmuch as it induces 
wonder about how the many, different particulars are of one and the same 
kind; the idea, however, presumes one has answered the question “What 
is it?” such that the many particulars are unproblematically one and their 
unity unproblematically accessible. But, as Benardete observes, “couchmaker 
as accomplished Platonist is not easy to accept.”16 In Davis’s words, “we all 
make types of the true reality,” which as a question is atypical, and we do so 
unknowingly (120). “The movement from eidos to idea is a movement into 
the cave disguised as a movement out of the cave” (120). Following Davis, 

15  Cf. Republic 595c8–596b10; Benardete, Socrates’ Second Sailing, 215–16.
16  Benardete, Socrates’ Second Sailing, 216.
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then, we might be reluctant to distinguish, with Burger, the thumotic and 
erotic souls with reference to being.

Then again, would the idea of the craftsman really constitute “the vision 
of the beings,” as Burger puts it? That is, we might doubt, with Burger, whether 
thumos could actually play a role in asking the question of what something 
is and in understanding why our experience of that something prompts us 
to inquire into its being. But we might also ask, with Davis, whether purg-
ing knowing of all thumotic projections once and for all sounds suspiciously 
like Leontius’s thumotic demand for blameless eyes. If that were possible, 
wouldn’t this book be called The Core: The Thought? So far as I can tell, then, 
the question whether the passions of the soul have structured reality falsely 
even in knowledge of ignorance must remain open, as must our more general 
question whether philosophy, in venturing beyond the city, becomes bestial 
or properly human. If political philosophy is the eccentric core of philosophy, 
and not merely a surface propaedeutic to be completed and then disposed 
of upon reaching the depths, then—to return to our guiding concern—the 
tension between reason and revelation appears to be insoluble. Or at least the 
challenge of revelation would demand of philosophy a decisiveness anathema 
to its essential openness.

The final selection on Plato is by Robert Berman, and its subject is the 
compatibility of punishment with Socratic philosophy. At first blush, “the 
Socratic principle” that “no one commits a criminal wrong voluntarily” seems 
to entail “Socratic abolitionism” (125–26). If “everyone wants what is truly his 
own good, but, since what goes around comes around, doing wrong to another 
ultimately brings harm to oneself,” then who but the ignorant would do wrong 
(126)? And wouldn’t they do so only involuntarily? Berman examines some 
unsuccessful attempts to respond to the Socratic challenge to the possibility 
of just punishment in the Gorgias, Protagoras, and Laws. The only prospect 
for a coherent response, should there be one, would lie in a Socratic version of 
culpable ignorance, a negligence in caring for one’s own good (130, 139). In the 
case of the “pretense to wisdom (doxosophia),” Berman argues, “one can be at 
fault for a kind of negligence in avoiding the challenge of seeking to discover 
within oneself anything one believes one knows without truly knowing” (141). 
Interestingly, in this case Berman’s “eidetic division” of the phenomenon of 
wrongdoing and punishment seems to collapse into a simple unity: not only 
is the same man both victim and criminal, his crime is being just who he is, 
while his punishment is remaining such—he is even the very law transgressed, 
his inalienable love of the good (cf. 127). The only coherent—that is to say, 
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rational—punishment would be Socrates’s decision to leave a conversation. 
Anything else would be subrational or thumotic: it would be bestial.

The final three essays on Greek thought all concern Aristotle, and each 
shows how Benardete had come to understand Aristotle as a Socratic-Platonic 
political philosopher (148–49, 159–60, 173–74). Together with the final essay 
on the literature of Imperial Rome, these contributions explore the manifold 
forms Socratic philosophy might take. They are a fitting transition, then, to 
the second arc of The Eccentric Core.

Most scholars approaching Aristotle’s account of the slave-by-nature in 
the Politics conclude that “Aristotle simply read a central institution of his own 
world into the very nature of political society” (144). For Goodin, however, the 
account is “of more than just historical interest” (145). “It is what one might 
call an ‘ontology’ of slavery,” since Aristotle gives “a metaphysical definition 
of the slave-by-nature,” in addition to making the master-slave relationship 
one of the two “basic components of the household,” which is “the basic unit 
of the polis” (144). If archē is at the core of political life, then the master-
slave relationship, as “Aristotle’s model for the relation of ruling (archon) and 
being ruled (archomenon)” (148), is essential to his political philosophy. “The 
heterogeneous master-slave relationship looks like the paradigm of the way 
human beings are generally bound to one another” through need (157). So 
understood, Aristotle’s account “can, perhaps, serve as a moderating influ-
ence in our utopian tendencies” (158). The necessary ugliness of the city is an 
ontological impediment to the possibility of a Kallipolis. Aristotle’s appar-
ently abhorrent justification of the slave-by-nature thus shares the sobriety of 
the Republic’s critique of political idealism.

Richard Velkley provides two contributions, one for each of Benardete’s 
two essays on Aristotle. Though Velkley (following Benardete) sees De 
anima III.3–5 as a “prelude” to Metaphysics Α.1–2 (159–62, 171–74), they are 
reversed in this volume.17 In De anima III.3–5, Aristotle shows that phantasia 
(imagination) gives mind access to the noēton (intelligible) “by suspending 
the truth-claim of the sensible and converting ‘I see a man’ into ‘It seems to be 
a man.’ It allows the sensible image to be viewed just as image” (161; cf. 175–
76). For the world to be intelligible, phantasia must “transform the aisthēton 
[sensible] so it can be read as a noēton” (177). Prior to the activation of the 
intellect, then, there is a passive intellect aware of the possible intelligibility 

17  Velkley informs me that the order in which they appear in The Eccentric Core is the order in which 
they were written.
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of the perceptible. But by focusing on access to the noēton, De anima sets 
aside the unity of the intellect: “the unity of soul described in De Anima is…
but an abstraction” (168). As the precondition for access to the noēton, the 
passive intellect is “the ground of knowledge of ignorance” (179). One must 
therefore turn to wonder, which paradoxically combines the desire-to-know’s 
“indiscriminate greediness to transform the opaque into the plain” with our 
“recognition of the opaque in the plain” (167).18 For this reason, De anima 
III.3–5 serves as an introduction to Metaphysics Α.1–2, whose subject is the 
relation of wisdom to wonder.

But by reading these essays in reverse, we are pressed to explore an 
observation Velkley makes in passing (in a footnote), namely, that it is pos-
sible to correct Aristotle’s overly precise account of soul in De anima only 
“through a use of phantasia” (174n4). Thus, the description of phantasia in 
De anima to some extent aids in understanding Aristotle’s account of the 
experience of wonder in the Metaphysics. Aristotle distinguishes the wonder 
that initiates philosophy from the wonders resulting from poetic production 
(167–68). Whereas poets “think that making is the ground of the whole,” 
the philosopher recognizes that “production presupposes incompleteness” 
(168). It is to this whole that the philosopher turns. The philosopher thus 
“strangely finds great satisfaction in dwelling on the causes of perplexity 
and in resisting every alluring prospect of solution,” that is, of a “poetic solu-
tion of human problems” (168–69). In contrast, poets “wonder also at the 
given, but they wonder even more at what they make” (168). Noticing the 
tension between the aisthēton and the noēton, the poet wonders at his ability 
to combine them while the philosopher wonders at their simultaneous con-
vergence and divergence.19 Considered in light of phantasia, poetry emerges 
as philosophy in potentia. Paradoxically, the charm of the beautiful is broken 
through the beautiful itself, namely, through the experience of philosophic 
wonder—whence Benardete’s wonderful, aphoristic remark: “the wonderful 
is a beautiful perplexity” (167). No wonder, then, that when Benardete finally 
returned to Aristotle it was to produce (with Davis) a translation of Aristotle’s 
On Poetics: a philosophy of poetry is essentially thinking about thinking.

Holly Haynes contributes the final essay of the first arc, the sole chapter 
devoted to Rome. In it, she seeks to articulate “Benardete’s understanding of 
Roman Imperial literature as a representation of Plato’s vision of tyranny” 

18  One is reminded of Benardete’s discussion of eidos and idea in Republic X.
19  See Benardete’s distinction between the conjunctive and disjunctive two in Benardete, The Argu-
ment of the Action, 282–83.
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(183). Tacitus, Haynes explains, sees in the term imperium a justification of 
rapaciousness and the specious identification of laying waste with establish-
ing peace (184). This linguistic move constitutes an act of political usurpation 
intended “to assign subjects their place and make them believe they want 
to take it” (186). Benardete quips, “Tacitus is the truth of Vergil” (183); for 
Vergil, Haynes explains, “‘republic’ looks like a dream that was never any-
thing but the founding fiction of imperialism” (189). “In Vergil’s world, when 
Greece is gone, monsters remain” (193). “Odysseus discovers philosophy” 
and “what it is to be human,” while “the Romans’ world is…flat, like Aeneas 
himself” (193–94). “Aeneas is the prototype of the Imperial subject, the exem-
plum of one who lives in the desert” (195). Horace, in turn, “expresses the 
transition from Greece to Rome in terms of the loss of poetry and philoso-
phy” (198), while Petronius’s Satyricon is so much a pastiche as to expose in 
Rome “both the proliferation of representations and the dearth of intellectual 
imagination” (204). Strikingly, the authors discussed managed to represent 
the surrounding imperial wasteland not simply in lamentation at the loss of 
Greece but as a meditation on their situation. They serve as models for reviv-
ing Platonic political philosophy in an era anathema to it. 

As a whole, then, The Eccentric Core’s first arc shows us the flourishing 
of political philosophy from Homer to Aristotle, along with its atrophic form 
in Rome. It thus prepares us for the second arc, in which Benardete emerges 
as an example of the attempt to preserve the Socratic model Strauss imparted 
to his students.

III. A History of Benardete’s Philosophy

As mentioned, the second arc is comprised of reviews of Benardete’s books 
organized by the original appearance of each. These chapters thus serve as a 
chronicle of Benardete’s philosophic journey. And, again, because the reviews 
proceed chronologically, they eventually cover The Argument of the Action, 
Encounters and Reflections, and The Archaeology of the Soul—that is, those 
retrospective books published towards the end of Benardete’s life and after 
his death. The second arc can therefore be divided into two subdivisions: 
reviews of those books devoted to specific texts or thinkers (chaps. 14–21) 
and reviews of volumes that compel their reviewers to appraise Benardete’s 
life and work as a whole (chaps. 22–27).
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The eight reviews in the first subdivision begin with his doctoral disserta-
tion on Homer’s Iliad,20 then cover three of his books on Plato, and end with 
his book on the Odyssey. What in Plato, we wonder, compelled Benardete to 
revisit Homer some forty years later? That book’s subtitle, A Platonic Reading 
of the “Odyssey,” emphasizes this return, as does the preface:

More than forty years ago, when I first studied Homer, I used something 
I found in Plato in order to understand the plot of the Iliad.…Plato 
was there as a map or grid that allowed me to trace out faint trails.…
It did not occur to me that Plato had learned from the poets, and what 
for me was a projection backward inverted the indebtedness of phi-
losophy to poetry. I was still under the spell of the opposition between 
them, which Plato himself had established when he had Socrates speak 
of “the ancient quarrel between poetry and philosophy.”21

Likewise, in his preface to Achilles and Hector, Davis convincingly argues 
that Benardete’s later note to the book gives it a personal path that makes 
his return to Homer seem itself Homeric—like an intellectual Odyssey, as it 
were.22 The selection of reviews thus appears to echo Benardete’s portrait of 
himself as a sort of Odysseus making his way back to the firm land of Homer 
after decades of being tossed about on a Platonic sea of speeches.23

The Odyssean Benardete begins in Troy with Achilles and Hector, of 
which we find reviews by Steven Berg (208–11) and Warnick (212–18). On 
Benardete’s reading, the Iliad shows us Achilles’s “ambition…to leave behind 
humanity in the ascent to divinity” (209). More precisely, it “displays the tragic 
consequences of this ambition” or “experiment in immortality” (209), and 
therewith “the paradoxical nature of heroism” (216). The tragedy lies in “the 
progressive isolation of the hero…with the sloughing off of the constraints of 
‘civil shame’” (209) at the deed of “neglecting one’s comrades-in-arms” (216). 
This leads to a “Cyclopean isolation” that makes “heroic virtue identical to 

20  Seth Benardete, Achilles and Hector: The Homeric Hero, ed. Ronna Burger (South Bend, IN: St. 
Augustine’s, 2005) was written in 1955 but published as a book only posthumously in 2005 (whence 
these reviews).
21  Seth Benardete, The Bow and the Lyre: A Platonic Reading of the “Odyssey” (Lanham, MD: Rowman 
and Littlefield, 1996), xi.
22  Benardete, Achilles and Hector, xi.
23  Missing are Sacred Transgressions, Herodotean Inquiries, The Tragedy and Comedy of Life: Plato’s 
“Philebus” (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), and Plato’s “Laws.” On the books on the Anti-
gone and Herodotus, see note 11 above. Benardete’s translation of and commentary on the Philebus 
completes his trilogy of works considering Plato on the good, the just, and the beautiful (Tragedy and 
Comedy of Life, ix). Likewise, one can understand his book on the Laws as an extension of that on the 
Odyssey (cp. Benardete, The Bow and the Lyre, 152, with Benardete, Plato’s “Laws,” xi–xii). That is, the 
Homeric Benardete doesn’t tell the whole story.
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bestial vice” (210). “Within a hero is the negation of the hero” (217). This 
“mindless anonymity…aspiring to solitude” stands in contrast to “the ‘name-
lessness’ of Odysseus,” “the anonymity of mind” (210). Homer thus prepares 
us in the Iliad to turn to the Odyssey. 

Instead, the Odyssean Benardete sails to Plato’s Socrates. Not without 
justification, however: in the introduction to The Being of the Beautiful, Bena-
rdete states that “Socrates’ turn to the human things was a wresting away 
from the poets of the beautiful and an establishing of it as the philosophic 
question.”24 It is sensible, then, to turn to this work after Achilles and Hector. 
But, as Davis asks, what does Plato’s trilogy, whose unifying subject mat-
ter is knowledge or science (epistēmē), have to do with the beautiful (219)? 
Davis shows that the beautiful and philosophy share a structure: just as the 
beautiful appears complete in itself and yet points beyond itself, so too does 
thinking require treating a part of the whole as a complete whole in itself in 
order to discover its partiality (220–21, 225). “The beautiful makes it possible 
to know in part because of an illusion of wholeness, which, because it is an 
illusion, makes pure knowledge impossible” (225). Consequently, “the beau-
tiful simultaneously enchants and disenchants. We are at once made aware 
of beings as complete and as pointing beyond themselves” (225). Davis’s point 
is evident both in what he says and what he does: though he focuses nearly 
exclusively on a part of the trilogy, the Theaetetus, one still learns how it is 
that the whole trilogy concerns the beautiful (cf. 224). We still come to know 
why Benardete’s title makes sense.

Stanley Rosen’s short review touches on Benardete’s commentaries on 
the Sophist and Statesman, showing how the sophist’s phantastics requires 
knowledge of soul and how the Statesman, by pointing to nomos or law as 
the phenomenon obscuring such knowledge, proves “more profound than 
the Sophist” (233–34). We are thus guided from epistemology and ontology 
to political philosophy, and with that to the pair of reviews on Benardete’s 
book on Plato’s Republic, Socrates’ Second Sailing. Will Morrisey’s and Arlene 
Saxonhouse’s reviews help show how Socrates’ Second Sailing develops the 
theme of The Being of the Beautiful. Socrates’s discussion with Thrasymachus 
prompts Benardete to ask whether the city has a function and whether it is 
the best instrument for that function (238). If, as Benardete observes, “jus-
tice and happiness do not go together” (240), then “the tension between the 
city and philosophy is ultimately due to the philosopher’s selfishness” (242). 

24  Seth Benardete, The Being of the Beautiful: Plato’s “Theaetetus,” “Sophist,” and “Statesman” (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), xix.
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Though the beautiful or noble attempts to reconcile justice and happiness, 
this only means that, in Benardete’s words, “the city may ultimately make its 
citizens, but it will never make the philosopher” (242). Indeed, “even the best 
regime, the city in speech, the highest politics, cannot make even one phi-
losopher,” Morrisey remarks. “Nature does that” (244). Thus, as Saxonhouse 
observes, there are two reactions we can have to the city in speech: “by plac-
ing his interlocutors outside the constructed city, Socrates can make them see 
its beauty from without and be happy with that beauty, although were they 
to exist within the city, they might, as Adeimantus indeed does, question 
the unity of beauty and happiness” (251). The beautiful is thus “the envelope 
of unreality in which every city exists and without which none could exist” 
(251). To recall Davis’s review of Being of the Beautiful, the beautiful appears 
complete in itself and yet points beyond itself. It is what allows the cave to 
be a cave, to be both closed and open inasmuch as it enchants Glaucon with 
its apparent wholeness and leaves Adeimantus dissatisfied with its failure to 
supply happiness, to be good.

Abraham Anderson’s review of The Rhetoric of Morality and Philosophy: 
Plato’s “Gorgias” and “Phaedrus” (University of Chicago Press, 1991) expands 
upon the Odyssean Benardete’s Platonic wandering through the beautiful 
in a way that prepares us for his journey home to Homer. Benardete sees in 
the succession of interlocutors in the Gorgias “the three parts of the soul in 
the psychology of the Republic” (256). Gorgias stands for the rational part, 
inasmuch as he maintains rhetoric is an art. But he also wants rhetoric to be 
powerful. As Anderson elaborates, “such a science would not be suitable for 
public persuasion, which takes place under circumstances that leave no room 
for teaching” (254). For this reason, Polus drops the requirement of knowledge 
and fixates on power (255). What is required, therefore, is a private form of 
rhetoric, whose peak the Phaedrus presents as Socratic conversation. Ander-
son, however, shows that the peak lies rather in the (written) Platonic dialogue, 
“with its capacity for repeating at once the living whole of a conversation and 
the logical order of its parts” (258). But if Socrates eschews writing, and a form 
of writing is superior to Socratic dialectics, then wouldn’t Socrates’s “wresting 
away from the poets of the beautiful” be partial rather than whole?

Thus, when Benardete returns to Homer it is not to Homer simply, but 
to a Platonic Homer, wherein the distinction between Platonic dialogue and 
Homeric epic appears to collapse. As Martin Sitte remarks, The Bow and the 
Lyre “is intended to initiate us into Homeric dialectic” (259, with Bow and 
the Lyre, xiii). To do so, however, Benardete must venture beyond Homer’s 
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“surface simplicity” into its depth, wherein one discovers the “subtle interplay 
of will and reason” and thus “the relation of justice and wisdom” (260–61). 
That is, one discovers that the Odyssey has the same concern as the Republic 
(261). Sitte thus suggests reading Socrates’ Second Sailing after The Bow and 
the Lyre, so as to work out this connection (262).25 In this way, Sitte reminds 
us that Benardete’s Odyssean self-portrait conveys not a final return home 
but the discovery of a kind of questioning that is always possible but for that 
very reason always latent and thus in need of recovery.

Benardete’s Odyssean wandering not only shows us how Homer guided 
Plato; it is itself the recovery of a possibility often suggested to him by his 
teacher, “the late Leo Strauss.”26 Benardete finds himself in the position of Plato, 
forced to recover a truth of the human condition through poetry, imagery, and 
allusion rather than direct dialogue. As Benardete passed nearly two decades 
before the appearance of The Eccentric Core, we are to the late Benardete as 
Benardete was to the late Strauss. What he says of Strauss we may therefore also 
say of him: “I did not know then what he really meant, and I do not know now 
whether what I think I now understand was what he really meant. This book, 
in any case, was written to explore the possibility he indicated.”27

As mentioned, the three books reviewed in the second subdivision are all 
in some sense retrospective, so that the reviewers are in a position of evalu-
ating not just a book but a man. They are thus compelled to show us both 
what he has seen and how he came to see it, to condense Benardete’s Odys-
sean travels into a core insight. But what looms largest is not a thought but a 
man—another man: Socrates.

Steven Berg notes that The Argument of the Action “encompasses the 
greater part of the most significant authors of Greek antiquity” (263). Com-
pelled to speak tersely of such breadth, Berg prudently focuses on the Socratic 
turn, whose pulse can be felt at the heart of each essay, however anachronistic 
that may seem. Indeed, because, as Berg remarks, philosophy “cannot have a 
perfectly original starting point, but is always and necessarily the recovery of 
a prior possibility” (265), it is never so of its time for the accusation of anachro-
nism to be proven easily. Edward Rothstein’s review of the volume illustrates 
this point by focusing on Benardete’s interpretation of Sophocles’s Oedipus 
Tyrannus rather than the Socratic turn, while still eventually making his way 

25  See, too, note 23 above.
26  Benardete, The Bow and the Lyre, xiv, emphasis added.
27  Ibid.
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to a Socratic-Platonic insight. Juxtaposing Benardete’s manner of interpreta-
tion to Oedipus’s manner of rule, Rothstein says that Benardete “looks not 
for unity but for peculiarity,” while Oedipus “persists in focusing purely on 
the abstract. He becomes a tyrant, seeking to establish public order as if it 
could be created by formula” (268). Benardete’s interpretation thus echoes 
Strauss’s reading of Plato’s Republic, as both criticize the attempt to replace 
“the ambiguities, unpredictability and variability of humanity” with some-
thing like pure theory (269). Whether we follow Sophocles’s path through the 
story of Oedipus or Plato’s through the demands of Glaucon, we see through 
the alluring veil of idealism to a tyrannical suppression of the occasional in 
human life and thinking.

If the retrospective character of The Argument of the Action inclined 
Berg and Rothstein to reflect on the man no less than his work, the intensely 
conversational and personal character of Encounters and Reflections neces-
sitates that Mark Blitz and Vincent Renzi do the same. Blitz begins with the 
familiar theme of how in both poem and dialogue “the plot embodies its 
own logic” (272)—how the action, even and especially when it is the action 
of an argument, has an argument of its own. Philosophic reflection must 
take poetic form because of what Benardete calls “the encounter with the 
question, which can’t be determined by formula or concept” (272). That is, 
“if the Platonic dialogue and ancient poetry have to do with the oddity of 
the individual,” then “something is being disclosed in a particular that is 
incapable of being disclosed in any other way” (272).28 This insight guides 
Encounters and Reflections itself, which “not only discusses the importance 
of the individual, it exemplifies it” (272). Renzi’s review does the same, both 
by mixing an appraisal of Benardete’s works with his experiences of the man 
himself (275, 275n2, 279n13) and by attempting to articulate Benardete’s 
“understanding of philosophy” as “concrete encounters with the unexpected 
in human life” (276). The former no less than the latter helps “to show that the 
whole metaphysical problematic of Being is an unavoidable epiphenomenon 
of human life” (278). That is, teachers like Benardete demonstrate through 
their apparent indispensability that reflections cannot be entirely separated 
from the encounters that provoke them and thus how even the most abstract 
problem is rooted in the experiential.29

28  Consider Strauss’s critique of Gadamer: “The experience which I possess makes me doubtful 
whether a universal hermeneutic which is more than ‘formal’ or external is possible. I believe that the 
doubt arises from the feeling of the irretrievably ‘occasional’ character of every worthwhile interpreta-
tion” (Hans-Georg Gadamer and Leo Strauss, “Correspondence concerning Wahrheit und Methode,” 
Independent Journal of Philosophy 2 [1978]: 6).
29  The two halves of Encounters and Reflections were originally interwoven, prior to their division and 
organization by the book’s editor, Ronna Burger. To understand this book properly according to its 
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The title of the last volume under review, The Archaeology of the Soul, 
exemplifies this feature of thinking, for it suggests that only an inquiry into 
something particular—historical beginnings—will uncover or illuminate 
something general—the soul. Thus, in Benardete’s remarks on Achilles, 
Odysseus, and Parmenides, Berg finds a common thread: a form of eidetic 
analysis (cf. 286). In this way, “Benardete traces what we generally under-
stand to be the Socratic turn to the very origin of Greekness: Homer was 
there before them all” (286). But why did what was originally Homeric or is 
generally Greek eventually earn the adjective Socratic? Svetozar Minkov pro-
poses that “one could justify calling Parmenides Socratic or Platonic insofar 
as Plato has made the philosophic experience more conspicuous or even ren-
dered it more intelligible” (289). This is possible, Minkov suggests, because 
“Benardete uncovers a Socrates who is ‘immune from illusions, hopes, and 
ideals, and is eros itself united with mind’” (289).

Minkov’s suggestion reminds one of Socrates’s remark in Plato’s Apology 
that the god appears to have used him as a paradigm for human wisdom 
(Ap. 23a7–b4). Facilitated by Platonic poetry, Socrates’s life emerges as that 
rare combination of circumstance and meaning—in Aristotle’s words, of 
aisthēton and noēton—that allows an example to become exemplary and so 
facilitate the recovery of a rare human possibility. By means of the beautiful, 
Plato made Socrates appear whole so as to aid others in coming to know what 
he actually stood for. The Socrates made young and beautiful is the ark of the 
problem of Socrates.

IV. Three Previously Unpublished Essays by Benardete

It is fitting that this volume closes with three shorter works by Benardete. 
Each essay, previously unpublished, manages to give us a view of the whole of 
one of his books in just a few pages. I will attempt here to say something brief 
about these abbreviations, something like three abstracts on Benardete’s dis-
tillations of his labyrinths.

In “The Bed and the Table,” Benardete gives an overview of his interpre-
tation of the Republic. Emerging from Glaucon’s demand for luxury, books 
II–IV focus on the beautiful. Socrates divides the city into classes and the soul 
into parts, then assigns each a virtue; justice is present here “as a principle but 
not as a virtue identifiable as such” (293).30 Books V–VII focus on the good in 

title, one would have to reconstruct the original order of the conversations using the occasional clues 
as to which section followed which. See the editor’s preface to Encounters and Reflections: Conversa-
tions with Seth Benardete, ed. Ronna Burger (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), viii–ix.
30  See Benardete, Socrates’ Second Sailing, 88–91.
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connection with the “lower demand” that the city in speech be realizable, but 
“curiously” the good qua principle is “divorced from becoming” (293). Justice 
and becoming are finally combined in books VIII–X, but “in the context of 
degeneration,” so that justice seems entirely restricted to the realm of becom-
ing. “Justice cannot be and be an ‘idea’” (293). Socrates thus “presents the 
second sailing as first”: the beds and tables Glaucon thumotically demanded 
in book II recur as ideai in book X (292, 295). “The ‘ideas’ are the ultimate 
in luxuries” (295). As all meaning and no reality, the ideai are “unrealized 
possibility,” so that “to be is to be an eternally unrealized possibility” (299). 
They are gods without will,31 as unreal a fiction as the inventions of the poets. 
“Glaucon’s Republic ends with VII: after that it becomes a critique of Glau-
con” (294) that culminates in Socrates’s depiction of the tyrant (295–97). 
“After Book VII, Glaucon never laughs” (294).

The next essay condenses The Rhetoric of Morality and Philosophy into 
some six or seven pages. Benardete’s explicit concern is “how a stated pat-
tern or paradigm in Plato is related to the argument in which it is embedded” 
(303).32 The relationship is essentially disruptive, as the argument leads to 
“the deformation” of the stated pattern (305).33 Thus in the Gorgias Socrates 
presents legislation as providing for the soul the sort of good that gymnastic 
provides for the body, whereas their spurious counterparts sophistry and cos-
metics flatter soul and body by providing only what is pleasant. Later, however, 
Callicles disrupts this paradigm by praising courage in the pursuit of pleasure: 
“he makes the higher sense the lower” (306). This reveals, Benardete argues, 
that Callicles “is not at all concerned with the beauty of criminality—that is 
Polus—but with the fear of suffering injustice” (306). This disruption points to 
a confusion and thus to Socrates, for whom “to act justly is to make another 
perplexed” (307). The Phaedrus, in turn, as a writing about writing, makes 
sense of the Gorgias and, indeed, every dialogue. The manner in which the 
argument of the Phaedrus disrupts the paradigm of the chariot should be 
familiar from Burger’s contribution above. What Benardete concludes here is 
that “the structure of any Platonic dialogue consists in a hyperuranian aporia 
and a white horse image, which presents that perplexity in a complete and fin-
ished form” (309; 97). But if the dialogues represent with special beauty what 

31  Ibid., 64.
32  Though the title of the chapter is “Two Paradigms,” the handwritten manuscript reads “2. 
Paradigms”: it appears concerned with paradigms in general. Nevertheless, the essay does treat two 
paradigms, one from the Gorgias and another from the Phaedrus. Even so, the only time Benardete 
uses the phrase “two paradigms” is in reference to two paradigms within the Gorgias alone (304).
33  That is, Benardete takes up the tension between a teaching and its setting, as discussed by Blanchard.
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is essentially a common human problem, then “Plato made a higher religion 
out of the Homeric gods: the dialogues are the new deities behind which are 
the truth about the beings—what we do not know” (309).

The final chapter is “Herodotus’ Understanding of Barbaros,” in which 
Benardete gives the reader a snapshot of his Herodotean Inquiries. Benardete’s 
concern with the meaning of barbaros takes him directly to the meaning of 
Greekness. The distinction is initially linguistic, so that barbaros “is in itself 
completely neutral and yet in usage completely loaded” (312). But by dividing 
the non-Greek into three countries—Egypt, Persia, and Scythia—and mak-
ing each stand for something general—“the thesis that there is nothing but 
body,” the thesis that there is “nothing but soul,” and “the issue of the image 
and poetry,” respectively—Herodotus can make Greekness “something more 
than a label for a language” (313). Through Scythian imagery and poetry, 
Homer and Hesiod “beautified the holy obscenities of Egypt and took away the 
bestial disguises of the gods” (315). Likewise, Persian truth-telling occludes 
how “law is the concealment of the naked truth,” so that the Persians are 
forced, like Hesiod’s Muses, to tell lies like the truth (316). Egypt, Persia, and 
Scythia are too much themselves to understand anyone else, while Greece is 
so derivative as “to be at home in homelessness” (314).34 It is in this form of 
moderation that “Herodotean wisdom has its roots” (314).

Benardete remarks that Herodotus’s procedure is “to impose a pattern 
of right onto events and at the same time take the pattern apart in order 
to discover the nature of human things” (314). That Benardete’s account of 
Herodotus’s procedure is so similar to his account of Platonic writing in 
the preceding chapter goes some way toward showing that “at the heart of 
Greek moderation lies Greek poetry” (314). Their similarity would incline 
most readers to collapse Herodotus with Plato. But, to quote Rothstein again, 
Benardete “looks not for unity but for peculiarity.” That he could grasp this 
similarity and yet notice a subtle but fundamental difference suffices to show 
that he, too, embodied this moderation.35

34  At the center of Herodotus’s map, Greece keeps each of the earth’s three regions free from the 
influence of the others, and thus keeps each free to exert its undiluted influence on the Greeks. See 
Hdt. 4.36–42.
35  Cf. Benardete, Herodotean Inquiries, 130–31.
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Although the profundity of Martin Heidegger’s thought, and the breadth of 
his influence, can hardly be doubted, his reputation has been forever stained 
by his association with Nazism, manifested most egregiously by his having 
accepted from the Hitler regime the rectorship of the University of Freiburg 
in 1933, in which capacity he delivered a notorious inaugural address extol-
ling the “glory and greatness” of Germany’s “New Awakening.” Continuing 
to “stump” for Hitler later that year, he exhorted his audience not to let their 
“being” be governed by “rules and ideas,” but rather to recognize “the Führer 
alone” as “the present and future German reality and its law.”1

Following the Second World War one of Heidegger’s most serious stu-
dents, Karl Löwith, published essays in the journal Les Temps modernes 
uncovering and denouncing his former mentor’s link to Nazism. While Hei-
degger was prohibited by the Allies from teaching for some years after the 
war as part of the process of “denazification,” and he avoided any openly 
political statements, in 1953 he published a revised edition of lectures he had 
presented in 1935 under the title An Introduction to Metaphysics, in which he 

1  Richard Wolin, Heidegger’s Children: Hannah Arendt, Karl Löwith, Hans Jonas, and Herbert Mar-
cuse (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 48.
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had spoken of the “inner truth and greatness of National Socialism” (aris-
ing from its confrontation with the fundamental problem of “the encounter 
between global technology and modern man”). In the prefatory note to the 
1953 volume, which still included that remark, Heidegger stated that he had 
remedied any “oversights” and “rectified imprecisions” in the original text. 
In other words, Heidegger had renounced none of his admiration for the 
principles (such as they were) of Nazism, however much he may have felt 
disappointed at the Nazis’ failure to apply them correctly.2

Despite Löwith’s critique, and despite Heidegger’s reiterating his admi-
ration for the Nazi regime, his reputation was successfully whitewashed in 
the English-speaking world, for a time, by his one-time pupil (and lover), 
the German-born Jewish political theorist Hannah Arendt. After having 
condemned her mentor’s philosophy both in a Partisan Review essay and 
in correspondence with another of Heidegger’s pupils, Karl Jaspers, dur-
ing the years immediately following the war, Arendt abruptly changed her 
tune following a personal reunion in Germany in 1950. As Richard Wolin 
observes, she not only became the “reliable publicist and goodwill ambas-
sador” that Heidegger desperately needed, owing to his Nazi associations; she 
also served as his “de facto American literary agent,” supervising the transla-
tion and publication of his works in this country. Most importantly, however, 
in her contribution to an eightieth birthday Festschrift for her teacher, she 
now portrayed his philosophy as entirely unrelated to his lamentable politi-
cal activity, even claiming that he had practiced “spiritual resistance” to the 
Nazis in his lecture courses of the 1930s and denying that his rectoral address 
had been “an expression of Nazism.” Doubting that Heidegger even had “any 
clear notion of what Nazism was all about” at the time of his rectoral address, 
Arendt claimed that he ended his “political past” within some eight to ten 
months3 (having resigned from the rectorship shortly thereafter). In effect, 
Arendt portrayed her mentor as a naif who had absentmindedly strayed into 
a political world he knew nothing about, only to withdraw as soon as he dis-
covered his error. As Adam Kirsch put it in the New Yorker, Arendt then set 
the seal on Heidegger’s “absolution” in a birthday address on West German 
radio in which she dismissed Heidegger’s Nazism as an “escapade,” a mistake 

2  Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics, trans. Ralph Manheim (New York: Anchor Books, 
1961), “Prefatory Note” and 166. The significance of the prefatory note is pointed out by Leo Strauss, 
“Existentialism,” Interpretation 22, no. 3 (Spring 1995): 306.
3  Wolin, Heidegger’s Children, 49–51.
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that occurred only because the thinker naively “succumbed to the tempta-
tion…to ‘intervene’ in the world of human affairs.”4 

This image of Heidegger could not survive the publication of several 
books in the 1980s and 1990s, most notably biographical studies by Victor 
Farias and Hugo Ott, which showed that the German thinker’s association 
with the Nazi movement was both deeper and longer-lasting than Arendt 
had maintained.5 As Adam Kirsch summarized it in an essay on Arendt’s 
relationship to Heidegger in the New York Times, those studies demonstrated 
that Heidegger, far from a naive idealist, “was a committed National Socialist 
for many years, an admirer of Hitler who purged Jewish colleagues, presided 
over a book-burning and…continued to teach, publish and travel throughout 
the Nazi period.”6

Even more damning regarding the link between Heidegger’s thought 
and Nazism was the recent publication of several volumes of the philoso-
pher’s Black Notebooks (so-called because of their black oilcloth covering), 
composed between 1931 and 1941. Some 1,800 pages of the notebooks have 
appeared so far, with (as the translator of the volume under review observes) 
“many more to come” (vii).7 (There are a total of thirty-four notebooks, cov-
ering the years from 1931 to about 1969.) The significance that Heidegger 
attached to the notebooks even late in his life is indicated by the fact that he 
apparently revised them with a view to posthumous publication, and in the 
mid-1970s “presented them to the German Literary Archive in Marbach as 
part of his estate.”8 The notebooks, in the words of Harvard scholar Peter 
Gordon, reveal a thinker whose “anti-Semitism turns out to have been far 
more pronounced than one might have imagined.” In addition, they dem-
onstrate that Heidegger’s “disenchant[ment]” with the Nazi movement after 
1934 reflected only his disappointment that Nazism “had succumbed to the 

4  “The Jewish Question: Martin Heidegger,” New York Times Book Review, May 7, 2010. See also 
Alexander Duff, “Heidegger’s Ghosts,” The American Interest, February 25, 2016.
5  Farias, Heidegger and Nazism, ed. Joseph Margolis and Tom Rockmore (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1987); Ott, Martin Heidegger: A Political Life, trans. Allan Blunden (New York: Basic 
Books, 1993). 
6  Adam Kirsch, “Beware of Pity: Hannah Arendt and the Power of the Impersonal,” The New Yorker, 
January 12, 2009. 
7  All parenthetic page citations in the text refer to the text under review. As of 2017 Indiana Univer-
sity Press had published three volumes of the notebooks, covering the period 1931–41, under the title 
Ponderings, and translated by Richard Rojcewicz.
8  Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, “‘The Supreme Will of the People’: What Do Heidegger’s Black Notebooks 
Reveal?,” trans. Rodrigo Therezo, in Heidegger’s “Black Notebooks”: Responses to Anti-Semitism, ed. 
Andrew J. Mitchell and Peter Trawny (New York: Columbia University Press, 2017), 131.
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technological fate that afflicted the modern age overall”—not any revulsion 
at the Hitler regime’s unspeakably evil policies.9

Jean-Luc Nancy is an extensively published French “philosopher,” or 
philosophical thinker, whose work has been deeply influenced by, even preoc-
cupied with, Heidegger’s thought—though other reported influences on him 
include such twentieth-century “deconstructionist” (Heideggerian) French 
thinkers as Jacques Derrida and Georges Bataille, as well as classic philoso-
phers such as Descartes, Hegel, Kant, and Nietzsche. In his short monograph 
The Banality of Heidegger, as the translator puts it, Nancy addresses the 
problem of the anti-Semitism expressed in the Black Notebooks with the 
aim of steering between the claims “that Heidegger’s thought is untouched 
by the the [moral and political] faults of its author” and that “Heidegger’s 
political, moral, and intellectual compromises render his work worthless.” As 
the translator remarks, Nancy bases his analysis on the fact that “the Black 
Notebooks reveal that Heidegger was anti-Semitic, philosophically” (not just 
personally), and he dismisses “attempts to diminish” that fact by observing, 
for instance, that the anti-Semitism emerges in “only a few statements” out 
of the bulk of the Notebooks thus far published (xii, emphasis in original). 

But Nancy’s own assessment of the significance of that anti-Semitism is 
not easy to discern. The problem emerges in the opening sentences of The 
Banality of Heidegger, wherein he acknowledges having borrowed his title 
from the subtitle of Arendt’s highly controversial 1963 book Eichmann in 
Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil. Before beginning his treatment 
of Heidegger, Nancy expresses the wish that his title “not give rise” to the 
“surprising if not troubling” “misunderstandings” that Arendt’s subtitle 
“occasionally…provoked…as if it were a question of declaring that the evil 
represented by the Nazi camps was something banal and so did not deserve 
to be unreservedly opposed and denounced.” Far from using the term “banal-
ity” to denote “a relative indifference of evil,” Nancy maintains, Arendt meant 
thereby “to indicate the contrary: the extent to which it had been possible for 
the judgments and practices that converged in the extermination of five mil-
lion people to be made into a banality” (1–2).10 

It is true that Arendt, to the best of this reviewer’s knowledge, never denied 
the need or the justness of having resisted the evil represented by the death 

9  Gordon, “Heidegger in Black,” New York Review of Books, October 9, 2014. 
10  The more generally accepted estimate of the number of Jews exterminated by the Nazis, not count-
ing their other civilian victims, is six million. 
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camps “unreservedly.” Nor did she deny the justness of Adolf Eichmann’s exe-
cution (though she questioned whether the Israeli tribunal that condemned 
him, as opposed to some international court representing “humanity,” was 
the appropriate body to impose that penalty). On the other hand, her choice 
of the term “banal” to refer to the evil perpetrated by Eichmann and his part-
ners in crime certainly did have the effect, in many or most readers’ minds, of 
mitigating his personal responsibility for his misdeeds. So, too, did her claim 
that Eichmann, despite his major role in directing the “Final Solution,” was 
“neither perverted nor sadistic,” any more than “many” others, but rather 
“terribly and terrifyingly normal.”11 Indeed, in her postscript, Arendt, having 
summed up her explanation of what “predisposed” Eichmann “to become 
one of the greatest criminals of [his] period” by the term “thoughtlessness,” 
suggested that it was “‘banal’ and even funny” that even “with the best will 
in the world one cannot extract any diabolic or demonic profundity” from 
him, although his actions were “far from…commonplace.”12 Finally, Bettina 
Stangneth, in her study Eichmann before Jerusalem: The Unexamined Life of 
a Mass Murderer (first published in German four years before the original, 
French edition of Nancy’s book), demonstrates convincingly, especially in 
light of the notebooks that Eichmann compiled while in hiding in Argentina, 
the inadequacy of Arendt’s understanding of Eichmann’s psychology, his 
malevolence, and his ambitions.13

This is not the place to revisit the long debate over Arendt’s book. I have 
raised the foregoing issues only to highlight the oddity of Nancy’s choosing to 
title his book after hers, despite his acknowledgment of the controversiality of 
her claims, and of the fact that that choice has rendered Nancy himself liable 
to accusations “of wanting to minimize the importance of the anti-Semitic 
statements” contained in the Black Notebooks, when he assures readers that 
“the opposite is the case (as it was for Arendt)” (2). (The oddity is particularly 
pronounced in view of Arendt’s unsuccessful attempt, discussed above, to 
cleanse Heidegger of responsibility for his association with Nazism.) 

Nancy maintains that “the banality, in Heidegger’s case, is that of the 
doxa [opinion, doctrine] of anti-Semitism as it was circulating in Europe in 
the years 1920–40 and as it has reemerged in our day, particularly in France 

11  Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, revised and enlarged ed. 
(New York: Viking Books, 1965), 276.
12  Ibid., 287–88, emphasis added.
13  Stangneth, Eichmann before Jerusalem : The Unexamined Life of a Mass Murderer, trans. Ruth 
Martin (New York: Knopf, 2014).
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and Germany, in Greece, and a little everywhere” (2–3). In other words, the 
banality lay in Heidegger’s “introduc[ing] into philosophy” a mere popular 
prejudice—the racialist “anti-Semitic discourse that was very widespread 
in Europe since the beginning of the twentieth century”—against which 
one would have thought an individual who was “capable of critiquing [its] 
historical, anthropological, philosophical, and fantasmatic crudeness” to be 
immune. Such a critique might have arisen from “democratic or religious, 
Marxist or humanist convictions,” or simply from a “repulsion felt toward 
the inherent vulgarity inherent in racism,” such as “Nietzsche had very 
clearly detected,” especially since Heidegger himself elsewhere repudiates 
the “racial principle” on account of its “biological, naturalist, and therefore 
‘metaphysical’” ground (which destroys man’s uniqueness by reducing him 
to one among many natural beings) (3–4).

The present review of Nancy’s book is not based on any study of the Note-
books themselves, which I have not had the opportunity to read (other than in 
brief excerpts). Moreover, as will become evident, Nancy’s mode of explain-
ing the roots of Heidegger’s anti-Semitism will involve abstruse Heideggerian 
“metaphysical” arguments that I am sometimes at a loss to comprehend, 
much less explain. Nonetheless, I hope that this review will assist readers to 
better understand the issues raised by Heidegger’s anti-Semitic remarks in 
the Notebooks (as these have thus far become public), including their relation 
to the broader issue of how his anti-Semitism has been addressed by some of 
his more sympathetic followers. I emphasize that this review is in no sense 
intended as an overall interpretation of Heidegger’s philosophic teaching, let 
alone an attempt to dismiss its importance on political grounds.14

Nancy describes the problem represented by the Notebooks as one of 
understanding how Heidegger’s enterprise of uprooting, or “deconstructing,” 
the Western “metaphysical” tradition, with a view to generating a “second 
beginning” that would constitute “metaphysics—in an essentially new sense” 
(quoting the Notebooks from the period 1938–41)—could have “convoked” 
the “banal and unthinking” doctrine of anti-Semitism. Here he stresses Hei-
degger’s belief that the present “unfolding of the West, in its present state 
of ‘uprootedness,’ is rigorously improper…with respect to a new beginning, 
because this unfolding knows” only a barren “calculation and explanation.” 

14  For an excellent recent treatment of the implications of Heidegger’s philosophy for politics that 
acknowledges their problematic character but emphasizes the need to take it seriously, see Alexander 
Duff, Heidegger and Politics: The Ontology of Radical Discontent (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015). 
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Finding a new beginning presupposes the “complete disappearance of what 
characterizes the West in its ultimate condition: technical knowledge, the 
domination of the masses, calculation, and ‘machination’” (5–6).

At this point, late in 1941, Nancy then observes, a new “motif” comes to 
the fore in Heidegger’s thought, that of “Russianness.” Heidegger contrasts 
Russianness with the “technics and communism” that constitute “the Euro-
pean West” and prefigure its “self-annihilation.” “Russian authenticity” as 
Heidegger conceives it constitutes “a reverse side to communism” and its 
attendant “technics.” As of 1941 the Russian people represent “the only out-
line of a character capable of indicating a possibility for a new beginning,” 
albeit one “that perhaps still awaits a German people,” assuming that the lat-
ter could be “removed from…the ‘machinating’ condition” to which the Nazis 
led it (presumably referring to the regime’s reliance on advanced military 
technology), which had “betray[ed]” its capacity for initiating a beginning. 
Other peoples Heidegger names, “English, French, Italian, American, Japa-
nese,” are dismissed as wallowing in “insufficiencies” or “miseries” (8).

The foregoing observations, Nancy explains, provide “the necessary 
conditions for situating” Heidegger’s anti-Semitism. Just as the West’s “first 
beginning was the doing” of a particular people, the Greeks, “the complete 
destruction of the Greek beginning also brings with it its appropriate people,” 
namely, the Jews (9–10). In other words, before the Russians, or perhaps the 
de-machinated Germans, can initiate the new beginning, the way must 
somehow first be cleared by the Jews. Their task is “the uprooting of all beings 
from being” (9–10). 

Oddly, just after having quoted Heidegger’s account of that uprooting 
as the Jews’ “world-historical” task, Nancy warns against a supposed recent 
tendency to deny that terms like anti-Semitism may legitimately be used in 
the absence of moral condemnation. (Is such a warning really necessary or 
salutary?) “The obligation that we face today,” he explains, “belongs above 
all to analysis, not because we ought to forget moral judgment…but because 
up to now we have still not gone far enough in thinking the deep reasons 
for our condemnations.” That is, “Two-thirds of a century after the [Jews’] 
extermination we have not sufficiently confronted what has happened to us, 
to European humanity become fully global…in the movement of events that 
Heidegger designated as ‘the uprooting of every being,’” a phrase Nancy com-
pares to others used “after, at the same time as, and before” to describe those 
events such as “decline of the West,” “alienation,” and “one-dimensional 
man” (10–11, Nancy’s emphases). 
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Rejecting the position of those who would strike Heidegger “from the 
ranks of the philosophers on the grounds of his Nazism,”15 Nancy warns 
against the errors both of reducing Heidegger to being “simply a Nazi” and of 
maintaining “that the event of Nazism, of all the fascisms, and more broadly 
of the totalitarianisms and of democracy (which pretends that none of this 
applies to it), would not pose any philosophical problems (except as a vague call 
to ‘values’)” (11–12, Nancy’s emphasis). Here we must agree with Nancy that 
given the widely shared sense of cultural crisis before and after Heidegger’s 
time, merely appealing to “values” would hardly overcome the civilizational 
problem that Heidegger, in his way, sought to address—any more than such 
contentless appeals do today. Yet we wonder at Nancy’s seeming inclusion of 
democracy alongside various “fascisms” as somehow complicit in the debacle 
of the Holocaust. Nor are we sufficiently reassured in this regard by Nancy’s 
citation of a passage from the Notebooks dismissing “racial knowledge” as the 
“‘scientific’ foundation of the populo-politico world view,” which he reads as 
an expression of contempt for Nazi racial “science,” to demonstrate “exactly 
the inverse” of the claim “that Heidegger was simply a Nazi,” as opposed to a 
believer in an “‘archi-fascism’” or “a kind of hyperbolic revelation of a desti-
nal truth of being based on ‘a people.’” While Nancy maintains that it is this 
latter outlook, rather than the charge of “simple” Nazism, that “deserved to 
be scrutinized…dismantled, and repudiated” (13), we question whether this 
distinction amounts to more than verbal quibbling.

In the next section of his essay, Nancy pursues Heidegger’s account of 
the Jews as playing “a determining…role in the ‘uprooting of being,’” making 
them “the privileged actor in the decline of the West.” In Heidegger’s view (as 
Nancy summarizes it), “the Jewish people claims for itself a racial principle” 
stemming from a “‘domination of life by machination,’” which in turn leads 
towards “a complete ‘deracialization’ of a humanity reduced to the equal-
ity of all.” Here Nancy astutely points out two parallels between Heidegger’s 
position and Marx’s: first, the latter’s treatment of money (rather than the 
Jews) as a “‘general equivalent’ in which productive humanity is alienated 
and flattened down from its own proper existence”; second, Marx’s identifica-
tion of the proletariat as “a class destined to overturn class relations,” as the 
Jews (according to Heidegger) are “destined to annul the distinction between 

15  Nancy probably has in mind Emmanuel Faye’s contention that in view of the close connection of 
Heidegger’s teaching with Nazism, libraries should transfer his books from the philosophy section to 
“the historical archives of Nazism and Hitlerism” (Faye, Heidegger: The Introduction of Nazism into 
Philosophy in Light of the Unpublished Seminars of 1933–1935, trans. Michael B. Smith [New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2009], 319).
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races,” both groups lacking any positive “identity” of their own (14–15). In 
both cases “a new type of humanity” must arise “through which is accom-
plished the downfall of a humanity not only ‘all too human’ but above all too 
estranged (alienated?) from its proper destination” (16). 

The Jews, Nancy reminds us, must serve as the agent of the West’s inevi-
table end (18–19). The “anti-Semitic motif” on which Heidegger rests this 
identification is the Jews’ “aptitude for calculation, of traffic, and of shrewd-
ness” or “scheming” (20, 83n2). In other words, as is indicated by a quotation 
inserted in the Notebooks from “On the Jewish Question” that Nancy will 
cite further on (56), Heidegger fully accepts Marx’s reduction of Judaism to 
sheer materialistic egoism. Indeed, as Nancy proceeds to observe, Heidegger 
draws his broader characterization of the Jews “from the most banal, vulgar, 
trivial, and nasty discourse that had long been scattered throughout Europe 
and that had been propped up for some thirty years by the miserable pub-
lication The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” (a tsarist forgery depicting an 
ostensible Jewish plan for world domination) (23).

Since, as Nancy observes, the Protocols had been exposed as a fabrication 
as early as 1921, Heidegger’s tracking its claims, “without citing the text but 
also without demarcating himself from it, could not in 1940 be the result of 
chance.” He then offers the following justification for Heidegger’s act:

Heidegger knows very well what he is doing. He is collecting banal 
rubbish for the sake of higher ends. Which means that he also recog-
nizes a higher truth in anti-Semitism. A truth so much higher that it 
cannot even be published without being associated with the critiques 
of Nazism and of Christianity…that fill the text of [the Notebooks]. 
These latter therefore remain private and are held back from publi-
cation until far into the future [as Heidegger directed to be done].…
[Heidegger’s] scheme merits the support of the most widespread, hei-
nous, and narrow-minded vulgarity because this vulgarity says in its 
way the truth of Jewish-being…the perfectly identifiable entity and 
identity of the precipitation of the world into vulgarity. (24)

Here, the reviewer’s mind (and, he hopes, that of his reader) reels. 
The shocking character of this defense (if that is what it is) of Heidegger’s 
enterprise is hardly mitigated by the sequel, in which Nancy alludes to the 
“conjunction” during the first quarter of the twentieth century “between the 
themes of decline, of the masses, of democracy and the many forms of a will 
to be startled or shaken up, to regenerate and to eliminate the morbid factors 
of the West.” Heidegger chooses the Jews to be the instruments of the West’s 
self-destruction because of their supposed lack of “positive history,” and their 
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“lack of everything that allows for the opening to beyng16 (soil, destiny, deci-
sion, people)” (25). In other words, as the popular prejudice goes, they are 
rootless cosmopolitans. 

In his next section, Nancy asks why Heidegger failed to “investigat[e]…
the reasons and the provenance of anti-Semitism,” rather than accept-
ing “as a given of the Western destiny” the “banality” embodied in the 
“hateful” and “grotesque…Protocols.” However, Nancy adds that there 
are “grounds for asking…how it happens that the very broad modern 
consensus—Americano-Bolshevik, techno-democratic, and in particular 
Anglo-French-European—includes within itself” as “a leading agent, this 
Jewish element on which all the others have been so eager for so long to cast 
their opprobrium” (27–28).17 Whatever that might mean, Nancy seems to 
cloud his condemnation by associating the hatred of Jews with the alleged 
phenomenon—popularized in a 1930 book by the German-Jewish writer 
Theodor Lessing—of “Jewish self-hatred,” which he suggests Heidegger 
should have seen as connected with “hatred of the Jews” (by others) (28). 
(Subsequently Nancy will suggest that Heidegger’s anti-Semitism reflected 
“the self-detestation that has never ceased to characterize the West” itself 
since Roman times [39].) Is Nancy intimating that the Jews themselves some-
how share responsibility for the hatred that others bear towards them?18 In 
any event, he concludes the chapter—apparently speaking on Heidegger’s 
behalf—by describing the Jew as “the oldest figure of a self-destruction of 
the West” (30).

Without explaining that claim, Nancy proceeds to observe that Hei-
degger “gives no attention to the long provenance of anti-Semitism” because 

16  Beyng is a translation of the German word Seyn, the older spelling of the word Sein (Being), which 
Heidegger uses to distinguish the “originary sense” of Being that he is concerned with from the meta-
physical sense of Being as “beingness” (Seiendheit). See Bret W. Davis, review of Engaging Heidegger, 
by Richard Capobianco, Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews, September 9, 2010.
17  Note the curious phrase “Americano-Bolshevik,” reflecting Nancy’s apparent acceptance of the 
abstract, ostensibly suprapolitical perspective from which Heidegger viewed the world—exemplified 
by the latter’s notorious 1949 remark in a Bremen lecture equating Hitler’s death camps with modern 
(American) mechanized agriculture (Farias, Heidegger and Nazism, 287; for a fuller treatment of 
the circumstances of the remark—deleted from an initial published version of the lecture but then 
restored to the final, official edition of Heidegger’s writings—and the moral obtuseness it exemplified, 
see the exchange between Bruce Heinly and Peter E. Gordon, “Heidegger and the Gas Chambers,” 
New York Review of Books, December 4, 2014). Similarly, at 40–41 Nancy will attribute Heidegger’s 
silence on the Jews’ extermination to his belief in their connection to the supposedly deeper problem 
of “technics” and “machination.” (See the following note.)
18  That Heidegger himself explicitly engaged in such a process of “blaming the victims” in the Note-
books is pointed out by Gordon in “Heidegger and the Gas Chambers.”
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he “never burdens himself with the questions of a historian,” instead view-
ing history as “a single and continuous process in which what comes about 
are only the successive aggravations of the metaphysics of beings” (that is, as 
distinguished from “being” as such).19 Only “the properly modern regime 
of science and technics” seems to represent “a truly important change” for 
Heidegger, even though it too was guided by the “erosion of the meaning of 
beyng” that “began with Plato” and was then intensified by the Jewish unleash-
ing of “Platonism” (32–33). (Heidegger presumably had in mind Nietzsche’s 
representation of Christianity as “Platonism for the people.”)20 Inscrutably, 
Nancy then suggests that the “philosophical weight” of Heidegger’s concept 
of “beginning” “ultimately prevents consideration of any development, any 
history” as “a succession of events” or of the notion that Heidegger would 
have “designate[d] in a philosophical manner the decidedly untenable char-
acter of the progressive models that had governed the thought of history from 
Kant to Marx” (those models may well have proved untenable, but how can 
that justify ignoring the facts regarding the origins of anti-Semitism?). He 
concludes that we must therefore “welcome the rupture that Heidegger intro-
duced in relation to history” (33). 

Observing that anti-Semitism “appears early in the history of Chris-
tianity,” Nancy asserts that that religion imposes on the Jew whatever it 
experiences as “disquiet” whenever it “reworks…its own identity,” as “in the 
Crusades, in scholasticism, in the Reform,” adding that “Heidegger is not 
in the least bit interested” in the “Zionism” (Nancy’s quotation marks) that 
ultimately arises in reaction to the use of the Protocols (35). And when “Hei-
degger critiques the ‘ambiguity’…of a Christianity” that alternates between 
world-affirmation and “the hope of the beyond,” he seems unaware that 
“Judaism does not lend itself to this ambiguity.” Nor does he discern how the 
“‘non-apologetic’ Christianity” exemplified by Augustine and Kierkegaard 
“can be indebted to Judaism for something that cannot be simply reduced to 
the Western scheming of reason and calculation” (35–36).

19  Heidegger’s lack of interest in the empirical study of history (as opposed to the history of beyng) 
contrasts with Leo Strauss’s frequent references in his classes, as well as some of his published works, 
to the writings of leading political/diplomatic historians such as Macaulay and Churchill, along with 
the admiration he expressed for the accomplishments of the great statesmen that they portrayed. This 
difference reflects the belief of Strauss, in contrast with Heidegger, that the political standpoint, rather 
than one outside it, is the proper beginning point for philosophy. See Richard Velkley, Heidegger, 
Strauss, and the Premises of Philosophy: On Original Forgetting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2011), 70–79, 156–63.
20  Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage Books, 1966), 
Preface, 3.
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Nancy elaborates the connection between anti-Semitism and Western 
self-hatred as rooted in our (supposed) dislike for “technics,” “money,” “com-
merce,” and “rationality” (all commonly associated with the Jews), despite (he 
implies) our dependence on them. The Heidegger of the Notebooks led our 
need to remake our “selves” astray, however, “into a kind of Self that is the 
enemy of every other” (39–40). Nancy adds, puzzlingly, that Heidegger must 
have chosen to conceal his anti-Semitism in his “public texts,” as distinguished 
from the Notebooks, “for fear of the Nazis whose anti-Semitism he was at 
the same time challenging and confirming even while coupling it with anti-
Nazism”—citing no evidence of this supposed challenge. Tellingly, however, 
he explains Heidegger’s postwar silence “on the extermination of the Jews,” in 
response to the “friendly but pressing questions of [Karl] Jaspers,” by remark-
ing that “to the end” he must have “considered the extermination camps as 
inscribed in [humanity’s] ‘destination,’” in that “the horror of the camps is the 
extreme destinal point of technics,” and “there is no need even to mention who 
the victims of the camps are,” since “technics, machination, and the Jews are 
intimately linked” (Nancy’s emphasis). Here, Nancy does seem to condemn 
Heidegger for “exploit[ing] the banality of anti-Semitism,” a “heinous stupid-
ity” reflecting the popular need to make the Jews a “scapegoat,” although he 
adds that the German thinker thereby left an important “place…for a decisive 
element in the metaphysics of beings: the presupposition of the initial, of the 
foundation and the origin, of the authentic and the proper” (40–41). 

The present reviewer confesses himself incapable of “deconstructing” 
these conclusions. I limit myself to citing the penultimate paragraph of this 
section of Nancy’s book, wherein he disclaims any “intention here of refuting 
Heidegger,” as opposed to simply “designating clearly the way in which he 
let himself be carried away and stupefied in the worst of heinous banalities,” 
his knowledge of the “trap” contained within “the rage for the initial” being 
“occlud[ed]” by “the old rancor of the West against itself,” to which, Nancy 
seems to hold, he himself ultimately succumbed (43). 

Nancy suggests that “the entire West was from its origins infected 
with rancor against itself precisely to the extent that it promised itself…a 
completion and fulfillment—of nature, of man, of the polity, of justice, of 
knowledge.” (Does he mean that the rancor resulted from our exaggerated 
hopes for such fulfillment? Did all or most of the West’s inhabitants, let alone 
the most thoughtful among them, harbor such hopes for earthly existence, 
or live lives of “rancor” because they weren’t fulfilled?) He then compares 
Heidegger’s description of Western civilization as now “endowed with an 
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unheard-of violence that places it in a position to destroy itself” to concerns 
previously expressed by Freud, but adds that “Heidegger simultaneously 
dreads and wishes for this destruction,” since it is the precondition of a “new 
beginning” of history, albeit one that could not be expected to arise until 
“2300 at the earliest” (44–45). 

Here we may be stimulated to think of Machiavelli’s estimate of the 
lifespan of a religion as ranging from 1,666 to 3,000 years, suggesting the 
possibiity of a new worldview that might replace the Christian one as soon 
as a century and a half after he wrote.21 Heidegger’s view that Western meta-
physics “find[s] its completion in the predatory animal and the wild beast” 
similarly brings to mind Hobbes’s account of “natural” man, although for 
Hobbes the purpose of government is precisely to tame such wildness. Is 
Heidegger’s project of renewal really a response to a peculiarly modern line 
of philosophic development—including the promised but never-achieved 
“fulfillment” of complete justice encouraged by the late eighteenth- and nine-
teenth-century thinkers who radicalized those philosophers’ revolutionary 
project22—rather than to “Western metaphysics” as such? Similarly, is Hei-
degger’s identification of the origin of “technics” in Judaism and Platonism 
at all historically accurate? (Recall Nancy’s account of his lack of interest in 
“the questions of a historian.”) And may not Heidegger’s project constitute a 
radicalization rather than correction of the “progressive” hopes that he found 
to be philosophically “untenable”?23

While in later writings Heidegger would reflect on what he regarded 
as “the essential ‘withdrawal’ of being” from the world, in 1937–41 (Nancy 
observes) he is preoccupied with “relentlessly affirming the necessity of once 
again ‘founding the truth of being on the basis of being itself ’” (quoting from 
the Notebooks). That “affirmation” entails “the inevitable destruction of all 
History…by the weight of metaphysics,” to which Nancy inscrutably explains 
“the metaphysical…constitution of world Jewry contributes.” “The beginning 

21  Discourses on Livy, II.5. Cf. the discussion of the problem of introducing “new modes and orders” 
in The Prince, chap. 6, as well as the proposed conquest of “Fortune” in chap. 25; also Discourses III.1 
regarding the need, if one wishes to preserve a “sect” or “republic,” to “draw it back often toward its 
beginning” (trans. Harvey C. Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1996], 209).
22  Cf. Bernard Yack, The Longing for Total Revolution: Philosophic Sources of Social Discontent from 
Rousseau to Marx and Nietzsche (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986).
23  On Heidegger’s clinging to “the German metaphysical approach to history as a meaningful 
process,” in contrast to Strauss’s rejection of that approach, see Velkley, Heidegger, Strauss, and the 
Premises of Philosophy, 156.
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of the Other” (as distinguished from the past?) will generate a “distress,” Hei-
degger forecasts, in which (according to Nancy) “we cannot fail to recognize 
ourselves,” “seventy-five years and so many catastrophes later” (45–46).

But what connection does that distress have to the Jews? “Starting before 
1940,” Nancy observes, Heidegger provided an “impetus…that would even-
tually open up paths other than those of the progressive humanisms,” paths 
pursued by such French thinkers as Sartre, Levinas, Foucault, Derrida, Lacan, 
and Lyotard, none of whom shared his anti-Semitism. Indeed, “it was by way 
of Heidegger, although despite him,” as well as thanks to a number of his Jew-
ish contemporaries such as “Cohen, Buber, Benjamin, and Rosenzweig,” that 
Heidegger’s bringing to light of “a motif of alterity…in the tradition that had 
thought itself to be Greek…took on importance.” Even though Heidegger’s 
“obsession with the beginning…led him into the worst and most atrocious 
of the vulgarities of a hatred of self—of the other-in-the-self” (the Jews?), 
he also possessed “some sense of a completely different way, less a way of 
‘thinking’ than of bearing or of conduct,” one that “turns away from found-
ing-destroying rage and from rancor.” Nancy finds evidence of that sense in 
Heidegger’s reference to “grace or fatality” as man’s “highest possibility,” in a 
context where he “evokes grace in relation to the Greek charis,” being aware 
that charis translates a Hebrew noun, as used in Genesis 6:8, where Noah is 
said to have found grace in God’s eyes (47–48). 

As Nancy recounts Heidegger’s view (in a way, I note, that recalls the 
outlook of Martin Luther), the receipt of grace is not something that one 
could seek or foresee. But while Heidegger “held himself until the end in an 
interrogative suspense,” Nancy adds obscurely, he was “in truth always very 
certain of what he had named ‘being.’” This self-assurance “opened up” not 
only “an ineluctable resource of thought,” but also “the miserable precipitation 
into the most sordid sacrificial violence.” In this context Nancy quotes from 
Heidegger’s “Anaximander Fragment,” to the effect that “in order to assure 
the success of one being among beings it is necessary that sacrifices like those 
in a war be accomplished.” Lapsing once more into obscurity, Nancy explains 
that what Heidegger proclaims “being” to demand “is a sacrifice incommen-
surate with any blood sacrifice—which means not that it excludes this but 
that it includes it and carries it to an incommensurable height” (49–50).

Nancy then links this call for “the sacrifice of a people” explicitly to Hei-
degger’s wish to destroy “the groundlessness that is proper to Jewry,” which 
he may have envisioned as the outcome of Judaism’s “simultaneous combat” 
against Nazism “and against itself,” in the form of the struggle between 
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“Bolshevik” and “capitalist Jewry” (50, Nancy’s emphasis). (As if either the 
Soviet Union or the Western allies were led by Jews!)24 Only because the Jews’ 
destruction would engender “the self-destruction of the West,” and thus “the 
victory of History over the historyless,” Nancy explains, can one understand 
Heidegger’s “stubborn silence” on the death camps, extending the silence he 
had observed since Kristallnacht. But then, according to excerpts that have 
been “divulged” from the later Notebooks, “Heidegger wanted to consider all 
of Germany as a ‘concentration camp,’ because it had handed its fate over” to 
the Nazis’ “sorry ‘world view,’” based on “racism and technical calculating 
machination” (51).

On all this, Nancy avows himself “speechless” (51). He rightly questions 
(citing Derrida) whether Heidegger’s “displacement of ‘biological’ racism into 
a metaphysics of the races [based on culture rather than biology]…displace[s] 
much at all” (52). In other words, he wonders whether it elevates Heidegger’s 
anti-Semitism philosophically over the eugenic doctrine of the Nazis that he 
scorned for its specious scientism. Yet Nancy immediately insists, for reasons 
that seem recondite, that the former “is more serious, without any doubt,” 

24  Of course there had been several persons of Jewish descent among the original Bolsheviks, most 
notably Leon Trotsky—just as there were numerous prominent Jewish “capitalists” in America. But 
by the mid-1930s it should have become clear that the thoroughly anti-Semitic Stalin, not the Jews, 
was in control of the Soviet Union; the dictator was soon to liquidate his potential Jewish “rivals.” 
(On Stalin’s lifelong “malice toward the Jews,” inherited from his father, despite his willingness to 
make use of them when they suited his needs, see Edvard Radzinsky, Stalin, trans. H. T. Willetts [New 
York: Doubleday, 1996], 25–27, 55, 531–32, 551, 557, 559–61; Simon Sebag Montefiore, Stalin: The 
Court of the Red Tsar [New York: Vintage Books, 2005], 547.) Meantime, Franklin Roosevelt, despite 
his reliance on Jewish advisers like Felix Frankfurter, was far more their director than their instru-
ment, while Congress, as exhibited by its refusal beginning later in the 1930s to raise immigration 
quotas to accommodate Jewish refugees, was far from being dominated by philo-Semites: see David 
Wyman, The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the Holocaust, 1941–1945 (New York: Pantheon, 
1984), 55–57, on the failure even of congressional liberals to press for assistance to persecuted Jews, 
while the combined southern Democrat / conservative Republican congressional majority blocked 
the President’s 1942 request for authority to suspend obstructive immigration laws, despite public 
revelation of the Nazis’ ongoing project of Jewish annihilation. Meanwhile, the State Department went 
to great lengths to “shut the doors” to Jewish refugees during the war, fearing (along with the British 
Foreign Office) as late as mid-1944 “that Hitler might confront the Allies with an exodus of Jews” 
(Wyman, Abandonment of the Jews, 126–27, 331). And Roosevelt himself, as late as the 1943 Casa-
blanca conference, sought to limit the number of “Jewish professionals” allowed into North Africa, so 
as to avoid generating the sort of “understandable complaints” that the German people had expressed 
prior to the war regarding the Jews’ supposedly disproportionate share of professional positions in 
thir country (Abandonment of the Jews, 313).
 Heidegger’s view of power relations in America would indeed have found a ready audience among 
individuals like the capitalist/political crank Henry Ford, who attributed his loss in the 1918 Michigan 
senatorial election to an influential “gang of Jews” whom he accused of funding his opponent as part 
of their “general conspiracy to gain control of the Senate and the country” (Paula Baker, Curbing 
Campaign Cash: Henry Ford, Truman Newberry, and the Politics of Progressive Reform [Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2012], 114).
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citing as his only evidence a remark in which Heidegger asserts that those 
“who now speak ‘on’ race and on belonging to the soil” (the Nazi theorists) 
thereby show “that fundamentally they are neither of a race nor of a soil” 
(50). Nancy concludes this chapter by observing that in Heidegger’s view, “the 
West has passed through a series of episodes across which the veiling of what 
was initially unveiled [‘the truth of beyng’] has only intensified,” and that the 
process of veiling required as an “agent” a “metaphysical” race (presumably 
the Jews) whose identity is suddenly “revealed” in a way that “signal[s] the 
urgency and imminence of clarity” (51–52). The notion that the revelation 
of truth required as its prerequisite the destruction of the people that pre-
pared for its discovery seems comprehensible (if at all), I observe, only on the 
basis of a Hegelian understanding of history, according to which the truth 
becomes accessible only upon the completion of the historical process. But 
wasn’t Heidegger supposed to have unmasked and rejected all such “progres-
sive” metaphysical doctrines? (See note 23 above.)

In the concluding section of his original text, Nancy repeats the theme 
of Heidegger’s quest for a “new beginning that would be simultaneously in 
the image and in the place of the other beginning that Christianity wanted to 
constitute.” “At the same time,” he adds, “the rejection or exclusion of the Jews 
by Christians aims to reject and exclude something that could complicate 
or even disturb the strict Christian initiality.” In European history, Nancy 
maintains, anti-Semitism has answered “the need for justifications…of mod-
ern, capitalist, technical, entrepreneurial, and controlled society.” Therein, he 
asserts, lies its “banality.” In this context he notes how Heidegger’s view of 
Judaism corresponds to the conclusion of Marx’s “On the Jewish Question,” 
according to which Christianity, having originated in Judaism, “has now been 
dissolved back into Judaism,” that is, “self-interest, practical need, egoism” 
(56–57). In sum, Heidegger, despite his renunciation of “Bolshevism,” shares 
with Marx the claim that the Jews, through their single-minded pursuit of 
material gain, are ultimately responsible for the decay of Western civilization 
—but thereby prepare the way, through its destruction (which for Heidegger 
will include the physical destruction of the Jews themselves), for the future 
redemption of humanity. 

At this point Nancy identifies the essence of “the banality of evil” by 
citing a passage from the “Author’s Note” to Joseph Conrad’s Under West-
ern Eyes concerning “the strange conviction that a fundamental change 
of hearts must follow the downfall of any given human institutions” that 
apparently inspired Arendt’s use of the term (57, 90n). Heidegger himself in 
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the Notebooks “stigmatizes ‘machinations’ that are only ‘apparently revolu-
tionary,’” according to Nancy, because they failed to “rise to the level of the 
other beginning” (57)—that is, one that transcended institutional changes or 
military victories?25 

It is unclear which beginning Nancy is referring to here. However, when 
he adds that the banality in question “corresponds to a ‘mass’ society equipped 
with ever greater means of communicating and diffusing messages capable 
of provoking indignation and condemnation, along with the expectation of 
a prompt advent of forgotten authenticity,” and observes that Heidegger sim-
ply transcribed the substance of anti-Semitic street banners into his notes, 
he is obviously holding the philosopher at fault. Nonetheless, while asking 
how “a thinking that felt so intensely the heaviness of a morbid civilization 
could…find nothing but to add to [its] anguish the imprecations formed by 
an age-old [anti-Semitic?] conscience,” Nancy diffuses the blame by saying 
that the question is addressed not only to Heidegger, but “to all of us.”26 It is 
not enough, Nancy explains, “to condemn the ignominy of anti-Semitism”; 
we must “interven[e] at the very heart of our culture” to uncover the roots of 
“the extreme violence with which we immolate peoples, as well as social cat-
egories, classes, [and] strata.” We must not only “look with stupefaction upon 
a history that appears to us to race toward its own ruin,” but “break with 
the model that this history has given itself…of progress in a conquest of the 
world by man, and of man by his own exponential finalities.” Indeed, Nancy 
concludes, “we must learn to exist without being and without destination, to 
claim to begin or rebegin nothing—and also not to conclude” (58–59).

25  I note that the Conrad citation hardly seems to fit Eichmann in that the “banality” that (by Con-
rad’s account) troubled him in “sympathetically” depicting his tormented revolutionary character 
Razumov is precisely the “futility” of the “Utopian revolutionism” expressed in Nancy’s quotation, 
exemplifying the way that “the ferocity and imbecility of an autocratic rule rejecting all legality” and 
“basing itself on complete moral anarchism” in late-tsarist Russia necessarily provoked the “no less 
imbecile and atrocious answer of a purely Utopian revolutionism encompassing destruction by the 
first means to hand” (Under Western Eyes, Malay edition [New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1928], ix–x). 
How could any such rationale possibly apply to Eichmann’s unspeakably evil deeds, justify “sym-
pathy” for their perpetrator, or reduce them to the level of mere banality? (As regards the passage’s 
possible applicability to Heidegger’s late thought, see below regarding his Der Spiegel interview.)
26  Heidegger pioneered the strategy of diverting blame from the Nazis not only by equating Hitler’s 
death camps with mechanized agriculture but by contending, in the wake of the Nuremberg trial of 
Nazi war criminals, that the “thoughtlessness” displayed there by the Western allies “exceed[ed] by 
many thousand degrees the irresponsible, dreadful trade with which Hitler raged around Europe” 
(quoted by Charles Bambach, review of Heidegger’s “Black Notebooks,” ed. Mitchell and Peter Trawny, 
Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews, February 19, 2018).
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I must leave it to Nancy’s readers to puzzle out this apparent recipe for 
pure passivity—reminiscent of Heidegger’s remark in his celebrated late 
(1966) Der Spiegel interview (posthumously published in 1976), that we could 
be “saved” from the “planet-wide movement of modern technicity” only by 
“some god,” for whose possible appearance we could possibly do no more 
than “prepare” ourselves in our “thinking and poetizing.”27 However, in more 
practical terms, the bearing of Nancy’s (non-?) conclusion on the question 
of Heidegger’s guilt for succumbing to crude anti-Semitic prejudice seems 
to parallel Machiavelli’s and Montaigne’s implied critique of the church’s 
doctrine of original sin: if all of “us” are guilty, then how can anyone, or any 
particular deeds, be truly blameworthy as “evil”?28 If all of us are equally sin-
ners, then nobody is really a sinner, and the most terrible tyrants, criminals, 
and terrorists go unpunished and uncondemned.

Heidegger would doubtless agree that the greatest evils with which the 
contemporary world is threatened are the ultimate outcome of the modern 
project of conquering nature, rather than regaining a harmony with being. 
But one may question (as Leo Strauss did) whether that project is some-
thing that grows directly or inevitably out of classical Greek philosophy, 
rather than deriving from a modern rebellion rooted in “antitheological 
ire,” provoked both by the political problem engendered by Christianity 
and by the obscuring of the proper meaning of philosophy that Christian 
theology had engendered.29

In a Coda Nancy condemns the various attempts that others have made 
to separate Heidegger from “the infamy attached to anti-Semitism,” all of 
which “rely on interpretative ruses…and a refusal to read.” But he reiterates 
that both the “Nazi enterprise” and Heidegger’s endeavor to “exceed” it were 
“born from an exigency felt throughout the culture of the West.” He adds, 
mysteriously, that “we are henceforth in charge not only of the destructive 
and self-destructive horror, but of everything that indulges in beginnings and 

27  “Only a God Can Save Us,” trans. W. Richardson, in Heidegger: The Man and the Thinker, ed. T. 
Sheehan (Chicago: Precedent, 1981), 45–67.
28  See particularly Montaigne, Essays, trans. Donald Frame (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1957), II.2.244–45 and III.2; also Machiavelli, Discourses on Livy, III.1.211–12 on how the monas-
tics’ teaching “that it is evil to say evil of evil” helped to preserve and even promote the church’s 
corruption.
29  On “antitheological ire,” see Strauss, “What Is Political Philosophy?,” in What Is Political Philoso-
phy? and Other Studies (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1959), 44. On Strauss’s interpretation of early modern 
philosophy as an attempt to secure philosophy’s independence from the nomos of revealed religion, 
only to subject it to the nomos of “the practical, progressive, humanitarian project of Enlightenment,” 
see Velkley, Heidegger, Strauss, and the Premises of Philosophy, 159.
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ends.” The modern crisis arose because “the thought of arrival…did not man-
age to pull itself away from the desire for foundation, for inauguration, and 
for schematic programming.” “The most constant modern thought…Heideg-
gerian or otherwise” preserved the goal of “auto-foundation,” a concept that 
underlies both anti-Semitism and the “anti-Christianism” that Nancy finds 
to pervade the Black Notebooks, even as it draws from Christian doctrine 
“the pretention to a proper foundation that rejects its Jewish provenance—its 
provenance in errancy and wandering” (61–62). The present reviewer finds 
this account of Judaism mystifying.

The last part of Nancy’s book is a Supplement addressing an excerpt 
from the Notebooks from 1942–48 that had appeared after the rest of the 
book was completed. The three-paragraph excerpt addresses the question 
of why Christianity failed to exercise its capacity of “resisting the decline of 
the West.” Heidegger’s explanation, directed at Jaspers, criticizes those who 
“cit[e] passages from Paul’s letters and thus leav[e] out everything that could 
demand the univocality of what is Christian.” Christianity lost its vigor or 
power of “originarity” according to Heidegger through its “intensification 
both in the religion of salvation and in a collusion with metaphysics and the 
culture of the West” (64–65). In consequence, “the confrontation between 
metaphysical, racial, dominating, and calculating wills—namely, the Nazis 
and the Jews, but also Jewish Americans or democrats, or Jewish Bolshe-
viks—engulfs the opening of being,” in a manner that others might deem 
“ ‘world peace’ ” (66). Jaspers’s error in Heidegger’s eyes lay in his “degrading” 
Christianity into “ ‘moralism’ ” (68).

Nancy then locates the “banality” of Heidegger’s anti-Semitism in its 
incorporation of “hateful, racist denunciation” inherited from the historic 
Christian denunciation of the Jew as mere “calculation, machination, the will 
to domination” (owing to his failure to accept Christianity’s “new origin”) “at 
a time when the Christian and post-Christian world has begun to tear itself 
apart.” Anti-Semitism, Nancy judges, offered Heidegger “suitable material for 
explaining the Western catastrophe”—leading him to “reduc[e] metaphysics 
to the biologizing racism of those same Nazis” whose “thoughtlessness” he 
elsewhere reproaches (71).

While Heidegger “made no effort,” Nancy observes, “to reconsider” his 
anti-Semitism, he displays an “embarrassment” with regard to Christianity 
in the Notebooks, explaining that he cannot be a Christian since he can-
not possess “grace” “as long as thought remains a demand for my path.” 
While Heidegger may have “confusedly shared” the impulse of thinkers like 
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Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, and Bonhoeffer to the “self-deconstruction” of Chris-
tianity, Nancy concludes, he remained mired in a “sordid anti-Semitism” as 
well as “anti-Christianism” (72–73).

What, then, in the end, makes Heidegger’s anti-Semitism “banal” for 
Nancy? Apparently, the key is its vulgarity or crudity: its reliance on unex-
amined popular prejudices such as those to which the Protocols appealed, 
in place (I observe) of any serious consideration of, or confrontation with, 
authentic Jewish texts, beginning with the Hebrew Bible and continuing 
through the centuries of rabbinic commentary and legal interpretation. Had 
Heidegger shown a modicum of interest in what Nancy terms “the questions 
of a historian,” that is, questions of empirical fact, as opposed to a purely 
“metaphysical” history, he could easily have discovered that the association 
of the Jews with commerce, banking, and “calculation,” despite its trumpet-
ing by the ideologue Marx, was not something inherent in their religion, but 
instead the result of their being excluded, in most lands of the Diaspora, from 
noncommercial occupations (landowning, law, the military, government ser-
vice, etc.), combined with the fact that lending money at interest was officially 
forbidden to Christians and Muslims. The ability that the Jews developed to 
prosper in commerce and banking of course made them vulnerable targets 
for sovereigns in need of immediate sources of funds (through confiscation),30 
as well as (for instance, under the tsars) means of diverting popular resent-
ment at governmental oppression or other sources of suffering by blaming the 
Jews for their miseries—a practice that has recently undergone an alarming 
revival in Europe, following its earlier resumption in the Middle East. (With 
the establishment of the state of Israel, the Jews showed themselves quite 
capable of deep attachment to, and determination to maintain and defend, a 
particular homeland that Heidegger represented as the essential attribute of a 
“historical” people. But then, we recall Nancy’s attestation of Heidegger’s lack 
of interest in Zionism.)

Heidegger’ disregard of both Jewish texts and Jewish history, we might 
judge, was a purely intellectual fault—albeit inexcusable in a philosopher 
who chose to hurl condemnations at a people he knew nothing about. Per-
haps his repetition of crude popular prejudices derived from his provincial 
and originally Christian background fall into the same category. But can the 

30  See Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, 22.20; and, on the contrast between Montesquieu’s praise 
of the commercial regime exemplified by Tyre (20.5) and the Hebrew prophets’ condemnation of it for 
the sinfulness that accompanies commerce, Thomas L. Pangle, The Theological Basis of Liberal Moder-
nity in Montesquieu’s “Spirit of the Laws” (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 113.
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same be said of his postwar dismissal of the significance of the death camps, 
and his unrepentant repetition of praise for Nazism’s “inner truth and great-
ness”? Is the evil character of these remarks, along with Heidegger’s decision 
to have the (revised) Black Notebooks published after his death, sufficiently 
indicated by terming them “banal”—any more than Eichmann’s deeds can 
be so explained? I think not.

All this is not, of course, to deny the vast gap between Heidegger’s achieve-
ment as a philosopher—the destruktion of an encrusted or “sedimented” 
philosophic tradition that Leo Strauss attested paved the way for his own 
resuscitation of classical philosophy in its original form31—and the utterly 
contemptible deeds of Eichmann. Nor is it to deny the magnitude of the prob-
lem of the potential obliteration of our distinctively human life by the reign of 
“technics”—a danger that concerned Strauss (and Heidegger’s onetime pupil 
Hans Jonas) no less than it did Heidegger.32 But to soften our moral condem-
nation of Heidegger’s crude anti-Semitism and his unrepentant apologetics 
for Nazism by claiming, as Nancy does, that the blame belongs to “all of us” 
is simply inexcusable. 

As Alexander Duff (among others) has documented, we are still reap-
ing the whirlwind of Heidegger’s (indirect but powerful) political influence 
today, through its appeal to “virtually every variety of particularist opponent 
of Western universalism,” from the intellectual progenitors of the Iranian 
revolution to Vladimir Putin’s guru Aleksanadr Dugin to the proponents of 
so-called liberation theology in Latin America. In the face of this challenge, 
Duff rightly recommends that liberalism’s defenders “acknowledge the gen-
uine, practical limits to universalism by drawing from the rich tradition” of 

31  Leo Strauss and Jacob Klein, “A Giving of Accounts,” The College (St. John’s College) 22, no. 1 
(April 1970): 1–5. In this exchange between old friends, Klein describes Heidegger as “the very great 
thinker of our time, although his moral qualities do not match his intellectual ones,” while Strauss 
more straightforwardly describes Heidegger’s moral teaching, founded on the virtue of “resolution,” 
as intolerable, and remarks that there is “a straight line which leads from Heidegger’s resoluteness to 
his siding with the so-called Nazis in 1933.”
32  See Strauss’s warning of the threat to humanity posed by the “universal and homogeneous state” 
espoused by the Hegelian-Marxist thinker Alexandre Kojève, in “Restatement on Xenophon’s Hiero,” 
in On Tyranny, rev. ed., ed. Victor Gourevitch and Michael S. Roth (New York: Free Press, 1991), 
177–212, esp. 207–12; also Jonas, The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of an Ethics for the Techno-
logical Age (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). 
 On the “promise” of creating “designer swine” to “serve as spare-parts factories for our ailing, aging 
bodies,” generating the possibility of creating “mixed chimera”—all out of the most benign, humani-
tarian intentions, along with modern scientists’ inveterate, Baconian quest for the sort of knowledge 
that empowers us to conquer nature—see Tom Clynes, “Sacrificial Ham: Thanks to Genetically Engi-
neered Pigs, the Shortage of Organs for Transplantation Could Soon Be a Thing of the Past,” New York 
Times Magazine, November 18, 2018, 53–55.
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their doctrine’s most profound, and therefore moderate, proponents, such 
as Montesquieu and Tocqueville, as well as “from the deep wells of classi-
cal political rationalism that long predate liberalism,” while still insisting 
on “the dignity that derives from our common human nature.”33 It also 
entails, I would add, appreciating that the liberal tradition exemplified by 
the American constitutional regime is not reducible, as Nancy (following 
Heidegger) would have it, to a supposed “Americano-Bolshevik” material-
istic/ technological “consensus”—rather than embodying elements drawn 
from the biblical, classical, and English common-law traditions, as well as 
the noble aspiration to self-government.34 By contrast, Nancy’s attribution 
of the dangers facing us to the supposed “rancor of the West against itself,” 
deriving from its never-ending pursuit “of the polity, of justice, of knowl-
edge,” indicates a failure to grasp the nature of our present crisis, such as 
might be found only among “advanced” theoreticians who populate the 
contemporary academy. Banality, indeed!

33  Duff, “Heidegger’s Ghosts.”
34  The nobility of that aspiration is most obviously expressed in the opening paragraphs of Federalist, 
Nos. 1 and 39; in Washington’s letter to the Jewish congregation of Newport, Rhode Island, regarding 
the national commitment to religious freedom; and in Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address—all of which must 
infinitely surpass in their magnanimity any speeches or writings by the “Führer” to whom Heidegger 
originally pledged his fealty, even though it is unlikely he would have considered any of them worthy 
of his “philosophic” attention. This is by no means to deny that the moral and intellectual foundations 
of the American liberal regime are threatened today by the influence of such developments as officially 
sanctioned moral libertarianism, the decline of serious religious belief, decaying civic education, 
ideological “political correctness” stifling freedom of inquiry in the academy, and growing welfare 
dependency—to say nothing of the threat to our country’s survival from antiliberal foreign govern-
ments and terrorist movements, some of them inspired at least nominally by the teachings of Heidegger 
and/or Marx. Nor is it at all to deny, therefore, the need to take seriously at the level of higher education 
the Heideggerian critique of liberalism, as works like Duff’s Heidegger and Politics do. 
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Timothy C. Campbell’s The Techne of Giving proposes a very interesting form 
to make film criticism and film philosophy. As with Slavoj Žižek’s, Professor 
Campbell’s work avoids “formalist” or “neoformalist” film criticism—the 
kind of scholarship David Bordwell employs, for instance, where what one 
might call “film grammar” (that is, accounts of depth of focus, camera move-
ment, mise en scène, color grading, etc.) is understood to give “meaning” to 
what is presented on the screen.1 Rather, as happens with Žižek, Campbell 
filters the art of cinema through the veil of materialism. For this reason, what 
would be a laudable approach to film art from a different direction—one that 
bypasses the canons of film studies—becomes a problematic enterprise.

The book offers film criticism using as an epistemological basis Michel 
Foucault’s “biopolitics” and how the act of “giving” happens in cinema in the 
context of capitalism without something material being given; that is, when 
someone gives something, this giving happens without the exchange of mate-
rial, of capital, thus circumventing the money- or materially-centered “logic” 
of capitalism. The act of giving, in Campbell’s reading, happens on a purely 
intrahumane level. But Campbell does not restrict his search to what is on the 
screen: his is an all-encompassing cosmology, in which film and film viewer are 
one. The author thus tries, on one hand, to imagine a “techne” in which the film 

1  See Slavoj Žižek, The Fright of Real Tears: Krzysztof Kieślowski between Theory and Post-Theory 
(London: British Film Institute, 2001); David Bordwell answers Žižek in Figures Traced in Light: On 
Cinematic Staging (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 238–69.
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does not posit itself as an “idolatrous” (56) object that tries to grab the viewer’s 
attention to itself as a detached object. Rather, Professor Campbell strives for 
a kind of “ethical viewing,” in which cinema allows “us to see what cannot be 
seen, to imagine what is not shown,” thus developing a form of film making 
and film viewing that “allows for a practice of generous attraction” (53).

To this end, Professor Campbell analyses three films: Luchino Visconti’s 
La terra trema (1948), Roberto Rossellini’s Germany Year Zero (1948), and 
Michelangelo Antonioni’s L’eclisse (1962). It is not hard to see why Campbell 
chose these films and these directors—especially the first two. They belong, 
grosso modo, to what is commonly called the “Italian neorealist” tradition, a 
school of filmmaking that emerged just after World War II and that has the 
three directors among its brightest exponents (in addition to Vittorio De Sica, 
the director of Bicycle Thieves [1948]);2 nor, in addition, is it hard to see why he 
chose Italian neorealism as the focal point of his discussion: Campbell follows 
the conventional understanding according to which neorealism is somehow 
a style of filmmaking that tries to reproduce on the screen an almost-perfect 
reproduction of common life, of the anxieties of the Italian postwar moment 
and, after that, the midcentury ennui of the 1960s.3 Therefore, he picks films 
in which the human body and human choices transcend and transform the 
material world, trying to escape the fate imposed by their conditions and 
social classes (La terra trema), or where the characters are outcasts victim-
ized by the makers of this world and its wars (Germany Year Zero), or move 
aimlessly, desiring to impart meaning to their actions and relationships, tired 
of the “brutal” state of things of the Western world (L’eclisse).

Since Campbell, from the start, has sided with materialism and social-
ism, his reading of these films and of the neorealist tradition is in hazard. For 
if Eric Voegelin is right and socialism is the construction of a Second Real-
ity, then Campbell’s Weltanschauung and, consequently, his appreciation of 
works of art are not ones that try to see the truth in itself; rather, these works 
are forced to fit the tenets of ideology. Needless to say, the possibilities of art 
and its interpretations are ossified and mutilated. The films that Professor 

2  In a certain sense, Antonioni is not a neorealist director, nor might L’eclisse count as a neoreal-
ist picture, being of a later date. However, Campbell’s choice fits perfectly in his nonmaterial way 
of giving, as a character in search of meaningful relations in the modern, capital-centered world. 
Furthermore, he quotes Antonioni in his attempt to create a generous kind of attention to cinema—a 
“creative spectatorship” (53).
3  However, the question of what Italian neorealism consists of is not a closed one—neither in 
Rossellini’s and Visconti’s time, nor in ours. For a discussion of definitions, see Tag Gallagher, The 
Adventures of Roberto Rossellini: His Life and His Films (New York: Da Capo, 1998), 266–80.
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Campbell has selected are those in which his biopolitics reading is easier to 
apply. For instance, when dealing with La terra trema, he focuses on the rural, 
natural setting of the film, the island of Aci Trezza (spelled “Acitrezza” in the 
book), and on the use Visconti makes of non-actors. “For Visconti, the moti-
vation for using non-actors is clear enough,” says Campbell. “What counts…
is the weight their presence provides in the frame, namely in highlighting 
the anthropomorphic features of…the techne of cinema” (70). To corroborate 
this—and one of the great successes of the book is that the author provides 
many quotes from his subjects—Campbell quotes a text by Visconti himself, 
where the great Italian director says that he wants “to tell stories of living 
men.” “The cinema I am interested in is anthropometric cinema” (71). But 
then we might ask: For Campbell, is Visconti good because his work fits within 
the parameters of biopolitics? If biopolitics is right, and the kind of cinema 
that Visconti elaborates is one where the human being is woven “generously” 
owing to the weight and power that the human faces provide for the screen, 
what should we make of his later career, where we see faces of a more aris-
tocratic kind? what should we make of The Leopard (1963), an international, 
star-studded production with lavish settings and lavish camera movements? 
or of Death in Venice (1971), a film soaked in aristocracy and high culture? or 
of Senso (1954)? Perhaps conveniently, none of these pictures are mentioned 
in Campbell’s book. Likewise, films such as Rossellini’s Europa ’51 (1952), 
or The Flowers of St. Francis (1950), not to mention Rossellini’s TV produc-
tions, are absent. But then, what would a materialist make of a film about St. 
Francis, where the actions that the characters perform—themselves repre-
sentations of individuals that lived and were saints—aim to please and gratify 
God? What kind of biopolitical revolutionary praxis would emerge from a 
film like Europa ’51, where we see none other than Ingrid Bergman slowly 
transitioning from a bored bourgeoise woman married to a capitalist busi-
nessman into a twentieth-century saint? This would make no sense within 
a biopolitical socialist standpoint: in Professor Campbell’s ethical viewing, 
if the film, the characters, and the spectator work in generosity and accept 
what is on the screen, then they would be in agreement to Bergman’s saintly 
actions (and one would wonder if a saint does not “weigh” more on the screen 
than unsanctified humans); in consequence, this means to acquiesce to the 
Catholic canon and orthodoxy, and this means to acquiesce to those who are 
the keepers of what in their view is obscurantism and mystification—that is, 
religion. How would the revolution proceed while acknowledging the reality 
of transcendence and divinity, especially in the pre-Second Vatican Council 
context? And, finally, to return to The Leopard, why would Burt Lancaster’s 
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bewildered face witnessing the collapse of his world be less “anthropomor-
phic” than the faces of the fishermen of Sicily witnessing their revolutionary 
failure? Are some humans less humans than other humans?

But as noted above, The Techne of Giving is an interesting book—but less 
for what it gets right than for what it gets wrong. If it has anything to teach, 
it is about the dangers of analyzing film, or any other kind of art, through 
ideological filters, lest one succumb to the ossification and distortion of the 
inherent characteristics of a work of art. Most of the time—but less so dur-
ing his analysis of Antonioni’s L’eclisse (chap. 5)—Professor Campbell reads 
meaning into the pictures he is analyzing because of the propositional nature 
of the ideology he betroths. Perhaps for this reason he simply ignores the fact 
that his appraisal of the long take as a means of graciously embracing the 
viewer while avoiding editing that, in Campbell’s reasoning, “sutures” the 
viewer into the film (65–68) could be given of American directors like John 
Ford, who is responsible for a five-minute two-shot in Two Rode Together 
(1961), that is, of a perfectly Hollywood, commercial picture.

But then we might ask: How can a scholar, in a book with an average of 
fifty-four footnotes per chapter do such a thing? (There are 380 notes in the 
whole book, and the book divided in seven parts: five major chapters plus an 
Introduction and Conclusion.) How can he ignore a major and influential 
tradition such as American cinema? The reason is clear: dwelling in ideol-
ogy, in the socialist Second Reality, Campbell is unable to read things as they 
are, objectively and critically. In his vision, the documents, the artifacts, the 
“texts,” so to speak, that report human experiences and anxieties, the tri-
umphs and tragedies of man, must conform to an a priori set of possibilities. 
Campbell’s hermeneutics differs from the traditional hermeneutics of criti-
cism, which can be defined as “the hermeneutical principles for interpreting 
literature that is understood to include any written document that articulates 
or expresses human experience symbolically and that relies upon the imagi-
native capacities of individual human beings to create and understand.”4 
The materialistic and socialistic principles to which Professor Campbell 
subscribes, on the other hand, are of a perverted religion. His description 
of “collective individuation” (187n23), that is, the individual manifestation 
and self-understanding under a guiding scope of a principle, the kind of rea-
soning that the free man must have in the revolutionary praxis, is akin to 
Ananda K. Coomaraswamy’s description of individuality within primitive 

4  Charles R. Embry, The Philosopher and the Storyteller: Eric Voegelin and Twentieth-Century Litera-
ture (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2008), 30.
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societies, where the individual moves within a certain “magic circle” deter-
mined by the metaphysical Divine Principle and rendered in human form 
through traditions.5

This is the whole reason Campbell insists on a new “ethics” of film view-
ing, even if there is a traditional ethics of art appreciation—one where the 
interpretation of art must respect, in the first place, the intention of the artist. 
But that is problematic, since it requires Campbell to step outside the dwell-
ings of his Second Reality back into the zone of confusion of Immanence, 
which might or might not reflect the revolutionary wishes of his ideology, 
but would reflect a deeper comprehension of truth and of the human experi-
ence. In this case, Foucauldian biopolitics would reveal itself as just one more 
tool of interpretation—but a tool that might not be appropriate for every film 
or work of art. This would of course be too much; perhaps the truth of the 
adventure of human experience would prove to be not “generous” enough. 
But this lack of generosity would fall on the nature of the Real, and not for 
want of revolutionary praxis. Better, it seems, simply to ignore works of art 
that do not fit into the prescribed, imperial pattern of interpretation.

5  Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, “Primitive Mentality,” in Coomaraswamy, vol. 1:  Traditional Art and 
Symbolism, ed. Roger Lipsey (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), 286–307.
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For many decades George Orwell has been among the most widely read nov-
elists in the English language and perhaps the most widely read novelist to 
make political themes central to his works. Orwell’s popularity rests primar-
ily on two books: the revolutionary-allegory-as-animal-fable Animal Farm, 
and the dystopian satire Nineteen Eighty-Four. Among more dedicated Orwell 
readers, however, his reputation rests primarily on his nonfiction prose. In 
this category he wrote three book-length works: Down and Out in Paris and 
London (about his life among the working poor and “tramps” in those cit-
ies); Road to Wigan Pier (about the conditions of the poor in the English 
industrial North in the mid-1930s and the state of English socialism); and 
Homage to Catalonia (about his time on the front in the Spanish Civil War). 
Homage is also the work where Orwell first firmly staked his ground among 
the anti-Communist left. Alongside the nonfiction books are numerous well-
known and much-loved essays such as “Shooting an Elephant,” “Politics and 
the English Language,” “Charles Dickens,” “Inside the Whale,” and “England 
Your England.”

This accumulated body of work has led Orwell to acquire a particular 
reputation for integrity and clear-sightedness. He is often seen as the pre-
eminent man of the left of his time to see through the dogmatic cant of 
Communists and their fellow travelers and to discern the looming totalitar-
ian threat posed by the Soviet Union, at that time still the object of adulation 
(or at least busy apologetics) among his leftwing peers. Orwell called a spade 
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a spade—and this frankness caused him to be a rather isolated figure among 
a Left that only belatedly admitted the truth of his observations. In the end, 
however, on the important things, Orwell was right, and he was vindicated.

Or so the story goes. In Orwell Your Orwell: A Worldview on the Slab, 
David Ramsay Steele seeks to debunk nearly every claim of the foregoing 
paragraph. The goal of Steele’s book is not so much intellectual biography 
as the presentation and evaluation of Orwell’s worldview. (He summarizes 
that worldview on pp. 7–9.) On the whole, Steele is highly critical of Orwell 
and presents him as both less original and less insightful than he is often 
taken to be. It is clear that Steele is very fond of Orwell as a writer, but he 
believes that Orwell was, on many important matters, simply wrong or at 
least uninteresting, and that these facts about Orwell have been obscured by 
his reputation for brave, lonely, nondogmatic truth telling. Steele seeks to set 
the record straight.

For the most part, Steele persuasively argues his case. He demonstrates 
that Orwell was not, in fact, a bravely isolated, nondogmatic and clear-
sighted man of the left. In chapters 1 and 2 (“The Purveyor of Orthodoxies” 
and “The Follower of Intellectual Fashion”), Steele shows that, on most mat-
ters, Orwell’s “views were entirely typical of a leftwing intellectual” of the 
1930s (56). For example, although the second part of Wigan Pier is sometimes 
presented as containing Orwell’s critique of socialism, Steele reminds readers 
that it certainly contains harsh criticisms of many typical middle-class social-
ists, but no criticism at all of socialism as a political objective (see 38–39 and 
all of chapter 3).

Likewise, just as Orwell’s socialism was quite conventional, so was his 
anti-Communism. Far from Orwell’s anti-Communism making him a lonely 
dissident voice in the British Left, Steele shows that “in the 1930s, there was 
nothing unusual in being leftwing and anti-Communist,” that “in fact, most 
of the British Left were never pro-Communist,” and that the Communist 
Party always had a very marginal place in British left politics. It is true that, 
during the Popular Front era, the New Statesman refused to publish Orwell’s 
anti-Communist essays about the Spanish Civil War, but this was not out of 
any sympathy for Communism on the New Statesman’s part, nor did Orwell 
pay any broader price for adopting his anti-Communist position. Rather, the 
editor of the New Statesman refused to publish the essays because he thought 
doing so would weaken the Republican cause in the Civil War. That is a judg-
ment call, and one that Orwell questioned, but it is hardly an instance of 
ideological blindness. Nor was Orwell proscribed from publishing in left-wing 
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journals or even the New Statesman because of his anti-Communist stance. 
(Steele’s treatment of this episode is excellent; see 44–50. A similar story plays 
out with respect to the initial rejection and somewhat delayed publication of 
Animal Farm a few years late; see 50–55). 

In the remaining nine chapters, Steele reconstructs Orwell’s thought 
along several dimensions: Orwell as “socialist,” as “post-socialist,” as “reac-
tionary,” as “anti-imperialist, “anti-Communist,” and so forth. There is at 
times substantial overlap among these chapters, but they add up to a remark-
ably comprehensive portrait of Orwell’s thought. Along the way, Steele 
provides the reader with a sometimes humorous, often caustic, but nearly 
always interesting tour of fin-de-siècle and early twentieth-century British 
intellectual history. These at times seem to lack a coherent internal structure, 
but they are full of fascinating details and sharp observations. Any reader 
interested in Orwell’s intellectual milieu will enjoy and profit from them.

The Orwell that emerges in these chapters is a curious (but not unique) 
mixture of “progressive” and “conservative.” On one hand, he believes that 
capitalism is doomed by underconsumptionism; that central planning is 
more efficient than the market; that most of society’s productive resources 
ought to be nationalized; that religion is bunk; that fascism is part capitalist 
conspiracy and part irrational instinct; and that the British empire is immoral 
and exploitive (see chapters 3 and 6–8). On the other hand, he believes that 
country village life is superior to city life; that hedonism is bad; that tech-
nological progress makes us soft and unmanly; that homosexuality is bad; 
and that birth control is bad (see chapters 4–5). All these various positions 
are discussed in detail (though often without sufficient citations), and I very 
much recommend this portrait of Orwell as one of the most comprehensive 
(if unflattering) available. I will mention here a few highlights.

Steele does an admirable job of showing that, at times, Orwell misrep-
resents or is even culpably unfamiliar with contemporaneous thoughts and 
thinkers. For example, Steele persuasively shows that Orwell rather con-
sistently and perhaps deliberately misrepresents H. G. Wells in a manner 
that makes the latter look naively optimistic (102–7). And despite being an 
avowed socialist for most of his literary career, Orwell seems to have been less 
familiar with many critiques of socialism than many of his left-wing associ-
ates, and even appears to have been uninterested in and unfamiliar with the 
Keynesian “Third Way” approach that was on the ascendant during his last 
decade (70–72, 317).
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To account for the more “conservative” aspects of Orwell’s thought, 
Steele coins two terms that are helpful not only for classifying Orwell but 
for identifying the broader currents of thought of which he was a part. The 
first term is “Post-Socialism,” discussed in chapter 4. This cluster of beliefs, 
which begin to coalesce in the 1880s, “accepts all or most of the social-
ist complaints against capitalism and liberalism, but lacks any confidence 
in a socialist future” because it accepts many “pre-socialist views which 
reject urbanization, mechanization, and progress” (87). This is the current 
of thought skeptical of secular rationalism and consumerism as spiritually 
enervating, and which sees technological progress as causing the degenera-
tion of natural human abilities. “Anti-degenerationism” (discussed in chapter 
5), is the related view that urbanization and industrialization, by destroy-
ing older, small, more rooted forms of community, lead to social pathologies 
such as homosexuality, birth control, ill health (caused by modern “conve-
niences”), and hedonism (see 119–20). The discussions of post-socialism and 
anti-degenerationism very helpfully put two aspects of Orwell’s thought in 
their broader context.

The book benefits from the fact that Steele is willing to assess Orwell’s 
ideas in addition to presenting them. As a libertarian, Steele is especially 
critical of Orwell’s anticapitalism and belief that the industrial future will 
inevitably be collectivist. Steele also shows the faulty premises or internal 
contradictions of some of Orwell’s more socially conservative views. Even 
if, for example, preference for the country life or opposition to birth control 
are defensible positions, the reader will see that, if they are, it is probably not 
because of the particular reasons Orwell had for those views. It is refreshing 
to see Orwell presented as someone worthy of arguing against.

On the other hand, the arguing is almost invariably “against.” Steele has 
little favorable to say about Orwell’s worldview. Indeed, my primary com-
plaint with the book is that its persistently critical examination of Orwell’s 
general worldview fails to convey not only the force, charm, and humanity 
of Orwell’s writings, but also the countless incisive judgments they contain. 
Orwell might have been wrong about a lot of “big ideas,” but his writings are 
nonetheless peppered with insights about life, character, literature, society, 
and more. One would hardly know this from Orwell Your Orwell. This is a 
curious admission, since Steele himself asserts more than once that he con-
siders Orwell a great writer. As he says in one passage: “Although Orwell was 
not an original thinker, and his ideas, broadly characterized, were all fairly 
standard for his time and social position, he had a superb gift for formulating 
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these ideas sharply, so that their implications appeared fresh and startling. 
These writings sparkle with polemical virtuosity; they throb with life. They 
will make entertaining and enlightening reading for centuries to come” 
(23). It would have been helpful to readers, and it would have made the book 
more pleasant to read overall, if Steele had devoted some space to discussing 
Orwell’s acknowledged strengths. It would have been especially helpful since 
at least some readers might be puzzled by Steele’s claim that Orwell provides 
“enlightening” reading despite being mostly conventional and wrong. In 
what ways does Steele consider Orwell enlightening? We do not know.

Nonetheless, Steele’s book provides an excellent overview of many of the 
most important aspects of Orwell’s thought, puts them illuminatingly in their 
intellectual context, and offers many persuasive criticisms that will force any 
devoted reader of Orwell to take stock of why, exactly, Orwell “matters.”
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Plato’s Parmenides is arguably the only Platonic dialogue in which Socrates 
converses with another political philosopher. Neither the mathematical cos-
mologist Timaeus nor the Eleatic Stranger are philosophers in the sense of 
being political philosophers. In the Parmenides, Socrates is young, and has 
not yet become the gadfly of Athens. Thus, no Platonic dialogue features more 
than a single speaking philosopher—Socrates is a listener in the Timaeus 
and the Sophist—and further, the only dialogue that features a philosopher 
other than Socrates is that which presents the education of Socrates. But in 
what is Socrates educated? The most well-known aspect of the dialogue is 
Parmenides teaching the young Socrates problems that arise when positing 
the existence of the ideas (eidē). The well-known first part is paired with an 
extraordinarily dense and complicated second part consisting in a series of 
eight deductions. Their difficulty is amplified by the fact that on the surface 
it is not clear how the two parts fit together. Alex Priou achieves an extraor-
dinary feat in his study of the Parmenides. He provides a new interpretation 
of the dialogue, one that argues for the unity of the dialogue by showing it is 
Socrates’s education in political philosophy and in the priority and centrality 
of political philosophy. 

When Socrates was young speculative philosophy had become mired 
in the dispute between the monists and the pluralists. The arguments of 
both seem to have devolved into eristic sophistry. Socrates’s solution to the 
monist-pluralist impasse is the ideas (15). The ideas are intelligible (i.e., not 
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visible) beings, unities, and it is in virtue of them that visible beings exist 
by “participating” in the ideas. It is through participation that the ideas are 
said to be causes of the temporal, material world. But the ideas are not only 
causes and the highest beings in the order of being (or, perhaps it would be 
said that because they are such), the ideas are also said to be the foundation 
of logos in the following sense: the heterogeneity of the kinds of beings and 
the individuals named after their kind is due to participation. Thus, logos 
names Socrates and Plato after the idea “human being,” names Fido and Rex 
after the idea “canine,” and so on. It appears that intelligibility stands or falls 
with the ideas (15, 210n34). When we posit the ideas, however, politics is at 
stake as much as metaphysics, for the ideas promise what Priou calls “the 
twin demands of rule” (16). First, rule demands access to or knowledge of the 
ideas; second and consequently, rule demands precision in political matters, 
that is, perfect guidance in practical action.  

If the ideas appeared promising, Parmenides proceeds to show Socrates 
the several problems that one who posits them must overcome, and participa-
tion proves especially problematic (25). This is the first part of Parmenides’s 
education of Socrates, and it now seems that logos has no foundation because 
of the failure of the ideas, and consequently, that it is impossible to guide 
politics in accordance with knowledge and precision. But the problem 
greater even than participation is how one will convince the skeptic, who 
does not believe it is possible for the ideas to be known, that he is wrong in 
this belief (135a1-b2). Parmenides insists that the ideas must exist for thought 
and speech to be possible (135b5–c3). Thus, it is imperative to convince the 
skeptic that he is wrong. It is in this context that Parmenides proceeds to 
engage in work-like play, a difficult but necessary training for Socrates the 
would-be philosopher. The first step in uncovering the unity of the dialogue 
is recognizing that the motor of the second part is not the problem of partici-
pation, however tricky that may be, but the skeptic’s demand for knowledge 
and precision, a demand that the ideas fail to fulfill (8). While the content of 
the second part of the Parmenides appears to be abstract ontology, the motive 
for the work-like play is political. 

In the second section it is not so clear what, if anything, Socrates’s educa-
tion is. Parmenides and Aristoteles, the youngest interlocutor present, work 
through a series of eight deductions. These are extended conditionals; the 
first four begin “If one is” and the last four begin “If one is not.” Priou’s study 
of the deductions goes farther than any purely analytic study because of 
his attention to dramatic elements. Through the opaque Aristoteles, Priou 
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uncovers Parmenides’s critique of what Priou calls “the logic of despair” 
(162). The skeptic now despairs because the first three deductions have shown 
that unity is mediated multiplicity, or in other words, unity requires plurality 
(75). Knowledge, therefore, comes at the cost of precision, and so the twin 
demands of rule are unmet. Deductions 4–8 are Parmenides’s articulation of 
and critique of the logic of despair (162–63). 

In the final, fourth chapter, Priou turns to why the twin demands of rule 
cannot be met by the ideas. Intelligibility or access requires plurality and 
therefore entails contradiction. Precision in turn cannot abide contradiction.  
If the demand for precision in politics proves to be so problematic for the 
political community, then what is the source of rulership’s demand for preci-
sion? Priou locates it in the necessarily propositional form of opinion (doxa). 
The form of propositions, “x is y,” gives the (often false) appearance of preci-
sion (195) and suggests (falsely) that there is no tension between knowledge 
and precision. 

Having recognized that the ideas are the foundation of logos only as 
assumptions owing to the problem of participation, we may understand them 
politically as that which purports to meet the twin demands of rule, namely 
knowledge and precision. These demands are fundamentally in tension 
with one another. Knowledge requires plurality and therefore necessarily 
entails imprecision and error. But the propositional form of opinion gives the 
appearance of precision and therefore certainty. 

What, then, is Socrates’s new understanding of the ideas? Rather than 
being the objects of speculative ontology they are where political philosophy 
begins. The objects of Socrates’s “What is…?” questions—justice, virtue, 
piety, etc.—have a semblance of unity due to the propositional form of opin-
ion. Rather than ascending to the ideas, Socrates begins with a purported 
unity given in the propositional form of opinion and proceeds to show how 
the opinion is partial. Alex Priou’s Becoming Socrates is essential reading for 
understanding both the emergence of political philosophy and the centrality 
of political philosophy. 
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Jed W. Atkins’s fine new book focuses on the relevance for contemporary 
times of the political thought of several ancient Romans. Its intended audi-
ence is undergraduate and graduate students—Atkins has aimed at a less 
advanced level than Dean Hammer’s Roman Political Thought: From Cicero 
to Augustine (Cambridge University Press, 2014)—but advanced schol-
ars will benefit from the book as well. At the center of Atkins’s account is 
Roman republicanism, which he analyzes by devoting individual chapters 
to key concepts relating to that notion. By contrast, Hammer’s approach was 
author-by-author. Cicero receives more of Atkins’s attention than any other 
thinker. Polybius, Sallust, Livy, Seneca, Tacitus, and Augustine also appear 
frequently; less so, Lucretius, Plutarch, Quintilian, and Tertullian.

In most of the chapters, Atkins uses the wise practice of beginning by 
comparing some aspect of Roman politics with an aspect of our contempo-
rary politics. Chapter 1, “The Roman Constitution in Theory and Practice,” 
starts by noting one significant difference between the Roman and US consti-
tutions: only the latter is written. The Roman constitution was a combination 
of custom and law, which Atkins explains with reference to Polybius and 
Cicero. The most interesting issue to arise is the extent to which popular 
sovereignty characterized the constitution. Polybius’s account, which treats 
“the people” as consisting of the voting assemblies, supports the notion of 
popular sovereignty. According to Atkins, popular sovereignty existed “to 
the extent that popular consent, provided by the various voting assemblies, 
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was a necessary condition for the validity of laws and of the senior magis-
trates’ imperium [command]” (19). Atkins uses Cicero to point out limitations 
on popular power ignored by Polybius: the votes of the centuriate assembly 
required ratification by the senate, and a priest called the augur had the 
power to annul popular legislation (20). (Cicero makes these points in his 
works On the Republic and On the Laws.) Puzzlingly, Atkins seems to forget 
those limitations when he appears to describe Cicero himself as character-
izing the constitution in terms of popular sovereignty (7, 26, 34). But on the 
whole, Atkins succeeds in explaining Polybius’s notion of the separation of 
monarchical, aristocratic, and democratic powers, which he calls Polybius’s 
“enduring contribution to political thought” (24). And he accurately describes 
Cicero’s verdict on the Roman constitution as “the best exemplification of the 
best possible constitution”—that best possible constitution being a mixture 
of the three elements identified above (26). Atkins concludes the chapter by 
noting the transformation in thinking that accompanied the emperor’s trans-
formation of the republic into what was essentially his private household.

The main lesson of chapter 2, “Liberty and Related Concepts,” is that 
modern neorepublican arguments for liberty in the form of nondomination 
may undercut arguments for liberty in the form of political participation, in 
that a condition of nondomination is possible without widespread participa-
tion. As Atkins shows through analyses of Livy and Cicero, the Romans had 
notions of the rule of law, equality under law, and even individual rights; 
but those rights were based on civil law and custom, not on nature or the 
supernatural. He also examines Tacitus’s Agricola as an exploration of the 
conditions for participation under tyrannical emperors.

The theme of chapter 3, “Citizenship and Civic Virtue,” is that the 
Romans’ understanding of citizenship was tied to the type of their regime, 
especially to elements of their social and political culture. Thus their under-
standing of citizenship changed with Rome’s transformation from republic to 
empire. Under the republic citizenship encompassed political participation 
(eligibility to vote in assemblies and hold political office), legal protection, 
and status as a member of the political community; the second and third 
aspects were preeminent. Atkins’s analysis moves from republican civic vir-
tues of glory, honor, and rank (Cicero’s On Duties is a key text) to a devaluing 
of glory in an empire where the ruler was above the law (Seneca’s On Mercy, 
Dio Chrysostom’s Orations 1–4, Pliny the Younger’s Panegyric, and Tacitus’s 
Agricola receive attention). The extension of citizenship to all free persons 
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under Roman rule in AD 212 also led to a deemphasis on the aspect of status. 
Then Augustine transformed civic virtue in light of Christian theology.

Chapter 4, “Political Passions and Civic Corruption,” contrasts Cicero, 
who maintains that political leaders are responsible for the presence or 
absence of corruption, with Sallust, who relies on the causative force of 
popular passions in relation to the Roman honor code. Atkins appears to side 
with Sallust as he examines works by Lucretius the Epicurean, Seneca the 
Stoic, and Plutarch the Platonist. Those three thinkers share an emphasis on 
“reverence and gratitude as correctives to the socially destructive emotions” 
(96). Atkins convincingly argues that gratitude encourages social interdepen-
dence, but he unjustifiably minimizes the import of the Epicureans’ alleged 
atheism for Lucretius’s championing of gratitude (105). He is eager to argue 
for the significance of hope as the virtue of “the oppressed”—despite the fact 
that the ancients looked down on it (110–11).

Chapter 5 is titled “Rhetoric, Deliberation, and Judgment.” Atkins begins 
by noting the contemporary case against rhetoric as a tool of flattery and 
manipulation, echoing Plato’s Gorgias and Menexenus. Examining Cicero’s 
philosophical works on rhetoric gives Atkins the opportunity to criticize 
advocates of deliberative democracy because Cicero implies that a rhetorical 
appeal to the emotions makes speech accessible to a wider audience. Atkins 
exaggerates, however, when he claims that “Cicero believes that the judgment 
of the multitude and crowd is…not inferior to the judgments of experts” 
(120). For evidence to the contrary, see Cicero, Brutus 193, 199, 264. Yet that 
error does not lessen the force of Atkins’s thesis that the roles of orator and 
audience depend on a common “script” that determines appropriate argu-
ments (122). That script, which has its sources in both nature and customs, 
provides a standard for political judgment, and it allows decisions to capture 
the public interest instead of being a conflict of private interests. Through an 
examination of Quintilian and Tacitus, Atkins tells the story of the decline of 
rhetoric as the empire took hold. He concludes the chapter by provocatively 
comparing Tacitus’s discussion of the suppression of political speech with 
today’s attempts at American universities to prevent discrimination through 
use of “bias response teams” (134).

Atkins begins chapter 6, “Civil Religion,” by helpfully comparing Cicero 
and Rousseau on this subject (although he unconvincingly implies that Rous-
seau is a Christian [136]). In the Roman Republic, a variety of priesthoods 
ensured the smooth functioning of the mixed constitution, while the first 
emperor, Augustus, developed an imperial cult that consolidated religious 
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authority in his hands. After exploring Rome’s complex relations with Jews 
and Christians, Atkins gives an extended comparison of the arguments for 
toleration advanced by Tertullian and by Thomas Jefferson, in which both 
men champion religious liberty as the possession of individuals, not merely a 
people. Raising the question of how Rome exported its religion leads Atkins 
to Cicero’s use of natural law as a possible basis for universalizing Roman 
rule. Atkins would have done well to note Cicero’s skepticism about natural 
law, which can be found in On the Laws (e.g., 1.17–19).

Chapter 7 covers three issues: imperialism, just war theory, and cosmo-
politanism. Polybius attributes Rome’s empire to its religion, the authority 
of its senate, and its military might. He and Sallust look to fear of a for-
eign enemy to provide the internal stability requisite for pursuit of empire. 
Cicero’s On the Republic features arguments against and for justice in inter-
national relations, including the claim that republics that violate natural law 
will meet a premature death, while in On Duties he avers that honor and its 
concomitant reputation are important sources of authority in international 
relations. Tacitus’s Agricola seems to criticize Roman empire in the name 
of lost freedom. Atkins rightly looks to Cicero, not Ambrose or Augustine, 
for the origins of just war theory, and he helpfully contrasts ancient and 
modern just war theory. Cosmopolitanism was originally a Cynic and Stoic 
notion, and Atkins is concerned to show that Roman Stoics such as Seneca 
and Marcus Aurelius—as well as the non-Stoic Cicero—understand it to be 
compatible with participation in a particular regime. Ending with a nod to 
modern times, Atkins observes that “Roman republicanism’s departure from 
realism stems from the central role of honor in republican thought” (190).

Atkins concludes his book (that is, before a bibliographical essay) by 
reminding us that we should take Roman political thought seriously, not only 
because of the continuities between it and modern liberalism, but also because 
of the discontinuities. For example, attempting to make Roman republican-
ism relevant by stripping it of its concern with national glory obscures a 
potential lesson, “for it is precisely through considering Rome’s (to us) illiberal 
honor code that Roman republicans raise important concerns related to the 
desire for recognition as a motivating force” (195). Atkins’s final paragraph 
returns to the theme of gratitude—not a leading virtue in modern liberalism, 
he notes, yet proven to be important for human happiness. Liberal regimes 
may be superior to the Roman Republic, but the extent of their superiority 
is “merely one of degree” (199). That claim seems to involve a poor choice of 
words because it may be read as denying fundamental qualitative differences 
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between the two. But Atkins immediately mentions the social stratification, 
violence, and slavery of Rome, and ends as follows: “If liberalism is a lie, per-
haps it is at least in part a noble one.” If only, Atkins seems to wish, we could 
combine the noble features of liberalism with a modest respect for the role 
of religion in society. Finding that modest respect in Roman thinkers is but 
one way in which Atkins reveals how much humanitas the Romans had. He 
succeeds in informing his readers why, above all other reasons, Rome should 
continue to fascinate us and to inform our political judgments.
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“Social justice” has become one of the most widely used phrases in our 
moral and political discourse, despite the fact that no one quite knows what 
it means. More precisely, its definition seems to shift according to the person 
using the term. In The Mirage of Social Justice (1973), F. A. Hayek describes 
his own frustration at trying to pin down its meaning. Exasperated by a futile 
effort, he concludes that the concept is “entirely empty and meaningless.” 
His subsequent attempt to expose social justice as a moral fraud has had 
little discernible effect. Devotion to social justice continues to grow and gain 
strength, particularly in academia. A frustrated Hayek observed: “It is not 
pleasant to have to argue against a superstition which is held most strongly 
by men and women who are often regarded as the best in our society, and 
against a belief that has become almost the new religion of our time (and 
in which many of the ministers of old religion have found their refuge), and 
which has become the recognized mark of the good man.” Hayek concluded 
that social justice, much like religious superstition, can neither be defined 
nor refuted. The source of the concept is in the imagination and passions, 
which is precisely why it retains so much power in political discourse. The 
conceptual vagueness allows the passions to do the work of identifying the 
injustice, like scouts or spies, and afterwards, theory comes to their service. 

Conceding much of Hayek’s analysis, Michael Novak argues that the 
main problem with social justice is confusion about the modifying term 
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“social”: “the term ‘social’ no longer describes the  product  of the virtuous 
actions of many individuals, but rather the  utopian goal  toward which all 
institutions and all individuals are ‘made in the utmost degree to converge’ 
by coercion. In that case, the ‘social’ in ‘social justice’ refers to something that 
emerges not organically and spontaneously from the rule-abiding behavior of 
free individuals, but rather from an abstract ideal imposed from above.” The 
addition of the term “social” to the concept of justice implies that justice is 
not a product of individual deliberation and choice, but rather the establish-
ment of an unjust system that exacerbates the distance between social classes.1 
Novak suggests that rather than abandoning the concept altogether, we use it 
as a means to revisit and relearn the older conversations about the meaning 
of virtue and justice. Social justice can be deepened and amended to include 
this older tradition, an outcome that will surely benefit all interlocutors. 

To these formidable critiques of social justice, we may add another impor-
tant work, The Idol of Our Age, by Daniel J. Mahoney. A professor of political 
science at Assumption College, Mahoney has established himself as among 
the most important interpreters of modern statesmanship. His books cover a 
wide variety of statesmen and political theorists, including Charles de Gaulle, 
Raymond Aron, Bertrand de Jouvenel, and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, as well 
as several books on the origins of liberalism. Mahoney is not only a student 
of political philosophy, but also a student of revelation and a serious Catholic. 
This combination makes his critique of social justice unusually profound and 
interesting. To borrow Mahoney’s description of Pierre Manent: he is “that 
rare Christian who appreciates that Christians, too, are political animals, and 
not first and foremost ‘citizens of the world’” (14). Unlike Hayek, Mahoney 
is not taken aback by the seemingly religious devotion that social justice 
inspires in its adherents. Moreover, because he sees social justice as part of a 
covert effort to subvert Christianity, Mahoney does not share Novak’s opti-
mism that social justice can be rehabilitated. Safe to say, Mahoney comes to 
bury social justice, not to praise it. 

To understand Mahoney’s account, we begin by noting his point of 
departure. Unlike Novak, Mahoney does not begin with an outline of ancient 
virtue and its very skeptical account of pity. Both Plato in his Republic and 
Aristotle in his Rhetoric offer substantial critiques of pity. Pity is spontaneous 

1  See Michael Novak, “Defining Social Justice,” First Things, Dec. 2000; see also Michael Novak, Paul 
Adams, and Elizabeth Shaw, Social Justice Isn’t What You Think It Is (New York: Encounter Books, 
2015). Another helpful account is Ernest L. Fortin, Human Rights, Virtue and the Common Good: 
Untimely Meditations on Religion and Politics (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield,1997).
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and without deliberation; it tends, for example, to discriminate haphazardly, 
applying most easily to those who resemble us. In contrast to justice, pity 
cannot be a virtue. Nor does Mahoney begin with an account of the early 
modern philosophers who reduce Christianity to a single teaching, namely, 
that of caritas. Spinoza was among the first to make this project explicit, and 
Rousseau further refined it to the teaching of compassion. Mahoney cer-
tainly knows these things and they do enter into his account. He chooses to 
begin instead with an analysis of the nineteenth-century sociologist Auguste 
Comte and his “religion of humanity.” 

◆  ◆  ◆

The choice of Comte reminds one of Leo Strauss, who also chose Comte to 
begin his course “Introduction to Political Philosophy.”2 Comte’s positivism 
is not identical with contemporary social science. The claims, for example, 
that social science must be value free or that statements about what ought 
to be cannot be derived logically from a statement about what is, are for-
eign to Comte’s view that science could answer questions about the good. 
Nonetheless, Comte’s confidence that social science finally provides a basis 
for unlimited political and social progress is widely shared. The value of 
studying Comte’s analysis is that it allows us to revisit foregone conclusions. 
Comte is valuable precisely because we no longer share his confidence in the 
progress of reason or the ability of social science to replace philosophy. 

According to Comte, there are three stages in the intellectual development 
of humanity: the first and most primitive stage, which Comte tellingly refers to 
as “theological,” presents man as asking questions about meaning and purpose 
in nature. In an effort to resolve these questions, we project will onto nature 
so that through religious practice, we can retain at least partial control over 
our fate. The theological account is replaced by abstract forces in the second or 
metaphysical stage of human development. In this way, Comte dismisses the 
conflict between Athens and Jerusalem as preliminary stages, characteristic 
of humanity’s intellectual childhood. The occasional efflorescence of theology, 

2  See Leo Strauss, On Political Philosophy: Responding to the Challenge of Positivism and Historicism, 
ed. Catherine Zuckert (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018). Strauss begins with Comte to 
show how political science gradually lost confidence in its ability to identify the good or tell us how to 
live. The claims about the progressive development of human thought do not stand up to the histori-
cal record. Moreover, the view that social science would produce lasting peace and prosperity was 
exposed in the twentieth century as a fraud. Rather, its commitment to a value-free enterprise made 
it morally obtuse, unable to provide any standard of justice or right. By reevaluating Comte, Strauss 
hopes to revitalize political philosophy. 
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such as the flowering of Catholic thought in the Middle Ages, cannot with-
stand the attacks by modern philosophy and science. 

Real progress is achieved, according to Comte, only when religion and 
philosophy are overcome in the final or positive stage of humanity. Our intel-
lectual maturity is measured by our willingness to recognize the irrelevance 
of questions about our origins and purpose. Natural science has already made 
great progress, not only with its discoveries of the workings of nature but also 
in showing the irrelevance of philosophical and theological queries regarding 
human happiness. The final science to be developed is sociology or a science 
of man that explains science itself as a human activity. This positive science 
would allow man to develop his rationality to its fullest extent and develop a 
peaceful and prosperous future.

Mahoney’s account of Comte focuses on two distinct but complementary 
elements of his analysis: the suppression of inquiry into any transcendent 
element of reality and the rejection of politics. Comte argues in part 1 of 
his System of Positive Philosophy that revelation fails in its efforts to promote 
morality because it does not provide knowledge of such a standard. Instead, 
it relies on claims of imaginary metaphysics and theology. In their place, 
Comte proposes substituting “the love of humanity for the love of God” 
(9) and cultivating a “social feeling” in its place. The religion of positivism 
is humanitarianism, that is, the love of humanity rather than God. Cit-
ing Pierre Manent, Mahoney points out that Comte’s religion of humanity 
would never “have attained its empire over our souls if it did not appear as 
the extension and the consequence, perhaps the effectual truth, of Christian-
ity, of the religion of the neighbor” (13). Humanitarianism and social justice 
rely on Comte’s theology, his religion of humanity, to advance its agenda and 
rule willy-nilly the modern democratic soul. Mahoney’s thesis is that such 
humanitarianism is not only a profound distortion of Christianity, but also 
the single greatest threat to its modern flourishing.

The claim that humanitarianism or social justice subverts Christianity 
may shock many contemporary readers. How can a notion of distributive 
justice rooted in compassion produce results so hostile to Christianity? To 
begin with, Mahoney argues, Comte’s atheism is “more thoroughgoing than 
what usually goes by the name” (8). Comte does not wish merely to deny the 
existence of God. He seeks also to suppress all metaphysical and theological 
questions as illegitimate and meaningless. Moreover, Comte took great pains 
to conceal his atheism or, what is the same thing, make it more palatable. 
He knew that his project relied on the inheritance of Christianity even as it 
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subverted it. So he sought substitutes that resemble the older faith. Just as 
Robespierre sought to create a “Cult of the Supreme Being” complete with 
new festivals and a revolutionary calendar, Comte anointed himself the new 
“high priest” of humanity and set out to create a new catechism and calendar 
for positive religion (10). The fact that this part of his project is largely forgot-
ten is a testament to his success. We no longer need his peculiar theology to 
accept his (godless) humanitarianism. 

Comte’s atheism is part of his broader hostility to Christianity, the full 
extent of which was exposed by Eric Voeglin. The conditions of progress 
in the Comtean scheme require the suppression of the soul’s longing for 
something that transcends the self. The harsher expression of this project 
is totalitarianism, the softer account appears as humanitarianism. Comte 
believed that if he could substitute altruism for amor Dei, he would thereby 
alleviate suffering in this world. As for evil, Comte denied that it had any 
more hold on man’s soul than the love of God. He never wavered in his faith 
that scientific and social progress would mitigate, and ultimately eliminate, 
evil. Mahoney does not flinch in his verdict on Comte’s distorted and partial 
account of the soul: “He is blind to the depths of the soul. His account of a 
completely mundane ‘spiritual order’ is thus deformed by a naïve faith that 
believes history will simply leave evil behind in the new positive age. Comte’s 
is the most superficial of anthropologies, since it is ignorant of the drama 
of good and evil in the human soul” (10). Humanitarianism may resemble 
Christianity, but the belief in progress requires a great deal of suppression, 
so that man forgets both transcendence and the reality of sin or evil in the 
human condition. 

Besides the denial of transcendence, the second element that Mahoney 
argues is characteristic of Comte’s analysis is the rejection of politics. Again, 
Comte relies on a superficial resemblance to Christianity, with its account of 
paradise, to appeal to religious believers. Comte holds that man can bring 
heaven down to earth if only we can overcome the obstacles to universal 
unity and peace. Specifically, to realize the promises of the religion of human-
ity, man needs to see beyond the particular requirements of citizenship and 
faith and detach himself from nations and churches. Here, Mahoney draws 
on Raymond Aron’s analysis of Comte in his Main Currents of Sociological 
Thought as well as the analysis of Aron’s student Pierre Manent. Manent 
summarizes this element of Comte’s humanitarianism:

Peace and unity belong to the natural condition of mankind; con-
versely its fragmentation into separate political bodies solicitous 
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of their independence is the toxic fountainhead of everything that 
is wrong in human circumstances. Thus, the right thing to do, the 
worthy enterprise, is to bring about the pacification and unification 
of humanity through the erasing or weakening of borders, the accel-
eration of the circulation of goods, services, information, and human 
beings, the fostering of an ever stronger and wider fellow-feeling 
among countries and people. (ix)

The humanitarian view rejects the value of one’s particular way of life or 
education in order to broaden our focus on the well-being of others. The 
unification of humanity demands that we abandon loyalty to our particular 
communities or nations. The cosmopolitan citizen of the world substitutes 
for such loyalty the celebration of diversity, on the ground that all cultures 
are equally worthy of respect. This view so dominates our political culture 
that although we seldom refer to Comte or the religion of humanity, “Comte 
remains a ruler of souls” (9). 

That no such universal community has ever existed, apart from cities 
in speech, does not bode well for this political project. Revelation points us 
toward universal redemption, but it never suggests that this is the provenance 
of political life. Philosophy, too, creates cities in speech, but these are instruc-
tive for discovering the limits rather than articulating serious means to the 
goals of politics. Nonetheless, the humanitarian view advances in the West 
because of its resemblance to the Christian teaching of caritas. If love of our 
fellow is the highest good, then citizenship appears to betray that sacred com-
mitment by favoring some (citizens) over others (noncitizens). Can a pious 
Christian be a good citizen?

Mahoney suggests that humanitarianism inculcates contempt for 
citizenship while Christianity avoids this pitfall by confining the dream 
of a universal community to a redemptive vision ineluctably attached to a 
transcendent reality. By denying Christianity’s transcendence and rejecting 
politics, humanitarianism leads us to a cul-de-sac of false choices: Christian-
ity or citizenship; caritas or patriotism; transcendence or progress; politics or 
redemption. The notion of social justice offers a facile if illusory way out of 
this trap by presenting the effectual truth of Christianity as humanitarianism. 

Mahoney claims that the humanitarianism of Comte is the “idol of our 
age.” But unlike the idols of former times, this idol is hidden behind the mask 
of caritas, so that smashing it appears to be a frontal attack on Christianity. 
As a result, many well-meaning Catholics are tempted to pursue the ideol-
ogy of humanitarianism at the unwitting expense of their Catholicism. In a 
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respectful but nonetheless critical chapter on Pope Francis, Mahoney outlines 
the tendency among Catholics such as Dorothy Day to balance their work 
for the poor with a “troubling vitriolic hostility to a market economy and a 
militant pacifism that denies the legitimacy of self-defense against totalitar-
ian aggression” (107). The Pope too “tends to confuse humanitarian concerns 
with properly Christian ones. He tends to give a one-sided ‘progressivist’ 
reading of Catholic social teaching, radicalizing the Church’s criticisms of 
the market economy and failing to reiterate its serious reservations about 
socialism in its various forms” (112).

The political consequences of conflating humanitarianism with Christi-
anity are the result of even more profound theological confusion. Mahoney 
readily admits that charity or the love of one’s neighbor is “the greatest theo-
logical virtue.” The success of humanitarianism is that it has been able to 
hijack this virtue to a sense of compassion and fellow-feeling. Christianity 
provides a rich source of reflection about the pursuit of the common good 
despite the challenges of sin and “the tragic dimensions of the human condi-
tion” (13). Humanitarianism ignores this teaching in favor of “free-floating 
compassion.” Such a substitution is possible only in a democratic age, when 
what Pierre Manent calls “the feeling of the same,” the “vague but power-
ful sentiment of a common humanity,” appears as the final, human form of 
Christianity (13). Detached from communities, faith, or nations, this abstract 
love of humanity demands little from its adherents other than a vague feeling 
of sympathy derived from democratic homogenization. The actual love of 
one’s neighbor as commanded by scripture is far more difficult. 

Among the greatest challenges to the practice of caritas is the tempta-
tion to see it merely as a solution to social or political problems. Mahoney 
presents Pope Benedict’s account of the temptation of Christ, which bears a 
certain resemblance to Dostoevsky’s presentation of the Grand Inquisitor. In 
both accounts, there is a tendency to interpret Christianity as a humanitar-
ian project for the relief of suffering and material poverty, rather than as a 
ministering to the needs of the soul. For Benedict, this neglect of the soul 
explains why humanitarianism inevitably leads to further material and spiri-
tual suffering. Citing Benedict’s Deus Caritas Est, Mahoney concludes that 
“egalitarian social justice will never replace the need for love—caritas—not 
in the lives of men or in the social order.…The corporeal works of mercy are 
essential, but ‘care of the soul’ should always have pride of place; it ‘often is 
even more necessary than material support’” (21). 
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By explaining that caritas is far more than a political or social doctrine, 
Mahoney shows why reducing the church’s mission to a mere political project 
gravely distorts its teaching. In doing so, he begins to lay out the church’s 
political teaching, or to be more precise, an account of politics that does not 
frustrate or subvert Christianity. As we have seen, the greatest threat to the 
church’s teaching emerges from humanitarian political ideologies that deny 
the nonmaterial needs of the soul. To avoid this danger, Mahoney argues, 
the church must reject transnational political projects, particularly those that 
justify the unification of power in the name of humanitarianism and social 
justice. Mahoney has in mind not only Marxist projects, but also the Euro-
pean Union in its present form. (He offers a critique of “Jürgen Habermas and 
the Post-Political Temptation” in chapter 7.) 

In place of transnationalism, Mahoney urges the church to return to 
its wise advocacy of subsidiarity and the recognition that “nations embody 
shared human concerns and enliven vigorous and humane common life” 
(16). The church may safeguard the longing for a universal community, but 
human beings live properly in families, communities, and nations. Aristotle, 
not Comte, is the proper starting point for the study of politics. More gener-
ally, the account of the virtues including “prudence, moderation, justice, and 
fortitude should continue to inform human thought and action” (17). The 
study of these virtues in the lives of great men and women is, for Mahoney, 
the heart of liberal education and an indispensable part of our political and 
moral well-being.

◆  ◆  ◆

For readers persuaded by Mahoney’s compelling analysis of the contempo-
rary cave, the ever-pertinent question naturally emerges: What then is to 
be done? To appreciate the novelty of Mahoney’s proposal, we must first 
consider his analysis of what he describes (borrowing from Pope Benedict) 
as the “listening heart.” To be sure, Mahoney does not ask readers to make 
any leaps of faith. He presupposes only “that human beings have ‘reasonable’ 
access to an order of things above the human will” (121). That access has 
been cut off partly by positivism and social science as exemplified by Weber’s 
distinction between facts and values. Mahoney calls for a return to an older, 
richer form of reasoning that does not ignore or dismiss phenomena that 
cannot be easily quantified or are inconsistent with an ideology.

The type of reason he seeks to restore does not peremptorily reject the 
possibility of a moral order or access to an account of the whole. Nor does it 
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reject the possibility that poetry may offer a more fitting way to describe our 
experience: “A reason that cannot speak about the drama of good and evil 
in the human soul, that cannot see totalitarian mendacity for what it is, that 
cannot call tyranny by its name, cannot apprehend the human world for what 
it is” (122). Contemporary social scientific reason, as Strauss argues in On Tyr-
anny, proved unable to recognize tyranny, that is, it proved itself incapable of 
the very comprehensive political vision it claimed to possess. Mahoney cites 
this passage approvingly and argues that the restoration of both Athens and 
Jerusalem requires the recovery of a richer, broader form of reason. Mahoney 
describes this reason as a discerning or “listening heart,” a phrase from the 
book of Kings which refers to the story of the young Solomon whose sole 
request to God is for a heart that can discern good and evil (1 Kings 3:9). 

Mahoney introduces us to a rich literature, much of it little know in the 
West, from the postwar communist Central and Eastern European world. 
He introduces the reader to the work of the Hungarian political philosopher 
Aurel Kolnai, including Kolnai’s 1944 essay “The Humanitarian versus the 
Religious Attitude” (which is included in the book’s appendix). The book also 
includes chapters on Vladmir Soloviev’s A Short Tale of the Antichrist and 
a full interpretation of Solzhenitsyn’s great literary and historical work The 
Red Wheel, a book which compares in scope to Tolstoy’s War and Peace. In 
addition, Mahoney offers some keen observations about Orestes Brownson, 
who “self-consciously repudiated ‘the religion of humanity,’” which will be of 
particular interest to American readers. Taken together, these chapters offer a 
curriculum for the exploration of a broader form of reason, one that includes 
the possibility of faith, or that is guided by faith to the recognition of pos-
sibilities for human transcendence.

Sadly, that curriculum is unlikely to see the light of day. The very progres-
sivism whose sources Mahoney explores so acutely has accelerated a decline 
of liberal education, encouraging suppression of the free exchange of ideas 
under the mantle of humanitarian compassion for presumably marginal-
ized identities. In despair, the defenders of liberal education have abandoned 
strategies of defense in favor of tactical rearguard actions. Mahoney’s book 
reminds us, among other important things, that the reinvigoration of liberal 
education will require the recovery of an older form of reason, one open to 
the challenge of revelation. It reminds us, in short, of the genuine sources 
from which spring compelling human ways of life.
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Angel Jaramillo Torres’s Leo Strauss on Nietzsche’s Thrasymachean-Dionysian 
Socrates: Philosophy, Politics, Science and Religion in the Modern Age comes 
at an auspicious time for those interested in Strauss and Nietzsche. While 
debate has raged about just how Strauss is related to Nietzsche, or under-
stands Nietzsche, or is secretly Nietzschean (whatever that might mean), 
relatively little of Strauss’s own thought on Nietzsche has been available to 
the public. Torres’s book began life as a doctoral dissertation on Strauss’s 
understanding of Nietzsche, written with the aid of then-unpublished lec-
ture transcripts from the Strauss Center at the University of Chicago.1 Torres 
asks us to consider Strauss’s reading of Nietzsche. One thing we might note 
at the outset is that the book’s title is slightly misleading: Leo Strauss on 
Nietzsche’s Thrasymachean-Dionysian Socrates leads one to think the book 
will be concerned with Strauss’s understanding of Nietzsche’s understanding 
of “the problem of Socrates.” This proves, however, not to be the case. The 
book is not so much concerned with Strauss on Nietzsche’s Socrates as it is 
with Strauss on Nietzsche, and more precisely, on Nietzsche as political phi-
losopher. Secondarily, it uses elements of Strauss’s own teaching to elucidate 
what Nietzsche is doing. So the book is less about Strauss than it is about 
how Strauss’s reading of Nietzsche clarifies Nietzsche’s own philosophical 

1  Now available, as readers of this journal know, as Leo Strauss on Nietzsche’s “Thus Spoke Zarathustra,”  
ed. Richard L. Velkley (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).
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activity. Secondarily, Torres intends to show that Strauss is engaged with 
Heidegger on how we ought to understand Nietzsche, and he hopes his work 
fosters “a prejudice in favor of Strauss’ position” (154).2 

Torres’s account is broken into four sections: the first is concerned with 
Nietzsche’s impact on Strauss. The second focuses on the will to power and 
how it relates to the philosophers of the future. The third focuses on philoso-
phy and “the natural right of the eternal return of the same.” The last division 
is concerned with the eternal return as an antitheological religion. In what 
follows, I will provide a brief overview of Torres’s claims, raise some questions 
about them, and suggest an alternative way of approaching certain elements.

◆  ◆  ◆

The book is broken into four main divisions. The first division is concerned 
with Strauss’s Bewegung, or movement, in light of Nietzsche. It aims to show 
how Nietzsche inspired Strauss’s thought; Torres claims that “Strauss devel-
oped his main theme—the theologico-political problem—as a result of his 
dialogue with Nietzsche. This dialogue, in its turn, allows Strauss to under-
stand Nietzsche as a philosopher along Platonic lines” (1). The first division 
works from Strauss’s youthful encounter with Nietzsche, through his political 
Zionism, and argues that his early work on Hobbes and Spinoza is grounded 
in the same motive “which Nietzsche had inspired in him in the early 1920’s, 
namely, the clarification of the aims and presuppositions of revealed reli-
gion as opposed to philosophy, and whether Spinoza’s radical critique of the 
Bible was successful” (18). Torres identifies the correlations between Strauss’s 
Hobbes and Strauss’s Nietzsche as manifesting themselves less in the ques-
tion of power than in the question of “die große Politik” understood as “a war 
against revealed religion.” The difference is that Nietzsche, as an heir of the 
self-subverting Enlightenment, “has to wage war against revealed religion 
and against the Enlightenment” (23). Torres’s Strauss finds two elements in 
Nietzsche’s thought—the polemical element, which takes aim at revealed 
religion and Enlightenment, and the “un-polemical philosophy,” which 
“seeks to return to the original Socratic question of what virtue is” (23–24). 
Crucially, Torres engages in dialogue with Lampert—this is, on occasion, 
explicit, but also seems implicit, as much of the book can be read as a response 
to Lampert’s important work on Strauss and Nietzsche. Torres characterizes 
his own work as both following Lampert and deviating from him; he claims 
that Strauss, as “a political philosopher…created a prejudice in some of his 

2  Parenthetical page numbers should be understood to refer to the book under review. 
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readers against a hubristic Nietzsche, while nevertheless espousing a portrait 
of the real Nietzsche as a sober political teacher” (37). It is in this that he char-
acterizes his break with Lampert. Strauss’s approach, then, recognized the 
danger in Nietzsche’s rhetorical prowess, and in particular saw “Nietzsche’s 
grandiose political pronouncements” to be a “permanent menace to young 
minds living in liberal democracies” (37). Accordingly, Strauss distinguishes 
between a vulgar sense of the will to power as presented in his public writ-
ings on Nietzsche, and a “noble and philosophical notion” (37).3 

This first chapter helps to inform the entire work. If one wants to quibble 
with it, a methodological issue could be raised: Torres draws on multiple 
sources from different times in Strauss’s life, all aimed at different audiences. 
Why does this matter? One small observation might suffice. The famous letter 
from Strauss to Karl Löwith comes from 1935. The lecture course on which 
Torres grounds much of his argument comes from 1959 (24 years later). The 
“Note on the Plan of Nietzsche’s Beyond Good and Evil” comes from 1973 
(14 years after the lecture course). There are two reasons to consider this 
issue significant: first, there are tensions between these three presentations; 
second, these presentations are intended for different audiences. In the 1935 
letter, Strauss characterizes the eternal recurrence as something Nietzsche 
discovers “in the search for a strong and courage-producing myth.”4 This 
is a letter written to a friend and colleague. In the 1959 lecture course, the 
eternal return “appears to Nietzsche as a moral postulate, not a cosmological 
doctrine”;5 Strauss immediately thereafter notes that the relation between the 
doctrine as a moral teaching and as a cosmological teaching is “very dark.”6 
Later, Strauss notes “the principle of Nietzsche is the finiteness of possible 
combinations, contrasted with the infinity of time.”7 But, Strauss emphasizes, 
Nietzsche conceives of the doctrine prior to the theoretical (as distinguished 
from moral) justification of it: “Nietzsche wanted to study theoretical phys-
ics in his later years because he wanted to give the theoretical truth for that 

3  In passing, we might note that Torres does not cite Rosen’s essay “Nietzsche’s Revolution,” in The 
Ancients and the Moderns: Rethinking Modernity (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 2002), 189–208. 
This essay might be useful for thinking through the difficulty. There, Rosen suggests that Nietzsche 
is deliberately cultivating two different groups of followers—one, in the near-term, which misunder-
stands him, and one in the long-term, which does not.
4  Leo Strauss to Karl Löwith, June 23, 1935, in “Correspondence: Karl Löwith and Leo Strauss,” 
trans. George Elliot Tucker, Independent Journal of Philosophy 5–6 (1988): 183.
5  Leo Strauss on Nietzsche’s “Zarathustra,” 74.
6  Ibid., 75.
7  Ibid., 166.
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doctrine.”8 These comments are all made in the context of a public presenta-
tion for students. The “Note on the Plan” was published in 1973, and has a less 
intimate audience, that is, it goes beyond friends and students. While Torres 
rightly draws on all three, it would have been helpful to see a thematic discus-
sion of how these three texts, and others, are related in light of their rhetorical 
circumstances, and how such considerations would affect the argument he 
advances in the book. 

The book’s second chapter is arguably the most important, as it deals with 
the fundamental ground of Nietzsche’s thought. Nietzsche’s main intention 
was not, according to Torres, the liberation of mankind from “the shackles of 
nihilism,” nor was he interested in offering “a new morality to replace a previ-
ous” one, nor was he attempting to “replace philosophy with art” (46). Rather, 
“Nietzsche’s main intention” is Thrasymachean—that is, he is engaged in a 
philosophical politics (46–47). Nietzsche’s project, for Torres’s Strauss, is to 
return philosophy to its rightful and deserved place “at the top,” and con-
sequently Nietzsche’s intention entails a reconsideration of what philosophy 
is (48). On this account, all previous philosophers were “artists and com-
manders,” and their philosophical activity was really, albeit unknowingly, a 
creative act (49). Torres notes that Strauss distinguishes between Platonism 
and Plato, but omits mention of Nietzsche’s own intimations of the same dis-
tinction (50). “Nietzsche’s polemic,” he writes, “is not so much against Plato 
as it is against Platonism” (53). Torres characterizes Strauss as viewing Plato 
and Nietzsche as in agreement about what philosophy is, that is, “a natu-
ral desire of the best of men” (54), but in disagreement about the ground of 
it—that is, eros or will to power. (Given the sense in which the book can be 
read as a reply to Lampert, it might have been valuable to address Lampert’s 
provocative claims regarding eros and will to power [54]). The will to power is 
the ground of knowledge as prescription, that is, it tells the world what it will 
and must be (56). Torres is less than clear, however, about what power means 
in the term “will to power.” Following Strauss, he links Nietzschean will to 
power with power in Hobbes, while identifying two important differences: 
Hobbes’s power aims at self-preservation rather than at enhancement, and 
Nietzsche’s notion of power “does away with the sphere of prudence” (57). 
One might note in passing that these differences can be explained by the fact 
that Nietzsche attempts to think the world devoid of anthropocentrism while 
Hobbes, perhaps, does not. This is the key to understanding the will to power, 
which, Strauss notes, “is both the world of any concern to us and the world in 

8  Ibid., 169.
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itself.”9 How are we to understand this? The will to power, claims Nietzsche, 
is a “pre-form of life.”10 This does not mean that all existing things possess 
will, but rather that the fundamental underlying principle of all things is 
that which manifests itself in and through the will. It is this consideration 
that leads to one of the difficulties with Torres’s book: the will to power is a 
notoriously difficult teaching, and Torres’s account would be stronger if he 
dealt directly with Nietzsche’s presentation of the teaching more thoroughly 
before engaging Strauss’s understanding of it. What would it mean if the 
world were will to power, and nothing but will to power? Torres notes that the 
will to power is “a theoretical explanation of the most fundamental fact: the 
instincts,” which in turn are “the basis of the ‘self.’” The will to power is said 
to “fulfill the criteria allowing any philosophical system to be able to claim a 
whole or complete explanation of reality,” but Torres’s presentation of how the 
will to power does what he claims it does proves unsatisfactory (63). This may 
seem a churlish objection, forgivable insofar as the goal of the chapter is to 
present Strauss’s understanding of Nietzsche’s teaching on the will to power. 
Nonetheless, the comparison of the will to power and Platonic metaphysics 
leaves the reader desirous of more. According to Torres, the will to power is, 
for Strauss, susceptible of two different understandings: “the will to power 
leads to a notion of philosophy as zetetic,” but there is, also, “a political under-
standing of the will to power that portrays philosophy as commanding and 
legislating” (45). The will to power is, per Torres’s Strauss, the replacement for 
metaphysics and traditional philosophy. On this account, Nietzsche’s engage-
ment with Platonism is motivated by the “de-naturalization of man that has 
historically taken the form of Christianity and of certain modern ideas.…
Nietzsche’s intention is to naturalize man by showing that the highest man 
(the philosopher) is the peak of human existence,” but is nonetheless also a 
part of the whole, that is, “non-human nature” (46). Torres leaps too easily 
from the claim that the will to power is Nietzsche’s alternative to Platonic 
metaphysics to the claim that philosophy is the highest expression of the will 
to power. There is much more to be said to clarify the relation between will 
to power and Thrasymachean philosophy understood as commanding and 
legislating. The will to power is linked to knowledge through the act of pre-
scription—the philosopher is no disinterested contemplator of eternal forms 
or ideas, but instead the creator of the categories of being, by and through 

9  Leo Strauss, “Note on the Plan of Nietzsche’s Beyond Good and Evil,” in Studies in Platonic Political 
Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 192. 
10  Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, trans. Judith Norman, ed. Judith Norman and Rolf-
Peter Horstmann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), §36.
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which the world comes to be understood. This act of prescription is ultimately 
what it is for the philosopher to be commander and legislator, that is, the one 
who tells the beings in the world what they are and must be.

The third chapter takes up what Torres calls, in the chapter title, “the 
Natural Right of the Eternal Return of the Same.” Here, Torres is interested 
in showing how Strauss’s Nietzsche faces up to nihilism and historicism, how 
“Nietzsche sought to integrate history into nature,” and how, through an 
embrace of “the ineluctable erotic character of philosophy” the “Thrasyma-
chean philosopher of the future is ‘overcome’ by the Socratic-Dionysian pure 
philosopher” (76).Torres claims that through the overcoming of “modern 
nihilism, historicism, and proto-existentialism, Nietzsche founded ‘natural 
right’ in quasi Socratic-Platonic lines” (76–77). In the chapter, Torres identi-
fies Zarathustra (the figure, not the text) as “the means Nietzsche uses to solve 
the problem of the tension between a ‘free project oriented toward the future’ 
and ‘nature.’” Nietzsche, per Torres’s Strauss, seeks to “ascend from Jerusalem 
to Athens,” and ultimately to “re-found political philosophy by following the 
same path thread [sic] by Socrates. The only difference in their foundations 
of political philosophy is that, while Socrates dealt with the opinions of the 
city, Nietzsche dealt with the opinions of revealed religion” (79). Of course, 
Nietzsche deals with much more than the opinions of revealed religion—the 
larger point is that both Nietzsche and Socrates are alike in pitting a zetetic 
philosophy against authoritative dogmatic opinions that are incompatible 
with the philosophic life. Nietzsche, then, writes and thinks and acts at a 
time similar to that of Socrates. The old dogmas have seeped into the soul and 
reshaped us. But they are collapsing. Socrates saw well that the challenge of 
the pre-Socratics and the Greek enlightenment needed an answer. It was not 
enough to do away with the old gods. The practices of virtue needed to be put 
on a new footing, and the opportunity, taken by thinkers such as Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle, to improve the understanding of human excellence had 
presented itself. Secondly, Socrates, like Nietzsche, foregrounds the incom-
patibility between zetetic philosophy and all dogmatism (civil, religious, etc.), 
while a Plato or an Aristotle—that is, Thrasymachean philosophers in the 
sense intended by Torres—obscure it, tentatively accepting it, at least superfi-
cially, while also engaging in subtle acts of command and legislation. 

Nevertheless, Torres is quite helpful on one of the less clear elements of 
Nietzsche’s thought, the free Geist, which proves to be a liminal sort, between 
the dogmatism of the past and the philosophers of the future. The free Geist 
emerges from “the self-criticism of modernity,” which rejects the legitimacy of 
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any morality. The consequence of this is that the free Geist has an “inability to 
set standards” (85). The movement from previous moralities, to the free Geist, 
to “the rule of the philosophers of the future is a transition from conventional 
right to natural right” (86). The philosophers of the future, of course, will be 
commanders and legislators, and their commanding will be creation based 
on a recognition of the ground of all value as the will to power. Thus, for 
Torres’s Nietzsche, “the genealogy of morals culminates in the establishment 
of ‘natural right’ by virtue of a decision or choice taken by the figure who 
incarnates the peak of humanity—the philosopher” (88). What is this deci-
sion or choice? It is the willing of the eternal return. The willing of the eternal 
return is the act of creative contemplation, because it unites the commanding 
and the contemplating senses of philosophy into one (92–93). Nietzsche, per 
Torres, “does not commit himself” to a particular theoretical or philosophi-
cal understanding of justice, but instead proposes a political teaching, that 
is, “a notion of ‘natural justice’ that can offer an exit to the dilemmas of the 
nihilistic age”; this is to be accomplished by “putting philosophy or science at 
the top of the hierarchy” (99). For Torres’s Strauss, this is because Nietzsche 
is a political philosopher with an interest in political affairs “primarily for 
the sake of philosophy and secondarily for the sake of the human race” (110). 
The “pure philosophy” of the will to power gives rise to the Thrasymachean 
philosophy of the eternal return, explicitly for the good of philosophy and 
only secondarily for the good of humanity.

The fourth chapter takes up the eternal return once again, presenting it 
as an “ironically” founded religion (117). It is here, where Torres discusses 
the eternal return thematically, that he takes the most risks. He rightly notes 
that Nietzsche distinguishes between “pure religion…and impure religion,” 
though it would be better to say that he distinguishes between religion as 
autonomous (“pure,” according to Torres) and as a tool used by the philoso-
pher to shape human beings (117). The difficulty here is that religion, either 
autonomous or under the direction of the philosopher, has the effect of shap-
ing the human soul. The genuine philosopher, not merely the philosopher of 
the future, uses religion as one among many resources for shaping the soul.11 
Religion is a means by which the commanding and legislating function of 
the philosopher is carried out. Torres identifies, then, the eternal recurrence 
as a new religion created by Nietzsche. It is “compatible with the ‘new’ phi-
losophy of will to power because” it “is a by-product of it”; philosophy, on this 
account, “wills religion,” yet it presumably does so ironically, since Torres’s 

11  Cf. Beyond Good and Evil, §61.
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Strauss’s Nietzsche only “ironically founded a religion” (119, 117). The eternal 
return, however, is not just religion for Torres—it is also the titular fröhli-
che Wissenschaft of Nietzsche’s Joyful Science. It will take its bearings from 
“the willingness to let nature and ‘homo natura’ be what they are” (127). It 
is through the eternal return and the willing thereof that the creative and 
contemplative aspects of Nietzsche’s thought come to be reconciled or com-
bined: willing the eternal return is creative in that it is an act of will, but it is 
contemplative in that it lets beings be what they are. It is the reconciliation of 
history and nature, as well as the elevation of nature to the level of eternity.

◆  ◆  ◆

There is much to like in Torres’s book. Readers interested in Strauss, in 
Nietzsche, and in both thinkers will find in it something of benefit. The cen-
tral question of the book, really, concerns the relation of will to power and 
eternal return. Torres claims that as philosophy is to religion, so the will to 
power is to the eternal return (74). Alternatively, for Torres, as will to power is 
to Dionysian-Socratic philosophy, so is the eternal return to Thrasymachean 
philosophy. This is unobjectionable, in that the eternal return is meant to 
function as a public teaching, that is, a religious teaching, ironic or otherwise. 

Philosophy, per Torres, is for Strauss a way of life, and Nietzsche exem-
plifies the philosophic life in the late modern period. Torres characterizes 
Strauss’s reading of Nietzsche as one through which Nietzsche engages 
in a kind of Socratic second sailing—a transition from pure philosophy 
(Dionysian-Socratic), to political philosophy (Thrasymachean), and back to 
pure philosophy (Dionysian-Socratic). This is “a movement from an exclu-
sive interest in cosmological questions to a predominant interest in human 
affairs” (157). Torres claims to show how this transition takes place, on the 
basis of the relation between the will to power and the eternal return. The 
will to power, on this account, is “Thrasymachean philosophy that takes its 
bearings from politics” and is “an effort to both defend philosophy from its 
subordination to revealed religion, and to emancipate mankind from the 
shackles of ecclesiastical tutelage” (157). This leads us to the first significant 
difficulty with the book: what, precisely, the will to power is for Torres or 
Torres’s Strauss, is obscure. Anyone familiar with the relevant secondary 
literature on Nietzsche will know that the meaning of will to power is not 
clear, and is, in fact, a subject of great controversy, as is the role it plays in 
Nietzsche’s thought. Torres’s account would have benefited from a thematic 
discussion of (a) how he thinks Nietzsche understands this and (b) how 
he thinks Strauss understands this. Torres claims that the will to power as 
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Thrasymachean philosophy aims at political philosophy, that is, at the politi-
cal defense of philosophy. How does the will to power do this? It is unclear, 
because there is no thematic account of what the will to power is. Torres also 
claims that the movement from the will to power to the eternal recurrence of 
the same provides an account of the philosophic way of life. While Nietzsche 
surely does have an account of the philosophic life in his work, providing 
that account does not seem to be the aim or purpose of either of the specific 
teachings addressed by Torres. 

In the fourth chapter of the book, Torres presents the eternal return as an 
antitheological religion. This is, in itself, unobjectionable, but Torres’s account 
of the eternal return seems somehow incomplete. Nietzsche famously tells the 
world that “God is dead,” but he takes only a partial joy in the pronouncement, 
because he recognizes the dangers it presents as well as the opportunities.12 
Unlike our contemporary village atheists, Nietzsche knows what is at stake 
in the demise of God. He recognizes a crisis for his age just as surely as Plato 
(or Plato’s Socrates) recognized one in antiquity.13 Nietzsche’s turn to the 
eternal recurrence is born of his recognition of the requirements of the age. 
It is, in Torres’s words, an antitheological religious teaching. But it is more 
precise to say that it is (a) a teaching suited to the dogmas of a post-theocide 
world, and (b) explicitly a “eugenic doctrine” that is meant to function reli-
giously and compel the revaluation of values. In fact, if there is a blind spot 
in Torres’s account, it concerns the question of the transvaluation of values 
and how it relates to the eternal return. Values, claims Nietzsche, are con-
ditions for the “preservation and enhancement of forms of life within the 
context of becoming.”14 Nietzsche’s objection to Platonism, Christianity, and 
modernity in general stems from the fact that the values they promote have 
become harmful, though they were once necessary.15 This recognition, that 
is, of the contingency of all doctrinal teachings, applies also to the eternal 
recurrence, which becomes apparent when one looks at the discussions of the 
doctrine in the Nachlass. Torres does not pay sufficient attention to Nietzsche’s 

12  Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, trans. Josefine Nauckhoff and Adrian del Caro, ed. Bernard 
Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), §125; consider also Twilight of the Idols, 
in The Anti-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the Idols and Other Writings, trans. Judith Norman, ed. 
Aaron Ridley and Judith Norman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), “Skirmishes of an 
Untimely Man,” §5. 
13  Cf. Twilight of the Idols, “The Problem of Socrates.”
14  Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power, trans. Walter Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale, ed. Walter 
Kaufmann (New York: Vintage Books, 1968), §715.
15  See especially Twilight of the Idols, “The Problem of Socrates.”
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thinking about the eternal return. Nietzsche intends it as a eugenic doctrine, 
but Torres reads it as merely an ironically founded philosophic religion. For 
Nietzsche it is the means by which the coming of the last man may be avoided, 
and the transvaluation of values may be effected. Nietzsche’s concern is with 
philosophy and philosophers, of course, but he is not thereby unconcerned 
with humanity. Recall Zarathustra’s own admitted philanthropy (“Ich liebe 
die Menschen,” he says to the hermit as he descends from his cave on high) 
and the way in which Nietzsche admits that “Zarathustra Platonizes.”16 The 
eternal return is a religious teaching for the future, grounded on the atheistic 
assumptions of modern materialist science. More importantly, Nietzsche does 
not conceive of it as a sempiternal or final teaching; it too must, necessarily, 
be overcome. This is confirmed by a note in the Nachlass, in which Nietzsche 
sketches a plan for a (never written) work called The Eternal Recurrence: A 
Book of Prophecy.17 The third section of the unwritten book would have been 
concerned with two questions: first, how the doctrine of the eternal return is 
to be endured; and second, how it is to be disposed of or overcome. Nietzsche 
considers it an effectual teaching, meant to respond to a particular problem 
in a particular time and place. (This is indicated in the fact that the fourth 
section of the proposed book would have presented the doctrine as a midpoint 
in history and something to be overcome). It will be overcome by and through 
the transvaluation of values.18 Nietzsche and his Zarathustra both are skep-
tics—though Nietzsche perhaps more so than his Zarathustra.19 Nietzsche, as 
Torres notes, “wants to foster love of the world,” but how, precisely, this is to be 
accomplished is left unclear (131). 

Overall, Torres’s book is valuable. Torres claims that Strauss’s Nietzsche 
ultimately embraces contemplation, but that this turn toward contemplation 
is “perhaps tainted by creativity or practicality.” To understand this “creative 
contemplation” as described by Torres’s Strauss, “we need to understand that 
‘creativity’ is linked to the notion of the will to power and ‘contemplation’ 
with the thought of the eternal return”; for Torres’s Strauss, “‘contemplation’ 

16  Cf. Thus Spoke Zarathustra, I, Prologue, §2; also Nietzsche to Franz Overbeck, October 22, 1883, 
cited in Thomas Brobjer, Nietzsche’s Philosophical Context: An Intellectual Biography (Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 2008), 28. 
17  Will to Power, §1057. The composition of the note stretches from 1883 to 1888; the idea of the 
eternal return occurs to Nietzsche in 1881.
18  Cf. Will to Power, §1059.
19  We can recall The Anti-Christ, §54, in this regard, where Nietzsche notes that “all great thinkers are 
skeptics” and “convictions are prisons” (in Ridley and Norman, The Anti-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight 
of the Idols and Other Writings, 3–67). 
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as the noun takes precedence over ‘creative’ as the adjective” (xiii). Torres 
provides a valuable analysis of Strauss’s reading of Nietzsche, and in doing so 
provides an alternative to the groundbreaking works of Laurence Lampert on 
the same question. His work contributes to a clarification of Strauss’s various 
presentations of Nietzsche, and an understanding of the effect of Nietzsche 
on Strauss’s thought as a whole. Torres’s Strauss presents Nietzsche as over-
whelmingly concerned with philosophy and the problem of philosophy. 
His Nietzsche has recognized the ruins of Platonism, and seeks to revivify 
philosophy over and against the dogmatisms of revealed religion and late 
modernity. With this view, one imagines, many readers of Nietzsche would 
agree. But does Nietzsche —the world-historical Nietzsche who says history 
will be divided into a pre- and post-Nietzschean world—intend “merely” a 
defense of philosophy? It seems not. His goal is grander than that. He seeks 
to prevent the degeneration of humanity:

There are few pains as intense as ever having seen, guessed, or sympa-
thized while an extraordinary person ran off course and degenerated: 
but someone with an uncommon eye for the overall danger that 
“humanity” itself will degenerate, someone like us, who has recog-
nized the outrageous contingency that has been playing games with 
the future of humanity so far—games in which no hand and not even a 
“finger of God” has taken part!—someone who has sensed the disaster 
that lies hidden in the idiotic guilelessness and credulity of “modern 
ideas,” and still more in the whole of Christian-European morality: 
someone like this will suffer from an unparalleled sense of alarm.…
The total degeneration of humanity down to what today’s socialist 
fools and nitwits see as their “man of the future” —as their ideal! —
this degeneration and diminution of humanity into the perfect herd 
animal (or, as they say, into man in a “free society”), this brutalizing 
process of turning humanity into stunted little animals with equal 
rights and equal claims is no doubt possible! Anyone who has ever 
thought this possibility through to the end knows one more disgust 
than other men,—and perhaps a new task as well!20 

Preserving philosophy is inseparable from preserving humanity—the 
Thrasymachean defense of philosophy necessarily involves a consideration 
of what humanity must be. The preservation of the possibility of the highest 
human type involves an avoidance of the degeneration to which the contem-
porary crisis points. Nietzsche’s teaching is not merely about the philosophers 
of the future, but the humanity of the future: he seeks to give the species a 
new wohin (whither) and wozu (what for) in order to avoid the disastrous 

20  Beyond Good and Evil, §203.
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consequences for humanity if the spiritual forces unleashed by Platonism 
remain unsubdued.21  In this regard, Nietzsche, like other Thrasymachean 
philosophers, seeks to defend and preserve philosophy while improving 
humanity. Just as earlier practitioners of philosophic politics made “use of 
the prevailing political and economic situation,”22 so too will Nietzsche, in 
defense not only of philosophy, but the improvement of humanity.

 

21  Ibid., §211.
22  Ibid., §61.
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“Rank” versus “equality”; “beauty” versus “standardization”; the state as a 
“community of communities” versus the state as a “conglomeration”; it is on 
these unapologetic terms and with these polarities that Aristocratic Souls in 
Democratic Times opens (vii). In coeditor Ethan Alexander-Davey’s introduc-
tion, “Visions of Aristocracy,” he explains that this edited volume was made 
to fill a need, one created by the tendency of “modern political theorists…
to reinterpret the great political writings of the ancients, medievals, and 
early moderns so that they appear to presage the ideals of late modernity” 
(viii). Alexander-Davey explains that this tendency is an understandable one, 
given that we live in a democratic age, while “aristocratic political thought is 
predicated on human inequality” (viii). And yet, he writes, while this primary 
fact of aristocratic political thought is potentially alienating to contemporary 
political theorists, the case this volume makes is that although aristocracy 
begins with human inequality, we egalitarians still have something to learn 
from the normative claims of aristocracy, particularly about the good things 
we have lost in the transition from aristocracy to democracy. This case, made 
earlier by Tocqueville and others, is an especially important one to make in 
our times—if we have ears to hear it. 

Aristocratic Souls in Democratic Times consists of three sections, dealing 
with the aristocratic political thought of Continental Europe, of Britain, and 
of the United States, respectively. The editors of the volume have not limited 
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the range of aristocratic political thought to any time period, though certainly 
the great historical outlier is the first essay of the first section, entitled “Selfless 
Surrender: Tacitus on the Aristocracy of the Roman Principate,” by Andrew 
Fear. Fear’s essay is an excellent primer on Tacitus’s critique of the fecklessness 
of the Roman nobility that enabled the rise and continuity of the principate 
and the death of the Roman Republic. Tacitus’s aristocratic outlook is bleak: 
the rule of the emperors is deceitful and brutal, the senate remains worth-
less, and the people (the plebs sordida) worse than worthless (4). Fear’s essay 
is an examination of the riddle of Tacitus’s political thought: can and should 
tyranny be opposed, and if so, how? It seems at first that, since one cannot 
go back, and “the present must be endured,” Stoicism might be an attractive 
option under tyranny from Tacitus’s point of view (4). But as Fear explains, 
heroic self-sacrifice and care for the common good are more important than 
“selfish demonstrations against tyranny,” such as the show-suicides of Stoics 
such as Thrasea and Seneca. Fear argues that Tacitus presents Marcus Lepi-
dus’s moderation in service to the state, friendship with Tiberius, and noblesse 
oblige as the correct model for aristocratic behavior in a dictatorship. It is 
unclear to this reader only why Fear chooses to call this aristocratic mode an 
“ideology of noble service”—is Tacitus’s position truly ideological or, rather, 
philosophical (6)? Is ideology possible in aristocratic thought, or is freedom 
from ideology rather a winning feature of the aristocratic mind?

The section on Continental aristocratic thought continues with an 
enlightening historical essay by Brian Sandberg tracing the concept of credit 
and its role among the French nobility. This is followed by three essays on rela-
tively obscure aristocratic conservatives: “Enlightened Reactionary: Henri de 
Boulainvilliers and the Eighteenth-Century French Nobility,” “‘L’amour est le 
principe de pouvoir’: Postmodern Society and Louis de Bonald,” and “Aristoc-
racy and the KallipoliV: Konstantin Leontiev and the Politics of ‘Flourishing 
Complexity.’” All three essays offer compelling insights into these figures and 
convincing accounts of why their thought should be examined seriously by 
political theorists. In his essay on Boullainvilliers, Jay M. Smith presents a fig-
ure whose political thought on the question of liberty and virtue can be seen as 
a striking counter to a thinker roughly contemporary of Boullainvilliers, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau. Jerry Salyer gives a rousing defense of the importance of 
studying Louis de Bonald’s orthodox philosophic conservatism, as an antidote 
to soft egalitarianism that goes by the name “conservatism” today, particularly 
for Bonald’s fellow Catholics, who, Salyer writes, “seem more interested in the 
tenuous connection between Catholicism and celebrated Hindu nationalist 
Mohatmas Gandhi than they are in Bonald’s campaign against divorce” (73). 
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Salyer seeks to revive the study of Bonald by placing him among like-minded 
conservative thinkers such as Joseph de Maistre and Edmund Burke. In par-
ticular, Bonald’s writings on the role of religion and the family in society are 
described as an important counterweight to John Locke’s deconstruction of 
orthodoxy and family life (84). 

It seems no accident that the editors positioned Ethan Alexander-Davey’s 
essay on Konstantin Leontiev as a bridge between more obscure aristocratic 
writers and the final two essays of the Continental section of the book, on 
the more prominent figures Friedrich Nietzsche and Ortega y Gasset, for it 
is Alexander-Davey’s essay that makes the most convincing case within the 
volume for taking seriously the work of an underrated historical figure and 
political thinker. In his introduction Alexander-Davey refers to Leontiev as 
“the Russian Nietzsche” (xviii), a promise that does not go entirely unful-
filled. Leontiev rivals Nietzsche in his defense of inequality, hierarchy, and 
aesthetics, and yet, while Nietzsche is a man of—perhaps the founder of—the 
atheistic revolutionary right, Leontiev’s aristocratic political thought appears 
to have more in common with Plato and the medieval Christian thinkers, as 
well as perhaps with twentieth-century radical traditionalists such as Evola 
and Guenon. Leontiev, unlike Nietzsche, does not reject faith and reason out-
right, but builds his hierarchies upon these foundations, alongside aesthetics. 
Leontiev melds religious universalism—Christianity—with an aristocratic 
nationalism that combines statecraft and soulcraft (100). Even if Leontiev’s 
vision of a flourishing hierarchical society aimed at the salvation of souls 
has little to offer us moderns, his direct responses to the work of John Stuart 
Mill, Tocqueville, and other Western liberals can perhaps provide us with a 
salutary reminder of the limitations of liberalism, even a liberalism peppered 
with aristocratic elements. 

Jeffrey Church’s “Nietzsche on Aristocracy and the Meaning of Life,” in 
a response to scholars who dismiss Nietzsche’s defense of aristocracy, gives 
a nuanced account of precisely what kind of aristocracy Nietzsche sought to 
create, arguing that it is neither a “predatory” form of aristocracy nor a “natu-
ral” form, but rather a new kind of aristocracy based on “spiritual noblesse 
oblige” (142), which would place Nietzsche in the company of Andrew Fear’s 
Tacitus. Church claims that Nietzsche’s spiritual aristocracy is built on “the 
natural equality of all human beings,” and that, furthermore, “the Spiritual 
Aristocracy at its fundamental level is animated by the Kantian notion of 
freedom as autonomy or self-determination, that humanity redeems itself 
when given its own law” (152–53). However this may be, it seems curious 
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that Nietzsche would found his spiritual aristocracy upon an ethical system 
he summarily destroys in Genealogy of Morals. Pedro Blas Gonzalez’s essay 
on Ortega y Gasset’s Revolt of the Masses rounds out the volume’s section on 
Continental aristocratic thought by providing a clear and thorough explana-
tion of Ortega’s polemic against modern man, or “mass man,” and defense of 
aristocratic “noble man.”

There seem to be fewer visions of aristocracy in Britain and America, 
at least in this volume. Each of the last two sections contain three essays. In 
“British Visions of Aristocracy” we encounter the familiar Thomas Hobbes 
and Edmund Burke, as well as the unfamiliar Eighth Duke of Northum-
berland. In “Thomas Hobbes on the Aristocracy of Passion,” Geoffrey M. 
Vaughan acknowledges the strangeness of trying to connect aristocratic 
thought to anything in Hobbes’s philosophy, but it is precisely because of 
his unorthodox treatment of Hobbes that this essay is so enjoyable. Its place-
ment in the book comes at a good time as well; it provides the necessary jolt 
out of what have now become slightly repetitive themes in the Continental 
section. Vaughan argues that Hobbes, seeing the danger of the aristocratic 
temptation—rule by the best—replaces “the classical aristocracy of virtue 
with his own aristocracy of passion” (185). The excellence of Vaughan’s treat-
ment overrides the possible objection that this essay does not perfectly fit 
the theme of the volume; indeed, his discussion of the potential dangers of 
aristocracy comes at a good time in the book. Ian Crowe’s essay on “Edmund 
Burke’s Peerage” offers a prudent reminder to Burke scholars that Burke’s 
aristocratic soul figures prominently in his political prognostications, and 
Jonathan M. Wales’s “Traditionalist Seer: The Aristocratic Philosophy of the 
Eighth Duke of Northumberland (1880–1930)” provides an elegant descrip-
tion of the life and times of Alan Ian Percy and his High Tory political theory. 
This essay reveals the tremendous scope of the author’s knowledge of High 
Toryism and the world Percy occupied, from his family to his friendships, as 
well as his wide array of political writings and speeches. Wales’s historical 
capacity reflects that of his subject, and this essay marks another high point 
in the collection. 

The third section, “Aristocracy in America,” begins with John F. Devan-
ny’s essay, “‘I am an Aristocrat; I Love Liberty, I Hate Equality’: John Randolph 
of Roanoke and the Defense of the Aristocracy of Virginia.” This essay ques-
tions the prevailing view of Randolph as a Jeffersonian and instead presents 
him as a proponent of natural aristocracy. Faced with the problem that Ran-
dolph wrote no books or treatises, viewing purely theoretical written works 
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with true Socratic skepticism, Devanny turns to Randolph’s life and letters 
as guideposts for examining his political views. Randolph was a champion of 
law, rooted community, and tradition, as well as “freedom and limited gov-
ernment as bulwarks against innovation” (268). Devanny defends Randolph 
as more than a mere political eccentric, casting him as “our greatest political 
Jeremiah,” one who saw danger far ahead but was unable to prevent it (269). 
Randolph endures as a figure of fascination for American conservatives, even 
though he was “that most ‘un-American’ of all species, an aristocrat” (269). 

Placed between Devanny’s Randolph and the final essay of the book is 
Richard Avramenko and Noah Stengle’s piece, “Looking Down Tocqueville’s 
Nose: On the Problem of Aristocratic Etiquette in Democratic Times.” This 
essay is not about any one figure, but rather about the contrast between 
aristocratic manners and those of a democracy. What Tocqueville calls “the 
science of etiquette” is preeminent, even all-important, in an aristocracy: the 
social fabric relies on it (277). Avramenko and Stengle argue that “the art of 
manners” remains important for a democracy, and that without it the poten-
tial for “populism” or even a revolution becomes more likely (277). Using 
Tocqueville to create a “sociological hermeneutic,” the authors demonstrate 
the potential chain of causality that leads from a breakdown in manners to 
the point of revolution in a democratic regime (291). This essay is an outlier 
in a volume of essays on aristocratic souls, but it shows the importance of 
aspects of aristocratic political thought at its most basic level: the mainte-
nance of social bonds that hold a political community together. It is perhaps 
fitting, then, that turning from a demonstrable breakdown in manners and 
mores the volume ends with the essay “Richard M. Weaver on Chivalry and 
Aristocracy in the American South,” by Jay Langdale. The American South is, 
or was, a place of carefully constructed etiquette and manners, and Langdale 
describes Weaver’s attraction to the vision of the Southern Agrarians and his 
ultimate rejection of their pseudopopulism in favor of a more carefully con-
sidered aristocratic noblesse oblige. Rather than romanticizing the failures 
of the South, Weaver in particular noted the southern failure to cultivate the 
mind through liberal education, cumulating in its great failure to produce 
a great statesmen, “on par with Edmund Burke,” who might have aided in 
perfecting the social order of the South (304). But Weaver’s greatest contribu-
tions are his insights into the nature of liberalism as dependent on scientism 
and materialism, and a shallow “progressive educational philosophy” which 
“failed to comprehend that ‘only [true] education’ could reliably allow men 
to understand the ‘hierarchy of values’” (307). Weaver, an American, makes 
the case that, ultimately, “democracy cannot exist without aristocracy” (307).
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Aristocratic Souls in Democratic Times is a welcome and needed con-
tribution to the political theory literature on aristocratic political thought, 
and on the whole a courageous effort to be true to the intentions of its sub-
jects. It does not shy away from the unfashionable ideas of those whom C. S. 
Lewis might have called men with chests, or even modes of political thought 
that might today be considered fundamentally immoral. If there is indeed 
a crisis of liberalism afoot or at hand, considering the thoughtful critiques 
of preliberal and even antiliberal men may be a first step to diagnosing and 
prescribing our way out of the crisis. 
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Shadia Drury’s publications represent a hybrid form of academic research, in 
which scholarship regularly morphs into a genre one might call “scoldership” 
or even “scaldership.” Her primary aim is not to figure things out and to con-
vey arguments that are meticulously grounded. Her primary aim is to arouse 
alarm, and she provides her readers with a steady diet of error and exaggeration.

Drury’s approach has been particularly pernicious in connection with 
Leo Strauss and his students, regarding whom she has nonetheless garnered 
global acclaim; she spent decades denouncing if not demonizing a small 
scholarly “school” that was already wildly unpopular. In the book under 
review, by contrast, Drury’s primary targets are two figures—Socrates and 
Plato—who have been cherished for millennia on multiple continents. Like 
most of her books, moreover, this volume opens up interesting perspec-
tives on important issues in a lively and accessible manner. And although 
she here joins the ever-growing academic army that denounces dead white 
male Europeans, she elevates ancient playwrights (especially Sophocles 
and Euripides) along with the ultra-dead Homer. By far the most valuable 
chapter is the one that defends Homer and polytheism (131–70). Drury 
argues persuasively and efficiently that the life-loving Homeric gods would 
condemn genocide, dogmatism, fanaticism, inquisitions, crusades, and self-
mortification. Finally, unlike the “takeaway” she presented to introduce the 
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2005 reprinting of her first book on Strauss,1 the new volume accurately 
interprets her prior publications.

The first chapter presents “the political case against Socrates.” Drury here 
intensifies the critique I. F. Stone provided in his 1988 bestseller, The Trial of 
Socrates. Drury emphasizes that Socrates remained in Athens after the Thirty 
Tyrants took over in 404 BC (19–20, 95), and she dwells upon the evil deeds 
of Alcibiades, Charmides, and Critias. In her central chapter, “How Plato 
Legitimizes the Case for the Prosecution,” she goes even farther. Her Socrates 
leaves his students (along with his lovers and closest associates) “rationally 
dumbfounded, intellectually servile, and psychologically unhinged” (111); 
his “closest associates,” indeed, were “moral monstrosities—bloodthirsty 
killers, self-serving traitors, and fanatical oligarchs who were totally con-
temptuous of ordinary people” (106). Drury never pauses to indicate whether 
she includes Chaerephon, Crito, Plato, Xenophon, and Polemarchus (who 
was executed by the Thirty) among Socrates’s “closest associates.”

Drury makes other highly implausible political claims about Socrates 
and Plato: for Plato, democracy is “the only irredeemable form of govern-
ment” (20); “clearly, Socrates was more extreme in his rejection of democracy 
than the mature Plato” (22); the Apology “provided no evidence of Socrates’ 
respect for law” (79); and “Socratic ideas invite violence and treachery on a 
grand scale” (126).

Drury’s last three chapters focus on the religious evils announced in her 
title, and her opening chapters also argue that Socratic religion spawned grave 
political abuses. Socrates’s conception of piety is “a destabilizing political 
concept that invites political violence and extremism” (36). Allying religion 
with morality has “contributed to immorality on a grand scale” (52). There 
is “no denying that the religion of Socrates was a threat to the well-being of 
the state—any state” (62). Being rooted in the “Orphic project of withdrawal 
from the attachments to the world and control over the desires of the body,” 
Socrates’s “conception of justice or righteousness” is “deeply flawed” (87). 
Drury wisely refrains, however, from claiming that religiosity helped impel 
Alcibiades, Charmides, and Critias to their violent and treacherous actions.

1  In the conclusion of her first book, Drury asserts that Strauss, recognizing that “democratic society 
provides the sort of freedom that is necessary to the unhampered pursuit of the philosophical life,” 
is “not anti-democratic”; he even “makes it clear that he is not an enemy of democracy” (Shadia B. 
Drury, The Political Ideas of Leo Strauss [New York: St. Martin’s, 1988], 194). According to the intro-
duction she wrote for the Iraq War reprinting, however, her book “showed” that Strauss was “a sworn 
enemy of freedom and democracy” (The Political Ideas of Leo Strauss, updated ed. [New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005], ix).
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The myth of Er, for Drury, represents the “cornerstone” of Plato’s moral 
teaching (149); she also emphasizes things that Socrates says about the after-
life in Apology, Phaedo, and Gorgias (523a–c). Drury concludes that Socrates 
“chooses death, not reluctantly, but as the goal—the life-long quest of his phi-
losophizing”; his “love of death and martyrdom were motivated by a quest for 
personal salvation, and the promise of eternal life among the blessed” (163); 
he “believes that we are all better off dead” (136). Because Socrates and Plato 
also maintained that the gods are “motivated only by concerns for justice 
or righteousness” (50), furthermore, they paved the way for “the totalitarian 
tyranny of the Catholic Church that engulfed Europe in the Middle Ages” 
(90).2 This tyranny was merely “a Christianized Platonism” (90), and Plato 
was “the intellectual father of the Inquisition” (122). Drury here emphasizes 
the punishments for impiety in the Laws (121–24). She errs, however, when 
she states that the death penalty is required even for unbelievers who have 
“good character” and who inflicted no “injuries or harms” (122). The default 
punishment for being “impious in words or deeds” is imprisonment (Laws 
907d–908a), and only two impiety crimes entail the death penalty: when 
someone, after serving five years in a special prison (the sophronisterion), is 
convicted again of impiety (909a); when someone who is “polluted” conducts 
a religious ritual (910d). And when Drury (in 130n110) cites 908c–909a to 
document her above-cited statement about the well-behaved unbelievers, she 
ignores the claim here that even a shady character who cleverly conceals his 
atheism “deserves not one nor two deaths” (908e).3

Extending such accusations against Socrates and Plato, the book’s last 
page provides one of Drury’s most inflammatory claims: “Unless the West 
abandons its Socratic hangover, it will remain indistinguishable from its most 
lethal enemy—the self-styled ‘Islamic State,’ whose motto is (with a menacing 
index finger lifted to the heavens) one God, one truth, one path!” (213).

2  Drury is comparably hostile to religion in two of her earlier books. From “the moment that it wielded 
political influence under Constantine,” Drury writes, “the church has been a menace to peace”; the 
biblical God is “pathological,” and religion is “destructive of political peace, order, and justice” (Shadia 
B. Drury, Aquinas and Modernity: The Lost Promise of Natural Law [Lanham, MD: Rowman & Little-
field, 2008], 53, 180n19, 163). She elsewhere argues that Heinrich Himmler was “more sensitive than 
the Christian saints and elect of God, not to mention God and his ‘angels’” (Terror and Civilization: 
Christianity, Politics, and the Western Psyche [New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004], 27).
3  Emphasis added; I am quoting the 1980 Basic Books translation by Thomas L. Pangle. It is also 
relevant that Magnesia would impose the death penalty even for relatively minor crimes: e.g., testifying 
after having been convicted three times of giving “false testimony” (937c), stealing public property 
(941c–942a), “harboring a fugitive” (955b), making peace in private with parties against whom the com-
munity is warring (955c), and providing “some service to the fatherland” in exchange for “gifts” (955d).
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Anyone who scrutinizes the stark and dramatic discussion of death 
Socrates offers at the end of the Apology can quickly fathom the weaknesses 
of Drury’s claims that he exalted death and helped reorient Western civiliza-
tion toward “the promise of eternal life” (163). Earlier, Socrates proclaimed 
that “no one knows” whether death might be the greatest good (29a–b), but 
he proceeds to state that he did not “know whether it is good or bad” (37b).4 
Although the uncertainty shrinks at 40c when he asserts that there are only 
two possibilities regarding death, it swells because of the stark contrast 
between the two: eternal nothingness versus a transmigration of the soul.5 
The annihilation version, which Drury never mentions, might have greater 
impact because Socrates articulates it without relying on an external author-
ity, whereas he both introduces and elaborates transmigration as an inference 
from “the things that are said” (40c, 40e). The annihilation version, further-
more, would presumably be more compelling for future readers around the 
world. On the one hand, it develops the analogy between death and sleep, a 
process that every human being experiences. Nor does it involve encounters 
with minor mythical figures such as Rhadamanthys, Aeacus, Triptolemus, 
and Palamedes (41a–b).

If Socrates thought that death was eternal nothingness, Drury’s attempts 
to center his life and his teaching on otherworldly bliss are completely 
absurd.6 Drury also fails to note how the Apology’s account of the afterlife 
differs from the Christian version: “all the dead are there” (40e), and no one 
is being punished—or rewarded—for things s/he did or said on earth.

Even more significant is Drury’s failure to acknowledge that the post-
death possibility Socrates associates with “inconceivable happiness” (41c) is 
one in which he would keep seeking wisdom for all eternity. By belittling 
Socrates’s famous professions of ignorance (104–5, 135–36, 226–29, 242–43), 
Drury in effect afflicts him with her own hubris. One wishes that, during the 
decades she spent studying Strauss and his students, she had learned more 

4  I am quoting the translation provided by Thomas G. West and Grace Starry West in Four Texts on 
Socrates, rev. ed. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1988).
5  In suggesting here that death is “like being nothing and the dead man has no perception of any-
thing” (40c), Socrates anticipates the prospect that “there’s nothing at all for one who’s met his end” 
(Phaedo 91b, trans. Eva Brann, Peter Kalkavage, and Eric Salem [Newburyport, MA: Focus Classical 
Library, 1998]). The sting of the Apology version is amplified by the reference to “all time” at 40e.
6  These points about death are even more salient for anyone who accepts Drury’s argument that Pla-
to’s early dialogues cannot be “totally inventive” because many of the targeted readers knew Socrates 
and “were present at his trial” (103); if Plato had taken huge liberties in the Apology, many Athenians 
could have denounced it.
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about the challenges of interpreting dialogues. On a regular basis, indeed, 
Drury falls into the trap of assuming that Plato endorses every statement 
made by one of his “leading men” (especially Socrates and the Athenian 
Stranger). Her Plato thus ends up insisting (137, 149), complaining (149), 
believing (158), criticizing (164), claiming, and wanting (171).

Paving the way for Drury, Friedrich Nietzsche characterized Christianity 
as “Platonism for the ‘people’”7 and defended Homer against Plato. Nietzsche, 
however, seemed to take Socratic skepticism more seriously than does Drury. 
And whereas Drury’s book never mentions the “ideas,” Nietzsche asserted 
that Plato’s “invention” of “the Good” was “the worst, the most prolonged, 
and the most dangerous of all errors.”8 Drury credits Nietzsche for her main 
argument, but somewhat grudgingly (160, 173, 189), and she fails to confront 
Nietzsche’s infamous claims that God is dead. And while she acknowledges 
that nihilism can leave life “tasteless, insipid, worthless, and without purpose 
or meaning” (206), she does not worry that God’s death would eliminate “all 
comfort and hope, everything holy or healing,” leaving us nothing to wor-
ship beyond “rocks [den Stein], stupidity, gravity, fate, or nothingness” (BGE, 
§55). These memorable words might themselves suffice to refute Drury’s 2004 
claim that Nietzsche’s posture toward Christianity was “a puerile revolt of the 
child against the parent.”9

In waging her revolt against Socrates, Drury also errs badly when invok-
ing Xenophon. According to Drury, the Memorabilia informs us that it was 
“common knowledge that Socrates’ favorite topic was the utter absurdity of 
allowing ordinary people…to rule” (14). To document this (in 31n68), she 
cites a nonexistent section (2.2.37). I assume she meant to cite 1.2.37, in which 
Critias and Charicles mock Socrates for discussing shoemakers, builders, 
smiths, and herdsmen at such length. There is nothing here about “common 
knowledge,” Socrates’s “favorite topic,” absurdity, or the political competence 
of the demos. In fact, no passage in the Memorabilia supports Drury’s above-
quoted claim, and Xenophon even asserts that Socrates was “well disposed 
toward the demos.”10 Drury also distorts Xenophon’s Hellenica in the course 

7  Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, trans. and ed. Rolf-Peter Horstmann and Judith Nor-
man (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), preface.
8  Ibid. On Socratic skepticism, see §191 and §202.
9  Drury, Terror and Civilization, 122. Nietzsche, Drury adds, “merely celebrates whatever Christian-
ity deems to be evil”; Christian assumptions are “so deeply ingrained in his thought, and weigh so 
heavily upon him that he had to rebel in order to gain an ounce of sanity and self-esteem” (123). 
10  Xenophon, Memorabilia, trans. Amy I. Bonnette (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1994), 
1.2.60. Drury could have extracted some relevant material from 1.2.58 (especially if she consulted the 
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of arguing that “aristocratic” leanings motivated Socrates to recommend 
separate trials for the Arginusae generals; Xenophon never says that the ship-
wrecked sailors were “left to drown in their ships without oars or any way of 
escaping” (76–77).11

In “The Liberalism of Classical Political Philosophy,” Strauss dissects a 
1957 book by classicist Eric Havelock that Drury commends in her anno-
tated bibliography (238). Strauss anticipates being blamed for having written 
at length about “an unusually poor book.” He proceeds to lament that “the 
humane desire for tolerance” is being “perverted” into the “abandonment 
of all standards and hence of all discipline.” Such a perversion, Strauss con-
cludes, is particularly pernicious when it afflicts “the very discipline which 
is responsible for the transmission of the classical heritage.”12 In the name of 
tolerance, Shadia Drury has written a volume on classics that makes Have-
lock seem like a pillar of scholarly rectitude.

sentence from her beloved Homer that follows the lines Socrates was accused of reciting) and from 
3.7.1–7.
11  See Hellenica 1.6.34–1.7.35. Drury likewise errs when interpreting and citing Herodotus’s Histories 
and Aristotle’s Politics.
12  Leo Strauss, Liberalism Ancient and Modern (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1968), 63, 64.
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Mary Shelley and the Rights of the Child: Political Philosophy in “Franken-
stein” casts an even wider net than its already eclectic-sounding title might 
suggest. Ultimately it is an argument by Eileen Hunt Botting for the right, 
understood in a literal political sense, of children to love and be loved. Bot-
ting gets to her own argument, though, by a process that includes a critical 
examination of the troubling role, or lack of role, of children in the think-
ing of Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and Kant (chapter 1) and the significantly 
improved, but still not entirely satisfactory, picture of children’s rights in 
Mary Wollstonecraft (chapter 2). These chapters lay out the positions that 
Botting takes the young Mary Shelley to be responding to by a series of five 
nested literary “thought experiments” in Frankenstein (chapter 3), the results 
of which lead her to develop various aspects of the idea of a child’s right to 
love and be loved. The last chapter applies lessons learned from Shelley to 
the cases of stateless orphans, children with birth defects, and genetically or 
otherwise engineered children.

Throughout the book Botting also puts her main subjects in dialogue 
with contemporary literary and political theorists she takes to be important. 
The clarity of her writing throughout is excellent, which is noteworthy to the 
extent that, as the book proceeds, Botting’s own “postmodern” theoretical 
commitments become more and more evident. Yet she almost entirely avoids 
the “playful” obfuscation so common among postmodern scholars, and their 
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tendency to write as if some neologism or innovative use of punctuation 
marks can explain or advance an argument.

Whatever its virtues, the argument of the book stands or falls on two 
major propositions. The first is that classical liberal theorists do not have, nor 
provide a basis for, a satisfactory account of the rights of children. The second 
is that Frankenstein can be read as an exploration of the question of the rights 
of children.

Botting makes a good, but not great, case for the unsatisfactory treatment 
of children in classical liberal theory. In some specific instances, her critical 
zeal overwhelms the carefulness of her reading. She is hard on Hobbes for 
mentioning the terrible possibility that in the state of nature a mother might 
expose her child in exigent circumstances “without a chance of gaining pro-
tection of a sovereign under a social contract” (35). But Hobbes’s point would 
be precisely that the possibility of preventing or punishing infanticide is one 
more reason to prefer living under a sovereign authority than in the state 
of nature. Hobbes may be wrong in his portrait of the state of nature, but it 
should hardly count against him if he sees that under the circumstances he 
describes the situation of children would be particularly parlous. And even 
if Hobbes knew that some sovereigns over the course of history condoned 
infanticide, Botting offers no evidence that (unlike Kant) he regarded it as 
normative in a well-run civil society. Or again, she seems shocked at Rous-
seau’s assertion that in the state of nature parents would let their children 
wander off and thereby abandon them. But, perhaps excessively influenced by 
stories of Rousseau’s abandonment of his own children, she missed his point 
that in a state of nature strictly speaking we would see protohumans, human-
precursor animals that look more or less human. Rousseau can be forgiven 
for noting that animals do not by and large form enduring families, and for 
failing to anticipate the results of ape- and chimp-family-life studies that 
were only undertaken in the second half of the twentieth century, results that 
might be taken to call his description of protohuman behavior into question.

Although she does not stress the point, eventually Botting acknowledges 
that classical liberalism’s failure to say much about the rights of children 
is connected with the placement of family within a private realm. As part 
of Locke’s effort not to ground political authority in parental power, for 
example, we see him build family life on mutual obligations of parents and 
children rather than rights claims. While on the parental side there is a duty 
to raise the child such that, upon reaching the age of majority, he can exercise 
his rights as a free and equal human being, as a child with highly imperfect 
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capacities (including the capacity for reason), those rights are not relevant. 
“Children, I confess, are not born in this full state of equality, though they 
are born to it.” But because she says so little about how in the liberal view the 
incapacities of children may make them poor rights-bearers, Botting is also 
able very nearly to take for granted how her own vision of children’s rights 
justifies a great legalizing and politicizing of familial relationships. With ter-
rible cases of child abuse and neglect all too common, the state has enough 
trouble securing “merely” the physical and mental health of victims. Aim-
ing lower than Botting would think appropriate, the existing child-welfare 
system in the United States already has all too often an aspect of bureaucratic 
nightmare. The public obligations attendant on enforcement of a right to love 
and be loved sound like they would create another order of difficulty, likely 
to spawn the kind of bureaucratic and litigation-encouraging infrastructure 
that has burgeoned in our “rights talk” society—all without much guarantee 
of hitting the mark aimed at.

Whatever its practical difficulties, the moral justification for such a regime 
is, according to Botting’s argument, to be found in Frankenstein. Botting 
acknowledges the first hurdle for this argument: it seems a stretch to call Fran-
kenstein’s oversized, powerful, and preternaturally intelligent “creature” (the 
word she prefers to “monster”) a child. Botting argues that Shelley presents us 
with a being that physically speaking is not at all childlike in order to get us 
to focus on his childlike emotional and social vulnerabilities. The creature is 
able to survive his physical abandonment by his creator; here Botting rightly 
highlights Victor Frankenstein’s almost unbelievably irresponsible behavior. 
But without the protection of his parent, without a parent to make special 
arrangements appropriate to his particular vulnerabilities (i.e., his frightening 
size and face) and without a parent to love him and be an object of his love, the 
creature faces the insurmountable odds created by a world prejudiced against 
him because of his looks. It is for that reason, Botting argues, that he turns into 
the monster that his appearance had suggested all along. 

Botting’s sympathy for the creature is unquestionably consistent with 
Shelley’s text, but it is taken to such an extent that it almost becomes hard to 
see any trace of a monster in the creature. In a not unfamiliar trope of our 
times, her otherwise reasonable understanding of the sources of the creature’s 
string of murders comes perilously close to absolving him of responsibility 
for them. One telling instance of this tendency is seen in her description of 
the creature’s murder—his first—of Victor’s young brother William. The 
creature had hoped to “seize him, and educate him as my companion and 
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friend [so that] I should not be so desolate in this peopled earth” (170). Bot-
ting comments, “The loss of his dream of founding a small community of 
Frankenstein children drove him to become the horrendous monster that 
society had presumed him to be.” When she says “the loss of his dream,” 
however, it is as if Botting sees nothing monstrous already in the plan to 
kidnap a small child, permanently, as it would seem, stealing him from his 
family! The fact that Botting takes the creature as paradigmatic for how we 
should treat stateless orphans, children with birth defects, and genetically 
engineered transhuman or posthuman children reinforces the idea that ulti-
mately she sees nothing monstrous in the creature. All blame goes to Victor 
for his initial abandonment and to civil society for not having institutions 
ready to find an appropriate placement for the monster, for instance, as a 
resident in a home for blind people.

In some contrast with Botting, Shelley seems to be capable of both creat-
ing a sympathetic creature and not losing sight of its monstrousness. That 
fact helps explain why Frankenstein is an extraordinarily rich text to which 
an extraordinary diversity of interpretative approaches have been applied 
and corresponding conclusions reached. So it is not much of a criticism of 
Botting to suggest that there is another way of looking at Victor Frankenstein 
and his monster that casts doubt on the proposition that the story is about 
the need for improved social services and attitudes towards those whose 
physical conformations are seen as “different.” It starts in strong agreement 
with Botting: Frankenstein behaved very badly in abandoning his creation. 
His reaction upon having successfully transformed dead matter into a living 
being is almost inexplicable. He had put this creature together: how at the 
very moment of his success could he be so surprised and horrified by what 
it looked like?

Did Frankenstein think—or, perhaps better, hope—that the dead parts 
he had pieced together would somehow be beautified by having been brought 
to life? There is certainly evidence in the story that part of what motivates his 
experiments is a quarrel with death itself. Yet his aspiration was not only to 
bring dead matter to life, which it seems he had already done before making 
the creature. He sought to create a more than human being of monumental 
size and beauty that would owe a debt of gratitude to him, that would be 
entirely a creature of his will. Seeing brought to life the monstrousness of 
what he actually achieved precipitates the first of a series of mental break-
downs, this one leaving his creation on its own.
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Now, surely it is possible to imagine a whole series of intermediate steps 
between Frankenstein’s first proof of concept success and creating an out-
sized, beautiful, sentient human-like being. That Frankenstein did not take 
this route, that he chose instead a process of creation involving, day after day, 
an all-consuming focus on terrible things and alienation from all his family 
and friends, tells us something about him and about his goal. Frankenstein 
was willing to sacrifice his own humanity in pursuit of overcoming human 
mortality and natality. His outsized project leads to an outsized dedication 
and, when the results fail to meet his expectations, to an outsized reaction. 

In short, there is something disproportionate and disorderly about Fran-
kenstein’s project from the start. The “naive” reading of the text accuses him 
of “playing God,” but the real charge against Frankenstein is that he fails 
as a human being; he fails his family, and his community, and his friends, 
and finally his wife. His confidence in his own power to overcome human 
limitation deprives him of all effective human sympathy, even if he can still 
torture himself into mental breakdowns convenient for avoiding the result of 
his failings. Frankenstein’s failure to love and be loved is not specific to the 
creature; it is the problem of all his relationships once he embarks down his 
fateful path. 

That a book so focused as Botting’s on the well-being of children and 
the importance of love should fail to see the full extent of Frankenstein’s 
failures to love appropriately is unfortunate, even if not entirely surprising. 
A good postmodern, Botting rejects the order-providing, yet in her view 
imperialistic, master narratives that provide the traditional, if always fragile, 
support for maintaining the well-being of children within loving families 
and responsible communities. As much as Botting admires the advances 
Mary Wollstonecraft makes over Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and Kant with 
respect to the rights of children, she finds that Wollstonecraft problematically 
“justified children’s absolute possession of these rights on the basis of their 
moral status as rational creatures of God” (72). Botting suggests that “one 
could even detach her view of humans (including children) as moral equals 
from its theological and metaphysical assumptions,” a project that Botting 
herself seems to undertake.

In attempting such detachment Botting is more like Frankenstein him-
self than not. His creativity is detached from everything but his own will 
and desire, with terrible results for his creation and for those around him. 
Botting’s implicit sympathy with this detachment means that while she calls 
his treatment of his creation into question, she does not seriously touch on 
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the decision to create itself. As her sympathetic account of those imagined 
and real children whom she labels transhuman and “post/human” indicates, 
she is impatient with a “hand-wringing” “bioconservatism” that would raise 
a warning flag about Victor’s aspirations. 

So in the five nested thought experiments she uses to elucidate Shelley’s 
lessons about the rights of children, she omits consideration of an important 
literary-counterfactual sixth that frames them all. Imagine that Frankenstein 
undertakes the project of making his creature, and endures all its horrors, 
but just before he “pulls the switch” he has a good look at his creature—truly 
seeing it for the first time in weeks—and then takes a good look at his own rav-
aged, half-crazed face in a mirror. Horrified and ashamed by these two visions 
of the monstrousness he has brought into the world, he smashes his apparatus, 
buries the creature and all his notes, and returns home, grateful (as he would 
come to put it) to whatever Power it was that allowed him to step away from 
the abyss. In subsequent years he serves the cause of the well-being of children, 
of loving and being loved, as a good son, a faithful husband, a doting father, a 
good friend, and a generous benefactor to the orphaned and disabled. In short, 
by the standards of his community he is a pillar of his community.

Of course this is not the horror story the absurdly young Mary Shel-
ley sought to write, and I do not know for sure that Shelley would prefer 
this moral universe to the one Botting reaches by interpreting her novel. In 
Botting’s world regard for children has been detached from theological and 
metaphysical commitments and the state stands as the ultimate guarantor of 
loving and being loved. Meanwhile we embark, in the spirit of Frankenstein, 
upon ever more ambitious manipulation and engineering of our minds and 
bodies, with all the prospects for “failures” such as his that are inherent in 
that process. My opinion, at any rate, is that the physical, emotional, and 
spiritual vulnerability of children, which after all is the key fact behind any 
effort to articulate the rights of children or otherwise give special concern to 
their well-being, is more likely to be protected when human beings celebrate 
their limits and not their power.
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Americans remain deeply divided about the meaning of the Civil War and 
Reconstruction, as recent controversies over the removal of Confederate 
monuments have made clear. When citizens perceive that a matter of justice 
is at issue, their passions are likely to be aroused. Scholars are citizens too, 
but they serve their country better by keeping their passions under control. 
From Oligarchy to Republicanism has the great merit of not allowing engage-
ment with issues in the present day to influence its view of the past. The view 
it defends, however, cannot be called dispassionate. 

Forrest Nabors asserts his independence from prevailing schools of schol-
arship on the Civil War and Reconstruction by a bold claim: his research has 
uncovered the lost philosophical and historiographical “key” to the mean-
ing of the war and its aftermath. That key is political. The antebellum South, 
Nabors argues, was an oligarchy that had come to reject the principles of 
republicanism on which the United States was founded. Slavery was the 
outstanding feature of the southern oligarchy, but this institution must be 
considered within the broader context of its regime. The Civil War was a con-
flict between regimes that could not coexist within the same federal union. 
The task of Reconstruction was “regime change” (36)—the reestablishment 
of republican government in the seceded states. One cannot understand 
the magnitude of this task without understanding what happened in those 
states in the decades preceding the outbreak of war. Nor, he thinks, can one 
understand the troubled history of race relations in the South after the war 
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without understanding the shadow that the oligarchy continued to cast over 
that region.

Nabors borrows the “key” expression from an article that appeared in 
the New York Times in March 1865 (quoted on 283). The Republicans who 
controlled Congress agreed with the writer for the Times in viewing oli-
garchy as the key to the rebellion. Nabors goes on to explain its subsequent 
loss (290–91). “The reason that the key has never since been recovered and 
seriously applied to studies of the progress and outcome of Reconstruction 
was because…scholars became consumed by the most salient moral question 
that remained.…The scholars became engaged in the battles of civil rights 
and injected themselves into unfolding political history, while retelling past 
history in terms of the fundamental moral question with which they were 
engaged.” Or, as he puts it in another place (293), “Because scholarship has 
played a role in the battles for civil rights, it has been difficult to maintain 
philosophical distance.” The scholars of Reconstruction became partisans. 
Nabors’s explanation is persuasive, but it raises the question whether he 
has succeeded better than those scholars in maintaining philosophical dis-
tance from his subject matter. After years of a costly war they blamed on the 
South—some of them lost their own sons in it—the Republican legislators 
were not likely to be models of impartiality, and it is their interpretation of 
the war that Nabors has adopted. 

The book is divided into two main parts. Part 1 draws exclusively from 
the speeches and writings of the members of the Republican Party who 
served in the Senate and House of Representatives between 1863 and 1869. 
It demonstrates convincingly that the Republicans in Congress during this 
time possessed a coherent, well-elaborated, and historically and philosophi-
cally well-grounded understanding of the slave states as constituting an 
oligarchic regime. Nabors “allows the Republicans to speak for themselves 
without mediation or interference,” because “for many decades their full 
case has been advanced weakly” (24). Part 2 presents evidence from other 
sources that supports this case. Nabors acknowledges that he has not given 
consideration to the arguments in favor of rule by the few. The limits he has 
set for his study are reasonable in view of the sources that he had to draw on 
in order to contextualize, present, and then evaluate the Republican case—a 
truly amazing number. But his plan has an unacknowledged drawback: he is 
unable to consider whether the view of congressional Republicans was shared 
by President Lincoln. Coherent and well-grounded though it was, their case 
was not unassailable. 
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A search of Lincoln’s Collected Works reveals a single instance of his 
use of the word “oligarchy.” In a speech in reply to Stephen Douglas (July 
17, 1858), Lincoln read from a letter by Thomas Jefferson that contains the 
word, but not in reference to the wealthy owners of slaves. Rather, “the power 
claimed for the Supreme Court by Judge Douglas, Mr. Jefferson holds, would 
reduce us to the despotism of an oligarchy.” Republicans in Congress also 
spoke of the South as an “aristocracy.” The Collected Works records a few 
instances when Lincoln used this word in reference to the South, but he does 
not appear to have developed an analysis of sectional differences based on it. 
At any event, there are deeper reasons for doubting that he fully shared the 
views of Republicans in Congress. 

The constitutional warrant for the Republicans’ reconstruction effort is 
found in Article IV, section 4: “The United States shall guarantee to every 
State in this Union a Republican Form of Government.” The Republicans had 
to prove that the state governments of the South had departed from repub-
lican government within the meaning of this clause. This is harder to do 
than the Republicans may have acknowledged. These governments presented 
many republican features, and their most obvious antirepublican feature, the 
legal institution of slavery, was not new. 

Nabors devotes special attention to a speech by one very prominent 
Republican, Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, that was delivered 
over two days in February 1866. Reaction to the speech is “proof of Republi-
can agreement that the slave South had developed in an oligarchic direction 
and had deviated from the plan of the American founders” (106). Sumner 
identified two necessary elements in republican government as understood 
by the founders: natural rights and consent. But, to judge from Nabors’s pre-
sentation of the speech, Sumner seems not to have noticed that there is a 
tension between these elements. There was a danger that the Republicans in 
Congress would disregard the requirement for consent in their own effort 
to reestablish governments based on natural rights in the South. Sumner 
argued that the guarantee clause authorized Congress to extend voting rights 
by statute in the defeated states; there was no need to pass a constitutional 
amendment for this purpose. According to Nabors, Sumner’s Republican 
colleagues agreed with this interpretation of the clause, but they pointed out 
that an amendment offered more lasting protection for voting rights. If their 
interpretation of the guarantee clause is correct, the Constitution authorized 
Congress, for the sake of defending republican government, to exercise an 
almost despotic authority over those states.
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It is hard to see Lincoln concurring in such an interpretation. He had 
outlined his own plan for the reestablishment of loyal state governments in 
the South in his Proclamation of December 8, 1863. In that proclamation 
the president invoked the guarantee clause, but he did so for the purpose of 
protecting the new governments that he hoped would soon be formed. He 
went so far as to suggest “as not improper, that, in constructing a loyal State 
government in any State…the constitution [of the State], and the general 
code of laws, as before the rebellion, be maintained,” except with regard to 
slavery. It is true that the leaders of the rebellion, and anyone who refused to 
take an oath of loyalty to the Union, would be barred from participating in 
these efforts. Nevertheless, Lincoln’s plan makes little sense if he believed that 
southern institutions had been thoroughly tainted by the spirit of oligarchy.

Lincoln would later decline to approve a different plan that had the sup-
port of Republicans in Congress, the Wade–Davis bill. That bill’s sponsor in 
the Senate was Benjamin Wade of Ohio. As early as the debate over the Kan-
sas–Nebraska bill in 1854, Wade had argued that a “final conflict” between 
the North and the South was inevitable because of the irreconcilability of 
their principles (192; the words in quotation marks are Nabors’s paraphrase). 
If one compares Wade’s response to the Kansas–Nebraska bill with Lincoln’s, 
one may find the seed of later disagreement between Congress and the execu-
tive branch over reconstruction policy. The view implied by Lincoln’s policy 
could be called “republican except”: he seems to have assumed that even 
wealthy southerners believed in republican government, except when it came 
to slavery. With slavery gone, the southern states could safely reassume their 
places in the Union. 

From Oligarchy to Republicanism is a revelatory work in many respects. 
If it is as influential as it deserves to be, it will reorient the study of Ameri-
can political development toward questions of a more political-philosophical 
nature. But its readers may find that they are disturbed by a note of some-
thing like partisanship in its presentation of the Republicans’ case. 
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By what right does humanity exist? This is the striking question motivat-
ing Rémi Brague in his latest offering, The Legitimacy of the Human. Drawing 
on theology, philosophy, and history, Brague deals with human existence as 
a question of politics and ethics. He works through this question chiefly by 
articulating the origins and ideas connected to “humanism” and setting 
those ideas against what he calls “antihumanism” (4).

Brague divides humanism into classical humanism and modern 
humanism. Classical humanism includes ancient philosophy and the great 
monotheistic religions. Whatever the deep differences that exist between 
ancient philosophy and monotheistic religion, Brague points out a decisive 
similarity: the notion that there is something higher or greater than human 
beings themselves, whether that something be nature or a providential God 
(16). Classical humanism thus identifies human greatness by contrasting it 
with something greater yet, divine greatness. Modern humanism includes a 
wide-ranging set of thinkers from the early Renaissance to late modernity, 
such as Francis Bacon and Karl Marx. What binds this diverse set of thinkers 
together is an assumption that human excellence is due to human activity, 
work, and an effort to improve the human condition by the conquest of 
nature, all without reference to God. The implicit atheism of this humanism 
is made explicit especially in the words of Karl Marx: non serviam. Marx 
believed that human greatness lay in its capacity to serve as its own provi-
dence (16–22).
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The origin of humanity’s existential question as a political question is 
far too complicated to do justice to in this review, so I will offer just a taste 
of Brague’s argument. Brague claims that the basis of modern civilization is 
modern science and its child, modern technology (118–19). Modern science, 
as a mode of knowing, peers past the appearances of things, avoiding the 
most obvious characteristics of the natural world for the sake of grasping 
efficient causes, the causes that most of all make modern technology pos-
sible. The modern emphasis on efficient causes corresponds to a de-emphasis 
of final causes, or the goods at which things are aimed (28–29). But human 
action is made intelligible through knowledge of the good, and so modern 
science is necessarily unhelpful in shedding light on human action as human 
action. As such, the basis of modern civilization—modern science—is unable 
to tell modern civilization what to do. The problem is exacerbated by modern 
university education focusing excessively on science and engineering at the 
expense of the classics and humanities. 

Given this deformity of modern education, Brague thinks it reasonable 
that radical ideas form in modern civilization: the idea that modern technol-
ogy will shortly render human beings unnecessary, since modern technology 
can perform the tasks of modern civilization much better than human beings 
themselves; or the idea that nuclear annihilation is a consummation devoutly 
to be wished, since human beings are a dangerously voracious species on the 
planet and cursed with self-consciousness; or that since we are but clever 
apes, we have no more right to exist than fleas (33–35). 

To deal with these disturbing notions adequately, Brague shows, we 
must reconsider the beginning of humanity. The beginning of humanity can 
be reduced to two possibilities: chance or intelligence. These two possibili-
ties determine how we conceive of the “legitimacy” or “filiation” of man: Is 
man, like a legitimate child, meant to be? Or is he the product of random 
acts that happened to produce life? If he simply happens to exist, and is a 
threat to the world or could be superseded by a superior being of his own 
creation, by what moral claim can humanity say it ought to exist (52)? In 
fact, considering the self-inflicted meaningless suffering and malevolence 
of humanity, would it not, as Ulrich Hostmann infamously argued, be more 
rational to use nuclear weapons as a means of collective suicide and end the 
pain and immorality of humanity?

Brague develops this question over the next few chapters by investigating 
the concept of antihumanism and the modern project. He begins this task by 
turning to Islamic philosophy, an epistle from the “Sincere Brethren” which 
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raises the question, By what right do human beings use animals for the ben-
efit of humanity? According to Brague, the meaning of the Islamic Platonists 
is that human superiority is justified only if human beings attain true hap-
piness. That is, human completion and excellence is the reason for human 
superiority (70–71). In other words, medieval Islamic philosophy understood 
that the dignity of humanity and its place in the world were contingent on 
the good that oriented human life. For Brague’s purposes, it does not matter 
whether one means a beatific vision or philosophic contemplation. In either 
case, there is appeal to an intelligent purpose that militates against the idea 
that humanity is an accident. 

Brague then turns to a very different case, that of the Russian poet Alex-
ander Blok. Blok believed that the Great War and the Bolshevik Revolution 
presaged a “crisis of humanism” and that the future would bring a return of 
humanity to its “elemental” condition, or a condition of “culture” without 
“civilization” (76, 78–79). Humanism, as far as Blok was concerned, was the 
same as modern civilization, and modern civilization was the same as amoral 
individualism. With its destruction, a new sort of figure would come into 
being, the “artist” who would shape humanity into something new and indeed 
superior to mere humanity. Although Blok is not as impressive a thinker as 
those who influenced him, especially Nietzsche, he remains important for 
Brague because he represents a recurring possibility for human beings in the 
face of catastrophes like the Great War or Bolshevism: a rejection of preserv-
ing humanity in favor of working for an unknown future that promises to 
overcome the suffering of human life. 

The summary statement of anithumanism is best made by Michel Fou-
cault. Brague emphasizes Foucault’s phrase “death of man,” and forcefully 
rearticulates Foucault’s argument that the death of God, or denial of any-
thing transcending humanity itself, logically requires the annihilation, real 
or metaphorical, of humanity itself. As Brague interprets Foucault, limitation 
or definition is coextensive with humanism—classically stated, humans are 
neither beasts nor gods (103). Without divinity acting as a limit on humanity, 
Foucault argues, there is no rational limit to the search for power. Indeed, 
every attempt to limit the desire for power is a form of humanism. 

Since Blok and Foucault are at once products and critics of modernity, 
Brague turns to the modern project itself by considering the work of Hans 
Blumenberg. Blumenberg argues that modernity is the victory of “human-
ism” over other ways of organizing the life of human beings. Furthermore, 
modernity is a singular stage in human history because it was consciously 
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chosen by great thinkers and statesmen (113). Moderns wish to be modern. 
Since moderns wish to be modern, moderns believe being modern is better 
than the alternative, which is what came before modernity. In the history of 
the West, this means medieval Europe, or Christendom. For modern men, 
then, medieval Europe or Christendom is undesirable. Why?

For Blumenberg, the Middle Ages, and thus necessarily the Catholic 
Church, was an attempt to refute “Gnosticism,” or the belief that nature is 
evil and that humanity is meant to be emancipated from the evils that nature 
visits upon it (115–17). Where Gnosticism posits independent sources of good 
and evil in the world, Christianity claims that God’s Providence rules, and 
hence that good is destined to rule over evil. For Blumenberg this position 
is not credible, since providence is originally developed in Stoic philosophy, 
and is consequently at odds with scripture itself. The failure of the Second 
Coming to take place anytime soon meant that the Catholic Church failed to 
deal with the existence of present evil adequately. Modernity sought to deal 
with the problem of evil in the world—war, disease, and poverty—through 
the frank application of human knowledge to the natural world. In doing so, 
it sought to replace a pious community emphasizing God’s providence with 
a technological providence by which human beings could confidently take 
God’s place (119). 

Thus the modern project came from and in opposition to the Catholic 
Church. While modernity seeks to have humanity determine its own course 
and future, it comes out of a civilization that believed that human destiny 
was determined by a saving God. To that extent, modern civilization depends 
on Christianity, and we might say that modern civilization is the rebellious 
child of the Catholic Church. But while modern civilization produces incon-
trovertible goods such as health and wealth, its long-term effects are not so 
obviously good. And the thinking that came after modern civilization—the 
postmodernism of Blok, Foucault, Hostmann—tends to embrace the real 
or metaphorical annihilation of humanity. Hence modernity provides the 
means and the thought for human extinction, if not yet the will. For Brague, 
this is empirical proof that modernity has failed inasmuch as it can neither 
defend itself against nihilism or postmodernism, nor defend the goodness 
of being more generally. If modern civilization, and humanity more gener-
ally, is worth preserving, we must return to the decisive difference between 
the Middle Ages and the modern project, and recover a conviction in, and 
consciousness of, God’s providence (132–33). 
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The final two chapters are given over to an examination of Genesis, and the 
relation between the biblical God and humanity. Brague wonderfully draws 
out how the commandments of God to the Israelites are commandments that 
over time continue to concretize, make more real and more definite, human 
existence. Thus he moves from the commandment that being should be, that 
man should be (and that man is very good), that man should live in a way 
proper to his species (not as an animal), that he should be free from slavery, 
and that he should worship God in the Temple and rule in the land of Israel 
(159–64). The existence of humanity finds its legitimacy in God’s affirmation 
that being is good, and that flourishing being is necessarily limited being, 
being most actual. 

Brague delightfully argues that being is good because the God beyond 
Being, the Good that causes the world to Be, has made it so (167). Atheism, 
the supposition of the modern project, assumes that things are as they are, 
without any divine mandate, and thus is unable to say that humanity ought 
to exist. It is for this reason that Brague thinks some sort of return to belief 
in providence is necessary: for most people, some sort of justification for 
the goodness of human existence is necessary if they are not to engage in 
self-destruction. At this point, Brague’s optimism is perhaps surprising. The 
Western world seems to be more unchurched, more hedonistic, and more 
nihilistic than ever before. Recent defenses of modern civilization (e.g., Ste-
ven Pinker’s) are unreflectively atheistic, and simply ignore the existential 
questions that motivate Brague’s book. One might have thought that the 
moral horror that was the twentieth century might inspire the return to belief 
in providence that Brague sees as necessary, but the opposite appears to be 
the case, at least in Western nations. The comfortable relief of man’s estate 
is a very difficult idea to displace, and perhaps justifies existence for many. 
As human existence becomes less comfortable, so suicide comes to appear, 
horrifically, as a more and more reasonable option.

So Brague leaves us with another, sobering, possibility: that a belief in 
some sort of providential order is necessary for the continued avoidance of 
some sort of existential catastrophe, and since such belief is not obviously 
forthcoming, catastrophe of some sort or another is the fate of modern civili-
zation. In this case, rather than hoping for a new Middle Ages, perhaps we can 
encourage a statesmanship that, at best, could reaffirm the goodness of both 
humanity and civilization, or at least could hold off catastrophe a little longer. 
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